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Abstract
This thesis draws on insights and practices of ethnomethodology and conversation
analysis to study routine talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit. The thesis considers
pilots' routine talk-in-interaction as they establish what is going on around them, who
knows what, who is doing what, and what they are to do next. This thesis explores how,
through processes of talk-in-interaction, pilots develop and make available to one another
their situated and moment-to-moment understandings as they work together as a flight
crew to perform necessary activities and tasks to fly their plane. By using video data of
pilots at work on regular scheduled passenger flights the thesis shows how the modern
airline cockpit is both the epitome of the high technology workplace, with its bewildering
array of computers, displays, buttons, switches, dials, levers and lights, and also very
much a setting for human interaction. The thesis shows how every airline flight is
simultaneously and necessarily a technological triumph and an interactional
accomplishment.
Exactly what airline pilots actually say and do as they fly their plane is studied in great
detail after an airline accident or serious incident. This task is made possible by ' flight
data recorders' and 'cockpit voice recorders', the so-called 'black boxes '. This thesis
explores talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit 'beyond the black box' in that it focusses
on routine or ordinary cockpit talk-in-interaction, rather than talk-in-interaction at times of
crisis. By looking in detail at routine talk-in-interaction in the cockpit, as pilots go about
their ordinary day-to-day work duties, this thesis throws light on the work of airline
pilots as routinised activity, and on what is involved, moment-to-moment, in talking,
understanding, seeing, and acting, accountably and recognisably, as an airline pilot.
The thesis joins a growing interest in interaction in workplace or institutional settings, and
in particular joins a number of recent studies which look in detail at interaction in
sociotechnical settings where groups or teams coordinate their talk and non-talk activities
to perform tasks and complete goals. This thesis adds to findings of these studies on
human cognition as situated, embodied, and socially shared, and in particular develops
previous research on cognition in the airline cockpit.
The interest of this thesis is consistent with calls by some applied linguists for the
investigation of language in 'real-world problems'. The commercial aviation industry has
come to recognise that human performance is a contributing factor in around two thirds of
all accidents. The industry has become interested in communication in the cockpit in its
aim to help pilots to work better together as a team to share information, assess situations,
perform tasks, plan and make decisions, and identify and resolve problems. However,
research in the industry has overwhelmingly favoured large scale quantitative studies in
which pilots' utterances are isolated from their contexts of occurrence and then coded and

counted in order to answer predetermined research questions. In contrast, this thesis
studies communication in the cockpit in context as part of pilots' ongoing interaction,
unfolding over time, and asks only how airline pilots talk in order to do their work. The
thesis shows how 'situation awareness', a critical notion in commercial aviation training
and practice, can be seen not as an individual mental phenomenon, but as something
shared by members of a flight crew and developed and displayed through processes of
talk-in-interaction.
The thesis has three data analysis chapters.
Chapter Three shows how pilots' pronominal choices allow pilots to invoke and make
salient relevant cockpit roles. That is, by choosing this or that personal pronoun pilots can
present themselves as talking in this or that role as they perform tasks. In this way
pronominal choices help to develop pilots' understandings of who's who in the cockpit.
This chapter shows how cockpit roles, even those associated with a formal rank ( such as
Captain and First Officer), are actively oriented to moment-to-moment through processes
of talk-in-interaction, and so are continually and locally created and reinforced as part of
pilots' routine work.
Chapter Four shows that pilots coordinate their talk and non-talk activities with
extraordinary precision as they perform cockpit tasks. This coordination involves the
moment-to-moment management of the timing and aspects of the production of both talk
and non-talk activity. The outcome of this coordination of talk and non-talk activity is a
synchronisation of the pilots' conduct of a task, and the progress of the flight, as these
are represented in talk and as they really are. That is, airline pilots demonstrate an
orientation to the sequentially task-oriented nature of their work through a precise
coordination of talk and non-talk activity. For example, pilots orient to the significance of
producing talk which can be heard to claim an activity, or a task, or a stage of flight, to be
completed. A precise coordination of talk and non-talk activity is one way pilots make
themselves accountable to one another for what they say and do, and exactly when, as
members of a flight crew jointly responsible for conducting the flight.

In Chapter Five I look at how pilots integrate their talk within the cockpit, to each other,
with their talk beyond the cockpit, to air traffic controllers. Although controllers are
physically and visibly removed from the cockpit, they are nevertheless relevant
participants in cockpit talk-in-interaction and their contributions can directly impact upon
the pilots' work. The chapter shows how pilots come to relevant understandings about
who has said what, who understands what, and what they are each supposed to do,
through processes of talk-in-interaction as they fit together their occasional interaction
with participants beyond the cockpit with their ongoing interaction with one another
within the cockpit.
One finding across all three data analysis chapters is that pilots routinely change or
embellish the prescribed wordings which are spelled out for them in manuals of
procedures. These changes do important interactional work in that they allow pilots to

incorporate the prescribed wordings into their ongoing interaction to conduct the flight.
Prescribed and conventional wordings are adapted to meet the demands of' our conduct
of this flight right now'.
The Conclusion points to implications of the thesis' findings for understandings of talkin-interaction generally, and of talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit specifically, and
also points to implications for the commercial aviation industry and for airline accident
investigation.
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Chapter One
Introduction: beyond the black box
1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

Preamble

In the words of Captain Dan Maurino, an airline pilot and researcher in aviation 'human
factors', the goal of all airline pilots is "to get people from A to B without killing them"I :
this thesis explores "the place of communication, or 'talk-in-interaction', in pilots'
achievement of this laudable goal. The thesis considers pilots' routine talk to one another
as they establish what is going on around them, who knows what, who is doing what,
and what they are to do next. This thesis explores how, through processes of talk-ininteraction, pilots develop and make available to one another their situated and momentto-moment understandings, what the industry calls 'situation awareness', as they work
together as a flight crew to perform necessary activities and tasks to fly their plane.
For most of us, what goes on in an airline cockpit, and more specifically language as it is
used in the airline cockpit, is hidden from us behind the closed cockpit door. As
passengers, the 'pilots' talk' we hear is the barely audible drawled welcomes and
announcements about the weather en route and the estimated departure and arrival times.
What airline pilots actually say and do to fly their plane often only comes to our attention
when there has been an airline crash or serious incident. This is when the me_dia, the
commercial aviation industry, government departments, official investigative bodies, and
not least the general public, develop a keen interest in learning what happened in the
cockpit. This interest includes finding out what the pilots did, and what the pilots said, a
task made possible by 'flight data recorders' and 'cockpit voice recorders', the so-called
'black boxes' .2 Transcriptions made from cockpit voice recorders are studied in close
detail and give some idea of what goes on in the cockpit, and how pilots work. This
thesis explores talk in the airline cockpit 'beyond the black box' in that it studies in close
detail routine or ordinary cockpit talk, rather than cockpit talk at times of crisis, which is
just as well because I was collecting the data myself.
1 Comment made during a workshop at The Fourth Australian Aviation Psychology Symposium,
Sydney, March 1998.
2 Common aviation terms used in this thesis are explained in the glossary in Appendix 2.
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Routine cockpit talk is the talk that occurs when nothing seriously wrong happens, the
talk that is automatically wiped by the continuous recording loop of the cockpit voice
recorder, the talk that gets the job done. Detailed study of routine cockpit talk allows us to
see just how the modem airline cockpit is both the epitome of the high technology
workplace, with its bewildering array of computers, displays, buttons, switches, dials,
levers and lights, and also very much a setting for human interaction. By looking in detail
at talk-in-interaction in the cockpit, as pilots go about their ordinary day-to-day work
duties, this thesis throws light on the work of airline pilots as routinized activity, and on
what is involved, moment-to-moment, in talking, understanding, seeing, and acting as an
airline pilot, what Psathas (1990b:21) calls the "interactional competencies ... requisite to
participation". In keeping with other studies of 'institutional talk' this thesis "involves
investigating how [participants'] orientation to and engagement in their institutional roles
and identities is manifest in the details of participants' language, and their use of language
to pursue institutional goals." (Drew and Sorjonen 1997:94). In short, this thesis throws
light on what it is to be, recognisably, an airline pilot.
Of medical interaction Heritage (1984b:299) asks "how is an accountably adequate
surgical incision produced and recognized?". Adapting Heritage's wording, this thesis
asks 'how is an accountably adequate airline flight produced and recognised?'. In
responding to this question the thesis shows how every airline flight is not just a
mechanical and technological triumph, and some would say miracle, but is also the
outcome of human performance: every airline flight is an interactional accomplishment.

1.1.2

Language in the airline cockpit

There are some readily apparent features of language in the airline cockpit, or of language
in aviation more generally, which help to distinguish immediately such language as of the
cockpit, or of aviation. These are also the features on which the commercial aviation
industry has tended to focus when developing and evaluating cockpit or radio
procedures3 , or when investigative bodies or researchers try to piece together what
happened after an incident or accident to determine how pilots may have contributed to
events by what they did, or did not, say or do (Straud 1990; George 1991; Cushing
1994; Matchette 1995; Wiener 1995).4
For example, as in any specialist field, using high technology or otherwise, commercial
aviation has its own vocabulary to refer to its relevant events, actions, circumstances,
participants, and tools of the trade, such as 'go-around', 'aileron' and 'navaid'. Much of
the pilots' specialist vocabulary takes the form of acronyms like 'ASEL' (Altitude Select),
3 See J.Stewart (1989), Harston (1990), Degani and Wiener (1993, 1994), Logsdon et al.

(1995), Montalvo (1995), or Wiener (1995).
4 See the detailed discussions later in this chapter.
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'INS' (Inertial Navigation System), 'ATIS' (Automatic Terminal Information Service),
and 'ILS' (Instrument Landing System). Pilots also have specialist meanings for words
in everyday usage such as 'attitude', 'bank', 'elevators', and 'spoilers'. To a pilot, a
'clean' plane has not been recently washed, but is configured for cruise flight (eg. landing
gear is raised, wing flaps are retracted). Using the specialist and expected word can be
crucial for the outcome of the flight. For example, on one flight the pilot repeatedly asked
an air traffic controller for 'priority' to land, because his large airliner was very low on
fuel. The pilot never actually declared an 'emergency', which would have compelled the
controller to give the plane the most direct route to the runway, and the plane eventually
ran out of fuel and crashed (Duke 1994; Helmreich 1994).
A great deal of what airline pilots say to one another, and exactly when they say it, is
officially prescribed for them in operations manuals, policies, sets of standard procedures
and so on. These documents typically have legal status in that they must be approved by
regulatory bodies as part of an airline's licence. Airline pilots are required, as a condition
of their professional employment, to follow the 'scripts' provided for them in these
documents. These scripts usually specify sequences of talk, and/or talk and non-talk
activity, for the acceptable performance of particular flight tasks (eg. taking off or
'engaging' the autopilot). In the event of an incident or accident pilots may be held
accountable for their failure to, for example, follow emergency procedures (FSF 1996b)
or correctly complete a checklist (Helmreich 1994; NTSB 1995; FSF 1995e, 1997; BASI
1996a).
Airline pilots frequently talk in numbers. Numbers are used to classify the aviation world
by describing and identifying its important locations, actions and participants. For
example, numbers are used to identify runways ('Runway three four'), taxiways ('Delta
two'), as well as flights ('Qantas five six one') and aircraft types ('Boeing seven three
seven', 'MD eleven', 'Airbus three forty'). Numbers are used to specify altitudes ('thirty
three thousand feet', 'Flight Level three three zero'), speeds ('two hundred and fifty
knots'), wind direction and speed ('one hundred degrees at five knots'), and a plane's
directional heading ('heading two hundred and ten degrees'). The pilot beside the Captain
is the 'First Officer', and a plane queueing to takeoff may be described as 'number two'.
For example, the following is an actual message from an air traffic controller (in the
control tower) to the crew of an American airliner approaching the airport ('Delta five fifty
four'), and gives some idea of the prevalence of numbers in the language of aviation:
Tower:

delta five fifty-four you're number two traffic to follow seven (three)
seven two mile final the wind now one zero zero at one two runway one
three .. continue one departure prior to your arrival .. braking action
reported good by seven three seven .. low level wind shear reported on
final by seven three seven also.
(NTSB 1997a: 111)

Language in the airline cockpit often- appears repetitive. For example, one pilot may say
3
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'flaps up', to which the pilot next to him replies 'flaps up'. Or, an air traffic controller
may call a plane and say 'cleared to land runway two four' to which one of the pilots
replies to the controller, or 'reads back', 'cleared to land runway two four'. Such
repetition is of wording only, for each saying of the same words serves a different
purpose. That is, while the first saying of 'flaps up' is actually a request for the other
pilot to perform an activity, to retract the wing 'flaps' after takeoff, the second saying of
'flaps up' is to tell the first pilot that the activity has been performed. The air traffic
controller gives the pilots new information, that their flight is allowed to land. When the
pilot replies to the controller with these very same words the controller can confirm that
the pilot heard correctly. Repetitions of wording such as these are an important form of
redundancy in the world of aviation because they help participants to notice and respond
to problems, such as inaccuracies, omissions, inconsistencies and mishearings.
The language of commercial aviation is often thought of as precise and economical. Pilots
usually say only the few words necessary to achieve understanding. This reflects the
task-oriented context of the cockpit (see comments below section 1.4) and the time
constraints under which the pilots work, especially during critical stages of a flight like
the takeoff and landing. A Captain's decision to begin a takeoff may be conveyed by
saying an official 'takeoff, or an unofficial 'let's go'. After turning on ('engaging') the
autopilot the First Officer may say just 'autopilot's engaged'. This characteristic of pilots'
language is probably most obvious in the use of checklists. For example, as part of
completing the 'parking checklist' one pilot calls out 'parking brake?' , to which the other
pilot responds simply 'on'.
In linguistics journals there are few studies oflanguage in aviation, and these studies have
tended to be quantitative, that is coding and counting particular kinds of utterances, and
have tended to be motivated by a concern to understand aviation language as it is used in
some kind of unusual or non-routine situation. That is, these studies have been interested
in communication when things go wrong, rather than in routine situations when
everything is as it should be (see also Allen and Guy 1989). By coding and counting
utterances across a large database these studies isolate instances of talk from the
immediate interactional contexts which gave rise to them. For example, Linde (1988)
looks at politeness in flight crew communication and its possible effect in emergency and
accident situations. Linde ( 1988) argues that politeness, in the form of mitigation, affects
communicative success, particularly in utterances from lower to higher ranked pilots, and
that, for example, suggestions to a Captain are more likely to fail if they are mitigated.
Morrow et al. (1994) look at non-routine radio exchanges between pilots (not only airline
pilots) and air traffic controllers. Such exchanges occur when routine communications are
disrupted by some kind of communication problem. Morrow et al. (1994) are interested
in identifying the causes of the communication problems and exploring how pilots and
controllers collaborate to resolve them. Shuy (1993) counts various aspects of one pilot's
speech to controllers to determine the possibility of pilot error in a plane crash. Shuy
4
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(1993) considers aspects of the pilot's syntax, pronunciation, and speech acts, but
presents only isolated actual instances of communication.
Unlike these studies, my interest in the language of commercial aviation is to go beyond a
focus on non-routine and emergency situations to develop a better understanding of how
routine situations in commercial aviation come to be in the first place, and how they are
recognised and accepted as such by those involved. Rather than code and count utterances
isolated from their contexts of occurrence, my approach will be to look in detail at
language in the airline cockpit as it occurs moment-to-moment as pilots develop,
demonstrate and act upon relevant understandings in the course of their routine duties to
fly their plane.

1.2

Researching routine talk in the airline
cockpit: ethnomethodology and
conversation analysis

1.2.1

Origins and principles: ethnomethodology

To examine routine talk in the airline cockpit this thesis draws upon insights and methods
developed in the fields of ethnomethodology (EM) and conversation analysis (CA), what
Psathas (1990b:1) describes as the "ethnomethodological-conversation-interactionanalytic tradition" (EM/CA).5 Ethnomethodology can be described succinctly as ''the
study of the common-sense reasoning skills and abilities through which the ordinary
members of a culture produce and recognise intelligible courses of action." (Heritage
1989:21).6 As Garfinkel and Sacks (1986/1969:163) put it, "persons ... somehow are
heard to be engaged in the objective production and objective display of commonsense
knowledge of everyday activities as observable and reportable phenomena" (emphasis in
original). Ethnomethodology explores that 'somehow'. Ethnomethodology developed
with Harold Garfinkel's response to the reliance in "core" sociology (Garfinkel
1967: 100) on preconceived and theorised abstract constructs and structures, its
"common-sense categories" (Sacks 1990/1963:95), to explain social phenomena7, rather

5 Not to be outdone, Wieder (1999:169) suggests the ground is prepared for "an ensemble of

EM-CA-MA-ES based ethnographies of interaction", where the acronym stands for
Ethnomethodology-Conversation Analysis-Microanalysis-Ethnography of Speaking.
6 For example Ryave and Schenkein (1974) discuss how people accomplish walking together or
alone, and how a lone walker avoids following or joining a walking group.
7 Though see Hutchby's (1999) recent concerns, and discussions in Schegloff (1991 b), Wilson
(1991 ), and Zimmerman and Boden (1991 ).
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than talcing as its subject matter instances of actual social life. 8
Garfinkel followed Alfred Schutz' earlier interest, within phenomenology, in
"uncovering, describing, and analyzing the essential features of the world of everyday life
... [in] ... a philosophy of mundane reality" (Psathas I973a:8), that is, "the constitutive
order of events of everyday life" (Garfinkel 1990/1963: 209).9 For Garfinkel,
challenging sociology's assumptions meant that rather than accepting 'social structures'
as pre-existing and given, somehow there and known to be there by members of society
acting as 'judgmental dopes' (Garfinkel 1967:66; see also Heritage I984b:110),
sociology ought to learn how social structures are ordinarily and routinely enacted and
maintained (Garfinkel 1990/1963:187). For example, Garfinkel (1990/1963:187-8)
described familial arrangements as "emergent products of a vast amount of
communicative, perceptual, judgmental and other 'accommodative' work whereby
persons ... establish, maintain and restore and alter the social structures that are the
assembled products of temporally extended courses of action". For ethnomethodologists,
understanding 'social order' is "not a problem of constructing structures about the
external world. It is instead a problem of understanding how the sense of a corresponding
external world is accomplished by every interactional activity." (Mehan and Wood
1975: 184).
Ethnomethodology recommended for sociology "an alternative account of formal
structures in practical actions" (Garfinkel and Sacks 1986/1969:162). The 'ordinary
society' and the 'everyday world' were not assumed by society's members, and to be
found in the theorised constructs and structures of sociologists, but were produced in
members' "naturally organised ordinary activities" (Garfinkel 1991 : 14) and "natural
language practices" (Garfinkel and Sacks 1986/1969:182). Mehan and Wood (1975:98)
describe the ethnomethodological model as "a characterization of the way persons create
situations and rules, and so at once create themselves and their social realities." In short,
Garfinkel (1967:vii) saw "the objective reality of social facts as an ongoing
accomplishment of the concerted activities of daily life". Therefore, sociology's methods
needed to focus on "members' methods" (Garfinkel and Sacks 1986/1969:163).IO

8 See for example Garfinkel (1967, 1972, 1990/1963), Garfinkel and Sacks (1986/1969), and
for discussions of ethnomethodology , and its relationship to traditional sociology, see also
Sacks (1990/1963), Psathas (1973a), Mehan and Wood (1975), Heritage (1984b), Livingston
(1987), Suchman (1987), Coulter (1990b), Turner (1990/1970), Zimmerman and Pollner
(1990/1970), Benson and Hughes (1991 ), Button (1991 c), or Sharrock and Button (1991 ).
9 For discussions of the origins of ethnomethodology in the work of Husserl, Schutz and others
see Psathas (1973a), Smart (1976), Heritage (1984b), or Sharrock and Anderson (1986).
1O Hence the name 'ethno - methodology'. See Garfinkel (1974/1968). For collections of
ethnomethodological studies see for example Psathas (1979a), Garfinkel (1986), Coulter
(199Gb), Boden and Zimmerman (1991 ), Button (1991 b), or Watson and Seiler (1992).
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Origins and principles: conversation analysis

Conversation analysis took on the task of looking in detail at 'members' methods',
particularly their language practices. Conversation analysts use as data naturally occurring
interaction ''to investigate the procedural bases of reasoning and action through which
actors recognize, constitute, and reproduce the social and phenomenal worlds they
inhabit" (Goodwin and Heritage 1990:287). It is difficult to define precisely CA's
relationship to ethnomethodology, but it has been described as a "subfield" (Coulter
f990a:ix) or "a distinctive research stream" (Heritage 1989:21) of ethnomethodology
(Heritage 1989:21 ). Garfinkel (1991: 14) includes CA studies as ethnomethodological
studies. Clayman and Maynard (1995:1-2) argue that CA ''has a character and a trajectory
that is partially independent of ethnomethodology" but also that "bonds between the two
approaches run deep." Conversation analysts also draw on Erving Goffman' s insights on
people's conduct and coordination of their everyday face-to face encounters (eg. Goffinan
1956, 1967, 1972/1964, 1974, 1981). Goffinan discussed in detail how ordinary people
managed to do perfectly ordinary things, like asking for the time or passing one another
in the street. Goffman is credited with an ability to "disclose the unfamiliar in the familiar"
(Giddens 1988:252), and "for making the meticulous naturalistic, and unsponsored study
of ordinary social interaction a respectable enterprise." (Drew and Wootton 1988b: 10).
Goffman's interest was not the theorised 'social order' of traditional sociology, but what
he termed the 'interaction order' (see eg. Goffman 1967), ''to identify features of
interaction to which people actually attend in their conduct, such features being
discoverable in and through the ways in which they are oriented to." (Drew and Wootton
1988b: 1).11 Conversation analysts continue to draw upon a number of the concepts
which Goffman used and developed, including 'frame', 'encounter', 'gathering',
'performance', 'participant role' and 'participation framework', 'move', 'feoting', and
the distinction between 'frontstage' and 'backstage'.
The emergence of CA in the 1970s is particularly associated with the publication of
Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson's ( 197 4) model of the organisation of tumtaking for
conversation, and the insights of Harvey Sacks (see eg. Sacks 1972, 1978, 1984a,
1984b, 1987/1973, 1990/1963, and especially Sacks' lectures in Sacks 1992) into how
"natural language is, itself, a socially organised activity" (Lee 1991 :207).12 CA has
11 Although Schegloff (1988a) notes some critical differences between Goffman's studies and
CA. See also discussions of Goffman in Watson (1992), and Drew and Wootton (1988a),
especially Drew and Wootton (1988b), Collins (1988), Giddens (1988), and Kendon (1988).
12 There are now numerous discussions of the development and basic principles of CA,
sometimes comparing CA to discourse analysis and other approaches to language and
interaction. See for example Atkinson and Heritage (1984), Heritage (1984b), Bilmes (1986),
Hopper et al. (1986), Lee (1987), Schegloff (1988b), Heritage (1989), Psathas (199Gb), Hopper
(1989), Wootton (1989), Goodwin and Heritage (1990), Lee (1991 ), Nofsinger (1991 ),
Moerman (1992), Wortham (1994), Clayman and Maynard (1995), Psathas (1995), Malone
(1997), Pomerantz and Fehr (1997), Silverman (1998, focussing on Harvey Sacks'
contribution), Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998), ten Have (1999), or Silverman (1999).
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shown in detail how naturally occurring talk is sequentially ordered and collaboratively
produced and understood, moment-to-moment, by participants as they interact with one
another: the "intrinsic orderliness of interactional phenomena" (Psathas 1995: 8).
Interaction is something participants jointly accomplish 'locally', that is, there and then at
that moment. Talk is ordered in that participants coordinate their turns at talk to manage,
for example, who talks, when, for how long, and what about. Participants in interaction
have been found to orient to the sequential organisation of conversation in that certain
next 'actions', what participants do with their turns at talk, are 'preferred' to others (see
Sacks 1987/1973; Sacks and Schegloff 1979; Bilmes 1988; Pomerantz 1984a; BarrajaRohan 1994), and participants are accountable to others for producing an action which is
'dispreferred'.
Researchers drawing on principles and practices of CA have looked in detail at how a
range of actions are interactionally accomplished by participants, for example distributing
turns at talkl3, dealing with occasions when more than one participant talks at onceI4,
opening or closing conversations (Jefferson 1973; Schegloff 1979, 1986), moving from
one topic to another (Jefferson 1990/1973; Button 1991a), laughter (Jefferson 1984b,
1985, 1979; Jefferson et al. 1987; Glenn 1995), telling stories of various kindsI5, telling
jokes (Sacks 1978), referring to others or to locations (Sacks and Schegloff 1979;
Schegloff 1972), giving directions (Psathas 1979b, 1986, 1991 ), presenting troubles
(Jefferson 1984a; Jefferson and Lee 1992), repairing or error correctingI6 and
mishearing and misunderstandingI7, negotiating asymmetries of knowledge (Drew
1989, 1991; Linell and Luckman 1991), recalling (Drew 1989, 1991), and making
invitations and accepting or declining them (Drew 1984; Davidson 1984; Barraja-Rohan
1994).
Conversation analysts recognise the importance of 'context' to an interaction, but seek to
show just how talk is both shaped by context and also creates context by shaping
participants' understandings of who is doing what and what is going on (Schegloff

13 Jefferson (1972); Speier (1972); Sacks et al. (1974); Jefferson and Schenkein (1978);
Schegloff (1980, 1984a, 1988b, 1990); Schegloff et al. (1977); Ford and Thompson (1996);
Lerner (1996b).
14 Drummond (1989); Goodwin and Goodwin (1992a); Schegloff (1987/1973).
15 Sacks (1972, 1986); Jefferson (1978); Goodwin (1979, 1981, 1984, 1986a); Schegloff
(1984a, 1992a).
16 Jefferson (1973, 1974, 1987); Schegloff (1987/1973); Schegloff et al. (1977); also
Pomerantz (1984b).
17 Drummond and Hopper (1991 ); Bilmes (1992); see also Coupland, Wiemann and Giles
(1991 }, and Eisenberg and Phillips (1991 ).
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1992a; Psathas 1995:36; Linell 1998:138).18 CA is 'data driven' in the sense that
analysts try not to bring to their data preconceived agendas or categorizations of
participants, actions or settings. Instead, conversation analysts look at how participants'
actions and understandings develop and are demonstrated in the interaction, in the data of
the talk itself Therefore conversation analysts do not rely on hours of detailed
observational notes, interviews with participants, or other ethnographic techniques.19
Conversation analysts avoid making assumptions about the social 'statuses' or 'roles' of
participants (Cicourel 1972), or their mental or emotive states, or what their motivations
might be for saying or doing this or that.20 Instead, conversation analysts will always
work with the evidence of the transcription data before them (Schegloff 1992b). Any
claims must be are supported by evidence in the data. For example, when looking at data
conversation analysts would not assume that some social role, for example 'father',
'child', 'teacher', 'student', or whatever, was necessarily relevant and important to those
participants in that interaction. It is the participants themselves, through their talk, who
must make a role relevant (ie. real, active, significant). A conversation analyst would look
for evidence in the data, in the talk , that a particular role was relevant not just for the
analyst but for those participants in that interaction. A conversation analyst would ask
"What evidence is there in the talk that a participant was talking, and being heard, 'as the
father', that the role of 'father' was significant to those participants at that moment in that
interaction?". In this respect CA's approach is very different to that taken by some studies
in discourse analysis (DA) where particular social categories and constructs, for example
those associated with 'gender', are taken as pre-existing and then used as an analyst's
tool for explaining something in the data, and this can lead to confusion.21 22

18 Goodwin and Duranti (1992:7) refer to this as "Language as context"; see also Auer (1992),
and Linell (1998) who argues that "Contexts are themselves, to some extent, communicative
constructs" (Linell 1998:138). In this way CA studies are part of what Goodwin and Duranti
(1992:1) refer to as a ''trend toward increasingly more interactive and dialogically conceived
notions of contextually situated talk". See Hak (1999) and Silverman (1999) for recent and
extended discussions of context and CA.

19 This leads some to argue that CA studies have a ''talk bias" (Hak 1999:440; see also Ellis
1999) and would be better undertaken after ethnographic work (Moerman 1988; Hak 1999).
For discussions of CA and how it differs to ethnographic approaches to context see for example
Moerman (1988), Moerman (1992), Miller (1994), Nelson (1994), Hak (1999), or Silverman
(1998, 1999).
20 What Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998:15) refer to as an "exterior God's eye view".
21 See for example discussions of findings and revised findings in DA research on 'gender' and
'control' and 'dominance' in conversations, especially regarding 'interruptions' eg. Edelsky
(1981), Tannen (1993a), and especially James and Clarke (1993), James and Drakich (1993),
and Tannen (1993b), Tannen (1994), Berrier (1997), and Freed and Greenwood (1996). See
also Jones (1992) for a 'non-gendered' look at directive usage, and Drummond's (1989) critique
of simplistic understandings of 'interruptions'.
22 For discussions of the aims, principles, methods and merits of CA relative to other discourse
analytic approaches see the recent debates in the journal Discourse and Society, between
Wetherell (1998) and Schegloff (1998b), and Billig (1999a, 1999b} and Schegloff (1999a,
1999b). See also Schegloff (1988b) on CA and speech act theory, and Silverstein (1997).
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Methods: transcribing talk

The very process of transcription is an important part of the discovery process for the
conversation analyst. Transcribing involves repeatedly listening to the data and is
undertaken with an open mind about what might be there, what converstaion analysts call
'unmotivated looking' (Sacks 1984a:27; Psathas 1990b:3). Transcription conventions in
CA have evolved over the past two and half decades, but transcriptions typically indicate
not only participants' talk, but also 'tokens' such as 'oh', 'uh huh', 'um' and 'okay'
(Schegloff 1982; Heritage 1984a; Gardner 1994a), silence in and between utterances
(timed to the tenth of a second) (see Wilson and Zimmerman 1986; Jefferson 1989)23 ,
points at which two people talk at once (overlapping talk) or contribute simultaneously in
some other way (Jefferson 1973; Atkinson 1985; Drummond 1989; Goodwin and
Goodwin 1992b), laughter (Jefferson 1979; Jefferson 1984b; Jefferson 1985; Jefferson
et al. 1987), applause or other audience response (Atkinson 1984, 1985), and prosodic
features of talk such as lengthening of sounds, shifts in pitch, shifts in speed or volume
of talk, and even aspects of voice quality such as breathiness, creaky voice (Atkinson
1984; M.Goodwin 1996).
Conversation analysts transcribe these numerous features, and still others (see discussion
below on non-verbal details), because they have all been found to be interactionally
significant. That is, analysts have found evidence in data of naturally occurring talk that
participants themselves orient to these features as they produce their contributions and
make sense of others' contributions. These features are not just adjuncts to the 'real'
grammatical talk, or unfortunate performance errors, but are resources which participants
may draw upon as they make sense of what is going on in the interaction. As Heritage
and Atkinson (1984:4) argue, "nothing that occurs in interaction can be ruled out, a
priori, as random, insignificant, or irrelevant". Verbal and non-verbal features are not
"separate and separable but as connected and connectable" (Beattie 1983:11). One
advantage of transcribing talk using conventions developed in CA is that transcriptions
are able to show so much more about what is actually happening in an interaction. The
transcriptions reveal how participants do not just take turns at talk, they make
contributions to an interaction by coordinating a range of resources, in real physical
contexts and in real time.

1.2.4

Methods: transcribing non-talk features of
interaction

This thesis uses video data of airline pilots at work, and video data allows transcriptions
to include details of participants' non-talk activities, what Goffman (1972/ 1964:61) calls
23 See also interesting discussions on silence by Basso (1972), Atkinson and Drew (1979:91-

103), and Barker (1986).
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"the greasy parts of speech" ( see also Goffman 1981 ), and how they are coordinated with
participants' talk. These non-talk activities include participants' gaze direction and the
positioning and movement of their bodies, or parts of their bodies, such as posture
(Collett 1989; Schegloff 1998a), head nodding, sitting or standing, walking from one
place to another, or doing something with their hands.24 Furthermore, participants must
coordinate their talk with their use of material objects and do so within the physical
constraints of the setting for the interaction.
Detailed transcription of these non-talk features of interaction has shown how they can be
closely coordinated with participants' talk in the development of the interaction as
participants produce and interpret one another's contributions. Naturally occurring talk
itself, the words that are actually spoken, never occurs alone. Talk is just one of many
resources available to participants in their collaborative work to achieve intelligible
interaction. Naturally occurring interaction also always occurs in settings that are real and
meaningful to the participants (see Chaiklin 1993), and in conjunction with the
participants' identities and purposes. Non-talk features of an interaction can be described
in precise detail to understand their relationship to the talk which emerges and also to the
participants' interpretations of what is going on.
Goodwin (1979, 1981; see also Goodwin 1986b), for example, shows how a speaker
coordinates his utterance, 'I gave up smoking a week ago today actually', with his
shifting gaze, as the utterance is produced in a multiparty interaction. The speaker
reshapes his talk so that its "unfolding meaning" (Goodwin 1981: 112) is appropriate to
each intended recipient as signalled by the speaker's changes in gaze direction over the
course of the utterance. Goodwin argues that the speaker says "a week ago today" as his
gaze shifts to his wife because the information that a week has passed, and that he has
therefore reached some kind of' anniversary', is news to his wife, whereas his saying of
"I gave up smoking" occurs when his gaze is directed towards other participants because
this information is news to them but not to his wife. In this way the speaker's utterance is
a product of interaction between the speaker and hearer who "mutually construct the turn
at talk" (Goodwin 1981:97). Looking mainly at what occurs within turns, Goodwin
( 1981) describes how a speaker lengthens a sound such that his talk coincides with the
arrival of another's gaze, and how participants' talk is precisely timed with nodding, the
organisation of their bodies, and even the use of an eyebrow flash. Talk is also
24 Goodwin and Duranti (1992) refer to the "Behavioral environment" dimension of context,
which is ''the way that participants use their bodies and behavior as a resource for framing and
organizing their talk'' (Goodwin and Duranti 1992:7). See related discussions on
'contextualization (cues)', especially after Gumperz (1982) eg. Auer and Di Luzio (1992),
especially Auer (1992), De Fornel (1992), Heath (1992a), Silverstein (1992), Streeck and
Hartge (1992), and Gumperz (1992a, 1992b, 1992c). Contextualization cues are ''those verbal
signs that are indexically associated with specific classes of communicative activity types and
thus signal the frame of context for the interpretation of constituent messages" (Gumperz
1992b:307; see also Gumperz 1999).
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coordinated with either the speaker's or the recipient's performance of some activity, as
when an intended recipient is drinking (Goodwin 1981: 13 8), or a speaker suddenly
'fixes' a troublesome cigarette lighter just when when the recipient's attention becomes
noticeably available (Goodwin 1981: 144; see also Goodwin and Goodwin 1986).
Goodwin shows that studying turns at talk in naturally occurring conversation "permits
the analysis of basic social, linguistic, and cultural phenomena as elements of a single
integrated process" (Goodwin 1981: 173). The casual telling of a story during a meal can
actually involve precise coordination of talk with child care, distributing food, the timing
of eating activity, as well as gaze direction, smiling, nodding, and body position, as
Goodwin ( 1984) describes.
Just before the story begins Ann, and all of the other participants, are
fully occupied with eating. Ann places food on her fork and starts to
raise it to her mouth. She then hesitates, however, puts the loaded fork
back on her plate, raises her head, and produces the story's preface ...
just after 'Right?' which transfers the floor briefly to the recipient, the
speaker's hand noticeably closes. The activity of eating is not simply
interrupted ... but noticeably abandoned in mid-course in favor of the
talk. Thus even before the talk has been produced the activities of the
speaker's body provide a display about the status she is proposing for
it ... that it is something she is putting aside other activities to engage
in and thus not simply a comment or remark, but potentially something
such as a telling. (Goodwin 1984:228-229)
Talk occurs as just one part of a "multi-activity setting" (Goodwin 1984:227) in which
participants work together to perform separate activities simultaneously. Goodwin
describes how, in the telling of the story, the non-addressed recipient coordinates his
food serving activities with reference to the emerging structure of the story so that he
serves food during the background parts of the story but not during the punchline
(Goodwin 1984:241). Similarly, Goodwin (1987) describes how a participant departs
from a conversational group by coordinating her talk, 'Need some more ice' , with both
her avoidance of others' gaze and her activity of pouring out some drink. Goodwin
(1987) argues that she makes her leaving both visible and available to her coparticipants.
Her activities "provide her talk with an environment within which it becomes
comprehensible" (Goodwin 1987:209) and the other participants ''use the activitites to
find the sense of the talk and simultaneously use the talk to find the sense of the
activities." (Goodwin 1987:209).
Goodwin and Goodwin (1992a and 1992b) describe participants' coordination of talk,
intonation and body movement to collaboratively produce an assessment as "a single,
interactive activity" (Goodwin and Goodwin 1992b:81; see also Goodwin 1996:371).
Through overlapping talk, the hearer's assessment is produced simultaneously with the
speaker's assessment. The joint assessment is something which is socially produced, and
is a means by which the participants can display to each other both their understanding of
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what is happening and their alignment to those events (Goodwin and Goodwin 1992b:80;
Goodwin and Goodwin 1992a: 165). Participants' talk, and their non-talk activities,
nodding etc., function together, and are understood together, as "mutually contextualizing
phenomena" (Goodwin and Goodwin 1992b:88), each contributing to the understanding
of the other. Seeing talk in this way highlights just what it is that participants accomplish
as they jointly construct their interaction. As Goodwin and Goodwin (1992b:97) put it,
"[w ]hile using activities as interpretative resources participants are simultaneously faced
with the task of building these very same activities."
Such descriptions uncover ''just what interactants actually do when they interact with one
another" (Kendon 1990:3). For example, Kendon (1990) describes in great detail
participants' behaviour during greetings, or while kissing on a park bench. Kendon
( 1990) attempts to systematically record and understand the role of participants' head and
facial movements, and changes in gaze direction, in coordinating their utterances, among
other things. As a cautionary word against studying talk in isolation from the processes of
interaction through which it emerges, Kendon (1990:3) reminds us that ''the
communicative functions so often assigned to language can be, and often are,
accomplished by non-linguistic means and the reverse is also the case." He shows how
the talk and bodily movements of a speaker-listener pair "move in synchrony with one
another'' (Kendon 1990:6) to maintain the participants' coordinated attention. Indeed,
Kendon's definition of 'interaction' as "occurring whenever there is observeable
interdependence between the behavior of two or more individuals" (Kendon 1990: 11 ),
makes no explicit reference to talk at all. Talk is just one of the things that participants can
do.

1. 3

Talk-in-interaction

Recognising what actually happens in interaction, what interactants actually do, makes it
more difficult to justify the study of talk alone, isolated from the other resources which
participants draw upon to accomplish their interactions and make their own talk, and the
talk of others, interpretable. Certainly, studying language as talk-in-interaction takes us a
very long way from artificially constructed 'sentences'. The talk that occurs when real
people interact in real settings, and for purposes which have real meaning for them, does
not occur alone, and is not understood alone. Such talk is accompanied by a range of
other resources available to participants. We have seen that these resources can include
body orientation and movement, such as gaze and gesture, periods of silence, the location
and use of objects and physical features of the setting, relevant spaces, and the
organisation and performance of tasks. Whether the interaction is a casual greeting in the
street, a conversation over a meal, or reading a checklist on a commercial airliner, talk is
not all that participants attend to, and it is not all that analysts of talk-in-interaction should
attend to. In their explanation and defence of conversation analysis, Sharrock and
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Anderson ( 19 87a) remind us that. ..
[t]he primary characteristic of the utterances that conversation analysis
deals with is often less that they are verbal actions, but that they are
actions. There is, thus, no need for conversation analysis to insist that
verbal actions can only relate to other verbal actions for they may relate,
as well, to non-verbal ones ... It is entirely possible for first action to be
a verbal action and for 'next' to be a non-verbal one.
(Sharrock and Anderson 1987a:302, emphasis in original).
Many researchers, including Schegloff (1988a:93, 1990:51, 1991b:44, 1995:31) and
Goodwin (1996:376), now refer to analysis of 'talk-in-interaction', rather than
'conversation analysis', while Psathas (1995:2) suggests "interaction analysis".25 These
researchers find that 'talk-in-interaction' better conveys the reality that talk is not all
participants do as they interact. Indeed, for the participants the contributions of talk may
be less significant than other available resources for understanding what is going on as
the interaction develops. Also, many of these researchers work with talk in 'institutional'
settings (see section 1.5 below) and find that 'conversation analysis' is too restrictive in
that it implies only ordinary or mundane conversation, that is, everyday talk between
friends, family members etc. These reasons are compelling for exploring talk in the
setting of the airline cockpit, as will become increasingly apparent in Chapter Four, and
so I use the term 'talk-in-interaction' here.

1. 4

Task-oriented interaction

Participants' non-talk activities are particularly germane in interactions in which the
participants work together to perform some kind of practical task, and interaction in the
airline cockpit is predominantly task-oriented. That is, airline pilots talk to one another to
work together as a team26 to perform the tasks necessary to fly the plane. While pilots
may talk to each other about other things during some phases of the flight, they give
priority to talk which concerns their performance of the tasks which are necessary to fly
the plane. It is only because the pilots share a goal to fly the plane that they are together in
this setting and talking at all. I use the term 'task' generally to mean an intended action
which may involve non-talk activity and has some work-relevant outcome. A task will
involve associated talk and non-talk activity, such as pressing a button, turning a knob,
moving a lever, looking at a display or out a window, reading a manual, and so on.
In task-oriented interaction the participants undertake talk and non-talk activities in order
25 In fact Psathas (1995) has a bet each way. The title of his book is ' Conversation analysis: the

study of talk-in-interaction.'
26 Goffman (1956) described a team as "a set of individuals who co-operate in staging a single
routine" (Goffman 1956:47), and whose "intimate cooperation is required if a given projected
definition of the situation is to be maintained" (Goffman 1956:64).
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to achieve shared and predetermined goals to which the participants are committed and for
which the participants share some responsibility. The tasks are practical in the sense that
the participants use objects or tools27 of some sort and in some interact way with the
physical features of the setting for the interaction. The physical setting is not just where
the interaction happens to occur, but is usually where the interaction must occur if it is to
occur at all. For the participants in such interactions, and therefore rightly so for the
analyst, the talk is inseparable from the tasks which occupy the participants. Studies of
task-oriented interaction discuss talk with respect to those details of the setting and the
participants' non-talk activities which specifically concern the performance of the task. I
will discuss briefly some studies of task-oriented interaction across a range of settings,
and then later (section 1.5.2) discuss in greater detail studies which are closer in focus to
this thesis in that they examine interaction within teams in 'sociotechnical' workplace
settings.
Grosz ( 1981) and Wintermantel (1991 ), for example, look at interactions between an
expert and a novice/apprentice working together on mechanical tasks. Grosz (1981) is
interested in the role of talk as participants focus their attention on some aspect of the task
(the disassembly of an air compressor). She argues that what the participants focus on
influences the kinds of spoken decriptions they use and how these descriptions are
interpreted, and also that 'focussing' is closely linked to the structure of the task as it is
understood by the participants (Grosz 1981:86-87). Wintermantel (1991) argues that the
exchange of knowledge between expert and apprentice is not one-way from the expert,
but is realised through participants' shared construction of dialogue as they solve practical
problems together. Through their interaction the participants are able to form mental
representations of their non-talk activities (Wintermantel 1991: 129).
In 'literacy' settings, Heap (1992), Marslen-Wilson et al. (1982) and Ford (1999) show
how talk can be finely coordinated with non-talk activity in the performance of a task.
Heap's (1992) interest is in 'social order' in the performance of a classroom task in which
two children are engaged in collaborative computer editing where one child is a
designated writer and the other is a designated helper. The participants negotiate their
respective rights and responsibilities to type things in and jointly accomplish the task, and
Heap describes in great detail just who hits the spacebar and when. Heap argues that the
children are "oriented to a system of ordered options" (Heap 1992: 135) for the task where
the 'writer' has the right to type, and notes that at one point the 'helper' says what should
be done but then only touches the spacebar, rather than pressing it to perform the action.
Heap ( 1992: 130) contrasts what he refers to as "discourse-action machinery", which is
task-oriented, from "conversational machinery" which he claims to be task independent.
In the editing interaction the primary sequence is "directive-compliance" (Heap 1992: 130)
in which the second pair part is a practical activity (typing) rather than a tum at talk.
Marslen-Wilson et al. ( 1982) discuss an interaction which involves the telling of a comic
27 Like Goodwin and Goodwin (1996:91) I use the term 'tool' to include "any socially constituted

structure used to accomplish a particular task''.
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story. They find that precise movements of the teller's fingers near and actually on the
comic play an important role in establishing and maintaining reference. For example, at
one point the teller has two fingers pointing to the comic but moves one away at the very
point of saying 'one of their ... ' (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1982:358). That is, at the saying
of 'one' the speaker ensures that only one finger is pointing. The authors conclude that
"[i]t looks very much as if the structure of the gesture is exactly mimicking the changing
quantificational structure of the verbal device." (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1982:358). Ford
( 1999) shows how "written material [is] used as a resource, guide, and reference for
speaking and acting" (Ford 1999:399) in a school laboratory task. In a study of what she
calls "literacy in action" (Ford 1999:371), Ford (1999) shows, for example, that
coordinating talk and non-talk activity allows participants to maintain the 'jointness"
(Ford 1999:370) of the activity, that it is something they are doing together.
Performing tasks is also part of routine practice in science, in the moment-to-moment
conduct of work in the laboratory.28 For example, Lynch, Livingston and Garfinkel
( 1983) conduct an ethnomethodological study of the "real-world detail of scientific
praxis" (Lynch et al. 1983 :205), and find that scientists' understanding of "what to do
next, how to do it, where to do it, and when, was found in an environment of objects
which 'held their places' for any next action" (Lynch et al. 1983:229). That is, the orderly
arrangements of objects on the table formed records of "activities-so-far" (Lynch et al.
1983 :229) to which scientists could refer in their talk, particularly at points where things
do not progress as anticipated. The emphasis here is well away from talk and towards the
physical setting for interaction as it is actively and jointly constructed and reconstructed
by the participants in the performance oflaboratory tasks. Lynch et al. ( 1983) describe
this in typically ethnomethodological terms:
the temporality of practices [is] competently initiated and sustained
through members' access to and use of 'circumstantial' features of their
current situations of inquiry ..... what can count ... as actual or
possible events to be taken seriously in projecting further work is
bound within members' technical mastery of the specific equipmental
assemblies and prior embodied actions. (Lynch et al. 1983:220)
In routine scientific interaction, scientific practice and reasoning is made visible and
interpretable through much more than the talk of scientists. Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby
( 1996) describe how physicists integrate talk, gesture and graphic activity to construct a
referential identity which contributes to their development of shared understandings.
Specifically, the physicists are said to take the perspective of the object being analysed
and involve themselves in graphic (re)enactments of physical events (Ochs, Gonzales and
Jacoby 1996:330).
Psathas ( 1992) discusses an "instructional examination formatted lesson" (Psathas
28 Lynch, Livingston and Garfinkel (1983); Goodwin (1997); Salj6 and Bergqvist (1997); see

also Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby (1996) and Ford (1999).
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1992:99) in which an instructor of the blind and a blind student are in a garden for the
student's lesson on long cane mobility. Psathas' main interest is in the collaborative
production of the lesson as a structured 'extended sequence'. However, he also gives
details on the place of non-talk activities as constitutive features of the interaction. For
example, the instructor's talk is integrated with his touching the student and physically
arranging the student's body, say to face the sun or to align with the wall the student will
use to navigate his way around the garden, as part of the content of the lesson. The
following is adapted from a transcription given by Psathas (1992:102-3):
Teacher:

face me squarely
just as you came in t'dujust//as you came in the gate
((motions with his two hands and arms forward and parallel to each
other))
facing me face me (0.5) squarely
feel the block behind you (1.0)
((takes student's left hand and places it on the block))
awright now
now sit square on it
((motions with his two hands and arms directly in front of his body and
parallel to each other))

Student:

((moves his body twice, hitches over to the left while seated on the block))

Teacher:

that's it so you're facing me (0.2) awright (0.2)

Psathas (1992) represents the occurrence of both talk and non-talk activity. Notice that in
this segment the student has no tum at talk, but his bodily movement is judged by the
teacher to be a meaningful and appropriate activity. By verbally responding to the
student's movement ('that's it...') the teacher accepts it as a legitimate contribution to the
interaction.
Like the garden lesson, a medical interview between a student optometrist and a patient
also involves one participant directing the activity of the other, though without the
physical touching used by the instructor of the blind. Psathas (1990c) explores the precise
organization of talk, gaze and practical activtity such as writing on a pad. He argues that
the interviewer uses his gaze movement to 'direct' the activities of patient, in particular to
establish the relevance of certain objects in the setting, the interviewer's pad or clipboard,
to their interaction. The interviewer is said to move the patient's gaze to his pad as he
takes up writing, an action which Psathas describes as "an interactional accomplishment
designed to hold the 'utterance-free' space" (Psathas 1990c:221). The patient monitors
the interviewer's writing to know when the writing is completed, because it is then that
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talk may resume. The writing, as a practical non-talk activity, is monitored for its
"interactional significance" (Psathas l 990c:22 l ). The writing activity is accompanied by
silence, which leads Psathas to point out that in task-centred interaction the presence of
pauses/gaps "does not necessarily mean that no actions of interactional significance are
being produced or monitored auditorally, visually, or even tactually by the parties."
(Psathas 1990c:224).
Along similar lines, Zimmerman ( 1992b) examines phone calls to an emergency services
dispatch number.29 In these telephone interactions the participants have to coordinate the
caller's giving of information about an event, a 'trouble', which is necessary for the call
taker to codify the caller's descriptions and to dispatch emergency services if necessary,
with the call taker's practical task of keying the information into the computer. In his
transcriptions, Zimmerman (1992b) indicates the points in the talk where non-talk keying
activity is taking place. At times the call taker may need to stop the caller from talking to
tell the caller that this keying activity is taking place, and must take place if the task of
dispatching emergency services is to be accomplished. The need to explicitly refer to this
keying activity may arise because the participants are visually removed from one another,
because the caller is likely to be inexperienced in calling such a service and so not
understand the procedures involved for the call taker, or because the caller may be
distressed. The practical activity of keying information about the trouble into the computer
is something to which both participants must orient as a task germane to the
accomplishment of their interaction.

1. 5

The airline cockpit as workplace:
institutional talk

The airline cockpit is a workplace, it is where pilots do the work of flying airliners, and
so the language of the cockpit as pilots do this work is 'workplace' talk: it is "language

for work" (Coleman 1989a:124).30 Workplace talk is often referred to as 'institutional'
talk, a general term to refer to language as it is used ''to conduct the kinds of affairs in
which we are all engaged when dealing with the variety of organizations we encounter in
our daily lives, either as professional members of those organizations, or as their clients
... Language - in the form of talk-in-interaction - is the means by which the participants
perform and pursue their respective institutional tasks and goals." (Drew and Sorjonen
(1997 :92). Ordinary conversation does occur in institutions, but it occurs alongside the

29 For related research see Whalen and Zimmerman (1990), Zimmerman (1992a), and Whalen
(1995).
30 Coleman (1989a) gives a good introduction to issues of work and language.
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talk which is prioritised because it does the work of the institution.31 I will refer to
'institutional' talk, rather than 'workplace' or other alternatives such as 'organisational',
'professional' or 'occupational', because 'institutional' is commonly used in the
literature. The term 'institutional' has been preferred in both early and recent reviews of
the field, such as Agar (1985) and Drew and Sorjonen (1997)32, as well as recent
collections such as Drew and Heritage ( 1992b ), Sarangi and Roberts (1999a) and
McHoul and Rapley (Forthcoming). Perhaps 'institutional' has been preferred because
many early researchers were interested in medical, legal and educational settings, which
are commonly thought of as 'institutions' .33 In his review of institutional discourse in
the mid-1980s Agar (1985:164) claimed that "[t]he whole question of what an institution
is still dangles in the breeze.", but settled on a definition which holds for the airline
cockpit and the work of pilots. An institution is "a socially legitimated expertise together
with those persons authorised to implement it." (Agar 1985:164).

1.5.1

Analysing interaction in institutional settings

Among researchers working within ethnomethodology and CA, or at least working in
some way consistently with EM/CA, there is a rapidly increasing interest in researching
interaction in institutional settings. This interest has grown particularly over the 1990s,
and is reflected in a number of edited volumes specifically concerned with such
interactions.34 Much of this interest has been directed towards just a few areas, for
example medical settings35 , counselling and social welfare settings36 , law courts and
31 As Drew and Sorjonen (1997:94) note, "the boundaries between institutional talk and
conversation are not fixed." Ordinary conversation can facilitate the work of the institution. In
the airline cockpit casual talk, what accident investigators call 'non-pertinent conversation', can
allow pilots to develop a sense of camaraderie which could later help with teamwork in an
emergency situation. This became recognised in the industry after an accident in 1989 where
the crew made the most of a catastrophic mechanical failure (Job 1996:186-202; MacPherson
1998:152-176; or Faith 1996). However, in the USA and many other countries government
regulations prohibit non-essential talk and activities during taxi, takeoff and landing at least. The
regulations are commonly known as the 'sterile cockpit' rule (see Sumwalt 1993).
32 Including recent introductions to CA by Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) and ten Have (1999),
and also Clark (1996).
33 Agar (1985), Coleman (1989c) and Sarangi and Roberts (1999b) point to the emphasis on
research in these settings.
34 For example Drew and Heritage (1992b), Button (1993a), Firth (1995), Engestrom and
Middleton (1996a), Sarangi and Roberts (1999a), McHoul and Rapley (Forthcoming); see also
Garfinkel (1986), Coleman (1989b).
35 See for example Sharrock and Anderson (1987b), Wowk (1989), Frankel (1990), Psathas
(1990c), ten Have (1991, 1995), Maynard (1991, 1992), West and Frankel (1991 ), Cicourel
(1992), Heath (1992b), Heritage and Sorjonen (1994), Middleton (1997), Atkinson (1999), or
Cicourel (1999).
36 See for example Psathas (1992), Sarangi and Slembrouck (1992), Linell and Fredin (1995),
Silverman (1997), Linell (1998), Bredmar and Linell (1999), Greatbatch and Dingwall (1999), Hall
et al. (1999), or Sarangi (2000).
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other legal settings37 , the media38 and news interviews in particular39 , and police work
and calls to emergency services.40 There has also been interest in interactions in business
and consumer related settings41 , in the classroom or instructional settings42 , public
speaking43 , and scientific research and practice. 44
These studies have shown how institutional talk differs in systematic ways from ordinary
conversation, for example in terms of the sequential organisation of interactions and the
kinds of actions participants undertake. One recurring finding is that institutional
interactions involve systematic constraints on the type and distribution of turns of talk for
different participants. For example, in law courts there are constraints on when
defendants talk and what defendants can say. Analyses of institutional interactions show
how participants orient to these constraints as they contribute and respond to others'
contributions. Studies of institutional interaction also show how participants collaborate
such that actions relevant for the work of the institution are done, and understood to be
done. That is, these studies show how institutional actions are interactionally
accomplished, for example how diagnoses, interrogations, consultations, offers of advice
and its acceptance and rejection, descriptions and receipts of troubles, expressions of
doubt, asymmetries of knowledge, and so on, are all collaboratively produced and
understood then and there by the participants. Such studies also show how participants
adopt and hold each other accountable for relevant institutional roles, in short, how
people go about being, and being recognised as, for example, a 'doctor', a 'patient', a
' teacher' , a 'student', a ' caller' , a ' call taker' .
Studies of institutional interaction show how the work of institutions gets done,
acceptably and recognisably to the participants. As Engestrom and Middleton (1996b)
word it, the concern of these studies is to see how ''human practices emerge-as work: as
societally located and socially intelligible actions of reasoning and communication." Not
too long ago Heritage (1984b:299) commented that " [t]he gap in the social science
literature on occupations consists of all the missing descriptions of what occupational
activities consist of and all the missing analyses of how the practitioners manage the tasks
37 See for example Atkinson and Drew (1979) , Drew (1985) , Pomerantz (1987) , Watson (1990) ,

Drew (1992) , or Atkinson (1992).
38 See for example De Capua and Dunham (1993) , Dopke et al. (1994).
39 See for example Heritage (1985), Heritage and Greatbatch (1991 ), Greatbatch (1992) , or

Clayman (1988, 1992, 1993).
40 See for example Sharrock and Turner (1978) , Sharrock and Watson (1989) , Jefferson and
Lee (1992), Whalen and Zimmerman (1990) , Zimmerman (1992a, 1992b), Whalen (1995) .
41 See for example Schenkein (1978a), Beach (1990) , Button (1992) , Boden (1994 , 1995),
Anderson et al. (1989), Mazeland et al. (1995) , or Torode (1995).
42 See for example Heap (1992) , Psathas (1992), Wortham (1994, 1996), Goodwin (1997), or
Ford (1999).
43 See for example Atkinson (1984, 1985) , or Mcllvenny (1996).
44 See for example Lynch et al. (1983), Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby (1996) , also Goodwin
(1997) or Ford (1999).
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which, for them, are matters of serious and pressing significance". We now have many
such descriptions, but as Sarangi and Roberts (1999b:13-15) argue, there is a bias in the
literature towards professional settings (see also Agar 1985), and in those settings on
what Goffman called 'frontstage' (or 'front region') encounters (eg. Goffman 1956,
1974). That is, that too many studies have focussed on interactions between institution
representatives and 'clients', often professionals and non-professionals such as
doctor/patient interaction, teacher/student interaction and so on (for exceptions see Boden
1994, and Anderson et al. 1989). Indeed, in his early review of institutional discourse
Agar (1985:147) considered institutions mainly in terms of settings "where one person
who represents an institution encounters another person seeking its services", and Drew
and Heritage (1992a) acknowledge that studies in their volume focus on interactions
which are dominated by question-answer sequences in which the professionals tend to
ask the questions and the clients answer. Sarangi and Roberts (1999a) try to address this
bias in their volume, though mainly in studies of medical and health care settings which
are well represented in studies of institutional interaction. So, this thesis joins a more
limited number of studies focussing on 'backstage' encounters in institutional settings
(see eg. Engestrom and Middleton 1996a), that is, interactions between members of an
institution doing the work of that institution, in this instance, airline pilots doing the work
of commercial aviation - flying airliners.

1.5.2

Interaction within teams in 'sociotechnical' settings

Specifically, in its focus on talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit this thesis joins
studies of interactions in institutional settings in which groups or teams coordinate their
talk and non-talk activities to perform tasks and complete goals in 'sociotec@ical'
settings. The term 'sociotechnical' (see Anderson et al. 1989:136; Johnston et al. 1994;
Hutchins 1995)45 indicates that participants interact as they manipulate and respond to a
complex technical system which may link mechanical, electronic and computerised
components (Rochlin 1991; Hutchins 1995).46 The 'social' and the 'technical' interact
and are not easily disentangled (Anderson et al. 1989: 136). In these teams, members
typically have formal statuses and roles which are allocated in advance and recognised
within the team. Studies of interaction in sociotechnical settings have examined, for
example, medical diagnosis (Cicourel 1990), air traffic control (Harper and Hughes
1993 ), an architectural firm (Luff and Heath 1993 ), business practice (Boden 1994),
oceanographic research (Goodwin 1995), maritime navigation (Hutchins 1990; 1993), a
45 See also Pinch (1991 :155), and Rochlin (1991 :120) who refers to a warship as a "social-

organizational-technical system". The term 'sociotechnical' is also used by accident investigators
(BASI 1993:19).
46 For discussions of wider issues of humans and technological systems see for example
Perrow (1984), Medhurst et al. (1990), Vickery (1990), and papers in La Porte (1991 ), especially
Oster (1991 ), Rochlin (1991 ), and Weingart (1991 ). See also Maurino et al. (1995), MacKenzie
(1996), Hayward and Lowe (2000).
1
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control room for the London Underground (Heath and Luff 1996), an airline operations
room (Goodwin 1996; M.Goodwin 1995, 1996; Goodwin and Goodwin 1996; Suchman
1993, 1996, 1997), a newsroom (Heath and Nicholls 1997), and an airline cockpit
simulator (Hutchins and Klausen 1996; Hutchins and Palen 1997). Button (1993b)
argues that sociological interest in technology tends not to extend to accounts of actual
work practices, something he refers to as "[t]he curious case of the vanishing technology"
(Button 1993b: 10). In studies of interaction in sociotechnical settings the technology does
not vanish, but is shown in use as participants do their work.
In sociotechnical settings interactions typically involve multiple participants, who may or

may not be in the same physical location47, and talk is predominantly task-oriented,
where I use 'task' generally to refer to a piece of work where participants contribute talk
and non-talk activities to work together to achieve an intended and agreed-upon outcome.
Pilots may engage in casual conversation during some phases of the flight (eg. cruise
flight), but it is only because they are performing tasks and share a goal to fly their plane
that they are sitting together and talking at all. Task related non-talk activities include
pushing buttons, turning knobs, moving levers, monitoring displays, looking out a
window, reading charts or checklists or manuals, or handling a microphone. Talk allows
participants to develop situated understandings (Suchman 1987) which are germane to the
tasks they are performing. That is, talk enables participants to understand what they are
doing and where they are up to relative to the team's goals, and what is happening around
them. Studying talk in this way can develop our understanding of human cognition as not
limited to the mind of an individual but embodied and socially shared, something
developed and distributed among team members and even the physical features of the
setting of the interaction (Cicourel 1990; Hutchins 1991, 1995; Lave 1988; Resnick et al.
1991; Resnick et al. 1997; Suchman 1996; and see discussion below, sectiQn 1.6).48
I will now consider in greater detail some examples of studies of interaction within teams
in sociotechnical settings, highlighting how such studies demonstrate the importance of
both participants' talk and non-talk contributions to interaction. Participants' talk can be
studied and understood only by simultaneously attending to aspects of the sociotechnical
setting in which it occurs, indeed outside of which it does not and can not occur.
Goodwin (1995, 1996) gives accounts of interaction of teams in sociotechnical settings,
specifically an oceanographic research vessel (1995) and an airline operations room
( 1996). Goodwin ( 1995) analyses how participants work together to position an
underwater probe, emphasising in particular their use of equipment and documents,
technologies for visual representation, and the use and interpretation of various kinds of
'space'. Goodwin examines the following:
47 See also Heath and Luff (1993) and Heath and Nicholls (1997).
48 See also related thoughts in Chaiklin and Lave (1993), especially Chaiklin's (1993)

discussion, and Gallero (1991) and Howard (1991 ).
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... how multiple kinds of space - including the sea under the ship,
graphic representations, the work space of the lab [ship's laboratory],
and embodied participation frameworks for the organization oftoolmediated human interaction - are constituted through a range of
temporally unfolding, work-relevant situated practices. (Goodwin
1995:237).
The participants may be physically removed from one another, and experience the task,
and what it is they are looking at, in very different ways. Goodwin (1995:252) writes of
their "multiple perceptual frameworks", multiple perspectives, which must be brought
together for the shared task. Goodwin (1995:252) argues that the resulting organization
of perception is not within an individual's brain but "lodged within, and constituted
through, situated endogenous social practices. Such perception is a form of social
organization in its own right."
Interaction is possible only because it is mediated by various visual and graphic
representations (eg. electronic displays, graphs). In this way, marks on a graph's display
are "interactive events" (Goodwin 1995:260) because they are understood by the
participants to have a bearing on the task in progress and their interaction with one
another. In the same way, and borrowing Wittgenstein's (1968) notion of 'language
game', Goodwin (1995) notes that the words 'Eleven metres' are not heard as a
proposition, as just some new infonn.ation, but "provide a representation of an event"
(Goodwin 1995 :260) as "an appropriate sequential move within a relevant language
game" (Goodwin 1995:261). Specifically, the talk is interpreted as a claim that a
particular instruction to the winch operator has been accomplished. Talk is only one
feature of participants' ''task(s) of producing collaborative action" (Goodwin 1995 :263 ),
and so talk is only one of the interests of the analyst. In this way the analyst
does not create an arbitrary division between language, or 'mental'
phenomena, and material objects such as maps, graphs and other
inscription, but instead analyzes the meaningfulness of any
representation by describing the grammar for articulating it - that is, how
to use it to make an appropriate move, within a relevant activity system.
(Goodwin 1995:261-262)
For example, Goodwin (1995:262-5) gives examples of"seeing in common" in which
participants draw upon their membership of a community of practitioners to come to
shared understandings of both what is there to be seen and how it is to be seen.
Something shown on a display is described and accepted as a 'nice feature', a common
seeing which is collaboratively produced through a combination of the participant's body
movement (walking in front of another participant), an activity of placing a pencil on the
screen, an exchange of turns at talk, and a shared history of professional practice.
Goodwin is especially concerned to discuss different kinds of' space', and the ways they
are oriented to by participants during the organisation and performance of tasks. He refers
to "the interactive organization of human bodies" (Goodwin 1995:265), in which the
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bodies of participants are oriented not only to the spaces inhabited by each other (that is
where they are and what they are doing), but to the spaces of, and even represented on,
the tools (displays) and documents etc. that the participants use and share, and where this
organisation of bodies is continually subject to change as the task progresses. For
example:
manipulating the surface of the computer screen in order to position a
probe at a particular place in the sea below the ship requires noticeable
movement through interactive space which makes visible to others
present an orientation to particular theoretical events instantiated on the
screen ... (Goodwin 1995:265-6)
A commitment to naturally occurring talk-in-interaction enables us to go well beyond
generalised and static descriptions of the contexts or settings for talk, such as statements
about where participants are and what is around them. Goodwin's ( 1995) discussion of
spaces is a reminder that 'setting' is dynamically constructed and interpreted by the
participants themselves. It includes the positioning and movement of the participants
relative to the various spaces relevant to the task being performed. Detailed attention to
this aspect of interaction greatly enhances our understanding of how interaction is jointly
accomplished through much more than the participants' talk.
An instance of' seeing in common' is the focus of Goodwin's ( 1996) analysis of team
interaction in an airline operations room, where participants work together to control the
ground operations for an airline ( eg. baggage handling, flight delays). Goodwin (1996)
discusses how team members collaboratively construct "seeable trouble" (Goodwin
1996:379), that is, a shared interpretation that something displayed on a monitor is
legitimately seen as 'a problem'. In order to perform their tasks the workers in the
operations room are in radio contact with gate handlers, actually on the ground at the
airport gates where the planes park, and they watch monitors which are connected to
cameras at each gate.
In the segment of interaction which Goodwin examines, a gate handler contacts the
operations room to report that there is 'a problem' with a particular jet bridge, the
moveable tunnel that connects the terminal building to the plane to allow movement of
passengers. The actual 'problem' with the bridge concerns power to supply to the
aircraft, there is no problem with the mechanical functioning of the bridge itself.
However, one participant interprets what is displayed on a monitor, the canopy of the jet
bridge positioned against it, as depicting the problem.
Goodwin (1996) is interested in how one participant's interpretation of what is displayed
on the monitor, that the jet bridge canopy is positioned wrongly (it actually is not) and
looks comical, is accepted or 'seen' by other members of the team who break into
spontaneous laughter when they look at the monitor. That is, how it is that the operations
room workers come to "treat the problem visible on the ... gate monitor as absolutely
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transparent" (Goodwin 1996:381 ). Goodwin argues that their "transparent vision is very
much a crafted object" (Goodwin 1996:382) emerging as a product of interaction and the
situated practices of the team. It is a social product of neither talk nor visual
representations alone, but their integration in participants' pursuit of interpretations which
enable them collaboratively to make sense of what is happening and solve problems as
they perform their professional tasks.49 As Goodwin (1996) puts it,
[m]embers of the Ops room use the gate monitors to elaborate and make
sense out of what they hear. However, that talk simultaneously provides
a set of instructions, an interpretive framework, for looking at those
monitors that will heavily influence what will be seen in their images,
e.g. they are primed to search for a 'problem'. (Goodwin 1996:387)
M. Goodwin ( 1996) examines talk in the same airport operations room. Her interest is
primarily in intonational contours in the talk of flight trackers and ramp planners as they
relay information about incoming planes and the attention the planes will need after they
have landed. Participants are "spatially distributed" (M.Goodwin 1996:439) and
M. Goodwin ( 1996) considers the way information is transferred through talk from one
participant to another, and modified in content or intonation along the way because of the
varying practical tasks for which it might be used by different participants. In this taskcentred interaction utterances are always best understood as "parts of action chains which
set in motion a set of next actions that mobilize people" (M.Goodwin 1996:437). The
workers in the operations room display their orientation to the possibility of being
'mobilized' by attending closely to the continuous stream of incoming messages:
monitoring or listening is equally as important in the sequence of activity
as talk itself ... Producing a next action in a chain of actions means
participants must be closely attending talk, even though it is not
specifically addressed to them, for its relevance to their activity.
(M.Goodwin 1996:438-439)
As a last example, Hutchins' (1993) looks at the learning of navigational skills at sea
aboard an amphibious helicopter transport, and his primary interest is not talk-ininteraction but in studying "cognition in the real world" (Hutchins 1993:35; also Lave
1988, 1991 ), and in particular cognition as "socially distributed" (Hutchins 1993 :60), that
is distributed across the individuals of the team (see discussion below, section 1.6).
Hutchins argues that to a large extent learning navigation skills takes place through
interaction, as trainee crew members work together with experienced crew to make
navigation computations. Like the Goodwins, Hutchins examines the "the minutia of
actual practice" (Hutchins 1993.37), and so the examples of talk which he includes are
accompanied by descriptions of where participants are located on the ship and relative to
one another, any relevant gestures such as pointing, and participants' use of charts and
technical equipment. Hutchins' concern is to argue for the study of cognition as
49 The notion of 'seeing' as a social and situated action is also considered in Goodwin (1997),

Goodwin and Goodwin (1996), Goodwin and Goodwin (1997), and Saljo and Bergqvist (1997).
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something which can be social, situated, purpose driven, and not confined within the
brain of an individual. Hutchins (1993:58) suggests that "[w]e can think of the team as a
sort of flexible organic tissue that keeps the information moving across the tools of the
task", and recognises that just how this information 'moves' across tools and
participants, that is how cognitive processes can be distributed, is to a large extent the
outcome of processes of communication between people, what we have called talk-ininteraction (Hutchins 1993 :60).
There is a need to study such processes in greater detail and researchers oftalk-ininteraction are well placed to do this. Indeed, the potential for studies of talk-in-interaction
to contribute to understandings of cognition and cognitive processes is explicitly noted by
Goodwin (1995, 1996) who claims that his analysis "focuses on human cognition as a
historically-constituted, socially-distributed process encompassing tools as well as
multiple human beings situated in structurally different positions" (Goodwin 1995:268)
and that "it is possible to view perception, not as something located within the
psychology of the individual ... but instead as a thoroughly social phenomenon
intrinsically tied to action in the world" (Goodwin 1996:398).

1. 6

Cognition as embodied, situated, and
socially shared

Studies of interaction within teams in sociotechnical settings contribute to an
understanding of human cognition as situated, embodied, and socially shared.
Participants working together on some practical task, and especially teams working
together in a sociotechnical settings, have to develop and continually update their
understandings of what they have done, what they are doing and why, who-,-is doing
what, how is their work proceeding, what is going on around them, what it is that they
'know' with respect to their task, and so on. Here we are not talking about 'information'
which is to be 'stored' and will add to a person's 'knowledge' base, but cognition or
'knowing' as it arises and is used locally, dynamically, in temporally unfolding naturally
occurring interaction. This is what Goodwin (1996:399) refers to as "the interactive
organization of knowledge" .so
However, while the issue of human cognition may be more salient in practical taskoriented interaction, participants in conversational or other institutional interactions must

50 See also related work in psycholinguistics on 'common ground' ('grounding'), for example

Clark and Brennan (1991 ), and especially Clark (1992, 1996). Also relevant is work on 'mutual
knowledge', for example by Clark and Marshall (1981), ~rauss and Fussell (1990, 1991), and
shared mental models, for example Cannon-Bowers et al. (1993), Orasanu (1994); but see also
Rips (1986). See also Mercer's (2000) discussion of collective thinking, or 'interthinking'. For
example, Mercer (2000:15) comments that "language provides us with a means for thinking
together, for jointly creating knowledge and understanding."
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also develop local understandings of 'what is going on' .51 As a conversation analyst,
Schegloff ( 1991 a: 152) refers to "the embeddedness, the inextricable intertwinedness, of
cognition and interaction", and discusses connections between the concerns of
conversation analysis and socially shared cognition. For example, he points out that
forms of reference to persons, questions and announcements, response cries and so on,
all signify in some way participants' understanding of knowledge that is held (or not
held) and possibly shared. Conversation is inherently cognitive, and revealing of
participants' cognition. As Schegloff (1991a) puts it,
[i]nteraction and talk-in-interaction are structured environments for
action and cognition, and they shape both the constitution of the actions
and utterances needing to be ' cognized' and the contingencies for
solving them (Schegloff 1991 a: 168)
... .. our understanding of the world and of one another is posed as a
problem, and resolved as an achievement, in an inescapably social and
interactional context - both with tools forged in the workshops of
interaction and in settings in which we are answerable to our fellows
(Schegloff 1991a:168)
Schegloff s words above reflect the origins of conversation analysis in the concerns of
ethnomethodology to explore the means by which participants ' develop, display, and are
accountable for the shared or commonsense knowledge which enables them to
' accomplish ' or 'achieve' interaction at all. Conversation analysis is necessarily
concerned with socially shared cognition if its concern is to analyse "the practices of
reasoning and inference that inform the production and recognition of intelligible courses
of action" (Goodwin and Heritage 1990:287). Coulter' s (1991) ethnomethodological
review of cognition is specifically intended to save cognition from typical constraints of
'mental' phenomenon. Coulter (1991:189) argues that "every category of the 'mental life'
is, without exception, available for members ' use within situated practical actions,
interactions and the circumstances they inhabit ... [and] ... all cognitive properties of
persons [are J embedded within, and thereby available from, their situated communicative
and other forms of activities."
As Wittgenstein (1968, para 580:153) comments, the ' inner' stands in need of ' outward'
criteria. For example, participants ' shared ' knowing' may reside in objects or tools and
the situated practices for using them. In their ethnomethodological study of laboratory
work, Lynch et al. (1983) find that scientists ' reasoning practices are not private but are
demonstrable in the scientists' arrangement and rearrangement of the objects they use.
That is, the placement and movement of objects serve as mnemonics or as "records of
' activities-so-far"' (Lynch et al. 1983:229). Along similar lines, in their study of business
praxis, Anderson et al. (1989: 165) describe an invoice as "a stratified record of work"
because it is stamped and written on by different people as it proceeds through various
51 See for example Schegloff (1991 a) , and also Cicourel (1990) on the integration of distributed

knowledge in collaborative medical diagnosis, or Shi-Xu (1992) on argumentation and
explanation.
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stages of processing in the firm. By looking at the invoice anyone in the firm can identify
what has been done to it, and what remains to be done to it, where marks on the invoice
signify tasks performed by individuals.52 Psathas (1979b) describes the organisational
features of laypersons' direction maps and argues that the maps reflect participants'
methods for reasoning with respect to direction and orientation.53
Researchers of talk-in-interaction can draw upon an increasing attention given to
cognition as social and contextualised in the meaningful practices of real people in real
s·ettings ( eg. see papers in Resnick et al.1991, or Resnick et al. 1997). For example, Lave
(1988) followed shoppers around a supermarket to study the calculations and decision
making behind their purchases. For Lave, the subject of study was not the individual in a
quantitative laboratory study, but the "person-acting" (Lave 1988: 180) in real and
meaningful settings, ''the social actor in action in the lived-in world" (Lave 1988: 13).
Cognition is "located.. .in the experiencing of the world and the world experienced,
through activity in context" (Lave 1988:178; see also Lave 1991). Hutchins' (1990,
1993) studies of cognition in maritime navigation activity lead him to suggest that when
individuals work together as a team on some task they form a cognitive system which has
cognitive properties and potentials which differ from those of the individuals and which
arise from its social organisation (Hutchins 1990:191; Hutchins 1991:284; Hutchins
1993:35; Lintem 1995).

1.6.1

Cognition in the cockpit

Hutchins and others have pursued the notion of a cognitive system in studies of cognition
in the airline cockpit (Hutchins 1995; Hutchins and Klausen 1996; Hutchin-s and Palen
1997). These studies take the cockpit itself as a cognitive system, rather than individuals,
as the unit of analysis, hence Hutchins' (1995) title 'How a cockpit remembers its
speeds'. Hutchins (1995) argues that the cockpit's 'memory' is constructed and
represented in various ways, including the memories of the pilots, the pilots' talk (and
especially the distribution of information via 'call outs'), printed materials in the cockpit,
the position of levers, and various electronic and other displays which the pilots not only
look at but physically manipulate. The term 'memory' is appropriate because the cockpit
system "consists of the creation, inside the system, of a representational state that is then
saved and used to organize subsequent activities" (Hutchins' 1995:279).
Hutchins and Klausen (1996) and Hutchins and Palen (1997) look at pilots' interaction in
an airline cockpit simulator, and the primarily interest is in "the cockpit as a cognitive
52 For similar findings see Luff and Heath (1993) on architectural practice, and Harper and
Hughes (1993) on the work of air traffic controllers.
53 On direction giving see also Psathas (1986, 1991 ), Klein (1982), Wunderlich and Reinelt
(1982), and Fillmore's (1982) discussion of spatial deixis.
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system" (Hutchins and Klaus en 1996 :32). Hutchins and Klausen ( 1996) consider how
cognition is distributed and how information is "moved through the system" (Hutchins
and Klausen 1996:27) as the pilots conduct a simulated interaction with an air traffic
controller. Hutchins and Klausen (1996) talk of how "cognitive labor is socially
distributed" (Hutchins and Klaus en 1996: 19) and of the "distribution of information
storage" (Hutchins and Klausen 1996:25). Hutchins and Palen (1997) show how the
meaning of one pilot's explanation about the plane's fuel state "is carried in the
coordination among the spatial organization of specialized artifacts, the positioning of
gestures with respect to those artifacts, and the words that are spoken." (Hutchins and
Palen 1997:24). Hutchins and Palen (1997) discuss in detail how pilots' gestures, and the
spaces in which they are made (ie. in front of specific displays on the instrument panel),
are resources for the pilots to understand what is going on. Their conclusion is that,
actions produced a multilayered representation ... [g]esture was
superimposed on the physical structure of the fuel panel itself, and the
Second Officer's verbal account was superimposed on the gesture ...
[none J of the layers was completely coherent by itself.
(Hutchins and Palen 1997:35)
In these comments Hutchins and Palen (1997) echo Goodwin and Goodwin's (1992b:88)
comment that talk and non-talk activities are "mutually contextualizing phenomena" in that
they function and are understood together.
These studies of cognition in the airline cockpit come close to the interest of this thesis,
but the authors' emphasis is on cognitive processes, rather than processes of talk-ininteraction. Where transcriptions of talk are provided in these studies they do not include
many details which are typically included in transcriptions produced by conversation
analysts, and which are included in transcriptions presented in this thesis. Transcriptions
in Hutchins and Klausen (1996) and Hutchins and Palen (1997) do not indicate the
precise lengths of periods without talk, do not show when and how the talk of two or
more participants overlaps, or show how pilots' talk overlaps with cockpit and aircraft
noises, and include no prosodic details of talk (eg. loudness, pitch, speed) or of voice
quality (eg. breathiness, creaky voice). These studies also give less detail than this thesis
on exactly how talk and non-talk activities occur relative to one another ( see Chapters
Two and Four).
An emphasis on cognitive processes leads the authors to impute mental states to the
participants, rather than use the evidence of the interaction data before them. For example,
Hutchins and Klausen ( 1996:20) write that ''we can attribute to the Captain the goal of
climbing to the filed cruise altitude". Hutchins and Palen (1997:30) say of a Second
Officer's talk that "the language the Second Officer used ... indicated some uncertainty ...
After the Second Officer's announcement, the crew members collectively knew what the
Second Officer suspected." Hutchins and Palen (1997) describe how the Second Officer
touches but does not press a fuel quantity test switch, and then comment that "[w]e
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believe that the other crew members interpreted this as an indication that the Second
Officer had already tested the gauges." (Hutchins and Palen 1997:31). In CA terms,
Hutchins and Klausen (1996) and Hutchins and Palen (1997) make analysts'
interpretations about the data, rather than explain the data from the point of view of the
participants' interpretations as evidenced in the data itself. In short, instead of claiming a
pilot's language 'indicated some uncertainty', Hutchins and Palen (1997) could have
discussed evidence in the data, in the pilots' next actions, that the pilots themselves
understood the talk this way.
My approach to cognition in the airline cockpit will not be to offer interpretations of
pilots' mental states, but instead will be to see how pilots actually achieve and
demonstrate to one another their understandings through processes of talk-in-interaction.
I will present evidence from the data to see how the pilots jointly establish, as their
ongoing interaction unfolds, what each pilot knows and is doing. As another difference
between these studies and the present project, the data I discuss is from actual scheduled
flights and not flight simulators.
Within the aviation academic community some researchers have seen the relevance to the
airline industry of considering cognition as embodied, situated and socially shared, and in
particular of work by Hutchins and others on teams in sociotechnical settings and on
cognition in the airline cockpit. They have begun to inform that community and
encourage changes in industry practice. For example, Lintem (1995) argues for methods
of flight instruction to be revised and points to the implications of Hutchins' work, in
particular, for task coordination in groups and distributed decision making. Lintem
(1995) sees the implications for flight crew training, but rethinking cognition may also
have implications for cockpit design and procedures, checklist design and procedures for
use, and the nature and distribution of flight crew roles and responsibilities.-Lintem' s
interest in cognition, together with the interest of other members of the aviation academic
community in, for example, naturalistic decision making (see papers in Klein et al. I 993,
especially Orasanu and Connolly 1993, and Orasanu and Salas 1993; also Klein 1998)
and shared mental models (Cannon-Bowers et al. 1993; Orasanu 1994), reflects the
industry's recognition of the importance of human performance (human factors) in
commercial aviation, and a need to think about it differently. By studying language in the
airline cockpit as 'talk-in-interaction', the present study has the potential to show in great
detail just how cognition is realised as embodied, situated, socially shared
understandings.
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1. 7

Language in the cockpit as a 'real world
problem'

1. 7 .1

Pilots' performance: the human factor in airline
accidents

Although this thesis is not, as ten Have (1999: 161) words it, "guided" by the concerns of
the commercial aviation industry as an example of "applied CA"54 , the concerns of this
thesis are consistent with calls by Brumfit (1997:28) and Larsen-Freeman (1997:91) for
the investigation oflanguage in 'real-world problems', and with Sarangi and Roberts'
(1999b:2) argument for an "ethics of practical relevance of studies of communication".55
From the evidence of black box cockpit voice recorders (see eg. Faith 1998; MacPherson
1998) the commercial aviation industry has come to recognise that human performance is
a contributing factor in around two thirds of all accidents (Cushing 1994; Pope 199 5;
McAllister 1997). Around 75% of fatal airline accidents involve planes which are
technically able to be flown and landed safely (Taggart 1994). Many in the industry and
accident investigation field prefer not to talk of 'pilot error' as the single cause of an
accident, but instead see pilots' performance as just one factor among many contributing
to the outcome of a flight (Helmreich 1994; Maurino et al. 1995; Hayward and Lowe
2000).
Problems with pilots' performance usually do not involve pilots ' individual competence,
that is their technical knowledge or ability to control their plane56 , but a problem in the
way the pilots communicate and act in specific circumstances as a team, a flight crew, for
example to share information, assess situations, perform tasks, plan and make decisions.
The value of working as a team has increased in the information rich environment of the
highly computerised and automated 'glass' cockpit57 of the modem airliner, when
'flying' becomes a matter of monitoring and managing the technology of the various
aircraft systems.58 As Sarter and Woods (1995 :10) put it, " [t]he role of pilots in the
modern glass cockpit aircraft has shifted from direct control of the aircraft to supervisory
control of automated machine agents." Airline pilots are often ex-airforce pilots, and the
commercial aviation industry borrows much from military research, training and practice.
However, the industry has come to recognise that the attributes required of pilots flying
solo in highly responsive fighter planes, such as physical prowess and aggression, a
sense of daring in the face of danger, an ability to act quickly and independently, and a
54 See also Heritage (1999).
55 See also Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998:229-257), Hopper (1999:78), and Wilson (1999).

56 Though see FSF (1995b, 1995f).
57 The phrase 'glass cockpit' refers to the prevalence of computerised displays.

58 See Smithson (1989), Ekstrand (1990) , Reason (1990), Smiley (1991 ), Sarter and Woods

(1995), MacKenzie (1996), Pendleton (1996), Helmreich (1997) , or Chappell (2000). As
Hartland (1993:80) comments, on interpretation of data from electrocardiograph machines,
"[t]he machine needs supervision."
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willingness to take risks and generally push the limits of human and aircraft performance,
are not really the attributes required of modem airline pilots. Airline pilots need a different
form of 'the right stuff (see Taggart 1994). Airline pilots need to be confident, but also
excessively safety conscious and cautious, and able to work as a member of a cockpit
team and also with air traffic controllers and other members of the aviation system.
Failure of the pilots to work as a team, particularly when demands on them increase in
difficult or unexpected situations (eg. deteriorating weather conditions, equipment
malfunction, changes in flight plan), has resulted in many airline crashes, and this despite
the grand claims of some that "pilots have a supersensory intimacy with the plane they are
flying" (Scarry 1998:75). For example, there are instances of flight crews failing to
properly assess the configuration or condition of their plane and landing without the
landing gear (wheel assemblies) correctly lowered (BASI 1996a; FSF 1997), or crashing
because their plane ran out of fuel (Duke 1994; Helmreich 1994; Job 1994; see also
McElhatton 1992) or was being flown in the wrong 'flight mode' (eg. descending at an
incorrect rate) (Job 1998; MacPherson 1998). Other accidents have resulted when pilots
did not assess their altitude or location, that is, became effectively lost (whether they
knew it or not), and crashed into terrain.59 Mid-air and ground collisions have occurred
when pilots failed to maintain their awareness of surrounding traffic (Job 1996;
MacPherson 1998). Some flights have ended in disaster because the pilots failed to
ensure that someone was monitoring relevant cockpit instruments, or the pilots did not
respond appropriately as a team to what they saw on their instruments. 60 One crash
occurred when pilots of a twin-engine airliner were faced with an engine problem and
mistakenly switched off the wrong engine, the only engine working correctly (Job 1996).
Still other accidents have occurred when pilots failed to work together to follow required
cockpit procedures correctly (Job 1994; FSF 1996a, 1996b), for example failing to
complete a checklist appropriately (Helmreich 1994; BASI 1996a; FSF 1997). At the time
of writing an airliner crashed when the pilots attempted to takeoff from a runway which
was closed for repair and littered with construction equipment. It is worth noting that the
world's worst airline accident, in terms of loss of life, was a 1977 runway collision of
two perfectly flyable Boeing 747 'jumbo' jets in which a contributing factor was
confusion in one cockpit arising from misheard and misunderstood radio
communications. Despite the cockpit confusion, the pilots of one jumbo began their
takeoff despite the presence of the other jumbo taxiing on the same runway (Cushing
1994).
On a more positive note, there are also countless instances of pilots working well as a
team to recover their flight from possible or certain catastrophe, or at least to make the
most of a dire situation. Sometimes these are 'normal' emergencies, such as engine
59 Job (1994); Duke (1995); FSF (1995a, 1995c, 1995d); NTSB (1997a); Job (1998);

MacPherson (1998).
60 Cushing (1994); FSF (1995e, 1995f, 1996c, 1996f); NTSB (1995); Job (1994:98-111,

1996:83-95); MacPherson (1998).
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failures or fires, which the pilots prepare for through training and where there are set
procedures to follow with which the pilots are very familiar. Other emergencies are much
rarer situations, such as the failure of all engines (Job 1996:96-109; BASI 1994; also
Russo 1996). One notable accident occurred when the pilots of a large American airliner
were confronted with extraordinary mechanical problems which were thought to be
virtually impossible and for which there were no established procedures, the complete
loss of the hydraulic systems which control the moveable surfaces of the plane. The pilots
were able to work together to control their plane and guide it to an airport and, although
the plane crashed during the landing, many lives were saved because airport emergency
services were immediately available (McAllister 1997; MacPherson 1998).

1. 7 .2

The industry's response: coding and counting
communication in the cockpit

Training and practice in commercial aviation were initially informed by research focussing
on matters of individual psychology or physiology, for example perception, stress and
fatigue (eg. Beaty 1969; Roscoe 1980; Hancock 1987). While such matters still receive
attention6I , training and practice are now increasingly influenced by 'human factors'
research and related research on teams, including leadership, planning and decision
making62 , task allocation and workload management, and communication. 63 Training
and practice are also informed by research on human error and uncertainty, both generally
(Perrow 1984; Smithson 1989; Reason 1990) and in aviation specifically.64 For example,
of human-computer interaction MacKenzie (1996:202) argues that "human failure should
be expected and, as far as possible, allowed for." Errors can lead to catastrophes, or to
quote Maurino again, who puts it more euphemistically, "[t]he problem with error in
aviation lies with its negative consequences in operational contexts" (Maurino 2000: 1).
The commercial aviation industry has accepted that pilots will inevitably become uncertain
about some aspect of the circumstances of their flight, or their conduct of the flight, and
61 For example Green et al. (1991 ), Speyer et al. (1995), Petrie and Dawson (1997), Hayward
and Lowe (2000), Lowe and Hayward (2000).
62 Researchers do not draw on probabalistic rational choice models of decision making (see
Yates 1990), but from alternative approaches to decision making which argue that decision
making "is not an individualistic event that takes place in isolation, in a person's mind" (Etzioni
1992a:ix). See papers in Zey (1992b), especially Zey (1992a), Brennan (1992), Etzioni (1992b),
March and Shapira (1992), Simon and Associates (1992); see also Hastie and Pennington
(1991 ), and the discussion in Smithson (1989).

63 See for example Foushee (1984), Wiener and Nagel (1988), Galegher et al. (1990), Green et
al. (1991 ), Cannon-Bowers et al. (1993), Castellan et al. (1993), Klein et al. (1993), Dismukes
(1994), Johnston et al. (1994), McDonald et al. (1995), Xiao et al. (1996), Xiao et al. (1997),
Murray (1997), Klein (1998)-, Hayward and Lowe (2000), or Lowe and Hayward (2000).
64 Hurst and Hurst (1982); Wiener and Nagel (1988); J.Stewart (1989); Diehl (1991 ); Redding
and Seamster (1994); Buck (1994); Maurino et al. (1995); Montalvo (1995); Sarter and Woods
(1995); Wiener (1995); Helmreich (1997); Wiegmann and Shappell (1997); Helmreich and
Merritt (2000); Hudson (2000).
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even make errors, and so the industry is concerned that pilots develop skills to work as a
team to identify and manage these situations (Helmreich and Merritt 2000).65
It is now typical for airline pilots to receive training in 'crew (or cockpit) resource
management' (CRM) to improve their performance and communication as members of a
team66, though not all pilots readily accept such programs (see Buck 1994), and 'poor
CRM' or 'deficiencies in CRM training' can be cited as factors contributing to accidents
(Pope 1995; BASI 1996a, 1996b). CRM training aims to ensure "effective use of all
resources available to the flight crew, including equipment, technical/procedural skills,
and the contributions of flight crew and others" (Taggart 1994:309).67 Training in
communication figures prominantly in CRM programs as a "key factor ... because this is
how such 'management' is achieved." (McAllister 1997:35). With respect to
communication, however, CRM courses rarely go beyond telling pilots to 'Speak in a
clear and precise manner', or to 'Avoid using vague or general statements' ( see eg. FAA
1995; McAllister 1997; Transport Canada 1997; also Harston 1990:199). Pilots are given
little understanding of what might count as 'clear' or 'precise' talk, or how 'vague' or
'general' statements might be manifest and identifiable in talk, either generally or in the
cockpit specifically. One important notion in aviation human factors research, and airline
CRM programs, is 'situation awareness' (SA).68 Generally, SA refers to the pilots'
understanding of important aspects of the progress of their flight, including the state of
the plane, their own actions, and the environmental and other circumstances of the flight.
The notion of SA is discussed in detail below.
Despite changes in the industry, it has become clear that communication in the cockpit is
rarely studied in context as part of interaction between pilots evolving over time. Studies
emphasise coding and counting particular types of utterances, for example commands or
questions, and relating these to official cockpit roles (eg. Captain, First Officer), specific
pilot actions (eg. lowering landing gear, calling an air traffic controller), or aircraft

65 In research which involved observing crews on regular flights Helmreich and Merritt
(2000:116) found that "errors were observed in nearly half of the short flights observed, and the
range of errors observed in a single crew was between O and 6". My own analysis of transcript
data from a cockpit voice recording of an American airline accident (NTSB 1997a) (a recording
duration of nearly 30 minutes) revealed eight errors, including forgetting to check a display,
failure to call a checklist as complete, and mishearing a message from an air traffic controller.
These errors had nothing to do with the events which led to the accident.
66 See Smith (1990), Hackman (1994a, 1994b, 1994c), Taggart (1994), McAllister (1997),
Hayward and Lowe (2000), Helmreich and Merritt (2000).
67 A number of accidents involving poor interaction between cockpit and cabin crew (FSF
1996f; Job 1996:173-185, Job 1998:48-64) led some to extend the concept of CRM to include
the cabin crew and use the term Total Crew Resource Management (TCRM). See Edwards and
Edwards (1990), Chute and Wiener (1994, 1995), Chute and Wiener (2000), or Edkins (2000).
68 Sometimes 'situational awareness' (Cato 1995; Pendleton 1996; Bavier 1997; Lowe and

Hayward 2000), or "situation diagnosis" (Kaempf and Klein 1994:232). The term is also used in
other fields eg. anesthesiology (Gaba et al.1995).
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types.69 Mostly, researchers come from backgrounds in psychology, and work within
psychological paradigms. Also, interest in pilots' performance and behaviour often
emerges on1y after an accident or serious incident. The result is that 'communication' is
frequently mentioned in the relevant aviation literature, but it is not exactly clear how
airline pilots routinely talk in their ongoing interactions with one another in the cockpit as
they perform the typical tasks necessary to fly their plane.
So, in the commercial aviation industry there is a curious contradiction. After an airline
accident the small amount of transcript data from the cockpit voice recorder, from as little
as half an hour to a maximum of two hours, is analysed in great detail and then
conclusions are drawn about the significance of this or that talk, or the pilots failure to say
this or that. Findings from accident investigations may lead to changes in cockpit
procedures, cockpit design, or airline crew training and policies. So the industry is able to
recognise the value of studying closely talk between pilots as it occurs utterance to
utterance. Yet while this accident data is naturally occurring talk, it is non-routine talk, it
is talk occurring at or around moments of crisis. However, when it comes to studying
routine talk, the typical talk of pilots' work, the industry has come to accept quantitative
methods and data, coding and counting utterance types from huge databases. Also, such
data is almost always gained from recording pilots in cockpit simulator sessions, rather
than from actual scheduled flights. This thesis, in its focus on analysing in detail pilots '
routine talk, goes beyond merely counting and coding pilots ' utterances towards a richer
understanding of talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit.

1. 7 .3

Situation awareness

By drawing upon approaches to cognition as situated, socially shared, and embodied, and
insights from ethnomethodology and conversation analysis that participants'
understandings are locally and interactionally accomplished, this thesis is able to say
something about the development of ' situation awareness' (SA) in the airline cockpit. SA
is a notion which has its origins in military aviation70 but is now accepted and used in the
wider aviation research community, in commercial aviation training (ie. in CRM
programs) and practice, and also in commercial aviation accident and incident
investigation. Many accident reports cite pilots' ' poor SA' or 'loss of SA' as a significant
contributing factor to the accident. 71 Research on naturalistic and team decision making
69 See for example Morrow et al. (1990), Helmreich (1994) , Redding and Seamster (1994), Irwin
and Veinott (1995), Orasanu (1995), Sumwalt and Watson (1995), or Helmreich (1997). For
studies using such an approach in other team settings see for example Siegel and Federman
(1973), Rogalski and Samun;ay (1993), Xiao et al. (1995 , 1996, 1997).
70 For discussions and military examples see Endsley (1993) , Wellens (1993), Endsley and
Bolstad (1994), Caretta et al. (1996); also Hendy (1995) , DCIEM (1996) .
71 BAS! (1996b); FSF (1995a, 1995c, 1995d); see also Redding and Seamster (1994) , Faith
(1996), Wiegmann and Shappell (1997) , or Job (1998) .
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(Bell et al. 1988; K.leinmuntz 1987; Castellan et al. 1993; Klein et al. 1993; Klein 1998),
and more specifically aeronautical decision making (Diehl 1991; Kaempf and Klein
1994), highlights the importance of the actors' awareness of the situation they are in prior
to making their decision. 72 Some have suggested that developing and identifying SA is
esp·ecially pertinent in the commercial aviation industry where pilots have available to
them many pre-planned and rehearsed reponses (in standard operating procedures, and
reinforced through training). As Kaempf and Klein (1994: 237) point out, "[p]re-planned
responses remove the burden of generating courses of action but increase the burden of
correctly assessing the situation". 73
It has been said that SA is "a notoriously difficult concept to define" ( Gaba et al.
1995:20), and its conceptual basis has been described as "cloudy" (Gilson 1995:3).74
Most attempts conceptualise SA as a mental phenomenon, as something known to an
individual:
an individual's internal model of the world at any point in time
(Wellens 1993:268);
knowledge as to the 'status ' condition of the aircraft as well as enhanced
knowledge about the aircraft' s external environment (Cato 1995:3);
a variety of cognitive processing activities (Sarter and Woods 1995:16);
our mental file of facts ... a complete mental picture of where we are,
where we are going, and when we are going to get there
(Pendleton 1996:276).
Other conceptualisations of SA retain the mental and individual sense, but try also to
present SA as the outcome of active perceptual processes, where the individual is an
active agent who is responsible for what comes to be known:
interdependence of memory, perception, and action ... available
knowledge or awareness of a situation ... shaped by the processes of
information acquisition and interpretation (Adams et al. 1995 :88);
72 For related work in pragmatics see Given (1989) and Brandom (1994).

73 Perhaps this is well shown in the crash of a Boeing 747 Uumbo) freighter which suffered the
loss of two engines (quite literally - they fell off the plane) . Rather than attempt to stabilise the
plane as best they could and continue its flight path over the sea, the pilots' immediate reaction
was to turn the plane back to the airport for an emergency landing. The subsequent crash of the
uncontrollable plane into an apartment block claimed not just the lives of the pilots but also the
lives of dozens of people on the ground (FSF 1996d). In another example, when the pilots of a
British airliner were confronted with an engine fire they inadvertently switched off the wrong
engine, and with none of its two engines functioning the plane subsequently crashed (Job
1996:173-185).
74 Not surprisingly, there is disgreement about how SA should be measured. For possible
methods and discussions see for example Endsley and Bolstad (1994) , Endsley (1995a) , Flach
(1995) , Gilson (1995), Carretta et al. (1996) , or McAllister (1997).
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a generative process of knowledge creation and informed action taking
... [not] merely a snapshot of the agent's current mental model
(Smith and Hancock 1995:142);
SA is not resident in the agent but exists in the invariant interaction of
the agent and his or her environment
(Smith and Hancock 1995: 146);
dynamic allocation of attention and assessment of environmental cues
(Gaba et al. 1995:27);
that dynamic and transient state of the mental model which is produced
by an ongoing process of information gathering and interpretation
during the performance of some job of work (Hendy 1995:2);
continuous acquisition, retention, analysis and application of knowledge
of events, conditions, data and variables (Beaumont 2000:361 ).
Some conceptualisations of SA try to include some idea of the purpose of SA, what
drives the active agent, for example to solve problems or to assess opportunities and set
priorities:
what must be known to solve a class of problems posed when
interacting with a dynamic environment ... the capacity to direct
consciousness to generate competent performance given a particular
situation as it unfolds (Smith and Hancock 1995: 138);
searching and monitoring relevant information, assessing opportunities,
setting priorities, and maintaining performance under stress
(O'Hare and O'Brien 2000:369).
Still other conceptualisations of SA highlight the role of interpretation of sit!!ation and do
not limit SA to the present time:
the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection
of their status in the near future
(Endsley 1988:792, cited in Wellens 1993:268; see also Endsley
1995a:65 and Endsley 1995b:36).
Many of these attempts to conceptualise SA reflect the dominant influence of psychology
on research in the field. The attempts differ in their emphasis or specification of exactly
what is to be explicitly included as part of the 'situation', that is, which of the plane, path,
and people are to be included (Bo vier 1997), to what extent the 'awareness' involves
interpretation of some sort, rather than just recognition, and whether or not SA is limited
to the present or projects into the future. Another critical point of difference however, and
recognised as a major point of contention in the field, is whether SA is product or
process, knowledge or perception (Adams et al. 1995 :89), phenomenon description or
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causal agent (Flach 1995:149).75 Most important for this thesis, however, is the varying
emphasis given to SA as a mental phenomenon, and in particular as something that
develops and resides in the head of an individual.
SA is often thought of in terms of the information available to pilots, especially through
the numerous cockpit displays and provision of visual and aural alerts. Improving pilots'
SA is therefore often seen in terms of improving or increasing the information provided
by these displays and alerts. For example, in a report prepared for the United States
Federal Aviation Administration (Cato 1995), the emphasis is on providing "enhanced
cockpit situational awareness for all aircraft through low cost application of new
techniques in information delivery and display" (Cato 1995:3) to give pilots "increased
knowledge as to the 'status' condition of the aircraft as well as enhanced knowledge
about the aircraft's external environment" (Cato 1995:3). However, SA involves more
than the availability of information, that information "must also be salient and
unambiguous" (FAA 1996:44). Also, increasingly high levels of automation and
countless hours of faultless aircraft performance may lead to pilot complacency,
inattention, a deterioration in pilots' basic position awareness skills, and poorer
recognition of and response to problems (FAA 1996:43, 1996:59; McAllister 1997). As
MacKenzie (1996:8) notes, ''belief that a technology is safe may make it dangerous:
overconfidence in the correctness of computerized systems seems to have been a major
factor in accidents involving such systems."76 Sarter and Woods (1995:16) find that
advanced automated flight systems, using numerous flight 'modes' which interact with
one another, may make it both more important and more difficult for pilots to be aware of
the status and behaviour across the system's different modes of operation. Pilots can also
become overwhelmed by information (Endsley 1993; Buck 1994; Kaempf and Klein
1994). As Rochlin (1991: 114) comments, of a crew of a naval warship, "[t]he very
complexity of the equipment will make it more difficult to ascertain what is going awry,
why, and, at times, whether something is going badly or incorrectly at all.".77
Where should pilots focus their attention? As Simon (1988:73) argues, "[i]n a world
where attention is a major scarce resource, information may be an expensive luxury, for it
may tum our attention from what is important to what is unimportant ... We cannot afford
to attend to information simply because it is there.". Indeed, in their study of an incident
database, Sumwalt and Watson (1995:5) note that "less-serious malfunctions appear more
likely than serious malfunctions to induce flight crew behavior leading to dangerous
situations!". Perhaps this is no better evident than in the crash of one airliner which was
75 Many in the field distinguish between 'situation assessment' as a process and 'situation

awareness' as an outcome. See Noble (1993), Endsley (1995b:36) or Salas et al. (1995:124).
76 Indeed in his discussion of frame analysis Goffman (1974:485) comments on the dangers of
alarms: "an individual can withdraw wariness from occasions when no alarm sounds; doing this,
he becomes vulnerable in a new way."
77 Suchman (1987:185) refers to "a profound and persisting asymmetry in interaction between
people and machines, due to a disparity in their relative access to the moment-by-moment
contingencies that constitute the conditions of situated interaction."
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partly due to the pilots' preoccupation with a blown light bulb in a cockpit display (Job
1994:98-111). Despite Cato's (1995:60) assurance that more information means better
decisions, and hence better flight outcomes, many flights have come to grief when the
pilots had all the information they needed, and more, at their disposal. Nor do pilots
always respond immediately and appropriately to cockpit warnings, if indeed such
warnings give the pilots enough time to react and avert disaster anyway (see MacPherson
1998).
The commercial aviation industry has become aware that improving pilots' SA is not just
matter of providing bigger and better displays, and brighter and louder alerts to increase
the information available to individual pilots, but first involves understanding more about
how pilots work as a team, a flight crew, to develop, share, understand, and act upon
available information and their own interpretations of it (Duffy 1993; Adams et al. 1995;
Sarter and Woods 1995). In short, "[t]echnology alone is not the answer" (Taggart
1994:338). The industry has begun to investigate SA not as an individual and purely
mental phenomenon, but as something developed and held by a group and therefore
inherently social in nature. The concern is now to better understand what is known as
'team (or group) SA'.78 For example, Adams et al. (1995:103) argue that "situation
awareness must at some point be expanded beyond the individual to the aggregate set of
individuals and systems responsible for the performance of a mission", and Smith and
Hancock ( 1995: 146) argue even further that "SA is not resident in the agent but exists in
the invariant interaction of the agent and his or her environment".
A purely individual conception of SA is certainly limited in the context of the airline
cockpit where a crew of two pilots is professionally responsible for the conduct of the
flight. If pilots are to work successfully as a team, information needs to be sp.ared among
the team members. There are many aspects of the flight both crew members need to know
about, such as activities which require joint action or because it is valuable to have shared
information to enable crew members to be aware of and monitor each other's actions, and
to know the significance of each other's actions for the conduct of the flight. A 'flight
crew' as a performing unit can lose its SA. Also, to a large extent difficulties in
conceptualising SA are due to the dominance of psychology influenced views of SA as a
cognitive phenomenon, and little attention to SA as a social phenomenon (recall the
discussion of cognition above, section 1.6). For example, while Adams et al. (1995:87)
argue that "managing the attentional and conceptual processes that permit cogent situation
awareness involves significant cognitive resources", we could also argue that 'managing'
such processes also involves significant social and contextual resources. Where two
pilots must work as a team, SA is something that involves not just cognition but the social
dynamics of the team. What Adams et al. (1995:89) describe as the "tension between
knowledge and perception" is only part of the task for the flight crew developing SA.
78 See Wellens (1993), Redding and Seamster (1994), Adams et al. (1995), Sarter and Woods

(1995), Salas et al. (1995), Orasanu (1995).
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Team SA is not merely an aggregate of the SA of the individuals making up the team, but
involves ''unique activities" (Salas et al. 1995:126) and "requires study in its own right."
(Salas et al. 1995:125). One such activity is communication between crew members, and
beyond the cockpit to other participants in the system (such as cabin crew members or air
traffic controllers), which the industry has recognised is a critical factor in the
development of team SA. 79 However, as I pointed out earlier ( section 1. 7 .2), in its
approach to communication in the cockpit the industry rarely goes beyond simply coding
and counting utterances, it concentrates on superficial aspects of language, and it
generally gives pilots vague advice about what to do and what not to do. Communication
is not studied and understood in context as naturally occurring talk-in-interaction
emerging and understood by participants moment-to-moment.
There have been few attempts to document and explain processes of team SA (Salas et al.
1995: 128), and so this thesis answers the numerous calls for such attempts (Adams et al.
1995; Duffy 1993; Endsley 1995b; Salas et al. 1995), particularly calls for studies of
team SA of airline flight crews. This thesis also answers Duffy's (1993) call for
contributions from a range of disciplines, although I doubt that a study drawing on
ethnomethodology and CA is what Duffy has in mind. My approach is very different to
the great bulk of research on SA. In the light of the conceptual ' cloudiness ' of SA, Flach
(1995) calls on researchers in the field to "proceed with caution" (Flach 1995:149) and
treat SA as "an invitation to take a new look at human performance" (Flach 1995: 155).
This thesis accepts Flach' s ( 199 5) invitation. Working in the tradition of
ethnomethodology and CA, the thesis will consider SA in the airline cockpit as something
that is developed, demonstrated and acted upon, moment-to-moment, in routine processes
of talk-in-interaction. I will not engage with the debates about how to conceptualise SA,
but I will treat SA as something continuously arising from the pilots' routin~ talk and
non-talk activities, and oriented to by the pilots, as they go about the work of flying their
plane.

1. 8

Organisation of this thesis

The following chapter, Chapter Two, describes the processes of collecting and
transcribing the cockpit data, and explains a number of transcription issues and how I
have approached them.
The thesis then has three data analysis chapters. In these chapters I review relevant
79 See for example Foushee (1984) , Mattox (1990) , Duffy (1993), Klein et al. (1993) , Wellens
(1993), Helmreich (1994) , Redding and Seamster (1994) , Orasanu (1994, 1995), FAA (1995,
1996), Helmreich et al. (1995), Fischer et al. (1995) , Irwin and Veinott (1995) , Salas et al.
(1995), Pendleton (1996), Helmreich (1997) , Bavier (1997) , McAllister (1997). For work on
communication between cockpit and cabin crew see especially Edwards and Edwards (1990) , or
Chute and Wiener (1994, 1995, 2000).
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literature, and then present and discuss examples of naturally occurring talk-in-interaction
in the airline cockpit. The examples in each chapter are drawn from transcription data
from a number of different flights, and flown by different crews.
Chapter Three shows how pilots' pronominal choices allow them to invoke and make
salient relevant cockpit roles. That is, by choosing this or that personal pronoun pilots can
talk in this or that role, and so present their understandings of 'who's who' in the cockpit
as they perform tasks. This chapter shows how cockpit roles, even those associated with
a formal rank (Captain and First Officer), are actively oriented to moment-to-moment
through processes of talk-in-interaction, and so are created and reinforced locally as part
of pilots' routine work.
In Chapter Four I take particular advantage of the video data to see how pilots coordinate
their talk and non-talk activities. To conduct their flight pilots must perform tasks which
involve talk and one or more non-talk activities, such as moving as lever, turning a knob,
pressing a button, looking at a display. Chapter Four reveals the extraordinary precision
with which pilots coordinate these non-talk activities with their talk, and explores the
significance of this precise coordination for their work as airline pilots.
In Chapter Five I look at how pilots integrate their talk within the cockpit, to each other,
with their talk beyond the cockpit, to air traffic controllers. Although they are physically
and visibly removed from the cockpit, controllers are nevertheless relevant participants in
cockpit talk-in-interaction and their contributions can directly impact upon the pilots'
work. The chapter shows how pilots come to relevant understandings about who has said
what, who understands what, and what they are each supposed to do, through processes
of talk-in-interaction as they fit together occasional interaction with participants beyond
the cockpit with their ongoing interaction with one another within the cockpit.
Chapter Six presents the Conclusion of the thesis. This chapter summarises the findings
of the three data analysis chapters and how the study of processes of routine talk-ininteraction develops our interpretations of cognition in the cockpit and situation
awareness. The Conclusion discusses possible implications of the findings for the
commercial aviation industry and accident investigation, for specific understandings of
talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit and the work of airline pilots, and for more
general understandings of talk-in-interaction.
Kendon (1990) says the following about the demands of interaction upon an individual:
... the individual, when engaged in face-to-face interaction, could be
regarded as if engaged in a skilled performance, analogous to the way in
which the driver of a car or the pilot ofan airplane is engaged in a
skilled performance, in which the operator must continuously organize
his behavior so that it is patterned to meet the complex demands of the
situation. (Kendon 1990:4; emphasis added)
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It is a sobering thought, for analysts and passengers, that airline pilots must
simultaneously engage in the skilled performances of interaction and piloting a plane. Just
how they do so is the focus of this thesis.
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Chapter Two
Cockpit talk-in-interaction:
collecting and transcribing the data

2 .1

Collecting the data

The aim of this thesis is to explore routine talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit, the talk
that airline pilots routinely produce as they interact to go about their normal working life
flying planes, and therefore it was critical that the data used was naturally occurring. The
thesis uses video data of pilots recorded during actual scheduled domestic airline flights.
By arrangement with two Australian airlines, first Skywest Airlines in W estem Australia,
and then Qantas Airways, I sat in the cockpit during scheduled passenger flights and
filmed the pilots. The talk-in-interaction recorded is naturally occurring in that it would
have occurred had I not been sitting in the cockpit. The pilots were not flying the planes
and talking to each other in order for me to collect data. Research on 'cockpit' talk, and
on pilots' performance generally, is usually based on observational or video-data of pilots
from cockpit simulators, rather than from actual scheduled flights. I Other research uses
transcripts from cockpit voice recorders or air traffic control recordings, made by official
investigative bodies subesquent to accidents or incidents (eg. Shuy 1993; Cushing 1994;
Helmreich 1994). These studies focus on talk between pilots, or between pilots and
controllers, during emergencies or abnormal situations.
I was very fortunate to be able to collect this data. For legal, safety and security, and
business and professional reasons airlines are usually extremely wary about allowing
people to observe, let alone film their pilots. Individual pilots also have their own
personal concerns about being filmed in their workplace. Pilots at one airline told me of a
colleague who had been demoted as a result of a picture taken by a visitor to the cockpit
during one of his flights. As one Captain said when he saw my camera, ''We aren't going
to appear on 60 Minutes are we?". Another Captain asked me to agree to hand over to him
my video tape if anything 'happened' during the flight. I am not associated with the
1 For example Pisanich et al. (1994), Sarter and Woods (1995), Hutchins and Klausen (1996),

Hutchins and Palen (1997), Chute (2000).
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industry in any way and so it was necessary for me to demonstrate to the airlines my own
credibility and to win their trust. I approached the airlines through their 'flight operations '
and 'flight safety' sections, where personnel are concerned with training and management
of flight crews. The first airline required me to write a detailed proposal outlining my
aims, my methods, the conditions under which I would collect and use the data, and
possible findings and their implications for industry practice. Before approaching the
airlines I developed my knowledge of the commercial aviation industry and its practices,
including crew training and operating procedures, terminology, radio protocol, aircraft
types, cockpit instrumentation and the functioning of aircraft systems, as well as issues of
specific interest to the industry concerning safety and pilot performance. As Sharrock and
Anderson (1986:96) word it, I developed a level of"disciplinary competence". I read
numerous general texts on aviation and commercial aviation, official accident reports,
airline general training and operations manuals (cockpit procedures etc.) and operating
procedures for particular aircraft:2 , and relevant academic, government and industry
research reports on flight crew performance. I watched commercially available
information videos on specific aircraft types, showing pilots at work during scheduled
flights and in sessions in full mock-up cockpit simulators (ITTV 1993, 1994; B.L.&P.
1996a, 1998a, 1998b). I attended a conference on aviation psychology (papers published
in Hayward and Lowe 2000, and Lowe and Hayward 2000), and I met with human
factors research psychologists working with military flight crews (Department of National
Defence, Canada), and investigators at the Australian Bureau of Air Safety Investigation
(BASI; now part of the Australian Transport Safety Bureau).
In all I made eighteen flights to video flight crews. I made twelve flights on the Fokker
50, a 40-50 seat twin propeller regional airliner. These flights ranged in duration from
around thirty minutes to two and a half hours, but most were between one and one and a
half hours. The other six flights were on Boeing 737 aircraft, a twin engine jet airliner
seating approximately 130-140 passengers. These flights lasted a little over an hour. Of
the eighteen flights, some were to major cities, others were to large town centres, and
some were to small and remote mining towns. On these flights I sat in the cockpit
observer/training seat, or 'jumpseat', which is positioned in between and immediately
behind the seats of the two pilots. From the jumpseat I could easily see and film both the
pilots3 and almost all the cockpit instrument panels (Figure 2.1 ).

2 Access to these manuals is restricted by the airlines and so I am not able to identify them or

quote directly from them.
3 All the aircraft on which I flew were crewed by two pilots, and indeed most modern airliners
have just two pilots. Older aircraft have a third pilot, the Second Officer or Flight Engineer, but
now many of that pilot's duties are monitored or performed by the aircraft's own computerised
systems.
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View from the cockpit jumpseat on a Fokker 50 aircraft
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

Goodwin (1993) offers suggestions for collecting video data4, but for me most issues
were decided by safety issues and a need to minimise disruption to the pilots' work. For
example, I was not able to use multiple cameras or a tripod, and lighting proved to be a
problem on two night flights, but I was at least fortunate that my participants never
moved too far away. I filmed with an ordinary handheld video camera and I had access to
a cockpit headset, assigned to the jumpseat, which allowed me to record everything the
pilots could hear. On each flight I began filming before engine start-up, and ceased
filming after engine shut-down and the completion of the 'parking checklist'. I was able
to record the pilots' talk to each other, their talk to others outside the cockpit (eg. air
traffic controllers, passengers), the many cockpit alert sounds and automated voice
warnings, as well as external noises (eg. engines). To maximise the volume of the pilots'
voices and other cockpit sounds, relative to the background noise of the engines, I placed
the earpiece of the headset over the microphone on the video camera recorder. Recordings
were also dubbed onto audio tapes through sound filtering equipment to minimise the
volume of aircraft engine noise, with some success. Goodwin (1993:194) describes the
video taping process as "an iterative, progressive progress", and over time I found it
easier to know where and when to point the camera in the cockpit.

4 See also the discussion in ten Have (1999).
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Transcribing the data

From the videos I made detailed transcriptions using conventions developed in EM/CA.
The transcription notation used here is given in Appendix 1. Transcriptions included the
following: pilots' talk to each other; pilots' talk to air traffic controllers and other
participants outside the cockpit eg. cabin crew, passengers, pilots of other aircraft;
overheard talk eg. pilots of other aircraft talking to air traffic controllers; cockpit aural
alerts eg. when the autopilot is engaged or disengaged; significant changes in sounds
external to the cockpit, such as engines increasing or decreasing in power, or when the
landing gear is raised or lowered; periods of silences (these may be substantially longer
than for ordinary conversation, particularly during the cruise stage of flight - silences are
often measured in many seconds, or even many minutes);6 and details of pilots' non-talk
activities, most significantly their use of cockpit controls, displays, and written materials
such as charts and checklists.
For the most part I have chosen to use standard orthography rather than phonetic
renderings, or what Jefferson (1996:160) calls 'comic book' orthography. I made this
choice because the highly specialist nature of the data makes the transcriptions here
difficult enough to follow and understand as they are for those with no background in
aviation. Jefferson (1974, 1996) and Zimmerman (1992a), for example, show what can
be gained from aiming for greater phonetic detail in transcription, but among conversation
analysts there is no universally agreed desired level of phonetic detail for transcriptions.
Rather, there is a recognition that transcribing is part of the analysis process and that
transcriptions will always reflect the purposes and directions of analysis. As Psathas and
Anderson (1990:77) note, "[t]he transcription of the interaction represents· -=· an effort to
provide in a written, linear format enough of the details of the interaction to permit
subsequent analysis of particular kinds", and "[t]he transcript produced is produced for a
purpose." (Psathas and Anderson 1990:78)7- Transcriptions are always only
representations of reality, not the reality itself, and these representations are valuable if
they do the work analysts ask of them. The work required of the transcription examples
presented in this thesis is to allow and make public analysis of cockpit talk-in-interaction.
For confidentiality reasons I have changed details in transcriptions to conceal the identity
of pilots, flights, and if possible airlines. I have used fictitious names and genders for
pilots. Whenever possible I have used generic terms for locations (City, Town,
Smalltown etc.), for navigation waypoints (Waypoint, Waypointl etc.), and for air traffic
controllers (Tower, Ground, Approach, Departures, City, Centre). Whenever possible,
to conceal the identity of the airline in talk over the radio I have replaced the identifying
5 See comments on 'silence' below.
6 See Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (197 4:714-715) on "discontinuous" conversation, also

Szymanski (1999).
7 See also ten Have (1999:75-83).
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callsign of individual flights with the callsign 'bravo juliet tango ' . Details in some
examples make it impossible to conceal the identity of the airline and in these cases I have
changed part of the actual call-sign to at least conceal the identity of individual flights (eg.
'foxtrot november bravo' might become 'foxtrot november zulu'). I have tried to ensure
that video stills included in the thesis show as little identifying detail of pilots as
possible.8

2-.2.1

Transcribing video data: representing non-talk
activity

My approach to transcribing video data is informed by other studies which seek to relate
talk and non-talk activities of interaction, but these studies vary with respect to the level of
detail by which talk and non-talk activities are represented and how they relate to one
another. As with describing audio data only, transcribing video is part of the process of
analysis and the detail provided in the transcription reflects the emerging directions and
purposes of analysis.

2.2.1.1

Some possibilities

One possibility is to indicate that some non-talk activity is occurring, and to indicate
generally when it occurs relative to talk. For example, Psathas ' (1992) transcriptions of
interaction between a student and an instructor of the blind, during a lesson on long cane
mobility, represent both talk and non-talk activity, but only imprecisely signal their timing
with respect to one another. The following is part of segment shown in Chapter One:

Teacher:

((takes student's left hand and places it on the block))
awright now
now sit square on it
((motions with his two hands and arms directly in front of his body and
parallel to each other))

Student:

((moves his body twice, hitches over to the left while seated on the block))

Teacher:

that's it so you're facing me (0.2) awright (0.2)
(adapted from Psathas 1992:102-3)

Psathas' transcription presents talk and non-talk activity as if they occur neatly one after
8 To respect pilots' confidentiality these video stills can not be used , transmitted or reproduced

in any way without the author's permission.
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the other, rather than as concurrent or overlapping. This may indeed be the case, but it
may also be true that things are not as neat as they seem. Psathas focusses on
participants' interpretations of the development and structure of the lesson, and while
Psathas is interested in participants' non-talk activities he is not concerned to indicate the
precise timing of non-talk activities relative to talk. The transcription lacks a clear sense of
the relative timing of talk and non-talk activity.

In the following excerpt of interaction in an airline operations room Goodwin (1996)
indicates that one participant was doing ' looking' activity as well as talking, and the
transcription gives a clearer picture than Psathas' (1992) transcription of the timing of the
non-talk looking activity relative to talk.

Stan:

Julie:
Stan:

Yeah,
Don says there's no problem
with the jet bridge at all.

4
5
6

That was a crew chief calling in
to say there was a problem with it.

7
8

Tell me that's - ((Looking at Gate monitor))
That's not [normal

9
10

[With the ground power unit.

11

(adapted from Goodwin 1996:382)

The transcription alone reveals that Julie looks at the gate monitor in turn 9, but we do not
know exactly when she begins to look at the monitor (note the wording is "[ooking" ),
and when she stops looking at the monitor, or where she looks subsequently. Goodwin ' s
( 1996) interest is in the processes by which participants come to identify and label a
' problem' , that is, how the ' problem' is understood as there to be seen on the monitor
which Julie is looking at, and how the direction of her ' looking ' makes her saying of
''that" recoverable. Goodwin is less interested in showing, at this point in the interaction,
exactly when Julie's gaze meets the monitor and her ' looking ' begins.
Another possibility is to represent more precisely when, relative to emerging talk, a
particular non-talk activity occurs. This next example is adapted from Goodwin
(1997: 127). Billy is a geochemist, Gina is one of his students, and together they are
monitoring the progress of a chemical reaction on a piece of fibre.
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1

Gina: En it gets a certain texture to it.

i
Billy starts to nod
3

(0.3)

Here the transcription shows that Billy begins to nod during Gina's saying of 'texture',
indeed as Gina finishes saying that word. By showing the exact timing of Billy's
nodding, overlapping Gina's observation, the transcription shows how Billy immediately
agrees with her observation. The timing of Billy's nodding makes visually available
Billy's "ability to recognize and evaluate the sensation she is talking about" (Goodwin
1997:128) and so his "co-participation in that same activity" (Goodwin 1997:128).
Goodwin ( 1997) discusses this data in terms of the significance of the presence of Billy
as her mentor, in that by talking to him Gina is "able to transform what might otherwise
remain private sensations and hypotheses into public events that can be evaluated and
confirmed (or denied) by a more competent practitioner." (Goodwin 1997:127).
Ford (1999:380) attempts to indicate precisely both beginning and duration of some nontalk activity in this next example from her study of students' interaction in a high school
physics lab.
D:
K:

D:

Okay, (0.4) It says obtain a plane mirror,(.) and touch=
.........

X

= your right ear, (1.0) as you are looking into it.
(5.6)

Ford (1999:380) explains that "[a]t the series of dots, Kira ... picks up the mirror with
her left hand and moves her right hand to her right ear. "X" marks the point at which
Kira's hand reaches her ear.". Ford's explanation helps, but is not incorporated into the
transcription itself. So while the transcription makes visible how and when talk and nontalk activity occur relative to one another, the transcription is less revealing than it might
be. This method is reminiscent of Goodwin's (1981) approach to representing
participants' gaze direction.
A:

B:

------------------------:"'""'
We went down to- (0.2) When we went back. ..
[

.. x'--------(adapted from Goodwin 1981:52)
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A line ( _ ) indicates that a participant is gazing at the other, gaze movement to and
from the other participant is shown respectively by dots ( ... ) and commas ( ,,, ), and X
marks the spot when gaze reaches the other, relative to emerging talk. However clearly
this method shows gaze direction, it may be less suitable for representing a variety of
non-talk activites (as Ford 1999 tries to do), or occasions when a number of non-talk
activities occur simultaneously, without lengthy explanations apart from the transcription.
Transcribing non-talk activity during periods without talk has also proved difficult. That
is; researchers have found it difficult to show exactly when, relative to a period without
talk, a particular non-talk activity begins or ends. For example, the following transcript is
adapted from Heath and Luff's (1996) study of interaction in a control room for the
London Underground:

Cii:

(1.3)

Tell him to go:-if you've (got) a clear signal
yeah

DIA:

i

i

looks at
fixed
line display

looks at
station
screen

(adapted from Heath and Luff 1996:109)

The transcription shows that the DIA (Divisional Information Assistant) ' looks at fixed
line display' at some point during the 1.3 second period without talk, but exactly when is
unclear. Placing the arrow so that it points to the left of the (1.3) may suggest that the
looking takes place early in the 1.3 seconds, but while this is visually helpful it is not
very precise.
The transcription approach used in this thesis is closest to the approach taken by Ochs,
Gonzales and Jacoby (1996). This is an excerpt from a transcription given by Ochs
Gonzales and Jacoby (1996:343):
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Ron:

Well you also said [(the) same thing must happen here.
[((moves to board; points to b))
[When [I come down [I'm in [the domain state.
[((points to a))
[
[
[((moves finger to b))[
[((moves finger to a))
[( (moves finger to b))
Miguel: Yeah
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Like the transcription from Goodwin (1997) above, the transcription shows precisely
when, relative to emerging talk, a particular non-talk activity begins ( eg. moving a finger,
pointing to a blackboard). For example, in his turn "When I come down I'm in the
domain state" (line 65) Ron points to 'a' (which is marked on the blackboard) as he says
"When", and moves his finger to 'b' (also marked on the blackboard) as he says "I come
down". Also, like Goodwin (1997) above, the description of the non-talk activity is
included within the transcription, so presenting non-talk activity as developing, together
with the talk, Ron's contribution to the interaction. This transcription from Ochs,
Gonzales and Jacoby (1996) presents a series of non-talk activities as these activities
emerge over the course of the turn at talk. The non-talk activities are presented down the
page, in order of occurrence, with square brackets, [ ], indicating where the non-talk
activities begin relative to the line of talk (line 65) above. In this excerpt, the endings of
particular non-talk activities, relative to talk, are implied by the beginning of the next nontalk activity. At line 69 however the transcription does not show, relative to the saying of
''the domain state" (line 65), when Ron's finger 'arrives' at 'b' on the blackboard.
The level of transcriptional detail provided by Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby (1996) reflects
their interest in scientific practice, and specifically in exploring how scientists build
meanings by coordinating talk, gesture and graphic representation. It is important to the
authors' cause to show exactly when, to the syllable, a non-talk activity occurs relative to
talk. The authors' wider argument is that '" grammar' must also encompass the possibility
that grammatical structures and their meanings ... are constituted through interlocutors'
larger activities, tool use, and gestural practices." (Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby
1996:359, emphasis in original).
When presenting his transcription notation Silverman ( 1993: 118) writes that_ double
brackets, (( )), "contain author's descriptions rather than transcriptions", however it
may be that such a distinction between 'description' and 'transcription' is too simplistic.9
If we include 'descriptions' of non-talk activity side-by-side with talk, where both talk
and non-talk activity are shown as temporally emerging and jointly and legitimately
developing the participants' contributions and interpretations in the interaction, for after
all this is why certain non-talk activities are included ( and others not), then it may be that
such 'descriptions' are as much 'transcriptions' as the representations of talk. It may be
better, sometimes at least, to think of 'transcribing' non-talk activity.

2.2.1.2

The approach taken here

For cockpit talk-in-interaction it became analytically valuable to transcribe the beginning,
duration, and ending of non-talk activities relative to talk, to other cockpit sounds, or to
periods of no-talk. The transcriptions of cockpit talk-in-interaction needed to show
9 Likewise, Beach (1993:349) uses double brackets for "Scenic details".
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precisely when a pilot pressed a button, moved a lever, looked at a printed chart, pointed
to a display, and so on, and when the movement which actually initiated that activity
began or ended. That is, transcriptions show, relative to talk, not just when a button was
pressed, but when the pilot's hand first began to move towards the button. Non-talk
activities were transcribed by playing video recordings at frame-by-frame speed to make it
possible to examine exactly how talk and non-talk activities were coordinated, in
Goodwin and Goodwin's (I992b:88) terms, how talk and non-talk activity are "mutually
contextualizing phenomena".
I will use two segments of my own transcribed data to show some of the transcription
issues to be dealt with, and the approach I have taken to them. IO To begin with, I will
show the first segment with talk alone. The segment has talk by both the Captain, as the
Pilot-not-flying on this flight (C/PNF), and the First Officer as the Pilot-flying (FO/PF).
1
2

C/PNF:

(50.3)
one thousand to altitude.
(3.2) = (0 > 1.4 > 2.4 > 3.2)

FO/PF:

((sound of altitude alert buzzer))
>alert(.) for level<(.) two fi::ve zero.
(27.5)

3

i
4

5
6

i

In keeping with practices of CA I indicate in seconds and tenths of seconds any period
where there is no talk by any speaker. So, line I shows that some 50.3 seconds have
elapsed since the last turn at talk. I measure these times without talk using a handheld
stopwatch. 11
A period without talk is not necessarily a silence. Although 'no-talk' is often treated as
synonymous with silence in CA, there is little justification for doing this in the toolsaturated and task-oriented high technology setting of the airline cockpit. In the airline
cockpit there are many sounds which have significant implications for the pilots '
understandings and conduct. For example, there are aural alerts, such as buzzers, tones,
or automated recorded voice warnings. Other sounds include the sound of levers moving,
or sounds external to the cockpit such as the engines or movements of external surfaces
of the aircraft, such as flaps, and the landing gear. Pilots talk and/or perform non-talk
activities in anticipation or in response to such sounds, and so these sounds need to be
included in transcriptions of cockpit talk-in-interaction.
Line 3 shows how precisely to indicate when a sound occurs within a period of no-talk.
Line 3 indicates a period of 3 .2 seconds between the end of the C/PNF 's saying of "one
1O These segments are discussed in detail in Chapter Four.
11 This method has its advantages and disadvantages, as any method does, but I found it to be
acceptable for my purposes. A recent discussion of various methods for transcribing periods
without talk can be found in ten Have (1999).
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thousand to altitude." (line 2) and the beginning of the FO/PF's saying of">alert (.) for
level<(.) two fi::ve zero." (line 5). This 3.2 seconds is not all silence however. During
this time a one second long 'altitude alert buzzer' sounds, and it is helpful to indicate just
when this buzzer sounds. To the right of the (3.2) indicating the period of no-talk, and to
the right of an'=' sign, I present in brackets that same 3.2 second period as a timeline
from the beginning of this period at O seconds to the end of this period at 3 .2 seconds.
Between the O and 3 .2, on the line immediately below, I indicate with upwards pointing
arrows (I) the times at which the buzzer began to sound (ie. 1.4 seconds into the 3.2
second period) and ceased to sound (ie. 2.4 seconds into the 3.2 second period). These
arrows are joined by underlining to represent the duration of the buzzer (ie.

i __i).

Indicating these times is a very precise way to show how a period of no-talk is structured
with respect to the sounds, other than talk, which occur.
Also, a period without talk and is not necessarily a period in which the participants
themselves are not doing anything interactionally significant, as the work of Goodwin,
Kendon, and others has shown (see earlier discussion, Chapter One, 1.2.4), and as
Chapter Four explores in great detail. Participants may be conducting non-talk activities,
for example a hand movement, which are treated by the participants themselves as
contributing to the interaction. So while a period without talk, itself, can be treated as
significant by participants, it is also important to transcribe what participants do in the
period to see how that period itself is structured with respect to interactionally significant
actions. Traditional CA terms like 'gap', 'pause', and 'lapse' may privilege the
significance of talk to interaction because it is only a 'gap' etc. in talk to which these
expressions refer.12 There may be no 'gap' etc. at all in the flow of other forms of
interactional contribution.
My concern is to indicate precisely when a non-talk activity occurs, that is, precisely
when a non-talk activity begins and precisely when it ends. I will use the segment above
to show how I represent the timing of a non-talk activity relative to the flow of talk.

12 For example Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998:81) describe gaps and pauses as "intervals in the
stream of talk''. Perhaps such terms reveal the emphasis of some early CA work on telephone
conversations.
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Here is the segment with both pilots' talk and non-talk activities included.

1

(50.3)
one thousand to altitude.

2

C/PNF:

2a

C/PNF:

2b

C/PNF:

((holds right hand still, just to the right of own
chest, index finger points towards FOPF's side
of main instrument panel))

2c

C/PNF:

((moves right hand down and left
back to right leg))
(3.2) = (0 > 1.4 > 2.4 > 3.2))

i

i

((moves right hand. up from lap then left to right, at
chest height, with index finger extended))

i

i

i
3

i
4

5
6

FO/PF:

i

((sound of altitude alert buzzer))
>alert(.) for level<(.) two fi::ve zero.
(27.5)

Non-talk activities are given below the line of talk with which they are concurrent. They
are represented between double brackets ie. (( )), a common practice in CA, and also in
bold. Where there is more than one non-talk activity for a line of talk (or silence or other
sound) they are listed below one another in the order in which they began (as Ochs,
Gonzalas and Jacoby 1996 had done above). To highlight the idea that non-talk activities
are, just like talk, contributions which participants make to the developing interaction, I
indicate the 'owner' of the non-talk activity at the far left of the transcript. As for sounds
other than talk, again I use upwards pointing arrows (i) to indicate the precise points in
the talk when a non-talk activity begins and ends, and again these arrows are joined by
underlining to show the duration of the non-talk activity (i_ _i).
Lines of non-talk activity are numbered according to the line of talk with which they are
concurrent, and also have a letter suffix. One advantage of this approach is that it shows
at a glance that particular non-talk activities occur relative to the same line of talk, and the
letter suffixes make further visible their relative chronological order. Recalling the
discussion above of approaches to transcription, there is no universally agreed method for
labelling lines of transcription which describe non-talk activity. Some analysts do not
label them at all, and just add descriptions of non-talk activity in and around the talk,
while others simply give a number to every line of 'text' in the transcription, that is,
number every line of the page. I have chosen the approach used here because it allows me
to identify and easily refer to lines of non-talk activity, while also allowing me to present
segments of data with or without non-talk activities included. The value of the latter will
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become apparent in Chapter Four where my focus is the way in which talk and non-talk
activities are coordinated. In Chapter Four I discuss examples of data by first introducing
and discussing a transcription with features of talk alone, and then discussing the
transcription of the same segment of data but with non-talk activities included. The
approach used here allows numbers of lines of talk to remain consistent across the two
transcriptions of the same segment of data.
So, at line 2 the C/PNF says "one thousand to altitude.". Line 2a shows that just as the
C/PNF begins to talk he moves his right hand up from his lap, and during his saying of
'one thousand' he moves his hand from left to right, at chest height, with his index finger
extended. Line 2b shows that as the C/PNF says 'to altitude' he holds his right hand still,
just to the right of own chest, with his index finger pointing towards the FO/PF's side of
the main instrument panel. Line 2c shows that immediately upon finishing saying
'altitude' the C/PNF begins to move his hand down and left and back to his lap (the video
does not show when his hand returns to his lap).

I now turn to a different segment of data to show how it is also necessary to indicate
precisely when a particular non-talk activity begins and ends, relative not to talk but to a
period of no-talk. The FO/PF begins to talk, at line 2, 42.0 seconds (line 1) after prior
talk. However, before beginning to talk the FO/PF moves her left hand to the autopilot
button (AP) on the Flight Mode Panel (FMP)13, presses that button, and then repositions
her fingers at the button.

(42.0) = (0 > 40.6 > 41.3 > 41.5 > 42.0)

1

i
la

FO/PF:

lb

FO/PF:

2
3
4
5
6

FO/PF:

i

((moves left hand from leg to AP button
on FMP, middle finger touches button))

i

C/PNF:

i

((presses AP button, moves
index finger of left hand on the panel to
the right of AP button, moves other three
fingers of left hand down and off the
panel))
okay autopilot's engaged, heading ASEL one zero thousand
indicated airspeed,
(1.5)
that's checked.
(28.1)

The 42.0 second period of no-talk at line 1 is also shown, to the right of the'=' sign,
broken up according to the precise times that non-talk activities begin and end. Line 1
13 The Flight Mode Panel is located at the top of the main instrument panel.
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shows that 40.6 seconds into the 42.0 seconds of no-talk the FO/PF begins to move her
left hand from her leg to the Autopilot (AP) button on the Flight Mode Panel (FMP) at the
top of the main instrument panel, and that her hand arrives at that button 0.7 seconds
later, that is, 41.3 seconds since prior talk. Line 1 shows that 0.2 seconds later, 41.5
seconds since prior talk, the FO/PF presses the button and repositions her fingers at the
button. She moves the index finger of left her hand to the right of AP button and she
moves the other three fingers of left hand down from the button and off the panel. As her
fingers stop moving she begins to say "okay autopilot's engaged ... " (line 2).
Indicating when non-talk activities begin and end, relative to periods of no-talk (here
silence), makes it possible better to see how talk and non-talk activity are precisely
coordinated. This will be the focus of Chapter Four.

2. 3

Other data

In addition to data I recorded myself, I also made transcriptions from commercially
available cockpit videos from scheduled flights of European and American airlines.14
The camera angles used for these videos did not record the pilots' contact with cockpit
instruments and so the videos were used for transcribing audio data only eg. pilots' talk
to each other, pilots' talk to participants outside the cockpit (eg. air traffic controllers),
and cockpit aural alerts. One video was of a full flight (eighty minutes) (B.L.&P. l 996a),
while two other videos covered a number of takeoffs and landings (B.L.&P. 1996b,
B.L.&P. 1996c). I transcribed audio data for six takeoffs and ten landings, which varied
in length from one and a half minutes to fourteen minutes.
I also referred to transcriptions from cockpit voice recordings which were made
subsequent to airline accidents and incidents, and are included in reports by investigative
bodies such as the American National Transportation Board (NTSB) (eg. NTSB 1995,
1997a, 1997b) or the Australian Bureau of Air Safety Investigation (BASI)l5 (eg. BASI
1996b, 1997). Excerpts or modified transcriptions from cockpit voice recordings are also
available in general texts on air disasters (S.Stewart 1989; MacPherson 1998; Cushing
1994; Job 1994, 1996, 1998). These transcriptions often include the routine talk
occurring prior to any abnormal situation developing on the flight and so they were
helpful for general background and for supporting analysis of the thesis by looking at
data of pilots from a number of airlines, from a variety of countries, and flying a range of
aircraft types.16
14 Flights were of numerous aircraft types including the Boeing 737, 747 and 767, the
McDonnell Douglas DC-10, and the Airbus 320.
15 BASI reports usually do not include full transcripts.
16 In Nevile (1999) I present analysis from a CVR transcription from NTSB (1997a).
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Chapter Three
"I'll take climb power".
Understanding who's who: pilots'
pronominal choices and cockpit
roles
3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

Preamble

As part of their routine work to fly a plane airline pilots must work together as a team, a
flight crew, to successfully perform the activities of numerous tasks, and develop
necessary shared and individual understandings as their flight progresses. To this end
pilots occupy and act according to a limited range of recognised professiona! roles, each
role aligned to certain duties and responsibilities. This chapter explores how variation in
airline pilots' choice of personal pronouns contributes to the pilots' continuously evolving
understandings of the distribution of these cockpit roles. In short, this chapter examines
the interactional significance of pilots' pronominal choices in routine talk-in-interaction in
the airline cockpit.
This chapter shows how pilots' pronominal choices are one way in which professional
cockpit roles are accomplished in situ, how cockpit roles "are done" (Widdicombe
1998:191). The work of personal pronouns is shown to be not limited to anaphora or
simple social deixis (eg. Fillmore 1982, 1997/1971). This chapter explores how, in the
setting of the modern airline cockpit, personal pronouns are a socially deployable
resource for pilots to invoke relevant roles as they work together to fly a plane. The
chapter suggests that pronominal choices are an important aspect of pilots' habitual
communicative practice as they achieve situation awareness by contributing to their
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awareness of who is doing what and what is going on. I

3.1.2

Cockpit roles

Pilots' duties and responsibilities are aligned to the particular 'roles' they have on each
flight. Each pilot will always have two formal roles. One role derives from an official
rank, or status, as either a Captain (C) or a First Officer (FO). An individual's rank is
typically commensurate with a certain level of training, qualification and experience, and
this rank does not vary from flight to flight. The other role is to be either the 'Pilot-flying'
(PF) or the 'Pilot-not-flying' (PNF).2 The PF is the pilot in control of the plane, that is,
the pilot making the immediate inputs to control the performance of the plane, especially
during takeoffi' climb and approach/landing, and is the pilot responsible for routine
planning (eg. when to begin the descent) and decisions (eg. when to engage and
disengage the autopilot) for the flight. The PF and PNF roles are held only for an
individual flight, so an individual pilot might act as the PF and the PNF on different
flights made over the course of a single day. This is possible because the roles of PF and
PNF are not connected to the ranks of the pilots. On any one flight the Captain could be
the Pilot-flying (C/PF) and the First Officer could be the Pilot-not-flying (FO/PNF), or
the First Officer could be the Pilot-flying (FO/PF) and the Captain could be the Pilot-notflying (C/PNF). Ordinarily these roles are constant throughout the flight, but the Captain
can take control, and assume the role of PF, if he/she decides that the circumstances
warrant it, for example if there is an emergency or the flight becomes difficult for some
reason. As the senior ranking pilot the Captain is always the pilot with ultimate command
on the flight, regardless of which pilot is the PF, and the Captain has primary
responsibility for the conduct and welfare of the flight.
To coordinate their work together during a flight, each pilot must be familiar with the
duties and responsibilities associated with his/her own roles as well as those duties and
responsibilities associated with the roles held the other pilot. This familiarity allows each
pilot to better understand what the other pilot is doing at any one time, and understand
what the other pilot might do at some future time. Such familiarity also allows each pilot
to understand what the other pilot is attending to, and knows about the flight, moment-tomoment. The pilots are familiar with one another's roles and so they can have
expectations of each other, and be accountable to one another, in terms of the activities
they perform and the understandings they demonstrate during the flight. Each pilot's
duties and responsibilities, with respect to cockpit roles and the performance of particular
tasks and the overall conduct of the flight, are explicitly spelled out in pilots' training and
in crew and aircraft operations manuals. So, each pilot knows what he/she is supposed to
1 My interest here is in cockpit roles and so I do not consider pilots' pronominal choices to refer
to participants outside the cockpit, such as air traffic controllers, as 'he/she' or 'they'.
2 Sometimes the distinction is referred to as Manipulating vs. Support pilot, or P1 vs. P2.
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do, and supposed to know, in the sense of ongoing local understanding, to perform tasks
as the flight progesses through its various stages. Also, each pilot knows what the other
pilot is supposed to do and know. This chapter looks at one way this familiarity or
knowledge of roles is created, displayed and drawn upon.
The examples presented in this chapter show how the roles of 'Captain' and 'First
Officer', 'Pilot-flying' and 'Pilot-not-flying', and the shared role of 'crew member' , are
interactionally invoked and made salient, in part, through pilots' choices of personal
pronouns. Through their pronominal choices pilots develop and demonstrate to one
another their evolving understandings of these cockpit roles, from the engine start up and
takeoff through to the landing and engine shut down. Pronominal choices indicate which
role pilots are occupying, at any given moment, in a setting where more than one role
may be available and legitimate. Pronominal choices help to allow pilots to make visible
and be accountable for their moment-to-moment understanding of the roles they each
occupy.

3.2

On personal pronouns

3.2.1

Traditional accounts of personal pronouns

Traditional accounts of English grammar tell us that pronouns substitute (or stand in) for
noun phrases (eg. Quirk and Greenbaum 1973:103; Bernard 1975 :35; Eagleson et al.
1983:81). In his Dictionary ofLingu,istics and Phonetics Crystal (1985:248) defines a
pronoun as a "term used in the grammatical classification of words, referring to the closed
sets of items which can be used to substitute for a noun phrase (or single noun)".
Typically, such accounts display the various personal pronouns in a table in which they
may be arranged according to person, number, gender and case. Personal pronouns are
presented in constructed sentences to show how they refer back (anaphoric reference) to a
preceding noun phrase in the text, or sometimes forward (cataphoric reference) to a
forthcoming noun phrase. Halliday and Hasan (1976) include personal pronouns ' role in
their wider discussion of textual cohesion, that is, the semantic relations by which a
spoken or written text is understood to be connected, or to hang together (see also Fine
1994). Halliday's (1985) later functional grammar, which claims to promote the study of
language as a social phenomenon, discusses personal pronouns primarily in terms of
textual reference and, like traditional accounts of grammar, Halliday (1985) draws upon
constructed and literary examples. Personal pronouns are said to "set up a relation of coreference, whereby the same entity is referred to over again" (Halliday 1985:294).
Halliday (1985) does recognise the deictic nature of personal pronouns, that they must be
interpreted "by reference to the situation here and now" (Halliday 1985 :291 ), however he
goes little further than describing 'I' as ''the one speaking", 'you' as "the one(s) spoken
to", and 'he,she,it, they' as ''the other(s) in the situation" (Halliday 1985:291).
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In naturally occurring talk-in-interaction pronouns do not behave just as the grammar
books tell them to, and they are not merely substitutes for nouns (Sacks 1992, Vl :333).
Sacks notes that pronouns "have an extraordinary transiency of reference" (Sacks 1992,
Vl :333) and urged his students to "at least be cautious in the use of what you've been
taught about grammar" (Sacks 1992, Vl :334). Sacks acknowledges pronouns' function
to hold language together, commenting that pronouns "serve as 'reference preservers ' in
the sense that they tie together some current piece oftalk to some past piece of talk ... "
(Sacks 1992, Vl :353). Sacks includes pronouns in his discussions of 'tying
rules/techniques' which "comprise an ordering technique which is at least as important as
are the sequencing pairs for ordering the parts of a conversation." (Sacks 1992, Vl :716),
a comment which shows how much weight Sacks gave them, at one stage at least. The
need to tie one's talk to another's preceding talk is a motivation to listen: tying properly
shows that one has understood (Sacks 1992, Vl :717). So personal pronouns do more
than hold 'language' together. This chapter explores the interactional work that personal
pronouns do, that is, how participants' ongoing choices of this or that personal pronoun
play a part in holding interaction together. We will see how pronominal choices enable
participants to establish who they are talking and listening ' as' (Watson 1987:271) with
respect to one another. Pronominal choices in naturally occurring talk-in-interaction are
inseparable from the selves, identities, group memberships, and roles which participants
·adopt for themselves and ascribe to others.

3.2.2

Personal pronouns beyond grammar

Recent interest in personal pronouns in interactional rather than grammatical_terms is often
traced back to writings by Jakobson (1957/1971), Brown and Gilman (1960),
Benveniste (1971), and Silverstein (1976). Jakobson (1957/1 971 : 131) describes
pronouns as 'shifters' (the term is actually from Jespersen) because "the general meaning
of a shifter cannot be defined without reference to the message". Shifters are "indexical
symbols" (Jakobson 1957/1971: 132) in that, for example, 'I' represents its object only
because it is "in existential relation" with that object. Benveniste (1971 :217-222) develops
such ideas by arguing that "[e]ach I has its own reference and corresponds each time to a
unique being who is set up as such ... [t]he essential thing, then, is the relation between
the indicator (of person etc.) and the present instance of discourse" (Benveniste
1971 :218, emphasis in original). Benveniste (1971:218) explicitly signals the need to
view personal pronouns as features of discourse:
these 'pronominal forms' do not refer to 'reality' or to ' objective'
positions in space or time but to the utterance, unique each time, that
contains them (Benveniste 1971 :219);
and
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the indicators I and you cannot exist as potentialities; they exist only
insofar as they are actualized in the instance of discourse, in which, ...
they mark the process of appropriation by the speaker
(Benveniste 1971 :220).
Silverstein (1976) elaborates Jakobson's (1957/1971) account of 'shifters'. As
Silverstein (1976:24) puts it, a 'shifter' is so-called because ''the reference 'shifts'
regularly, depending on the factors of the speech situation", and so the meaning of a
shifter always involves some aspect of the context in which it occurs (Silverstein
1976:11). Indeed, Silverstein (1976:34) argues that "reference itself is ... an act of
creation, of changing the contextual basis for further speech events". Recalling
Jakobson's (1957/1971) 'indexical symbol' above, Silverstein (1976:25) argues that the
indexical meaning of a shifter "involves a presupposition of the 'existence' of, or
cognitive focus on, some specific value in the domain of variables in the speech
situation". Of particular interest for the focus of this chapter, he refers to "indexical
creativity" by which pronouns perform a "creative function in bounding off the personae
of the speech event itself ... [and] make the social parameters of speaker and hearer
explicit." (Silverstein 1976:34). As Wortham (1994: 13) points out, this significance of
this is that "[ s]peech creates some aspects of its own context, and these created aspects
can change the type of interactional event going on".
Brown and Gilman (1960:253) discuss "a connection between social structure, group
ideology, and the semantics of the pronoun". They use historical data from plays, letters
and legal proceedings to trace the semantic evolution of pronouns of address, that is,
polite and familiar forms, in certain European languages. Although Brown and Gilman do
not use data from naturally occurring talk-in-interaction, they discuss how the use of
personal pronouns is influenced by characteristics of the speaker, the relationship of
speaker and hearer, and aspects of the situation. For example, speakers are said to have a
consistent 'pronoun style' which reveals information about their social class status and
their political views, although speakers may vary their pronoun style on occasion "to
express transient moods and attitudes" (Brown and Gilman 1960:253-254). Brown and
Gilman (1960:255-7) refer to a nonreciprocal 'power semantic' whereby there are
differences in power over who uses which pronoun, familiar or polite, to whom, and a
'solidarity semantic' whereby two people use mutual familiar forms. Mountain climbers
are thought to shift to using mutual familiar forms above a certain critical altitude due to
their common task or fate (Brown and Gilman 1960:261).
Friedrich (1972) and Errington (1988) also link the use of pronominal forms to wider
social categories and structures. Friedrich (1972) examines second person (formal vs.
informal) pronominal choices in Russian, using as data nineteenth century novels. He
argues that pronominal usage varied according to a number of variables including the
topic of discourse, the ages and relative authority of the speakers, the event or social
situation in which the speakers were engaged and, like Brown and Gilman (1960), a
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psychological dimension of solidarity (Friedrich 1972:276-8). Pronouns formed a "stable
- though not static - system" (Friedrich 1972:299) in that speakers could alternate between
formal and informal forms for various social purposes, a process which Friedrich
(1972:287) calls "switching" (or "breakthrough"; see also discussion in Fillmore
1997/1971). Similarly, Errington (1988) finds that "pronominal usage [is an]
interactionally strategic means to antecedent social goals" (Errington 1988: 131 ).
Errington's (1988) interest is in the effect of social change on Javanese 'speech styles',
specifically the appropriation by the wider society of terms traditionally used by the
Javanese 'elite'. Pronominal changes, that is changes in who uses which pronoun to
whom, where and when, reflect changes in social structure. Errington points to the
limitations of 'code-oriented' descriptions and argues that speech styles are "intrinsically
interactional, intersubjective, and emergent in crucially negotiated, reciprocally realized
exchange ... [t]heir meanings are are not just decoded but interpreted as parts of the social
wholes that they both presuppose and serve to create in ongoing interaction." (Errington
1988:107). As a feature of speech styles, personal pronouns are "pragmatically salient,
interactively crucial linguistic mediators of relations between speech partners" (Errington
1988:229).
From within sociology, Elias (1978:123) claims that "personal pronouns represent the
elementary set of coordinates by which all human groupings or societies can be plotted
out". However, when Elias (1978:124) notes that personal pronouns indicate "the
positions held by the communicating people in their relationships with each other", he
does not have in mind the kind of roles, such as 'father', which are typical to sociology.
Elias (1978: 126) refers instead to "the perspectival nature of all human relationships"
whereby relationship 'AB' is viewed by both person 'A' and person 'B' (and I would
add people other than A and B) and Elias refers to "webs of human interdependence"
(Elias 197 8: 12 7) which we can better understand by looking at personal pronouns.
Personal identity, therefore, is closely connected with an individual's 'we' and 'they'
relationships (Elias 1978:128). More recent writers to take an interest in pronouns and
issues of identity and self, such as Malorie (1997), acknowledge the contribution of Elias
(1978) and others above, but note their emphasis on "structure over action" (Malone
1997 :47) and their failure to look in closer detail at how the reference of interactional roles
is ''tied to the demands of situation" (Malone 1997 :47).
So far I have developed some sense of "the extraordinary transiency of reference" to
which Sacks (1992, Vl :333) referred above. Personal pronouns come out of neat
grammatical tables and into discourse, social situations, social structures and social
change. Personal pronouns might substitute for, and refer backwards and forwards to,
noun phrases, but they also contribute creatively to the nature of the speech situation itself
by defining the characteristics and identities of the individuals involved and their
relationships to one another.
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Discussion of personal pronouns is not always concerned with the social structures
typically the domain of sociology. Throughout his lectures Sacks ( 1992, and especially
VI) frequently comments on personal pronouns. For example, pronouns combine with
relational terms in 'recipient design', as in the choice of 'our mother' and not 'my mother'
when a sibling is present (Sacks 1992, V2:446), whereas 'we' may be used to represent
organisational status or capacity, that is when the speaker talks as an "agent of an
organization" (Sacks 1992, V2:39I).3 A speaker may use 'we' for "category bound
activities" (Sacks 1992, VI :333), as an indicator of a speaker's category membership:
if A did something that B is talking about, and if A and B are relevantly
co-members of something or other ... then B may say 'we did ' that
thing that A did ie. he may treat A's action as having been 'on behalf of
A and B ... that's often done with intentions of turning A ' s action into a
categorical action, ie., such a thing as 'we do' (Sacks 1992, VI :573).
Spiegelberg (1973), echoing Brown and Oilman's (1960) notion of ' solidarity', refers to
the ''we of copresence" and discusses 'we' in terms of a moral right to speak for another.
To use 'we' is to make "a claim to unanimity" (Spiegelberg 1973:132):
whenever they hear or sing the same song together as ' we' ... each
partner in his experience is conscious of the other's experiencing,
coexperiences it, and identifies with it. (Spiegelberg 1973:142-3).
Urban (1989) is interested in narrative discourse, and what he refers to as "the ' I' of
discourse" (Urban 1989:27). Urban notes that a person uttering an ' I' often does so when
speaking as someone else, or even some 'thing' else. That is, the utterer may temporarily
adopt the identity of an other, who is the 'I', to give the narrative.4 Urban argues, after
Benveniste (1971), that this is possible because 'I' is indexical and "referentially ' empty"'
(Urban 1989:28):
reference is achieved at the token level through an actual contiguity
between the instance oflanguage use in which 'I' occurs and the utterer
of that instance (Urban 1989:28).
Indeed, Urban (1989:49) claims that in discourse there are always two kinds of 'I', one
which points to an "everyday self' of the utterer, and one which points to "an assumed or
'other' self' (see also Miihlhausler and Harre 1990:35). In the same volume, Urban and
Lee (1989) discuss the significance of choices of first and second person pronouns for
what they call "the process of self-to-self interrelationships" (Urban and Lee 1989:5).
This process is one of "differentiation in which use of second person in relationship to
first person affirms the boundaries between self and other" (Urban and Lee 1989:5) or
even between self and objects. In other words, participants' choices of personal pronouns
can contribute to their situated understandings of their separateness as individuals.
3

And 'they' may be used to refer to an agent of an organisation (Sacks 1992, V1 :713-714).

4 See Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby (1996) for a recent study showing this in scientific practice.
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Personal pronouns and interaction

Personal pronouns allow participants to create and present relevant selves or identities,
and ascribe relevant selves and identities to others: pronominal choices can tell us who
each participant is speaking and listening 'as' (Watson 1987:271) and how the
participants are related to one another, in the broad sense, within the interaction.
Arguments along these lines are advanced, for example, by Malone ( 1997), Miihlausler
and Harre (1990), and Watson (1987), while Hanks (1990, 1992) studies referential
practice in a Maya community and extends such ideas to participants' orientation in
physical space and to the objects within it. Malone ( 1997) discusses pronouns to explore
"how individuals tell each other who they are and how this affects conversation" (Malone
1997:x), and "how talk creates selves" (Malone 1997:xi). Using data from conversation
of graduate students, Malone (1997) shows how, through one participant's pronominal
choices over two turns, another participant is "transformed ... from a member of the
'audience' ('we') to an 'interlocutor' ('you' - an addressed recipient) to an 'indirect
target' ('she' - an unaddressed recipient) of the talk of the whole group" (Malone
1997:68). Over the course of the conversation, 'we' has five different referents: you (a
single addressee) and me; those of us who are here right now; senior graduate students;
graduate students; and sociologists. Malone (1997:67) finds that the first person plural
provides "a powerful resource for calling up involvement obligations that require hearers
to interpret who 'we' are at any moment and hence how and where the interaction is
proceeding".
Notions of self and identity are explored in greater detail by Miihlhausler and Harre
(1990) who acknowledge a debt to Mead's view that the human self arises "in the
processes of social experience and activity" (1934:135, cited in Miihlhausler-and Harre
1990:90). Miihlhausler and Harre (1990) accept this, but argue for the importance also of
''the grammars of certain speaking practices" (Miihlhausler and Harre 1990:90), that is,
the nature and characteristics of the talk that occurs in these 'processes of social
experience and activity'. Of primary interest here is their argument that forms of person
reference, "pronominal grammar" (Miihlhausler and Harre 1990:207), might be an
"essential medium for the acquisition by a person of the socially based concepts of self'
(Miihlhausler and Harre 1990:90). They describe the 'self' they have in mind as follows:
a sense that each of us has of being located in certain ways relative to an
environment of beings similar to ourselves ... a person is an embodied
being located in a spatio-temporal structure of things and events, so
having a point of view; and is also an active being located in a structure
of rights and obligations, so having a sense of moral responsibility
(Miihlhausler and Harre 1990:88).
Such a self emerges only through situated interactions and through the language choices
of participants, including their choices of personal pronouns.
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Watson (1987) explicitly argues for the need for an interactional, rather than a social
structural approach to pronouns. Watson (1987) argues that participants' shared
orientation to personal pronouns, and how they are used, is one of the ways in which
orderly and mutually intelligible talk is produced. Because of this, participants'
pronominal choices may be affected by the typical characteristics of the setting or
occasion of an interaction (Watson 1987 :266), for example an organisational setting, and
this opens the possibility that specific patterns and expectations of pronominal choice may
develop over time linked to relevant organisational roles and identities.
There is now a growing number of studies which consider participants' practices in the
selection and use of personal pronouns in particular settings, and which show how
pronominal choices relate to the creation and presentation of selves and identities.5 For
example, Schenkein ( 1978a) looks at an interaction between a life insurance salesman and
a prospective client and describes how the participants "multiply their identity resources"
(Schenkein 1978a:64) by coordinating their official, or abstract identities (salesman and
client), with their informal personal identities. Duranti (1984) describes how subject
pronouns in Italian conversation are used in narratives to define the role of the main
characters, and suggest particular attitudes and value judgements that the speaker may be
making of the characters (Duranti 1984:278). Wortham (1994, 1996) studies teachers'
and students' pronominal choices in classroom roleplay exercises. Participants in the
exercises have both an identity as either a teacher or a student and an identity of the
character they are acting out. Wortham argues that participants' pronominal choices are
evidence of an "interactional subtext" (Wortham 1994:84) to the exercises ofrelations in
the classroom and contemporary America, specifically "a conflict over the social identity
and worth of the students" (Wortham 1994:84). that there in which participants in the
exercise have two "interactionally relevant identities". Nickerson and Bargiela-Chiappini
( 1996) show how pronominal choice is part of ''the strategic use of language" (Nickerson
and Bargiela-Chiappini 1996:743) in business meetings conducted in Dutch and Italian.
They find that participants "pursue their personal and corporate goals through pronominal
manipulation" (Nickerson and Bargiela-Chiappini 1996:763), for example, the chair of a
meeting uses 'we' to create solidarity when he needs the support of others at the
meeting,6 and 'you/I' forms when he does not. Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby (1996) show
how the use of' I' in scientific explanations, as in ' When I come down I 'm in the domain
state', can allow scientists to present themselves as "experiencing physical events from
the perspective of physical entitites" (Ochs, Gonzales and Jacoby 1996:348). Finally,
Zupnik (1994) looks at pronominal choices in political discourse, using as data a televised
panel discussion, and finds that speakers' ability to use pronominal forms to "shift in and
out of various roles" (Zupnik 1994:339) contributes to speakers' persuasive power. For
example, speakers may use first person plural pronouns to include themselves as
5 For studies and argument about identities as used and emerging in talk, not specifically
focussing on pronominal choices, see contributions to Antaki and Widdicombe (1998a) , for
example Widdicombe (1998) or Zimmerman (1998). See also Bamberg (1994).
6 See also Boden ( 1995).
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members of particular groups while excluding others (see also Bramley 2000).
Other studies focus on the strategic use of pronouns towards particular social or
pragmatic ends, for example being polite (Koike 1989), recounting experiences
(Kitagawa and Lehrer 1990), establishing an addressed recipient (Lerner 1996a), and
mitigation (Haverkate 1992). Haverkate (1992:517) refers to 'we' as "the plural of
modesty" because it implies that the hearer is also responsible for what has been said.
There is a "partial shift from the speaker coordinate to that of the hearer ... [which] ... deemphasizes the role of the speaker by involving the hearer in the state of affairs at issue"
(Haverkate 1992:518). Haverkate (1992:519) suggests that such use of 'we' can reflect
solidarity in "directive types of interaction", that is, in interactions where one participant
occupies a superior position in some way.
Making pronominal choices is one of the ways by which participants are able, in
Goffinan's (1981) terms, to establish, maintain and vary 'footings' in interaction. In a
general sense, 'footing' is used to describe th.e interactional position held moment-tomoment by a participant with respect to other participants, while the relative 'footings' of
the various participants is the 'participation framework' (Goffi:nan 1981 ). Goffi:nan
(1981) challenged simplistic notions of 'speaker' and 'hearer', instead outlining a number
of 'capacities' in which participants speak and listen as they assume a particular footing
and take up alignments to themselves and other participants which entail certain
interactional rights and responsibilities (Wortham 1994). The concept of 'footing'
emerged as part of Goffman's larger project to explore how interactants coordinate their
talk and behaviour in conversation, and work out and demonstrate to others their
response to the question "What is it that's going on here?" (Goffinan 1974:8), that is,
how they 'frame' the conversation (Goffi:nan 1974). Participants may be able to predict
footings if they know the type of event going on (Wortham 1994), but the footings which
participants actually adopt are also one of the ways participants can know just what type
of event it is. Also, participants may change, or shift, their footing throughout an
interaction for strategic reasons. For example, Clayman (1992) looks at shifts in footing
in the 'achievement of neutrality' in news-interview discourse. According to Malone
(1997:58), the value of Goffman's work (and see also Levinson 1988) is that he
illustrates ''the complexity and transitory nature of interactional roles underlying talk".
The indexicality of talk, its unalterable connectedness to a particular
situation, is played out in pronoun choices which create alignments
between talkers and their topics and their hearers that must be attended to
in order that conversation continue. Footings shift continuously in a
seamless display of close attention to the sequential production of
meaning, and in so doing demonstrate that interactants are attuned to the
moment, to fulfilling their involvement obligations. (Malone 1997:58)
The examples in this chapter show how, to echo Malone's (1997) words immediately
above, pilots' pronominal choices are 'unalterably connected' to the 'particular situations'
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of the airline cockpit and allow the pilots to 'create alignments' relevant to the
professional roles which they adopt as they perform the tasks and achieve the necessary
understandings which constitute their routine work as airline pilots. In talk-in-interaction
in the airline cockpit pronominal choices allow pilots to invoke and make salient, for self
or other, relevant cockpit roles.
I will look first at examples of personal pronouns which occur as part of wordings which
are officially prescribed for pilots. I will then look at pilots' use of personal pronouns
which is not officially prescribed. First I present examples to look at pilots' use of first
person plural forms ('we/us') to invoke the shared role of 'crew member'. Then I present
examples to look at pilots' use of first person singular forms ('I/me') and second person
forms ('you/your') to invoke individual roles of 'Captain', 'First Officer', 'Pilot-flying'
or 'Pilot-not-flying'. Finally, I discuss what I refer to as 'impromptu pronouns'. These
are pronouns which appear in the pilots' talk as embellishments of prescribed wordings,
that is, they are pronouns which are not in the scripts which pilots are required to follow.

3.3

Pilots' pronominal choices and cockpit
roles

3.3.1

Prescribed forms

Some pronominal forms are prescribed for the pilots, or scripted, as part of wordings
which the pilots are required to use as they perform particular tasks. These wordings are
given in operations manuals and company policies which the pilots are required to follow
as professionals employed by their airline. Operations manuals and company policies
specify, for many aspects of the flight, exactly what the pilots are meant to say to each
other, and when they are to say it. Such manuals and company policies, with the
wordings which the pilots are required to use, must be approved by the appropriate
aviation authority as part of the process for an airline to be granted a licence to operate.
Nevertheless, it is worth looking at such pronouns in terms of the work they do as pilots
develop and demonstrate to each other their evolving understandings about what's going
o_n, and in particular who is doing what, and in which cockpit role are they acting. Also,
it is worth looking at how such prescribed forms are incorporated into the pilots' ongoing
interaction in the cockpit as they perform real tasks in real time. How do pronouns, as
part of prescribed wordings, emerge in the flow of naturally occurring cockpit talk-ininteraction? What do these prescribed pronouns look like when they are not part of a
script on a printed page, but become talk produced by pilots on a flight?
The following two examples occur as the crews prepare their flights for takeoff. The
pilots brief each other with critical information for their conduct of the takeoff, including
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particular instrument settings which will be used. The PNF says certain details and then
the PF says the engine power setting, the altitude which has been set as the target altitude
in the Altitude Alert Indicator, with ASEL mode (Altitude Select), the setting of the
autopilot with respect to the 'pilot in command' (ie. in control, flying), and then any
special information particular to the takeoff. In each example there is a point where the
PNF finishes his contribution and is required to signal for the PF to take over and begin
his own. Each time this 'signal' includes the pronoun, 'your'.

Example 3.1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 ~
14
15
16
17
18

C/PNF:

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(1.3)
(clearance for) runway two one victor intersection departure (0.2)
track one nine six (1.3) (and) (0.2) thousand feet not before
departure end of the runway turn left zero nine five eight DME left
zero seven five intercept the zero eight (six) to Waypointl (0.8)
Waypointl zero three to Waypoint2 (.) Waypoint2 zero seven five
to Waypoint3 (0.9) and Waypoint3 (.) zero eight (0.4) zero (0.2)
to: Waypoint4 (0.6) direct to Waypoint5 (0.6) on climb to six
thousand.
(0.9)
check.
(3.8)
and it's your departure.
(1.5)
go-around six thousand set with ASEL autopilot right command
and (0.3) (engine out) brief as discussed there are no special
procedures::.
(1.5)

Here the C/PNF reads out the instructions for the particular departure route which they
will take (lines 2-9). Reading out these details is something the Captain is required to do,
as the PNF on this flight, and as I have described above it is part of a process whereby
the pilots brief one another to ensure they share an understanding of how the takeoff will
proceed. The FO/PF confirms his hearing and acceptance of this talk ("check", line 11 ).
There is then 3.8 seconds of no-talk (line 12) before the C/PNF says "and it' s your
departure" (line 13). The C/PNF's talk, his use of'your', makes salient his
understanding that the other pilot is the PF and so is responsible for producing talk to
continue the takeoff briefing process. That is, the 'your' identifies the FO as the pilot
responsible for the next talk. The FO/PF 's understanding and acceptance of this, of his
own role as PF, is evidenced in his response. After 1.5 seconds without talk (line 14),
treated as unproblematic by both pilots, the FO/PF says "go-around six thousand set with
ASEL. .. " (line 15). The FO/PF gives details of the takeoff as required of a PF. So, both
pilots treat the C/PNF's talk, "and it's your departure", as a prompt to the FO/PF to do
the next relevant action. In CA terms, the C/PNF 's 'your' selects the FO/PF as next
speaker (see eg. Lerner 1996a). For these pilots, the second person form unambiguously
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assigns the role of PF to the FO.

Example 3.2
The following data from another flight, with another crew, occurs at the same point in the
pilots' preparation for takeoff.

1
2

(0.9)
C/PNF:

3~
4

5~
6
7
8
9

FO/PF:
FO/PF:

I have three three five(.) course bar three five five heading bug,
(0. 7) A_;_SEL ADF, (0.2) it's your go.
(0.8)
mygQ::
(0.5)
go-around(.) flight level one eight zero (0.4) with ASEL (0.5)
right (of the) the pilot in command info: briefing as discussed.
(0.3)

Here again the Captain is the PNF and says certain instrument settings as part of the
briefing process as the pilots prepare for the takeoff. The C/PNF finishes his tum with
"it's your go" (line 3), to which the FO/PF responds "my go" (line 5) before beginning
the necessary takeoff details that are required of him as the PF. In this example the
C/PNF produces the second person form, 'your', as in the example above, but in his
response the FO/PF also a pronoun, the first person form 'my'. Through the pairing of
'your go/my go' the pilots make explicit to each other their understanding of how the
roles of PF and PNF are assigned for this flight, and their understanding of what is
required of each other, in these roles, at this stage of the flight. That is, the pilots'
pronominal forms make explicit their understanding of who says what as they brief each
other for the takeoff.
Through their use of prescribed pronouns, as they brief each other for the takeoff, the
pilots make salient and become publically accountable for their understanding of who is
PF and who is PNF, that is, who is the pilot in control of the flight and therefore most
immediately in control of the takeoff. The pronouns signal that this control is distributed
rather than shared. The use of 'your' and 'my' assign to one pilot the rights and
obligations of control inputs to the plane, and indeed imply a sense of ownership of the
'departure'.
Pronouns also occur in prescribed wording assigning responsibility for the use of specific
controls in the cockpit to perform specific non-talk activities. Again, such wordings are
formally prescribed for the pilots in operating procedures. However, we can still consider
their significance as the pilots develop and demonstrate to each other their understandings
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of what is going on, of who is doing what and in what role, at a particular point in their
conduct of the flight. How do pronouns, as part of prescribed wordings, enable relevant
non-talk activity in the cockpit?
Use of particular cockpit controls may be accompanied by prescribed wording, including
pronoun choice. The following examples show pilots talking as they use the power levers
(for controlling engine power) and the control yoke.

Example 3.3
In the following example the plane is lined up on the runway and ready for takeoff. The
Captain is the PNF on this flight and he comments on the wind direction ( across the
runway) ("it's gone from right to left again.", line 2) and draws on their shared
knowledge as pilots that this wind will make the takeoff more challenging (''you can't
win ... ", line 4), which the FO/PF accepts ("no.", line 5). There is then an exchange of
turns about the power levers (lines 7-9).

( 14.0)

1
2

C/PNF:

it's gone from right to left again.

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

you can't win Chris can you.
no.

(1.0)

3
4

5
6
7~
8
9

10

(0.5)
C/PNF:

your power levers.

FO/PF:

okay.
(12.8) ((sound of engines increasing in power))

(1.0)

The C/PF initiates talk about the power levers with ''your power levers" (line 7). As the
plane is taxiing the power levers are under the Captain's control, in his role as Captain.
However, it is the PF who controls the levers for the takeoff, 7 pushes them forward to
increase engine power, and on this flight the PF is not the Captain but the First Officer.
So for the takeoff to begin the Captain must first hand over to the FO/PF the control of
the levers. The C/PNFs ''your power levers" is therefore a signal to the FO/PF that this is
the point at which he relinquishes control of the levers. At this point, right now and not
before, it is time for the FO/PF to assume control of the levers.
The effect of the C/PNF's choice of a second person form is to make salient his
understanding that the FO has the role as PF on this flight, that the FO is the pilot to take
7 Actually the situation is more complicated than this. In the next chapter I describe in detail the
importance of allocating 'ownership' of control of the levers, especially during takeoff, and the
procedures for doing so. See Chapter Four, Example 4.4).
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control of the levers at this point in the flight. Indeed, the C/PNF's wording, "your
power levers", is understood by both pilots to mean that the next stage of the flight, the
takeoff 'roll' down the runway, is where they are up to in the progress of their flight.
Through this wording the C/PNF is understood to be claiming that, as the Captain and
pilot ultimately in command of the flight, the next relevant activity for the pilots is to
takeoff. The plane, the crew, the external circumstances ( eg. weather, air/ground traffic)
are all such that taking off is a possible and a legitimate thing to do. The FO/PF accepts
the C/PNF 's claim, and so accepts the role of PF with a responsibility to do something
with the levers, with "okay." (line 9). The two pilots develop and demonstrate a shared
understanding of who is in control of the levers, and the FO/PF advances the levers to
begin the aircraft's acceleration down the runway.

Example 3.4
In the following example the FO/PF produces a pronoun in his response to the C/PNF 's
ceding control of the power levers. That is, the FO/PF says not 'okay' but "my power
levers." (line 3).

1

2~
3~
4

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(5.0)
and they're your power levers::.=
=my power levers.
(12.3) ((sound of engines increasing in power))

Both pilots use pronominal forms and the 'your/my' pairing makes maximally salient the
pilots' understanding that the allocation of control of the power levers is distributed,
rather than shared, and with whom this control lies at this point. It is the FO, as the PF on
this flight, who has the responsibility, now, to use the power levers.
Unlike the power levers, of which there is just one pair located between the pilots and
within easy reach of both, there is a control yoke qn each side of the cockpit, one for each
pilot. With a control yoke a pilot is able to control some of the plane's external moving
surfaces, and so make immediate impacts on the plane's performance in flight, for
example by raising and lowering the nose of the plane or the wings to tum, climb or
descend. In this sense a control yoke can be thought of as roughly equivalent to the
steering wheel of a car. Like a steering wheel, a control yoke is placed in front of each
pilot and is generally manipulated by two hands. According to formal operating
procedures, only one pilot, the pilot in the role of PF, is to make inputs to the plane via
the control yoke. That is, only one of the two yokes is active on any flight. As we saw
with the power levers, the pilots must come to a shared understanding of who is
responsible for control yoke activity, that is, which pilot's yoke will be the active one.
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Also like the power levers, the functioning of the yoke is critical for flight, especially
during a takeoff, and so it is important for the rights of 'ownership' of control of the yoke
to be clearly established.

Example 3.5
This example occurs as the plane accelerates down the runway during takeoff. The
Captain is the PF.

1
2

3
4~
5
6~
7

FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(3.0)
sixty knots powers normal.
(0.5)
my yoke,
(0.3)
your yoke.
(10.5)

The C/PF calls out "my yoke," (line 4) and the FO/PNF responds "your yoke." (line 6).
The C/PF's talk claims control of the yoke and the FO/PNF accepts the C/PF's claim.
Again, the wording is prescribed for the pilots in formal operating procedures. The
sequence of the C/PF's callout and FO/PNF's response is one which the pilots are
required to perform at this point during the takeoff, that is, when the FO/PNF makes his
callout that the plane's speed has reached 'sixty knots' and the engines are working
appropriately ("sixty knots powers normal.", line 2). However, as in the previous
examples, the value of the talk is that it contributes to the pilots' understandings of who
has what role, PF and PNF, and so contributes to the pilots' understandings of is doing
what. The pronominal forms signal that control of the yoke is not shared but is distributed
according to the individual roles of PF and PNF. That is, the roles of PF and PNF are the
salient roles with respect to the activity of controlling the yoke. A shared understanding of
this, and specifically who is in control this time around, is something to which both pilots
explicitly contribute through a turn at talk in a scripted sequence during the takeoff.

Example 3.6
The following example also concerns control of the control yoke, although this time the
talk occurs after touchdown during the landing roll as the plane slows on the runway.
Again it is the Captain, and PF, who initiates the sequence:
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1

2
3
4
5~
6~
7

FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(28.0) ((sounds indicating plane has landed))
>sixty knots,<
(0.5)
>takeoff selected.<
your yoke:,=
=yep (.) my yoke.
(13.0)

In this example, again, the pronominal forms make salient the distribution of control
according to individual roles of PF and PNF, but this example is slightly different in that
while an outcome of the pilots' talk will be a shared understanding of who is in control of
the yoke, the talk also makes relevant, and accompanies, the non-talk activity of
transferring control of the yoke. The talk which initiates the exchange of turns about
control of the yoke does not claim to take control, but rather relinquishes control. The
C/PF says not 'my yoke', but ''your yoke:,=" (line 5), and the FO/PNF replies "=yep(.)
my yoke." (line 6). During the landing roll the C/PF's talk assigns control of the yoke to
the FO/PNF, it is a claim that it is appropriate for the FO/PNF to take control of the yoke.
When the C/PF initiates this sequence he has control of the yoke, and has had control, as
the PF, throughout the flight. The FO/PNF understands the Captain's "your yoke:,=" to
signal that this is the time for the him, as PNF, to take control of his yoke. The evidence
for this is that the FO/PNF responds in talk (line 6) and immediately takes control of the
yoke. The FO/PNF's response, 'my yoke', accepts the C/PF's claim that a transfer of
control is a legitimate thing to do, and makes the FO/PNF accountable for having
accepted this control.

3.3.2

Non-prescribed forms: the shared role of ' crew
member'

So far I have identified and discussed some instances where the pronouns which appear
in the pilots' talk are part of prescribed wordings which the pilots are required to produce.
These wordings are prescribed for pilots in manuals of operating procedures and
company policies. In the data there are numerous instances of pilots using pronominal
forms which are not prescribed for them. As they appear in pilots' talk these pronouns
allow pilots to invoke and make salient particular cockpit roles. That is, by choosing from
the possible pronominal forms pilots are able to choose to adopt for themselves, or assign
to another, one of the possible cockpit roles.
I will start by looking at examples where pilots use first person plural forms to invoke the
shared role of 'crew member', rather than an individual role, as 'Captain', 'First Officer',
'Pilot-flying' or 'Pilot-not-flying'.
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External participants: talk beyond the cockpit

For the conduct of any flight the pilots must talk with participants external to the cockpit.
These external participants include air traffic controllers, airport ground handlers, pilots in
other aircraft, representatives of the airline ('company'), and the cabin crew (flight
attendants). In examples of such talk we will see that the pilots use first person plural
forms to invoke the identity of' crew member'. That is, the pronoun makes salient the
pilot's role as a member of a crew, jointly conducting the flight and responsible for its
progress. To external participants the use of single person plural forms presents a united
front, that 'we' as members of this flight are doing this or experiencing that. As
Spiegelberg (1973: 132) puts it, the 'we' makes "a claim to unanimity".
Pilots talk to external participants via a microphone attached to the headsets which pilots
wear, or if the pilots are not wearing their headsets (for example during cruise flight) via a
hand-held microphone. In either case any talk by one pilot to an external participant is
also potentially bearable by the other pilot. This means that the pilot not talking to the
participant external to the cockpit, and not the primary addressee for the external
participant's talk, that pilot is nevertheless a legitimate hearer of the talk, and the pilot
engaged in talk external to the cockpit is aware of this (for a detailed discussion see
Chapter Five).

Example 3.7
In this example the C/PF talks with an airport 'ground handler' who is on the airport
tarmac and has connected power to the plane. The example begins as the FO/PNF calls
the 'ready start' checklist as complete (line 1).

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

FO/PNF:

CIPF:
FO/PNF:
~

CIPF:

ready start check's compl[ete
[((sound of single alert tone))=
=cockpit to ground disconnect ground power.=
=( (sound of single alert pip))
ERP ( )
(2.7)
and advise when we are(.) clear to start.
(14.3)

The C/PF's choice of 'we' makes salient the pilots' shared conduct and responsibility for
starting the engines. The C/PF asks the handler to disconnect ground power and then to
"advise when we are (.) clear to start" (line 7). According to standard procedures it is the
Captain who will actually move the levers to start the engines, but his use of 'we' to the
external handler presents the activity as a joint one, inclusive of the First Officer. Starting
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the engines is something 'we' as the 'crew' will do. The Captain alone will actually move
the power levers, but starting the engines is something which occupies the attention of
both pilots and in which both pilots participate. As the engines increase in power both
pilots are required to monitor the relevant gauges to ensure that the engines are
performing appropriately. If anything is amiss both pilots are responsible for bringing
this to the attention of the other, and both pilots are involved in sorting out the problem.8
In the C/PF 's talk starting the engines is not presented as something 'I' do, as Captain,
but as something 'we' do together as the crew of this flight.
The crew role may be made salient when the pilots speak over the radio during the flight.
By invoking the crew role, rather than one of the available individual roles, a pilot can be
heard to speak on behalf of both pilots, indeed on behalf of the flight itself. This use of
'we' invokes the pilots' category membership as pilots of 'flight X' (Sacks 1992,
Vl :333). In this way the flight itself, 'flight X', is presented as the participant
identification most relevant to external participant. That is, the C/PF's choice of 'we'
orients to the relevant role for the ground handler. The handler is not concerned with
which individual pilot will start the engines, but that the crew of a particular plane will
start the engines. For the handler, the relevant role is the shared crew member role, where
the pilots are category members of 'flight X'.
One of the airlines on which I collected data flew to remote towns, and throughout any
flight the PNF made a number of general (or open) radio broadcasts which were directed
to any aircraft tuned to that radio frequency. These broadcasts are most commonly made
at points in the flight when the plane is in areas where the potential for other air traffic is
higher, that is, prior to takeoff, during the initial climb, beginning the descent, during the
approach, and just after landing. The purpose of the broadcasts is to make other air
traffic, and air traffic controllers, aware of the present location and future movement of
the plane. In these broadcasts the PNF uses the plural 'we' form, as in the following
three examples:

Example 3.8
1
2
3~
4

5

CIPNF:

(2.9)
traffic in the:: Smalltown CTAF foxtrot november zulu F fifty
(0. 5) (leaving) off runway zero four:: we'll be turning right () at
() fifteen hundred feet (0. 6) tracking ( ) to City.
(12. 7)

8 On one of the eighteen flights on which I flew, indeed my first flight, a problem was noticed
and an engine was restarted. To restart the engine the pilots discussed the problem, the PNF
located and read from a printed checklist, and one of the pilots spoke to a member of the
technical crew on the ground. Unfortunately the quality of the recording was too poor to
transcribe.
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Example 3.9
1
2
3
4

CIPNF:

5~
6
7

(9.1)
City and all <stations in the> Smalltown area, () foxtrot november
quebec, (I.OJ F fifty !FR currently three zero miles to the ah s(0. 7) west () inbound at niner thousand (0. 6) a: nd ah top of
descent in two minutes we 're estimating the Smalltown (0.2)
circuit (0. 6) at time one two.

(3.0)

Example 3 .10
1
2

CIPNF:

3~
4
5
6

7

(3.8)
City and all stations in the Midtown area () foxtrot november
yankee Fokker fifty !FR is one zero ( ) we are (0. 6) three five
miles to the () east ofMidtown () one zero thousand commencing
descent in two minutes, (0. 5) and estimating the circuit (0. 2)
Midtown at time two five.

(3.0)

The PNF's use of 'we' in each example presents the message as made on behalf of both
pilots, not just the pilot actually talking (the PNF), who could otherwise be an 'I', or the
pilot not talking but primarily in control of the plane (the PF), who could otherwise be a
'he'. The PNF's use of first person 'we' makes an unambiguous distinction between
'those ofus on board flight X', the flight from which the current message is made, and
all those excluded from 'we' who are receiving the message and are not on board 'flight
X'. The PNF, in using 'we', orients to the pilots' shared category membership as the
most relevant identification to those listening who are not members of the category
'foxtrot november X'. For these external participants the distinction betwe~n the roles of
PF and PNF is not relevant. Recipients of the message are most interested in the
whereabouts of 'foxtrot november X' as an individual plane, as a moving physical object
which is to be avoided, rather than the distribution of roles for the pilots in its cockpit.
So, the PNF's use of 'we' presents "turning right" (Example 3.8, line 3), "estimating"
(Example 3.9, line 5), and the location of"three five miles to the(.) east" (Example 3.10,
line 3) as jointly applicable to the crew members of 'foxtrot november X'. The use of
'we' makes relevant the flight itself as the relevant participant. These are things that 'flight
X' does.

Example 3.11
The same use of 'we' occurs in the following examples where the PNF does not make a
general radio broadcast but speaks directly to a particular participant who is external to the
cockpit.
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In this example the PNF talks to the pilot of another aircraft, identified with the callsign
'tango yankee golf (TYG). The pilots of the two aircraft talk to one another in order to
clarify each other's location and so ensure adequate 'separation'. According to the air
traffic control conditions under which the pilots are flying, the pilots are legally
responsible for ensuring their aircraft remain a certain distance from one another.

1
2

FOIPNF:

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TYG:

--"7

10
11
12
13
14
15

FOIPNF:

--"7

--"7

FOIPNF:

--"7

(3.4)
tango yankee golf (0.3) foxtrot november zulu (0.2) what's your
ah <distance bearing reference> ah Smalltown thanks.
(4.9)
foxtrot november::: (1.3) zulu: () tango yankee golf ah we 're
(0. 6) bearing () from ah Smalltown is () three: (1. 0) zero zero
radial a::nd ah:: we 're() two zero miles to the west.
(3.7)
roger that ah:: (0.8) okay we 're still traffic to you so ah() we'll ah
(0. 9) round out at eight and a half until we 're clear (0. 2) looking
out for you.
(1.6)
we 're presently two three (0.2) nautical miles (0.2) on ah: (0.3)

and we 're (0. 4) to the south west .
(0.6)

The FO/PNF asks the other pilot about his flight's position (lines 2-3), the pilot aboard
TYG then answers (lines 5-7), the FO/PNF then replies that the two pilots must remain
aware of one another's location (lines 9-11) and that as a result his own flight will pause
its descent at 8500 feet ("round out at eight and a half', line 10). The PNF then offers
information about the position of his flight (lines 13-14).
Both the FO/PNF on 'foxtrot november zulu' and the pilot aboard 'tango yankee golf
use 'we' forms to invoke a crew member role and talk as category members of their
respective flights. That is, both pilots talk on behalf of their crews as 'flight X'. Both
pilots use the 'we' form to orient to producing an identification relevant to the other pilot
of the other aircraft. In short, the pilots do not speak as one individual to another, but as
one flight to another.

Example 3 .12
Similarly, the C/PNF of another flight uses 'we' when speaking on behalf of his flight to
an air traffic approaches controller (line 5) to claim that an aircraft flying ahead of his own
(identified as "Singapore two two three A three forty", lines 2-3), is "in sight" (line 5).
The controller had asked the C/PNF if his aircraft could slow down because of another
aircraft ahead of it and approaching the same runway. The controller is concerned to keep
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the two aircraft an acceptable distance apart.

1
2

App.:

3

4

5~
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

C/PNF:
App.:

>bravo Juliet tango< can you ah slow down to not above one four
zero knots it (0.3) following a s-heavy Singapore two two three A
three forty er (0. 4) seven miles ahead on runway centreline.
(1.4)
bravo Juliet tango okay we've got traffic in sight.
(0.8)
>>bravo Juliet tango roger<< redu;_ce to not above one four zero
knots, descend to ah (0.2) two thousand visual.

(0.6)
FO/PF:

0

check

0
•

(0.6)
C/PNF:

>not above one<four: zero() two thousand visual() bravo Juliet
tango.
(1.4)

The C/PNF's says that his aircraft is able to slow down ("okay", line 5), and then claims
that "we've got traffic in sight." (line 5). This claim is information the controller has not
asked for. In effect the C/PNF says that not only can his aircraft slow down, but that
'we', the crew of 'bravo juliet tango' can see the other aircraft which motivated the
controller's request. The C/PNF's talk responds to the controller's general concern to
know that pilots are aware of the presence and location of other aircraft. By using 'we'
the C/PNF orients to the controller's interest in knowing whether or not he can assume,
for the purpose of his own ongoing work, that 'flight X' has seen 'flight Y', and is
therefore much less likely to collide with it. It is not relevant to a controller whether or not
both pilots of a flight have seen another aircraft, or if only one pilot has seen the other
aircraft. It is only relevant to a controller that one of the pilots of a flight is prepared to
make the claim on behalf of the crew, jointly responsible for their flight, that they have
another aircraft 'in sight'. This is what the C/PNF orients to in his use of 'we'. For the
controller, the C/PNF speaks as 'bravo juliet tango'.

Example 3 .13
In the same way, the FO/PNF on another flight uses the 'we' form when asking a
controller if a speed restriction, given by the controller to her flight, still applies.
1

2~
3
4
5
6
7
8

FOIPNF:

City centre:
FOIPNF:

(7.2)
bravo Juliet tango are we- () are we still restricted to:: (0.3) two
five zero knots: () ground speed on descent?
(2.3)
bravo Juliet tango affirm.
(2.1)
bravo Juliet tango.
(0.9)
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The FO/PNF's use of 'we' presents the speed restriction as something applicable to both
the pilots as crew members. The restriction is something which affects both the crew
members of a flight, and not just the individual pilot talking to the controller, or the
individual pilot in the role of PF. The use of 'we' orients to the controller's understanding
of a restriction as something given to the crew of a flight, and not to an individual pilot. It
is the flight as a single moving object, controlled by a crew, with which the controller is
concerned, and whose speed he has restricted. Again, 'we' invokes the category
membership of 'flight X'.

3.3.2.2

External participants: talk within the cockpit

Pilots do not only use first person plural forms when talking to participants external to the
cockpit, but also when they talk to one another within the cockpit as they receive,
understand and respond to messages from external participants as directed to their flight,
and as relevant to them both in their shared roles as 'crew members' of the flight. In
simple practical terms, both pilots are potential hearers of any external messages, not just
the pilot (usually the PNF) actually talking with the external participant (see above).
Pilots' use of 'we' forms may reflect this. Also, messages from external participants are
generally intended to impact upon the conduct of the flight to which both pilots
contribute, and 'we' forms reflect pilots' orientation to this.
For example, when they discuss instructions and restrictions from air traffic controllers
the pilots' use of 'we' forms reflects their orientation to a professional responsibility and
accountability to share the conduct of their flight and to share understandings of the
conditions in which their flight is proceeding. Example 3.13 above was an instance of
this: the speed restriction was something 'we' had. It is not enough for just the PF to
know what is going on, and the PNF 's role in talking to external participants is not to
merely pass messages on to the PF for the PF to act upon them. Messages from
participants external to the cockpit, such as air traffic controllers, are not the concern of
pilots in their individual roles as PF or PNF but are the joint concern of pilots as crew
members, as category members of 'flight X'.

Example 3.14
In this example the pilots work through a checklist in preparation for takeoff.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7~
8
9
10

C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(1.0)
rest of the check thanks Ted,=
=okay: flight controls,
checked,
checked, and takeoff clearance,
(0.4)
we have that.
(0.4)
taxi pretakeoffs complete.
(0.2)

For the last item in the checklist the FO/PNF calls "and takeoff clearance" (line 5), that is,
permission from the control tower to takeoff, and the Captain replies ''we have that" (line
7). Although the Captain is the PF and in control of the takeoff, and as Captain is the
pilot with ultimate command of the flight, the takeoff clearance is something ' we have' as
crew members jointly conducting the flight. Takeoff clearance is given to the flight, and
the two pilots receive the clearance in their identities as category members of that flight.

Example 3 .15
Here the controller responsible for flights approaching the airport gives 'bravo juliet
tango' permission to make a 'visual' approach to the airport ("clear visual approach", line
2) as the second plane in the queue ("follow as number two.", line 2). The FO/PNF
acknowledges to the controller that he has heard this clearance ("clear visual approach",
line 4). The C/PF demonstrates that he too has heard the controller's clearance by saying
''we got clear visual approach" (line 11 ).

1
2
3
4

App.:
FO/PNF

5
App.:

6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13

~

TYD:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(0.5)
bravo Juliet tango () clear visual approach follow as number two.
(1.6)
clear visual approach (.) bravo Juliet tango.
(0.7)
tango yankee delta [ (.) clear visual approachJ contact tower.
[((sound of altitude alert buzzer))]
(0.9)
visual approa:ch contact to:wer tango yankee delta.
that was a thousand to altitu: :de=
=yeah we got clear visual approach follow as number two I've set
two thousand five hundred initially.
(>it's<) checked.

It was the FO/PNF who actually spoke with the controller, and the Captain as the PF is
the pilot in control of the flight and the approach. However, the C/PF says neither 'you
got' (as the controller's addressee) nor 'I got' (as the person flying the plane), but rather
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'we got' clearance for a visual approach. The clearance is something given to their flight,
and something they receive and act upon as the pilots jointly conducting that flight.

Example 3 .16
Here the pilots make final preparations for landing. The pilots make standard calls and
responses for the landing gear, the flaps and the engine setting ("go-around") before the
C/PNF says "landing clearance" and the FO/PF replies "we:: don't require it h[ ere." (line
10).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

~

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

gear,
(0.9)
down four greens.
(0.3)
down four greens flaps,
(0.4)
twenty::: (0.8) five and set.
(0.3)
>twentyfive set ERP is go-around landing clearance,<
we:: don't require it h[ ere.
[ah:: not here nQ::: (.) check's complete.
(0.4)

The FO/PF's choice of 'we' makes salient the shared role of crew member, that 'landing
clearance' is something required, or in this case not required, not by the FO as an
individual with the role of PF on this flight, but by the flight itself and the two pilots
conducting it. The 'landing clearance' is permission from air traffic controCto land, and is
included as a checklist item because it is critical that the pilots understand whether or not
clearance has been received. Usually a plane is not legally allowed to land without a
landing clearance, however in this instance the plane is landing at a remote airport with no
control tower and a landing clearance is not required. Nevertheless the pilots must
understand that this is the case, and the FO/PF's use of 'we' makes salient that such an
understanding is a shared one.
The following two examples are instances where clearance from an air traffic controller is
in fact required, respectively to land and to make a 'visual approach', and pilots' choices
of 'we' forms present these clearances as received and relevant to both pilots of each
flight in their shared role as crew member.
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Example 3 .1 7
1
FO/PF:

2

3
C/PNF:

4

5

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

~

14

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

15

(6.8)
and the checklist thanks.
(0.6)
gear,
(1.7)
i:s ah: down four greens,
down four greens flaps,
(0.8)
twenty: :five set,
twentyfive set, (.) ERP go-around landing clearan[ ce,
[we have,
(0.8)
checked,(.) check's now complete.
otao.
(23.1)

Example 3 .18
1
2

C/PNF:

3
4

C/PNF:

5
6

FO/PF:

7

8~

FO/PF:

9~

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

10

3.3.2.3

(5.9)
(
)
(2.4)
spee::d,
(0.4)
check.
(1.1)
we're cleared for a visual approach?=
=ye:s [we're] cleared.
[okay]

Talk within the cockpit: performing tasks

The greater proportion of talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit is not with external
participants, or immediately arising from talk with external participants, but rather is
entirely internal to the cockpit as the pilots talk with one another to perform tasks and
conduct the non-talk activities associated with tasks, and develop and demonstrate to one
another their understandings of what is going on as their flight progresses. As they
perform tasks the use of plural 'we' forms allows the pilots to invoke the role of 'crew
member' rather to than distinguish between their individual roles by invoking individual
identities of PF and PNF, or Captain and First Officer. By invoking the role of' crew
member' the talk creates a sense that 'we' are doing this together, as a crew, or 'we'
know something together, or 'we' are responsible for this together.
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Example 3.19
Here the FO, on this flight the PF, leads an approach briefing as part of the pilots'
preparation for the approach and landing.9 The role of the briefing is for the pilots to
develop and share an understanding of how the approach and landing will proceed. At
numerous points in the briefing the FO/PF chooses 'we' forms to invoke the role of crew
member, and so present decisions and 'inputs' for the control of the plane, and their
sense of the flight situation, as something both pilots share as the 'crew' of 'flight X'.
1
2~
3
4~
5
6
7
8
9~
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 ~
19
20~
21
22
23
24
25
26

FO/PF:

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

FO/PF:

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

(13.4)
okay we need to plan hh- so the plan shall be:::, (3 .4) go downhill
at (0.2) f::orty: (0.3) eight (0.4) mi::les:: er::: (0.4) south of
Smalltown (0.3) on DME on the GPS, (1.6) we'll expect to be
visual within twentyfive miles make a visual approach:, ( 1. 7) to
join left downwind for left circuit landing runway one ei::ght::.
(0.3) the airfield elevation is eighteen(.) circuit height a thousand
feet is bugged on the altimeter. (0.9) visual procedures left circuit:.
(1.9) we'll be landing flap twentyfi::ve with a:: ah
(2.2) Vref of ninety:ni:ne and (0.2) seventeen point seven (ton),
(1.2) carry ten for a hundred and ni::ne (0.9) and Vfr Vcl's a
hundred and nine and fourtee:n. (1.3) <and they're all se:t:.>
(0.8)
set (° crosschecked
(0.8)
the fuel on board'll be: six forty, (1.2) it's about an hour and a
quarter's holding, (1.3) not really enough to go anywhere but er
we shouldn't have a problem getting on the ground in an hour.
(3.4)
0

O

0

).

and ah radio aids we got both the NAVs on Smalltown no::w we
might as well stick both the AD er ADFs up to Smalltown too.
(0.7)
((repeating alert tone))
number one ADF identified on Smalltown now as well.
(4.3)
that's all understood.
0

0

The FO/PF does not use the singular 'I' to invoke his individual role as the PF on this
flight, but instead says "we need to plan" (line 2), "we'll expect to be visual" (line 4),
''we'll be landing flap twentyfi::ve" (line 9), "we shouldn't have a problem" (line 18),
''we got both the NAVs" (line 20), and ''we might as well" (line 20). Although the FO/PF
prepares, initiates, and leads the briefing, it is not 'his' plan, and he presents various
activities as involving or relevant to both pilots as 'crew' members. That is, the plan is
something both pilots 'need' to do, and 'expecting', 'turning', resolving problems and
setting navigation, are what both pilots do, not what the FO does alone as the PF in
control of the plane. The First Officer is the PF, but his pronominal choices do not make
the PF role salient at this point in their ongoing interaction. Instead, his choice of 'we'
9 Part of this example is also discussed in detail in Chapter Four, Example 4.5.
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makes salient that the briefing is something the pilots jointly accomplish, and that the
'plan' is something 'we' will both know and carry out as a crew. The FO/PF's
pronominal choices present the flight as jointly shared or experienced. Rather than make
salient the actual control of the plane, the FO/PF's talk makes salient how the flight will
progress, and so both pilots share in this as they are jointly conducting the flight as a
crew.

Example 3 .20
Here a First Officer, in the role of PF, leads a pre-takeoff briefing.

2
3
4

~

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

5~
6

7~
8
9
10

C/PNF:

( )
your departure (.) your brief.
(0.8)
okay takeoff on runway two fi~ve, (0.5) problems before Vl,
(0.7) we'll stop,(.) after Vl we'll continue. (1.4) standard calls
and procedures ( ) (climb) (
) terrain clearance
altitude of(.) um(.) in the book it's nineteeen twentyfive we'll
make it t[wo thousand,
[two thousand, that° sounds fine.
(0.6)
0

The FO/PF chooses 'we' forms to make salient the role of crew member. If there are
problems during the takeoff "we'll stop," (line 5), if there are no problems "we'll
continue." (line 5). To set the terrain clearance altitude the FO/PF says ''we ~ll make it two
thousand," (lines 7-8). Although the FO is the PF and will be the pilot in control of the
plane during the takeoff and climb, the 'we' forms present the takeoff and associated
activities as involving both pilots as crew members.
The FO/PF 's orientation to this role invokes particular professional understandings about
the actions referred to in his talk. One component of a pre-takeoff briefing is to say what
is to happen in the event of an engine failure. Specifically, the pilot making the briefing
must say what will happen when the plane achieves a predetermined speed, known as
'Vl ', which marks a critical point in the takeoff roll. During the takeoff it is the duty of
the PNF to monitor the plane's speed and make a required callout when the plane reaches
the V 1 speed. The V 1 speed is a point of no return. The required procedure is abort the
takeoff and stop the plane if a problem is noticed before reaching the Vl speed, but to
continue with the takeoff if a problem is noticed after reaching Vl speed. Although the
FO is the PF, the Captain always retains the ultimate command of the flight and makes
any decision to abort (cancel) the takeoff. If the takeoff is aborted the Captain will take
control of the power levers to reduce the power to the engines and slow the aircraft down,
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and the FO becomes responsible for other duties. So the FO is the PF, but 'stopping' or
'continuing' are decisions and actions he does not undertake alone, and they are presented
in his talk, through 'we' forms, as involving the two pilots in their shared roles of crew
members.
Also, setting the 'terrain clearance altitude' is something both pilots will do. Both pilots
must be aware of the terrain clearance altitude for the takeoff and must set this altitude on
their respective altimeters. The FO/PF's choice of pronoun does not make salient the
altitude as a decision by the FO/PF, and something relevant to the FO/PF alone (as in 'I'll
make it'). Rather, the FO/PF's use of 'we' makes salient the choice of the altitude, the
activity to set the altitude, and awareness of the altitude, as jointly shared by the two
pilots as the crew members of the flight.

Example 3 .21
In this segment the First Officer, also the PF, talks to the C/PNF as he monitors and
plans the fuel for the flight's descent. The segment begins as the Captain completes the
landing checklist:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8 "-7
9
10

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:

(1.0)
(
) QNH is set (0.2) ground idle lock off,
check's now complete, landing checklist.
okay.
(0.2)
great.
(0.6)
so we've got ah five minutes to run a::nd burning six hundred we
got about ah ( 1.2) forty kilo to bu:m,
(3.9)

As the PF, the FO is in control of and responsible for flying the descent: it is 'his' descent
(see Example 3.1). However in his talk about fuel he uses plural 'we' forms: "we've got
ah five minutes to run" (line 8), "we got ... forty kilo to bu:m," (lines 8-9). The First
Officer invokes not an individual role as PF, the pilot planning and flying the descent, but
a shared role of crew member. Fuel is something the flight needs, and so something the
two pilots need as category members of the flight.
Examples 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21 above, showing pilots' use of 'we' forms, were of First
Officers talking as the PF. It might be thought that First Officers' use of 'we' forms is
evidence of the First Officers' orientation to their lower rank and status in the cockpit.
The use of 'we' forms might somehow reflect the First Officers' orientation towards
including and deferring to the Captain as the pilot with the ultimate command of the flight
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and therefore the final say in how the flight is conducted. That is, the choice of 'we'
forms may be part of what it is to talk like and be a First Officer. This is not the case
however. The following examples show Captains using 'we' forms, when PNF or when
PF. The Captains' use of such forms occurs as acceptable and unremarkable talk. Despite
having the ultimate command of the flight, and even also being the pilot in control of the
flight, a Captain's use of 'we' forms invokes the identity of crew member, that 'we' are
doing or will do something, that whatever is the case is relevant not to 'me' alone but to
the two of 'us' as the crew members jointly responsible for conducting the flight.

Example 3 .22
During preparation for takeoff on another flight the Captain, here the PNF, uses 'we'
forms in his response to a checklist item for fuel quantity.

1
FO/PF:

2

3
4
5
6

--"7

7

8
9
10

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(0.4)
zero, fuel quantity,
(0.3)
to get across we require eight hundred and twenty we've got two
ton.
(0.6)
(it's) checked,(.) log special info,
that's checked,
check,
(0.4)

The C/PNF says of the fuel quantity ''we require eight hundred" (line 4) and "we've got
two ton." (lines 4-5). The C/PNF uses 'we' to invoke the crew member role. As crew
members of the flight both pilots require the fuel and are both responsible for knowing
how much fuel is in the plane, and for speaking up if there is not enough fuel. Io The
C/PNF's use of 'we' presents the fuel as something the pilots have as category members
of their flight.

Example 3.23
Here the pilots check the fuel on board as part of their preparation for takeoff, only this
time the Captain is the PF.

1o Many airliners have crashed when they ran out of fuel. In such accidents both pilots have
been held responsible for poor planning, management and monitoring of the fuel on board (see
for example Duke 1994 or Helmreich 1994, also McElhatton 1992).
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1
2
3
4
5
6~
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

(0.3)
trims?
zero,
zero, fuel quantity,
(0.8)
we actually require (0.2) sixteen forty, (0.5) and we have
seventeen thirty.
(1.2)
that's checked,(.) log special info:,=
=that's checked,
checked and takeoff data,
that's checked set.
checked set,(.) in-transit prestart check's complete.
okay.

(4.8)

As in the previous example, the Captain, this time also the PF on the flight, uses 'we'
forms (line 6) to represent 'requiring' and 'having' fuel as relevant to both pilots as crew
members of the flight, not just to him as the individual pilot in command ( as Captain) and
in control (as PF) of the flight.

Example 3 .24
Plural first person forms are also used by a Captain, who is the PF on the flight, in this
segment from a pre-takeoff briefing.

1
2
3
4
5~

6~
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

C/PF:
Cabin?:

okay:: a runway two one delta intersection departure:::
sorry (0.2) Craig?
(1.0)

Cabin?:
C/PF:

0

FO/PNF:
C/PF:

thanks mate

O •

the: ah smgine failure procedure is: (0.9) before Vl we'll stop (0.8)
after V 1 we '11 continue straight ahead (.) to four hundred and ( 0. 5)
and seventy feet(.) QNH one zero one one (1.2) I have thirty
fee~t[::
[one zero one one forty feet
(0.7)
clean up down do a left hand s visual circuit for landing runway
(0.7) two one with the ILS two one on standby.

(1.4)
C/PF:

standard calls standard procedures.
(0.9)

The Captain says ''before Vl we'll stop (0.8) after Vl we'll continue straight ahead"
(lines 5-6). The Captain is the PF, the pilot in control, and as Captain it is always his
decision to abort a takeoff or continue, and his responsibility to pull back the thrust levers
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to decrease engine power.I I The Captain could invoke and make salient one of his
individual roles on this flight, as Captain or PF, and use the singular 'I' ('I'll stop ... 'I'll
continue'). However, he says not 'I'll' but ''we'll stop" and "we'll continue". The C/PF
presents the actions of 'stopping' and 'continuing' as crew actions, not his alone as an
individual. The activities of 'stopping' and 'continuing' involve and concern both the
pilots in their shared roles as crew members of the flight, as category members of the
flight.

Example 3.25
The following example is from a pre-takeoff briefing by a Captain, the PF on this flight.

1

C/PF:

2~

3~
4~

5
6

[[beginning of recording]]
( ) (0.5) runway (1.2) two two. (0.5) engine failure (0.2) fire
other major m-malfunction prior to VI on my call of stop, (0.6)
that's what we'll do: decide the appropriate course of action. (0.6)
after V l ( ) there'll be a call of go: we'll continue on. (0.5)
terrain clearance height here is,
(0.8)
[[ continues briefing]]

In this example the C/PF uses both singular and plural pronoun forms and so invokes
both an individual identity, aligned to his professional roles on this flight, and also a crew
identity. As in the previous examples, the C/PF's choice of 'we' forms present 'stopping'
(line 3) and 'continuing' (line 4) as actions the C/PF does not do alone, but as actions
performed by the crew, what the pilots will do together. The C/PF chooses a singular
form in "on my call of stop" (line 2). The individual form 'my' makes salient his
professional duty and responsibility, as Captain, to decide to abort a takeoff and make the
necessary 'call', thereby initiating activities of both crew members to abort the takeoff and
bring the plane to a stop. So, the Captain's choice of both singular and plural pronoun
forms distinguishes his possible decision and call to abort the takeoff as his individual
action, as the Captain, from the actual activities involved in 'stopping' or 'continuing' as
shared crew activities.

Example 3 .26
One critical and ongoing task for pilots, from pushback and taxi to parking, is to maintain
separation of their own aircraft from other aircraft. Most obviously this means to avoid
11 See discussions for Examples 3.3 and 3.20 above, and Example 4.4 in Chapter Four.
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colliding with another aircraft, but it also means maintaining legally required distances,
both vertically and horizontally, from other aircraft. Awareness of the location of other
aircraft is recognised in the industry as an important feature of pilots' situation awareness.
Pilots do rely to a large extent on air traffic control, but they are also responsible for
drawing upon available information, for example by hearing exchanges between air traffic
controllers and pilots in other aircraft, by receiving specific information from controllers,
or by using cockpit radar displays to know what is going on around them.

In this example, occurring late in the approach stage of flight, the pilots discuss the
surrounding air traffic, a Singapore Airlines plane ("the Singapore airlines bloke", line 5),
a Fokker 50 aircraft ("the F fifty", line 5) and an Airbus A320 aircraft ("the A three
twenty", line 6), which are heading for the same airport and needing to be placed in a
queue to land ("vying ... for a spot", line 6). The pilots begin their discussion after an
overheard exchange between the air traffic controller responsible for planes approaching
the airport, and an aircraft identified as 'hotel yankee india' (lines 2-4).

1

App.:

2

3

HY!:

4

5

~

6~
7
8
9
10 .

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

~

C/PF:

FO/PNF:
C/PF:
App.:
C/PF:
S223:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(3.8)
> hotel yankee india < contact tower.
(0.8)
>>hotel yankee india. < <
so we've got the F fifty(.) we got the Singapore Airlines bloke
and we got the A three twenty all (1.8) vying with us for a spot.
(0.9)
where's the Singapo:re guy?
h[e's coming down the coast.]
[Singapore two twoJ three descend to _fi:ve thousand. =
=there he is somewhere out there [somewhere.
[to five thousand Stngapore two
two [three,
[alright (.) he's behind us.
*yep.*
(0.4)
*okay.*
(16.6)

When they talk about surrounding aircraft both the C/PF and the FO/PNF use plural
pronominal forms ('we', 'us') to invoke and make salient the shared identity of crew
member. Neither pilot chooses a singular form to invoke the Captain's individual role as
PF on this flight. As the Pilot-flying and responsible for control of the plane the Captain
has the option of saying 'I've got' and 'vying with me', but instead says ''we've got..."
(line 5) and ''vying with us" (line 6). Referring to the Singapore Airlines plane, "the
Singapo:re guy" (line 8), the FO/PNF says "he's behind us" (line 14), and not 'he's
behind you'. The distinction both pilots make is not between the other aircraft and the PF,
as the .pilot in control, but between other aircraft and their own flight with themselves as
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its crew. The pronominal choices make salient the situation of the flight, as jointly shared
by the pilots, rather than make salient the locus of control for the flight.

Example 3.27
The situation of the flight also includes prevailing weather conditions and their impact on
the pilots' conduct of the flight. This example occurs as the FO/PF gestures to the front
windshield and towards a formation of clouds.

1
2~
3
4
5
6
7
8

FO/PF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

( 40.1)
>see if we can< go:: underneath that (.) over there,
(0.6)
and then up-p,
(0.5)
under the other side?
(0.9)
>whatever you reckon< Matt.

Pilots understand that flying through certain types or formations of cloud may mean
encountering air turbulence, a 'bumpy ride', and so the FO/PF here shares with the
C/PNF his idea to delay any further climb and fly under some cloud in their flight path
(lines 2-6). The terminal rising intonation in lines 2, 4 and 6, and the silence at lines 3 and
5, suggest that the FO/PF is questioning, presenting his idea not as a firm plan but more
as a proposal. That is, he is seeking the C/PNF' s view and confirmation of the proposal's
acceptability. The C/PNF's tum ">whatever you reckon<" (line 8) suggest~ that this is
how the C/PNF has understood the First Officer's talk. The C/PNF tells the FO/PF he
can rely on his own judgement (line 8).
In his proposal the First Officer does not invoke his individual role as the PF on this
flight, but chooses a plural pronoun, saying ">see ifwe can< go:: ... " (line 2). Despite
being the PF, and the originator of the proposal, the FO/PF's 'we' form presents the
'going underneath', the avoidance of possible turbulence, as something both pilots will
do as a crew, as joint category members of the flight. The FO/PF's choice of 'we',
including the C/PF in the action to 'go underneath', may also serve to include the C/PF in
deciding on the proposal to do it. It can present the decision as one to be made by both
pilots as a crew. This may reflect an orientation of the First Officer, as the lower ranking
pilot, to seek the view of the higher ranking Captain. While a First Officer is always able
to make suggestions to the Captain about the conduct of a flight, the FO/PF 's pronominal
choice can reflect an orientation to his accountability to the Captain, despite being the PF
on this flight. In short, the FO/PF's proposal puts his ideas for his conduct of the flight
on record, and available for acceptance, modification, or rejection by the Captain. The
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CIPF 's response, ">whatever you reckon< Matt." (line 8), accepts the proposal and
makes salient the FO/PF's individual role as the PF.

Example 3 .28
Here the FO/PF uses a 'we' form when asking the C/PNF about the progress of the
flight. The C/PNF contacts City Centre air traffic control to inform the controller of a new
estimated arrival time over a town along their flight path (lines 2-3; "zero two" refers to
time).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7~
8
9
10
11
12

CIPNF:

City:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(1.6.0)
City bravo Juliet () tango a revised estimate for Town zero
two,
(2.8)
bravo Juliet tango.
(3.9)
are we (0.2) doing better?
(2.4)
yeah?
(0.4)
oh excellent.
(20.8)

Nearly four seconds after the controller's reply to the C/PNF, the FO/PF asks the C/PNF
"are we (0.2) doing better?" (line 7), that is, is their flight progressing faster than the
pilots had previously thought and planned. In so asking, the FO/PF demonstrates his
hearing of the C/PNF's exchange with the controller and also puts on record his
interpretation of the "revised estimate" (line 2), that the new estimated arrival time means
"better" (line 7) progress. So the FO/PF makes known to the C/PNF that the new arrival
time is now something of which he is also aware. The information is now
shared/distributed across the two crew members. The FO/PF uses the 'we' form in his
question. Despite acting in the role of the PF, and having that individual role available for
him to invoke, the FO/PF's talk invokes the shared crew member role to present the
'better' progress of the flight as something experienced by both pilots as a crew.
The next two examples occur as different flights reach target altitudes, the first on descent
and the second on climb.
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Example 3.29
1

2~

FO/PF:

3
4
5

C/PNF:

(1.1)
and we're (0.8) four thousand.
(0.3)
yeah.
(5.0)

Example 3.30
1
2
3
4~
5
6

FO/PNF:
C/PF:

(2.14.0)
at altitu:de.
(3.2)
>that's checked< (0.5) and we've captured flight level two two
zero once:: (0.5) twice thrice.
(1.41.2)

In both examples the pilot announcing the altitude uses a ' we' form. In Example 3.29 the
FO/PF says "and we're (0.8) four thousand" (line 2), and in Example 3.30 the C/PF says
''we've captured flight level two two zero" (line 4). These announcements of altitude are
required by operating procedures in order to focus the pilots' attention on the altitude and
ensure that both pilots have an explicit and shared understanding of it. The talk and
accompanying activity to monitor altitude displays mark the completion of the task to
descend or climb to a particular new altitude. By choosing a 'we' form the FO/PF and the
C/PF present the altitudes 'four thousand' and 'flight level two two zero' (ie. 22 000 feet)
as where 'we' are, where we are both as crew members of our flight. Each pilot does not
invoke an available individual role as the PF in control of a plane and its progress to the
just attained altitude. The choice of 'we' allows each pilot to present an altitude as
something achieved and experienced as part of the crew's conduct of their flight.
The following examples finish this section focussing on pilots' choice of first person
plural pronouns. In each example the C/PF's talk initiates a new stage of flight and its
associated tasks. In each case the C/PF uses plural pronoun forms to make salient the
pilots' shared interactional roles as crew members of the flight. A new stage of the flight
is represented as something which involves the two crew members jointly, something
which the pilots embark upon together, rather than something which the C/PF embarks
upon alone.

Example 3 .31
Here the pilots look out the side windows to check that ground handlers have moved
away from the plane before the C/PF declares ''we're off' (line 10) to signal readiness to
taxi. Taxiing is something the pilots do as a crew.
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1

C/PF:

2
3

FO/PNF:

4
5

FRL:
C/PF:
?:
FO/PNF:

6
7
8
9

10
11

~

C/PF:

okay it's: clear on the left,
(0.4)
and becoming clear on the right he's sauntering out of the way.
(1.0)
City ground (0.3) foxtrot romeo lima.
<and ah:: dis[patch clearance was sighted.>
[foxtrot romeo lima
check (.) clear on the right.
(0.3)
we're off.
(9.5)

The next two examples each occur just before the C/PF advances the power levers to
increase engine power and begin the plane's acceleration down the runway for takeoff. In
each case the C/PF uses plural forms to present taking off as something the pilots do
together as a crew.

Example 3.32
1
2~
3

(3.1)
let's get out of here.
( 11. 7) ((sound of engines increasing in power))

C/PF:

Example 3.33

1
2
3
4~
5
6
7
8
9

3.3.3

FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

(0.4)
taxi pretakeoff s complete.
(0.2)
let's go::.
(0.3)
okay.
(1.0)
ah: the wind's from the right.
(5.5) ((sound of engines increasing in power))

Non-prescribed forms: individual roles

So far I have focussed on the choice of plural pronoun forms in non-prescribed wordings
as pilots invoke the shared role of crew member, that is, their role as category members
of a specific flight. We have seen how pilots may invoke that role when talking with
participants external to the cockpit (eg. air traffic controllers), when talking to one another
about messages from or to external participants, when planning for their flight and
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briefing each other, and when performing tasks or otherwise talking as they conduct their
flight and understand its circumstances.
At other times pilots choose singular pronoun forms ('I', 'my', 'me') to invoke and make
salient an individual role, or choose second person forms ('you', 'your') to invoke and
make salient an individual role for the other pilot. These individual roles are Captain or
First Officer, and Pilot-flying or Pilot-not-flying. By invoking individual roles pilots'
pronominal choices make salient the distribution, rather than sharing, of particular duties,
responsibilities and understandings. I showed earlier how individual roles were invoked
in prescribed wordings, such as the pairing of 'my yoke' / 'your yoke' . Here I look at
examples of wordings which are not prescribed, but occur spontaneously as part of
pilots' routine talk-in-interaction.

3.3.3.1

First person singular forms: 'I/me'

The choice of a first person singular form 'I' allows a pilot to present some immediate
decision or action as undertaken in his individual role as PF and in control of the plane,
rather than by both pilots as a crew. Such talk informs the PNF of action taken, or to be
taken, and its effect on the state or performance of the plane. In Examples 3.34, 3.35 and
3.36 the PF's choice of 'I' presents the control of the plane's speed as his individual
action. The talk makes salient the PF's role and responsibility to make such decisions and
perform such actions.

Example 3.34

2~
3

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

4

(3.5)
take vertical speed and I'll just slow it down a bit more.
okay.
(4.0)

Example 3.35
1

2~
3

C/PF:

(26.0)
okay (.) now I'll get back towards the approach speed.
(21.4)
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Example 3.36
1
2
3
4~
5
6
7
8

App.:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
JJP:
FO/PF:

(0.9)
>Julietjuliet<papa () cli:mb to [:flight level two hundred]
[o: :kay::] speeds,
ok[ay I might (0.3) decrease: ah: (0.7) to:: one hundred and eight,
[ two hundredJuliet Juliet papa
(0.3)
for the approach,
(1.8)

Example 3.37
Similarly, here the C/PF informs the FO/Pl\Tf of his decision to maintain the 'climb
power' engine power setting.

1
2~
3
4

C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(7.4)
I'm going to let it run(.) four minutes in climb power and then
(I'll let it) (0.4) (cruise) ( ).
( )

In each of Examples 3.34-3.37 above the PF makes some individual action or decision
available to the PNF and so allows the pilots to develop a shared understanding about the
PF' s conduct of the flight. But more than this, the PF presents the action or decision as
an individual action, as his, as something he does as the individual PF on the flight.
In the following three examples the PF uses singular 'I' forms to invoke that PF role
when engaging (turning on) and disengaging (turning off) the plane's autopilot. With the
autopilot engaged the plane uses its automated systems to fly according to the particular
selections which the pilots have made for the various possible modes, such as heading,
altitude, speed etc. According to standard procedures, the PF is responsible for both the
non-talk activity to push the appropriate button, and for deciding on the timing of that
activity. The PF, in each instance, chooses an 'I' form and so makes salient his authority
and responsibility to operate the autopilot.

Example 3.38

1
2~
3
4
5
6
7
8

FO/PF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

(36.7)
well(.) I've had enough.
(0.3)
autopilot's engaged(.) heading(.) ASEL(.) IAS (0.2) nine
thousand.
(1.0)
check.
(1.15. 7)
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Example 3.39

2
3

~

C/PF:

4

5
6
7

FO/PNF:

( 1.1)
okay I'm going to hand [fly] from here.
[((alert sound indicating autopilot
disengaged))]
(0.5)
check.
(4.3)

Example 3.40
1
2~

3

C/PF:
C/PF:

4

5

FO/PNF:

(3.2)
I'll tak:::e autopilot's in: (0.9) heading indicated airpeed ASEL
one three zero (
).
(0.6)
check.

In the next two examples the FO/PF chooses the singular 'I' to invoke the individual PF
role when leading the descent briefing.

Example 3 .41
1
2
3
4
5~
6
7

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

[( )
[top of descent is twentyfour miles(.) speeds Vref (0.4) is(.) a
hundred and one (0.7) carry ten a hundred and eleven(.) Vfr Vcl a
hundred and eleven a hundred and sixteen, (2.0) um it's a visual
approach(.) for runway two two I'll ah (0.7) join an upwind (0.9)
(°runway two two.
(1.8)
0

)

Example 3.42
1
2
3

FO/PF:

4

5

C/PNF:

6

7
8~
9
10
11
12

13

FO/PF:

C/PNF:

thanks. (0.5) u:m (0.2) speeds Vref is one hundre::d (.) carry ten
(2.0) hundred and ten(.) Vfr (0.3) VCL a hundred and ten(.)
hundred and fifteen.
(1.1)
one hundred (0.2) a hundred and ten a hundred and ten a hundred
and fifteen set (0.9) and cross checked.
'kay it's visual conditions: u::m (1.9) wind is favouring runway
two fi:ve (2.0) >I'll just< make a visual approa_;_;_ch (.) to a left
downwind runway two fl:ve (0.7) the um(.) lower safe is three
thousand two hundred (.) circuit height is <two:: (0.5) thousand
(0.2) five hundred>,=
=check
(3.2)
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In Example 3.41 the PO/PF says "I'll ah (0.7) join an upwind ... " (line 5) when detailing
the approach to the runway. In Example 3.42 the PO/PF says ">I'll just< make a visual
approa~ch" (line 8). In each case the PO/PF makes salient an individual responsibility, as
PF, for the control of the plane during the approach. The PO/PF presents the approach as
something conducted or experienced by an individual rather jointly by both pilots as crew
members. The choice of 'I' presents that part of the flight as not 'the approach' but as the
PF's approach.
The following two examples also concern planning for an descent, approach and landing,
and again the PO/PF uses 'I' forms to invoke the individual role as PF.

Example 3.43
Here the PO/PF tells the C/PNF which runway she thinks will be suitable for the landing,
given the wind direction at the airport from which they recently departed.

(17.8)

1

2~

PO/PF:

3
4
5

C/PNF:

okay going by the win:d: (.) back at Smalltown I '11 take runway
two two,
(seems) reasonable.
(3.4)

The PO/PF says "I'll take runway two two," (line 2), presenting the decisi~n in favour of
that runway as one she makes as the individual PF entitled to make and accountable for
making routine decisions for the flight.

Example 3.44
Here the PO/PF informs the C/PNF of details of the approach, specifically the speed to be
used for the approach. 12

12 The "bottom bug" refers to a 'bug' set on the speed indicator. See Chapter Four, Example
4.5, for a detailed discussion of 'bugs', or see Hutchins (1995).
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1
2~
3
4
5
6

FO/PF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:

7

8
9

C/PNF:

Uoderstandin.9...wbo~s who

(1.15.7)
I think like before I might carry the: ah bottom bug,
(0.5)
as the approach,
(0.3)
if it's: windy and gusty.
(0.5)
yeah: whatever.
(0.3)

The FO/PF says "I think like before I might carry the: ah bottom bug," (line 2). Like
Examples 3.34-3.37, the FO/PF presents the decision for a certain speed as one he makes
as the individual PF entitled to make and accountable for making such routine decisions
for the flight. As we have seen before, the FO/PF's choice of 'I' presents details of the
flight as the outcome of thinking and planning in the role of the PF. The FO/PF's use of
'I' presents details of the approach as not just information about how the approach will
proceed, but as how it is individually planned and conducted by this FO/PF. The details
of the approach are associated with an individual, an 'I'.
Examples 3.43 and 3.44 are like Example 3.27 earlier in that the FO/PF's talk, presenting
some decision, ends with rising terminal pitch. I suggested before that this presents the
decision as a proposal, as something inviting acceptance or rejection by the other pilot
who is the higher ranked Captain. In both Examples 3.43 and 3.44 above this is how the
C/PNF interprets the FO/PF's talk, offering an assessment ("(seems) reasonable.",
Example 3.43, line 4; and ''yeah: whatever.", Example 3.44, line 8) which accepts the
FO/PF's proposal. However, unlike Example 3.27, here the FO/PF chooses 'I' rather
than 'we'. This choice of 'I' makes salient the selection of a runway or speed as an
individual decision, rather than make salient the pilots' later arrival at the runway, or use
of a specific speed, as something 'we' experience jointly as crew members (ie. by saying
for example 'we'll use runway two two', or 'we'll carry the bottom bug').
Indeed in Example 3.44 the FO/PF's talk is also qualified ("I think ... I might", line 2)
and emerges over three turns with each turn ending with rising pitch, and with silences of
(0.5) (line 3) and (0.3) (line 5) between them. The second and third turns are increments
of the first, and the third turn (line 6) presents a warrant for his proposal. The FO/PF
seems to continue to talk in the event of no response from the C/PNF, that is, until the
C/PNF responds with an acknowledgement and accepts or rejects the FO/PF's proposal.
So, while I have said that the role that the FO/PF's choice of 'I' makes salient the role of
PF, the pilot planning for the flight, we could also say that the choice of 'I' invokes the
role ofFO. That is, it presents planning talk as from an FO to a Captain, the pilot who
can accept or reject the FO's plans, even when that FO is the PF.

It is not just the individual role of PF which can be invoked by choice of' I'. In the
following three examples the roles of PNF and Captain are invoked.
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Example 3.45
Here the C/PNF invokes his individual role as PNF, the cockpit role responsible for
making general radio broadcasts.

I
2
3

:-7

C/PNF:

C/PNF:

4
5
6
7
8

(12.6)
a:nd I:'ll >just give the< CTAF a call.
(4.4)
stations in the: Town CTAF foxtrot november sierra F fifty !FR.
() .hh one two mi: !es to the: west inbound leaving eight thousand
on descent.(1.1) estimating Town circuit at time one four we (plan
a left hand circuit) and landing, (0.9) on runway: >zero seven<.
(8.2)

The C/PNF's choice of 'I' presents the radio broadcast as something he is to do as the
PNF on this flight.

Example 3.46
Here the C/PF invokes his individual role as Captain. It is the Captain's responsibility to
engage and disengage the 'flight control locks' which prevent movement of the control
yokes.

I
2

~

C/PF:

3

(1.9)
okay I'm gonna take the flight control locks out now.
(5.5)

Example 3 .47

In this example the Captain invokes his individual role as Captain when he speaks to the
cabin crew. The example occurs as the plane is well established in its climb. It is typically
about this point in the flight that the Captain turns off the seatbelt sign to allow the cabin
crew and passengers to move about cabin. The seatbelt signs are turned on and off by the
Captain. The signs are always on during takeoff and are turned off some time during the
climb, with the actual timing depending among other things on the amount of turbulence
the plane is encountering.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
():

7
8

Cabin crew:

9

IO~
11
12
13
14
15
16

CIPNF:
Cabin crew:
C/PNF:
Cabin crew:
C/PNF:

Understanding who's who

(6.4)
>just have a< quick word with the:(.) cabin crew.
(0.6)
okay.
( ) ( st[ ay in there).
[()
(3.1)
hello?
(0.7)
Melanie yeah Mick I've got to leave y-you bolted in the whole way
there's no point in getting out it's not very comfortable.
yeah not a problem Mick.
o[kay.
[thank you.
ta.
(13.9)

The Captain says "I've got to leave y-you bolted in" (line 10). Due to turbulence ("it's not
very comfortable", line 11) the Captain has decided to leave the seatbelt sign on to keep
everyone in the cabin in their seats ("bolted in", line 10) for the duration of the short flight
("the whole way", line 10). As I explained above, the Captain is the pilot entitled to make
the decision to leave the seatbelt sign on, regardless of who is the designated PF. On this
flight the Captain is the PNF. His pronominal choice presents the decision as his own, as
one he has made as the pilot entitled to do so. The 'I' invokes and makes salient his
individual role as Captain.
Individual roles are also invoked through the pilots' pronominal choices in instances
when one pilot produces talk which both the pilots understand to be a call for the other
pilot to do some activity. Evidence for this understanding is that the other pilot responds
by performing that activity. The pronominal choices make salient the pilots'understandings of who is responsible for doing what, and who is entitled, in a certain
role, to make demands of the other pilot. The pronominal choices demonstrate the pilots'
orientation to duties and responsibilities as aligned to their individual roles as PF or PNF.
In the next examples the pronominal choices make salient the pilots' shared understanding
that for some tasks it is the PF's role to call out what is required and the PNF's role to do
the required activity.
In Examples 3.48 and 3.49, by choosing the singular 'I' the pilot invokes for himself the
PF role when calling for navigation aids to be set. These pronominal choices make salient
that the aids are set for the PF who is in control of the plane and managing its navigation
to the destination.
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Example 3 .48

2 ---1

FOIPF:

3
4

5
6

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

7

8

(2.6)
'kay can I have ADF number one onto::: hh- (0.2) City thanks.
( 1.1)
[[ several turns omitted]]
(7.0)
City's tuned and identified on:(.) compass one.
checked.
(18.3)

Example 3 .49
1
2 ---1
3
4

FOIPF:

5
6
7
8

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

9

(2.7)
ah:(.) okay back to:: MBZ back to there: I'll take number one up
to::: City thanks Jeff.
(2.2)
[[ sound of repeating alert tone]]
City's on (
) number one ADF.
(0.9)
okay.
(3.0)

In the same way, in Examples 3.50-3.53 the pilot chooses 'I' to invoke for himself the
PF role when operating other cockpit technologies .. In Examples 3.50-3.52 the PF calls
for the PNF to make selections at the Flight Mode Panel (ie. to press certain buttons, or
confirm them as pressed) , and in Example 3.53 the PF calls for an engine pow er setting.
In each case the selection or setting is presented as/or the PF as the individual pilot in
control of the plane. That is, ' cruise power ' and ' climb power ' are settings the PF ' has '
or 'takes' as the individual flying the plane, rather than settings both pilots share as crew
members of the flight.

Example 3.50
1
2
3

~

FO/PF:.

4

5
6
7

C/PNF:.
FO/PF:

(U.4)
>can I< ta.lee the flight director to standby: with (0 .3) A SEL
vertical spee::d
( L O)
set.
heading back, (0.3) to the runway thanks.
(0 ..6)
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Example 3 .51
1

2
3

FO/PF:

4

5~
6
7
8
9

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

(0.6)
aut[opi]lot's off (0.3) yaw damper's back on.
[(( alert sound indicating autopilot disengaged))]
(4.0)
I'll have the heading back ah standby ASEL(.) and heading back
to one eight five thanks.
(7.1)
s:et.
(21.5)

Example 3.52

I.
2
3

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

4

5
6
7
8
9

(2.8)
approaching two thousand, (0.4) (

) the: (0.3) [circling area.
[(circuit)/( circling)

area.
~

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

standby thanks:(.) and I'll have heading (
runway.
(18.5)
set.
(14.7)

) course to: the:

Example 3.53
1

2
3
4

~

C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(12.8)
I'll have cruise power (
(3.2)
cruise power selected.

) (thanks).

Example 3 .54
In the same way, here the pilot invokes the individual role of PF by choosing ' I' when
initiating an extended task, a descent checklist. Although the two pilots will work through
the checklist together, the PF's choice of 'I' makes salient that he is the individual pilot in
control and so responsible and accountable for coordinating the timing of particular tasks,
such as a checklist.

1

2~
3

FO/PF:

4

C/PNF:

5
6
7

FO/PF:

(1.6)
>could I have the descent< checklist.
(0.3)
landing data,
(0.4)
checked,
(1.5)
[[ checklist continues]]
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Second person forms: 'you/your'

Individual roles may also be invoked through the choice of second person pronominal
forms, 'you' and 'your'. By choosing a second person form one pilot can invoke an
individual role for the other pilot.

Example 3.55
Like Example 3.54 immediately above, here the C/PNF's talk initiates the pilots' joint
performance of a checklist.

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(4.3)
a:nd the checks when you're ready hhh=
=checks,

FO/PF:

flight instruments,

1

2~
3
4
5
6
7
8

(1.2)
(0.7)
C/PNF:

set,

(1.4)

The C/PNF says "a:nd the checks when you're ready hhh=" (line 2), where the choice of
'you' invokes the FO/PF's individual role as FO. According to standard procedures this
particular checklist is led by the FO, that is, the FO calls out the items on the list and the
Captain calls out the response. The Captain's choice of 'you' makes this dis?ibution of
responsibilities salient. Leading the checklist is something 'you' as FO will do.

Example 3.56
Here the pilots discuss the wind direction for their landing and the C/PNF uses a second
person 'you' form to invoke the First Officer's role as the PF in control of the landing
and so most immediately affected by the wind. This example begins as the plane
approaches the destination airport. The pilots comment on the direction of the wind ("a::
(3.3) north north east", line 2), which is blowing across the runway ("straight across the
strip", line 6). Both pilots know that the control of the plane is more demanding when the
wind is blowing across the runway, and so the task oflanding is more challenging.
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1
2
3
4
5
6~
7
8
9

FO/PF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

10

Understanding who's who

(2.2)
yeah it look's like the wind direction' s a:: (3.3) north north east
(0.3)
(
) direction.
(13.4)
yeah: it looks: straight across the strip(.) you'll love it Chris.
heh heh thank[ s
[it's going to be w[onderful
[.hh
(29.5)

The C/PNF says "you'll love it" (line 6) when referring to the wind direction. The
C/PNF's talk makes salient the pilots' individual identities associated with their different
roles as PF and PNF, rather than their shared role as crew members jointly conducting
the flight. Through his choice of 'you' the C/PNF talks as the Pilot-not-flying, and talks
to the First Officer as the PF and in control. The approach and landing is something the
First Officer is doing as an individual PF. The Captain's choices make salient an
orientation to the FO as the pilot with control of the plane at this critical stage of the flight
where inputs to control the plane have immediate effect. As the PF, the First Officer is the
pilot who will most directly experience and respond to the wind conditions.

In their discussion of the wind direction the pilots do not adhere to any officially
prescribed wording, but nevertheless such a discussion can contribute to the pilots '
understanding of the progress of their flight. Most obviously, the discussion draws the
pilots' attention to a relevant aspect of the environment in which the flight is being
conducted: wind direction and wind speed are important for any landing. However, as the
choice of pronoun makes salient the pilots ' individual ' s roles, such a discussion serves to
reinforce the pilots' understanding of who is doing what on this flight, and specifically at
this point of the flight.

Example 3 .57
The next example occurs during the approach stage of a flight and shows both pilots '
orientation to their differentiated individual roles in the conduct of the flight: through their
pronominal choices the FO talks as the PNF, and the Captain talks as the PF .. This
approach is being made under 'instrument flight rules ' (IFR), which means that the pilots
must use their cockpit instruments, and not any visual cues from outside the cockpit, to
fly the plane. This involves using the ' glideslope' which is part of the airport' s
'instrument landing system' (ILS). Information from the glideslope appears continuosly
on a display in the cockpit, and from this display the pilots know how their plane is
placed relative to a preferred descent path to the runway, that is whether the plane is too
high or too low as it approaches the runway.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8~
9
10

11
12
13 ~
14
15
16
17
18
19~
20
21
22

C/PF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PNF
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

(9.2)
flaps ten.
(2.6)
nine miles,
(3.1)
checked ah:: (0.3) at descent point
(0.3)
you're on profi:le.
(0.3)
nine miles (.) >twenty< nine hundred.
set the (minimum overshoot) thanks
(0.2)
and I'll have (1.0) VS wi::th (.) ASEL.
(0.6)
che:ck.
(3.7)
nine miles, (.) twentynine hundred.
(3.8)
and you have flaps ten.
(0.8) ((repeating alert tone sounds))
thank you.
(3.7)

The segment begins as the C/PF calls for a new flap setting ("flaps ten", line 2) for the
FO/PNF to select (by moving the flaps lever). The pilots then exchange turns to establish
the location of the plane in its approach. The C/PF says "nine miles" (line 4), and after
3.1 seconds of no-talk the FO/PNF says "checked ah:: (0.3) at descent point" (line 6).
Part of the FO/PNF's duties during the approach, as the PNF, is to call out to the C/PF
changes in the plane's altitude and distance from the runway.
The FO/PNF announces how the plane is positioned on the glideslope by saying "you're
on profi:le" (line 8) and then "nine miles(.) >twenty< nine hundred" (line 10; ie. ' nine
miles' from runway, altitude 2900 feet). The FO/PNF's choice of 'you' invokes the
Captain's individual role as PF on this flight, in control of flying the descent, and
simultaneously assigns to himself the role of PNF. It is 'you' as the PF who is ' on
profile', and 'my' duty as the PNF to monitor relevant cockpit displays and tell ' you'
how the plane is positioned with respect to the glidescope.
The C/PF then makes standard calls for particular modes to be selected at the Flight Mode
Panel by saying "I'll have (1.0) VS wi::th (.) ASEL." (line 13). As I discussed for
Examples 3.48-3.53 above, the C/PF's choice of 'I' in his call for VS ('Vertical Speed')
and ASEL ('Altitude Select') draws upon the pilots' shared professional understanding of
standard procedures which specify that the PF is responsible for making these calls, and
that the PNF is responsible for actually pressing the relevant buttons. By using the
pronominal form 'I' the C/PF makes salient that it is he, as the individual PF in control,
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who will use and experience these selections most directly. The selections are what he, as
the PF, will 'have'.
The segment ends as the FO/PNF moves the flaps lever to set the flaps at position 'ten'
(ten degrees) and says "and you have flaps ten" (line 19). Like the C/PF's choice of 'I',
the FO/PNF's choice of 'you' invokes the Captain's individual role as the PF. The
pronominal choices of the two pilots make salient their understanding of their different
individual roles at this late stage of the flight. It is the PF who will use the flap setting in
his handling and landing of the plane, and most immediately experience the setting in the
plane's performance. Like the Flight Mode settings above ('VS' and 'ASEL'), the talk of
the two pilots presents the flap setting as something the PF, alone, will 'have'. The
FO/PNF's choice of 'you' presents his turn as talk as from a PNF to a PF.
Also, and as I noted in earlier examples, the pilots' pronominal choices make salient the
PF's control of the plane rather than some non-talk activity which the PNF has just
completed. That is, the FO/PNF makes salient what 'you' have, a certain flaps setting,
rather than what 'I' have done (moved a lever). The FO/PNF says "and you have flaps
ten" (line 19), not 'and I have selected flaps ten'.

Example 3.58
Here we see the same pattern as the C/PF on another flight calls for the 'climb power'
engine power setting.

1
2~
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 ~
11
12
13

C/PF:

Dep.:

FOIPNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

(3.0)
a:nd I'll take climb power.
(1.0)
bravo Juliet tango fly heading zero six five.
(2.4)
heading zero six five () > bravo Juliet tango<.
(0.8)
zero six fi~ve.
(1.2)
okay(.) and you've got climb power set.
(0.9)
thank you::.
(27.7)

The C/PF chooses 'I' ("a:nd I'll take climb power.", line 2) and invokes his individual
role as PF, and then the FO/PNF carries out the called-for activity and chooses 'you' to
invoke the C/PF' s role as PF when he responds in talk ("and you've got climb power
set.", line 10).
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It is not always the case that a PNF's choice of 'you', to invoke the other pilot's role as
PF, comes after that other pilot has first chosen 'I' to invoke that role for him/herself.
That is, a PNF's choice of 'you' is not just a response to the other's choice of 'I'. In the
next examples the PNF chooses 'you' where the PF has not first chosen a first person
form. In each example the PNF performs some non-talk activity to make a certain
selection or setting and then informs the other pilot by saying 'you have ... '.

Example 3.59
Here the PNF, on this flight the Captain, has pushed the 'cruise power' button to select a
desired engine power setting. The FO/PF had not called for cruise power.

1

2~
3
4

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(13.7)
and you've got cruise power there as well.
cruise power thank you.
(17.8)

Example 3.60
In this example the PNF, this time the FO, has moved the flaps lever to select 'flaps ten'.
1
2
3
4~
5

C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(37.7)
flaps ten thanks,
(5.6)
'kay: you've got flaps ten.
(39.3)

Each time, the PNF's choice of 'you' orients to other pilot's individual role as PF on the
flight. The setting or selection is for 'you' as the PF in control. Also, as we have seen
above, the PNF's choice of 'you' makes salient what ' you' now have as ' you' fly the
plane, rather than the activity which 'I' as the PNF have done. The PNF ' s choice of
'you' orients to importance of a shared awareness of the outcome of the PNF's activity,
this or that selection or setting, rather than the PNF 's activity which produced that
outcome. The state of the plane, this is how things are now, is made salient, rather than
an individual's action to bring that state about.
In the following examples just one pilot uses both first person and second person forms
to invoke individual roles for both self and other.
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Example 3.61
Here the FO/PF initiates a briefing.

1
2~
3
4

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

(3.6)
I'll give you a ah (0.3) brief.
(0.3)
okay.
[[PF begins briefing]]

The FO/PF's choice of 'I' ("I'll give... ", line 2) makes salient that she is initiating and
leading the brief in her role of PF. As the PF she is the pilot responsible and accountable
for the timing and conduct of the briefing. The FO/PF's choice of 'you' (" ... give you",
line 2) invokes the C/PNF's role as the PNF. As the PNF 'you' are the pilot who is to be
briefed.

Example 3.62
1~

C/PF:

2

3
4
5
6
7
8~

FO/PNF:
C/PF:

C/PF:

9

10
11
12
13

(FO/PNF):
(C/PF):

I'll get you to arm the nav for me thanks Frank.
(3.6)
armed.
(°°that's checked.
(19.4)
[[ several turns omitted]]
(7.3)
a::nd I'll get you to select glideslope for me thanks as well Frank.
(1.3)
(all do::ne)
(0.2)
(thank you.)
(3.3)
0 0

)

Here the C/PF calls for the FO/PNF to do two things, to "arm the nav" (line 1) and to
"select glideslope" (line 8). In each instance the PF uses the structure 'I'll get you to X
for me'. By choosing the first person singular forms, 'I' and 'me', the C/PF invokes and
makes salient his role as PF, that these activities are to be done for him as the PF, the
pilot in control of the plane. In each instance the C/PF's choice of the second person
'you' form invokes the FO/PNF's role as PNF, that is, that these are activities which
'you' are to do as the PNF assisting 'me', the pilot in control.
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Non-prescribed forms: shared and individual roles

3.3.4

The examples presented so far may give the misleading impression that as pilots talk with
external participants, talk about their talk with external participants, perform tasks, and
discuss the circumstances of their flight, pilots choose from plural 'we' forms or from
singular first person 'I/me' or second person 'you/your' forms. In reality, in naturally
occurring cockpit talk-in-interaction pilots may produce talk in which they choose from
the full range of possible pronominal forms. That is, by choosing different pronominal
forms pilots can invoke and make salient both shared and individual cockpit roles
according to the emerging content and structure of their turns at talk. The examples in this
next section emphasise how pronominal choices are a flexible interactional resource
which allow pilots to move in and out of relevant cockpit roles.

Example 3.63
The following example occurs as the pilots prepare for takeoff and the FO/PF briefs the
C/PNF on how the takeoff and initial climb will proceed, and on action to be taken in the
event of an engine failure. In his two turns at talk the FO/PF uses both singular and plural
first person forms, and so chooses to invoke both the individual role as PF and the shared
role of crew member of the flight.

1
2~
3

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11

~

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

12~
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

Cabin:13
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:

your go your ( ) ( ).
out of here runway:: zero four: (0.5) if there's a failure after Vl I'll
continue to climb straight ahead to(.) terrain clearance sixteen
hundred feeJ (1.2) a:nd clean up the aircraft and manouevre for a
visual left circuit back around on to runway (0.3) zero four (0.3)
u::m:: dealing with the problem on downwind (0.3) and ah (0.4)
circuit alt- (0.2) altitude(.) twentytwo hundred feet (0.7) and back
for a flap twentyfive landing runway (0.2) zero four.
(0.2)
yep.=
=ah the mine is to the north (0.2) that's our obstacle(.) and(.)
otherwise (0.8) ah:: we'll be: tracking out to fifteen hundred feet,
(0.4) a:nd making a right hand tum to intercept,
hello [how are you?
[the zero seven four.
(0.8)
[that's understood,
[climbing
nine thousand feet.
(0.6)

13 The cabin crew member is talking to a boarding passenger just outside the cockpit.
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The FO/PF's pronominal choices make a distinction between individual control and
shared crew understanding. First, the FO/PF makes salient his role as the PF by saying
"I'll continue to climb straight ahead" (lines 2-3). The FO/PF makes salient his control of
the plane for action to be taken if there is an engine problem after the critical 'VI' speed,
the speed at which the takeoff must be continued. The FO/PF presents the action of
'continuing to climb' as something he, an individual, will do. On the other hand, the mine
near the airport is said to be "our obstacle" (line 11 ), it is presented as something of
which both pilots must be aware as a part of the relevant external environment for their
joint conduct of the takeoff as crew members.
The FO/PF's pronominal choices can be seen to set up a further distinction. The FO/PF
concludes his briefing with the plan for the takeoff and climb if all goes well. This part of
the briefing is explicitly signalled by "otherwise" (line 12), separating it from the part of
the briefing concerned with the event of engine failure. The FO/PF invokes the crew
member role in ''we'll be: tracking ... a:nd making a right hand tum" (lines 12-13). The
progress of the flight in the event of an engine failure is represented as something for
which the FO/PF is responsible ("I'll continue", lines 2-3), whereas if the takeoff is
routine and unproblematic then the progress of the flight is something for which both
pilots are responsible as the crew members of this flight: it is ' we' who will be ' tracking
out to fifteen hundred feet ... and making a right hand turn' . The FO/PF's pronominal
choices make salient at this moment an understanding of the immediacy of individual
control for the PF in a situation where things go wrong, especially during the critical
takeoff stage of the flight, and the shared nature of control when things go as to plan.

Example 3.64
This next example occurs during a descent.

1
2
3
4
5
6

App.:

FOIPNF:
App.:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

~

TYD:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(0.5)
bravo Juliet tango () clear visual approach follow as number two.
(1.6)
clear visual approach () bravo Juliet tango.
(0.7)
tango yankee delta[(.) clear visual approach} contact tower.
[((sound of altitude alert buzzer))]
(0.9)
visual approa:ch contact to:wer tango yankee delta.
that was a thousand to altitu::de=
=yeah we got clear visual approach follow as number two I've set
two thousand five hundred initially.
(>it's<) checked.

As I noted in earlier examples, the C/PF's choice of 'we' (line 11) invokes the shared
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crew member role and presents the clearance from the controller for the visual approach
as something both pilots have. As the C/PF continues his turn, however, he says "I've
set two thousand five hundred initially." (line 11). The C/PF's choice of 'I' presents the
altitude 'two thousand five hundred' as the outcome of something he has done as an
individual PF. That is, as the PF he has dialled that altitude at the Altitude Alert Indicator.
The C/PF's choice of 'I' makes salient his non-talk activity as the PF.

Example 3.65
Here the FO/PF informs the C/PNF of his decision to maintain a certain speed and cites
the circumstances which have prompted his decision.

1

2-,
3
4-,
5

FO/PF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

6

(9.0)
I'm just going to maintain one forty knots.
(0.3)
until we're, (0.2) clear of the bumps.=
=excellent idea.
(42.0)

The FO/PF invokes both his individual role as PF ("I'm just going to maintain... ", line 2)
and his shared role as crew member of the flight (''until we're, (0.2) clear... ", line 4).
The FO/PF informs the C/PNF that he, as the PF, will maintain a certain speed ("one
forty knots.", line 2) while the plane continues to encounter turbulence (''the bumps", line
4). Over his two turns his pronominal choices present a distinction between what he is
doing as an individual, deciding on and maintaining a certain speed, and what he
experiences together with the C/PNF, 'the bumps'. In short, 'we' experience the
turbulence but 'I' am the one responsible for doing something about it.

Example 3.66
In this example the C/PF uses both singular and plural forms as the pilots ready the plane
for takeoff.
1

2-,

C/PF:

3

4-,

C/PF:

5
6
7

FO/PNF:

8

FO/PNF:

9

(1.9)
okay I'm gonna take the flight control locks out now.
(5.5)
cabin's ready we're ready(.) continue checklist.
(1.2)
(standbyJ.
(1.5)
cabin crew be seated for takeoff thanks.
(2.7)
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The C/PF's use of 'I' (line 2) invokes his individual role as Captain on this flight and
makes salient his individual responsibility for the action of disengaging the flight control
locks. The locks prevent movement of the control yokes and the lever for the locks is on
the Captain's side of the cockpit. It is the Captain's duty to disengage the locks soon
before takeoff and to reengage the locks soon after landing. The Captain's "I'm gonna
take ... " (line 2) presents this action as his alone, as what he does as Captain on this
flight.
However, the C/PF's ''we're ready" (line 4) presents the state ofreadiness as one he
shares with the FO/PNF. Although the Captain is also the PF, on this flight he invokes
the shared crew member role and so includes the PNF. The C/PF's use of 'we' makes
salient that it is not just him who is ready, as the person with both ultimate command and
also control of the flight, but both pilots on the flight deck.

Example 3.67
Here, as a plane taxis and nears the runway, the C/PF uses both singular forms to invoke
his individual roles as Captain and PF, and also plural forms to invoke the shared role of
crew member and category membership of this flight.

1
2 --"7
3
4
5 --"7
6

7
8
9

(0.2)
CIPF:

FO/PNF:
CIPF:

(0.2)
FOIPNF:

FO/PNF:

10
11

12
13

okay and I'll ah wait until we get the lineup(.) before I take the
locks off.
yeah(.) transponders on(.) check's to flight controls.
and you can tell him we're ready (yeah).

FO/PNF:
Tower:

yep.
(1.4)
>bravo jul<iet:: (.) tango ready.
(1.6)
[((coughs))
[bravo Juliet tango.
(1.2)

The C/PF says "I'll ... wait" (line 2) and "before I take the locks off' (lines 2-3). As I
explained in Example 3.66 above, it is the Captain's responsibility to disengage the locks
soon before takeoff and to reengage them soon after landing. The C/PF's use of 'I'
makes salient his individual role as Captain. So 'waiting' and 'taking off the locks' are
actions relevant to him and for which he is individually responsible. The timing and
activity are his concern as an individual Captain, they are what he does as Captain on this
flight. He distinguishes these activities from what 'you' will do (''you can tell him", line
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5). That is, his use of 'you' invokes the First Officer's role as PNF, because it is the
PNF who is responsible for speaking to air traffic control. The Captain's talk is
interpretable as not just a request, but as a request he makes of a 'Pilot-not-flying'. The
Captain's talk makes salient the distribution, rather than sharing, of particular duties and
responsibilities.
By saying "we're ready" (line 5) the C/PF, in the same turn, also invokes the shared role
of crew member: readiness is something that applies to both pilots as category members
of the flight. As Captain and PF he might be entitled to say 'I'm ready'. After all, he is
the PF, the pilot primarily and officially in control of the takeoff, and as Captain he has
the authority to decide whether or not a takeoff will continue once begun. However, his
choice of pronoun does not invoke an individual role. His use of 'we' presents the
takeoff as something he does not conduct alone, but together with the First Officer and
PNF. During any takeoff, the PNF is responsible for monitoring critical cockpit
instruments and making specific standard 'call outs', for example with respect to engine
performance and the plane's speed as it accelerates down the runway. The Captain's use
of 'we' presents the performance of the takeoff as inclusive of the PNF.
There are other and perhaps more compelling senses in which the plural form 'we' is
relevant. The C/PF' s talk is a claim of 'readiness' which can be seen to be made not only
on behalf of both crew members, but all those on board the flight. On any flight, a
Captain can decide, and then claim, that a plane is ready for takeoff only after a member
of the cabin crew has informed the flight crew that the passenger cabin is prepared and
'ready' for takeoff (passengers are seated, hand luggage is stowed, and so forth). So it is
not just the pilots who must be ready, but all those on board.
It is the flight itself which is 'ready'. The Captain's claim ofreadiness occurs as a request
to the PNF to contact the controller ('you can tell him ... ') and relay this information. It is
only the PNF who will speak to the controller, and so he will speak as the representative
(spokesperson) of that flight, on behalf of all those on board. The work of the controller
depends upon this. The controller is concerned with the location and movement of a
particular plane, identified as a flight with a particular callsign. For the controller, the
relevant participant 'identity' is 'bravo juliet tango', and it is not relevant or helpful for the
controller to distinguish between the individual persons who happen to be flying that
plane. All talk to and from the controller is identified as to or from 'flight X'; for
example, it is 'flight X' that the controller will clear for takeoff. The Captain's choice of
'we' might therefore be seen to anticipate the PNF's subsequent talk to the controller as
spokesperson for the flight.
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Example 3.68
This segment of data occurs in the minutes after takeoff and begins as the pilots complete
the after takeoff checklist. The C/PF 's pronominal choices invoke both individual and
shared roles.

(0.3)

1
2
3
4
5 --"7
6

FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
C/PF:

7

FO/PNF:

8
9 --"7
10
11
12

one zero one three set,
check complete,=
=thank you.
I've got everybody still strapped in for a little while longer.
(0.5)
okay.

(17.7)
C/PF:

once we've got to twelve thousand feet I'll relea:se: (.) everybody.

(0.6)
FO/PNF:

okay.
( 18.1)

The Captain shares a decision he has made, as an individual and Captain, as part of the
crew's ongoing development of understandings about the conduct and progress of their
flight. The C/PF tells the FO/PNF "I've got everybody still strapped in ... " (line 5), that is
'strapped in' to their seats because their seatbelts are fastened. As I pointed out earlier
(Example 3.47) the seatbelt signs are turned on and off by the Captain and are always on
during takeoff and are turned off sometime during the climb. So, after takeoff both pilots
would typically share an understanding that people are in their seats, ' strapped in', and
remain so until the Captain switches the seatbelt signs off. The Captain's turn at line 5 can
be seen inform the FO/PNF that the seatbelt sign remaining 'on' does not indicate a lapse
on his part, but is something of which he is aware and for which he is responsible and
accountable as the Captain. The FO/PNF's reply, "okay" (line 7), accepts the C/PF ' s talk
as routine and unproblematic. Later, after 17. 7 seconds of no-talk, the C/PF uses a
singular form again when he says " .. .I'll relea:se: (.) everybody." (line 9). The C/PF ' s
choice of singular forms invoke his individual role as Captain and make salient his
responsibility for the seatbelt signs and for 'strapping' people in or 'releasing' them.
The C/PF's use of singular forms here contrasts with his use of a plural 'we' form in his
second tum: "once we've got to twelve thousand feet..." (line 9). The C/PF invokes a
shared role to present reaching the particular altitude as something he will not do alone but
will do in his shared role as crew member. The C/PF's choice of 'we' makes salient that
he will reach the altitude with the other pilot as category members of the flight. In short,
'we' as category members of 'flight X' will 'get to twelve thousand feet', but 'I' as
Captain am responsible for doing something then.
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Example 3.69
Sometimes the two pilots choose pronominal forms which invoke different roles. This
example occurs minutes after takeoff as the PF, here the Captain, calls for the FO/PNF to
select 'climb power' (line 2) and then to make a particular selection (heading) at the Flight
Mode Panel (line 6). The FO/PNF makes the selections by pressing the appropriate
buttons on the panel, and then tells the C/PF he has done so (lines 4 and 8).

(8.0)

1
2
3

C/PF:

4

FO/PNF:

5
6~
7

C/PF:

8~
9

climb power.

(8.9)

FO/PNF:

climb power set.
(1.6)
a: :nd we '11 take (.) heading and (
(6.4)
which you have.
(1.2)

)

While the C/PF chooses a 'we' form to invoke the shared crew member role, the FO/PNF
chooses a 'you' form to invoke the C/PF's individual role as the PF. When calling for the
FO/PNF to select the 'heading' mode the C/PF says "a::nd we'll take(.) heading" (line
6). The heading selection is something "we'll take", it is presented as something relevant
to both pilots as the crew conducting the flight. The 'heading' selection is not for the
C/PF alone and his control of the flight, with the right to call for the selection and initiate
the FO/PNF's activity, is not made salient. However, after making the called-for
selections the FO/PNF 's response is to say "which you have" (line 8). Unlike the C/PF,
the FO/PNF does invoke the C/PF' s individual role as the PF, and so invokes for himself
the role of the PNF who assists the pilot in control by responding to his calls. For this
FO/PNF, at this point in the flight, the selections are what 'you' have as the PF.

3. 4

Impromptu pronouns

In section 3.3.1 I described the choice of certain pronouns as officially prescribed, or
scripted, in that the choice was a part of standard wordings which the pilots were required
to say. That is, the specific wording was included in documents such as operations
manuals which tell the pilots how they must perform certain tasks. For example, when
transferring control of the power levers the pilots are required to say 'my power levers'
and 'your power levers'. I then presented and discussed examples of what I called nonprescribed pronouns, that is, choices of pronouns which were not part of wordings
spelled out for pilots in official operations manuals.
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It is possible to distinguish between these 'non-prescribed' pronouns. Some of these
pronouns appeared in talk which is quite distinct from prescribed wordings. For example,
when one FO/PF said "I'll just slow it down a bit more." (Example 3.34) his talk was not
associated with any wording prescribed to accompany performance of a specific task.
Similarly, when one C/PF commented on surrounding air traffic by saying "so we've got
the F fifty (.) we got the Singapore Airlines bloke and we got the A three twenty all ( 1. 8)
vying with us for a spot." (Example 3.26) his talk was not associated with any prescribed
wording. Likewise, when another C/PF made the seatbelt sign the subject of talk by
saying "I've got everybody still strapped in for a little while longer." (Example 3.68) he
was not following any prescribed wordings.
Some non-prescribed pronouns occur, however, as embellishments of prescribed
wordings. That is, pilots' talk may include personal pronouns where there are none in the
officially prescribed wordings. The personal pronouns are not in the script, but are
impromptu. For example, the standard call to initiate the task of engaging the autopilot is
simply to say 'autopilot's engaged'. In the examples of naturally occurring and routine
talk-in-interaction presented here, however, it was found that one FO/PF said ''well (.)
I've had enough. (0.3) autopilot's engaged" (Example 3.38), one C/PF said "okay I'm
going to hand [fly] from here." (Example 3.39), and another C/PF said "I'll tak:::e
autopilot's in:" (Example 3.40).
In the examples presented here there are, in fact, numerous instances of these impromptu
pronouns. For example, when calling for selections to be made at the Flight Mode Panel,
or for engine power settings, or for gear and flaps movement, the prescribed wording is
simply to say the selection or setting required. That is, according to the script the pilots
are to say 'heading indicated airspeed ASEL', or 'cruise power', or 'flapsien'. What
was found in the data was "I'll have the heading back ah standby ASEL. .. " (Example
3.51), and ">can I< take the flight director to standby: with (0.3) ASEL vertical spee::d
(.) and heading ... " (Example 3.50), and "I'll have cruise power... " (Example 3.53). The
scripted response to call-outs for this or that selection or setting is simply to say the
called-for selection or setting, perhaps adding 'selected' or 'set'. What was found in the
data, however, were examples of"and you have flaps ten." (Example 3.57) and "and
you've got climb power set." (Example 3.58). The prescribed wording to call for a
checklist is to say the name of the checklist, but one FO/PF said ">could I have the
descent< checklist." (Example 3.54) and one C/PNF said "a:nd the checks when you're
ready hhh=" (Example 3.55). Even in the highly scripted and economical wording of a
checklist, it was found that when the PNF called the item 'takeoff clearance' the PF
replied ''we have that" (Example 3.14), where the required wording is simply to say
'received'.

These impromptu pronouns do important interactional work. Impromptu pronouns
emerge as part of pilots' local accomplishment of their work as airline pilots. It must be
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said that, without using a personal pronoun, a pilot can make a claim to a particular role,
and be heard to be talking in that role. That is, the Captain can, merely by virtue of
producing particular talk, claim the role of PF. For example it is only the PF who is
entitled to initiate the setting of 'climb power' by first saying 'climb power'. To say
'climb power' first, before any activity to push a button, is to make a claim to be entitled
to say it, and be heard to be talking in (and claiming) the role of PF. However, the use
also of a personal pronoun serves explicitly to reinforce that 'this is who I am now', or
'this is who you are now', for example that 'I'm the one requesting climb power and that
setting is for me because I am the Pilot-flying'. By saying 'we've captured flight level
X', rather than the prescribed 'captured flight level X' the pilot is able to represent the
altitude as something achieved by the crew in their conduct of the flight, and not just a
change in the aircraft's physical location. By saying of a landing clearance 'we have that',
rather than the prescribed wording 'received', the pilot is able to present the landing
clearance as something achieved or experienced by both pilots as crew members jointly
conducting the flight. Like prescribed pronouns, impromptu pronouns help pilots to make
explicit the distribution of duties and responsibilities, and the control of various cockpit
technologies.

It is clear from many of the examples above that pilots produce talk which is not
prescribed for them in the procedures and manuals, and indeed that their talk often
modifies or embellishes prescribed and legally enforceable wordings. Personal pronouns
appear in pilots' talk as prescribed wordings are produced by actual pilots faced with the
real-time demands of interacting with one another as they develop understandings and
perform the tasks required to fly their plane. That is, personal pronouns appear as
prescribed wordings move from the printed page to become naturally occurring talk-ininteraction in the airline cockpit. Airlines do recognise that pronouns can be important for
pilots' understanding of the allocation of cockpit roles, that is for pilots' situation
awareness of who is doing what and who knows what. We saw this earlier in the chapter
with examples of pronouns included in prescribed wordings, such as 'my yoke' and
'your power levers'. The effect of pronouns occurring where they are not prescribed is
that pilots' talk continues to present the participants involved, and their relevant cockpit
roles, where the prescribed wordings may leave these implicit.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter I have explored the interactional significance of personal pronouns in the
talk of airline pilots. I have shown that while some pronouns are scripted in officially
prescribed wordings, others occur in talk not connected to prescribed wordings, and still
others occur as embellishments of prescribed wordings. Personal pronouns come out of
grammatical tables and into the sociotechnical setting of the airline cockpit. To work as a
team, airline pilots adopt officially recognised individual roles of 'Pilot-flying' and 'Pilot117
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not-flying', 'Captain' and First Officer', but must work together as a flight crew, with
each pilot having a role as 'crew member' with a shared professional involvement in the
conduct of the flight. I have shown how pronominal choices allow pilots to invoke and
make salient these relevant shared or individual cockpit roles and their associated
responsibilities. Personal pronouns were shown to be a flexible and socially deployable
interactional resource for pilots. By shifting between pronoun forms pilots are able to
shift between the available roles as their flight progresses.14 Thinking of cockpit roles as
particular forms of 'identity', the chapter adds to research which shows how identities are
used and emerge in talk (Antaki and Widdicombe 1998a), how they are "occasioned"
(Antaki and Widdicombe 1998b: 11 ).
The chapter adds to the interest of Sacks (1992), Lerner (1996a), Malone (1997),
Wortham (1994,1996), and many others outside the EM/CA tradition, in personal
pronouns in other than traditional grammatical terms. In particular this chapter adds to a
growing number of studies which consider participants' practices in the selection and use
of personal pronouns in a range of interactional settings, and which show how
pronominal choices relate to the creation and presentation of relevant selves and
identities.15 As Silverstein ( 1976) puts it, personal pronouns perform a "creative
function in bounding off the personae of the speech event itself ... [and] make the social
parameters of speaker and hearer explicit." (Silverstein 1976:34).
Through their pronominal choices pilots make salient who they are 'talking and listening
as' (Watson 1987:271), moment-to-moment during a flight, in terms ofrelevant cockpit
roles. That is, pronominal choices enable pilots to present who they relevantly are and
who others should understand them to be. As I have worded it in the title of this chapter,
pronominal choices contribute to the pilots' understanding of 'who's who' in the cockpit.
Pronominal choices allow pilots to develop and demonstrate to one another their
understanding of who is doing what, who is responsible for knowing what, who knows
what, and so on. Pronouns help pilots to make explicit the distribution of duties and
control of various cockpit technologies as aligned to cockpit roles. Through their
pronominal choices pilots can present particular responsibilities, activities, events,
circumstances, understandings etc., as relevant to the pilots as individuals with
differentiated roles ('I am doing/experiencing X', or 'you are doing/experiencing X'), or
as relevant to both pilots as crew members sharing the conduct and experience of the
flight ('we are doing/experiencing X together'). In this way cockpit roles are not taken by
the pilots as given, as labels which are officially assigned and understood at the beginning
of every flight, but as repeatedly invoked and understood throughout the flight through
14 Elsewhere I have examined pilots' pronominal choices over time within single crews, one
performing a landing (Nevile 1999) and the other a takeoff (Nevile Forthcoming b). In Nevile
(1999) I use examples from a CVR transcript made subsequent to an accident, though I do not
claim that pronominal choices were a factor in the accident.
15 For studies and argument about identities as used and emerging in talk, not specifically
focussing on pronominal choices, see contributions to Antaki and Widdicombe (1998a), for
example Widdicombe (1998) or Zimmerman (1998).
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pilots' choice of pronouns. Cockpit roles are continuously created and reinforced
interactionally, then and there and time and time again, in part through pilots' pronominal
choices. As Widdicombe (1998:191) puts it, cockpit roles like Captain, First Officer etc.
are something pilots "do, not something they 'are"'. Cockpit roles are the "participants'
resource" (Widdicombe 1998:191). In ethnomethodological and conversation analytical
terms, pronominal choices are one way in which cockpit roles are locally accomplished
and made accountable.
Ifwe agree with Wortham (1994, 1996) that there is value in looking at pronominal
choices not in isolation but over stretches of talk, then it might be that exploring pilots '
pronominal choices can reveal how cockpit leadership, crew harmony, and a sense of
who is in control of the plane, for example, are built through talk. In short, pronominal
choices are one way in which in pilots do teamwork, or do 'being a flight crew' (adopting
Sacks' 1984b words). The commercial aviation industry has become increasingly
concerned with these issues and they have all been identified as critical parts of airline
CRM ('Crew/Cockpit Resource Management'). For example, a Pilot-flying who
regularly invokes a shared crew member role where the prescribed wording leaves this
implicit (eg. 'we have that' rather than 'received'), or where it may be legitimate to invoke
the individual Pilot-flying role (eg. 'we'll make a visual approach'), may be perceived as
more inclusive, as fostering a sense of partnership or team between the pilots. A Captain
who rarely invokes a crew member role may be perceived by First Officers as
authoritarian.
The findings of this chapter further develop conceptions of situation awareness in the
airline cockpit. In Chapter One I argued that better understanding situation awareness
meant going beyond what was in the head of an individual, such as stored knowledge,
remembered instructions, or information presented in cockpit displays. Team or crew
situation awareness develops as members interact with one another to conduct the tasks
which constitute their routine work. This chapter has shown that an important part of
flight crew situation awareness is an awareness of relevant cockpit roles, of who is acting
in what role, and when, and how, and why they are doing so, as pilots perform routine
tasks and understand the circumstances and the progress of their flight. This awareness
develops and is demonstrated, in part, as roles are invoked and made salient, moment-tomoment through pilots' pronominal choices. This situation awareness is social in that it
emerges through the talk between the pilots. Indeed we could say that the awareness is
inseparable from the talk in that it is by producing and interpreting the talk that the
awareness can develop and be demonstrated. The awareness is therefore in the talk itself,
and we should look no further to find it.
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Chapter Four
"that's set".
Coordinating talk and
non-talk activity
4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Preamble

This chapter examines how pilots coordinate their talk and non-talk activities as they
perform the routine tasks necessary to fly their plane. Non-talk activities include pressing
buttons, moving levers, turning knobs, keying information into the aircraft computer,
looking at a display, or producing and handling written materials. The chapter presents
evidence that one way in which pilots develop and demonstrate to one another, momentto-moment, their shared understandings, is by precisely coordinating their talk and nontalk activities. This is one way by which pilots' situation awareness is the outcome of
ongoing and locally accomplished processes of talk-in-interaction. In their performance of
a task, this precise coordination allows pilots to recognise certain talk and non-talk
activities as relevant and timely contributions to the performance of that task. This chapter
concludes by arguing that an orientation to a precise coordination of talk and non-talk
activity may be a constituent feature of the work of airline pilots, and others who work as
members of a team to perform tasks in a sociotechnical setting. An orientation to precisely
coordinating talk and non-talk activity is part of what it is to be, recognisably, an airline
pilot.
In Chapter One (1.4) I described cockpit talk-in-interaction as task-oriented, where I use
'task' generally to mean an intended action which has some work-relevant outcome.
Pilots give priority to talk which concerns their performance of the tasks which are
necessary to fly the plane. The airline cockpit is a multi-task setting. The pilots' primary
task is to fly their plane from A to B safely, efficiently, and comfortably for passengers.
Recalling the words with which I began this thesis, pilots aim 'to get people from A to B
without killing them': this is the task for which the pilots are ultimately accountable,
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professionally and publicly. However, this primary task is realisable only by the
performance of many other smaller tasks. Over a full flight, the tasks can be grouped
together according to the flight's various stages, that is, from engine start, push back
(from the terminal) and taxiing, taking off, climbing, cruising, descending, approach and
landing, taxiing, parking and finally engine shut down. The industry's orientation to
these as discrete stages is evident from its use of distinct procedures, and typically
checklists, for each. Each of the stages consists of a number of tasks. For example,
taking off consists at least of correctly preparing (configuring) the plane (eg. extending
the wing flaps), locating the correct runway, receiving necessary information and
clearance (permission) to takeoff from air traffic control, accelerating down the runway
and the achieving the required speed, and then rotating the plane (raising the nose of the
plane) to become airborne. For the takeoff at least, the justification for distinguishing
separate tasks is that there are many instances of takeoffs failing, and planes crashing,
because just one of these tasks was not performed adequately or at the appropriate time.
Crucially, in the airline cockpit pilots perform tasks in strict sequence. A particular task is
appropriate and relevant, perhaps even possible, only when another task (or tasks) has
been completed, and is known to be so by both pilots. Therefore an important part of the
pilots' situation awareness is an awareness of where they are up to with respect to the
tasks which they must perform. That is, the pilots must develop and demonstrate to one
another understandings about what they are doing or have done, and so where they are up
to with respect to the many tasks they must perform to achieve their overall task of flying
the plane to its destination. These understandings are local understandings in that they are
developed in, and applicable to, the immediate setting in which the interaction takes place.
This chapter looks at how pilots' talk and non-talk activities are coordinated as pilots
develop and demonstrate shared understandings in the performance of tasks required to
fly their plane.

4.1.2

The cockpit

The setting for pilots' work is the cockpit (also called the flight deck), and for the
purposes of this chapter it is necessary to describe the arrangement and features of the
cockpit as a workplace. To the observer, the cockpit is an almost bewildering array of
buttons, switches, knobs, lights, levers and displays. There is also a range of aural alerts
and recorded voice warnings. The cockpit is an information rich environment (Hutchins
1995). Its design reflects the input of engineers, psychologists, as well as specialists in
human factors and ergonomics, and the accumulated knowledge of years of aviation
expenence.
I will describe the main physical features of this setting in which pilots do their work of
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flying airlinersl, and Figure 4.1 below shows the location of these features in the cockpit
of one of the aircraft on which I flew. In the cockpit of an airliner the two pilots sit side
by side.2 Looking from within the cockpit towards the forward cockpit window, the
Captain is always seated on the left and the First Officer is always seated on the right.
There are also windows to the left of the Captain and to the right of the First Officer. In
front of the two pilots is the main instrument panel with lights, buttons etc. and the
primary displays for, for example, the aircraft's location and progression along the
navigated flight path, altitude, speed, and engine performance. Also on the main panel
(on the First Officer's side) is the lever for raising and lowering the landing gear ( also
called undercarriage ie. the wheels and associated supports). On the main panel many
controls and displays are duplicated, one set placed in front of each pilot. This duplication
allows both pilots to monitor critical information about the flight. It also allows, for any
particular flight, either pilot to have the role of Pilot-flying (PF) and be in control of the
aircraft, and for the other pilot to have the role of Pilot-not-flying (PNF) (see Chapter
Three). For this latter reason there is a control yoke fixed to the cockpit floor in front of
each pilot. The control yoke is like the steering wheel of a car. It controls moving
surfaces of the plane on the wings and the tail of the plane. Manipulating the control yoke
allows the pilot to make inputs which have an immediate impact on the behaviour of the
plane, for example rolling the plane to turn or raising or lowering the nose to climb or
descend. At the top of the main panel is the Flight Mode Panel (FMP)3 with buttons and
knobs, and associated displays, for the pilots to engage and make selections for the
aircraft's automated systems (autopilot). Between the two pilots and at approximately lap
height is a central console. On this console are the engine thrust or power levers (also
called throttles), for manually adjusting the thrust of the engines. Also on this console are
various knobs and switches associated with navigation and communication radios, and
the key panel and display for the onboard computer and Global Positioning System (for
navigation). The lower console also has the lever to extend and retract the wing flaps
which increase the size of the wings to enable the aircraft to fly at slower speeds (for
takeoff and landing). There is also an overhead instrument panel with lights, switches,
buttons and knobs for controlling various aircraft systems such as fuel flow, lighting,
temperature, and emergency systems.

1 This discussion is necessarily simplifed and more detailed discussions can be found in general
texts on commercial aviation, such as Endres et al. (1998).
2 All the aircraft on which I collected data were flown by two pilots.
3 Appendix 2 is a glossary of common aviation terms used in this thesis.
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Flight Mqde Panel

engine instruments

landing gear lever

I
main
displays

r a d i o ~ power levers

flaps lever

(below these levers)
Figure 4.1

takeoff7lan4ing
data pad

The cockpit of a Fokker 50.
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

4.2

A selection of cockpit tasks

This chapter uses transcriptions which incorporate details of both participants' talk and
non-talk activities (see Chapter Two). These transcriptions make it possible to see how
pilots' talk and non-talk activities together constitute the performance of necessary cockpit
tasks. As discussed in Chapter One (see sections 1.2.4, 1.3 and 1.4), this chapter draws
on the insights of research which has shown how talk and non-talk activities may be
coordinated with extraordinary precision as participants make and interpret contributions
to interaction.
For each example offered in this chapter I will first present and discuss a transcription of
talk only (including other audible details). I then present a transcription of the same talk
but including details of pilots' non-talk activities. The transcriptions allow us to see how
talk and non-talk activities in the cockpit occur relative to each other, indeed how they are
precisely coordinated.
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Example 4.1

Monitoring altitude

In the first example the pilots' task is to monitor their plane's altitude. The segment
occurs as the plane is approaching a 'target' altitude, in this instance the 'cruising' altitude
of 'flight level two five zero' (twenty five thousand feet). This is the altitude at which the
plane will begin to maintain level flight. Reaching the cruise altitude marks a new stage in
the progress of the flight; the plane is no longer climbing but is cruising. Earlier in the
flight the altitude had been approved, or 'cleared', through communication with air traffic
control. The pilots are not directly controlling the plane's climb with the control yoke, but
rather the plane is climbing to the cruising altitude using its automated systems. The
cruising altitude had previously been selected as a target altitude in the 'Altitude Alert
Indicator' (AAI) and the plane is flying to that altitude automatically under the plane's
ASEL (Altitude Select) mode. The pilots' task is to monitor their plane's progress and
confirm that the automated systems are performing as they should. 4
According to required standard operating procedures, when the pilots use the ASEL mode
they must communicate to one another when the plane is one thousand feet from a target
altitude, and then again when the plane has reached that altitude, that is, when it is 'at
altitude'. This communication takes the form of standard callouts and responses. The aim
is for each pilot's attention to be focussed on the plane' s altitude, and for the pilots to
come to a shared understanding of the altitude, at a point in the flight where the change in
altitude is significant in marking the achievement of a planned target, which in this
segment also marks a change in the stage of flight. By making the standard callouts and
responses the pilots are performing a kind of public and official noticing. They must go
on record, and so be accountable, as having noticed the altitude, not just for its numerical
value(' 10 000 feet' or whatever), but for its significance in terms of the expected and
appropriate progress of the flight. An alert buzzer sounds, for one second, when the
plane is one thousand feet from the target altitude, and two rectangular lights, marked
'altitude alert' with one positioned above each pilot' s altimeter, simultaneously illuminate
and remain illuminated until the plane reaches the target altitude one thousand feet later
(see Figure 4.2).

4 George (1991) describes some problems which can occur in this task.
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altitude
alert
light

Figure 4.2

FOIPF 's altimeter with 'altitude alert' light illuminated
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

Here is the segment of talk.

1
2

3

(50.3)
one thousand to altitude.
(3.2) = (0 > 1.4 > 2.4 > 3.2))

4
5

((sound of altitude alert buzzer))
>alert(.) for level<(.) two fi::ve zero.

C/PNF

i
6

FOIPF

i

(27.5)

The pilots are performing a routine task, something they do a number of times on any
individual flight. The content and timing of the pilots' talk here is entirely according to the
standard operating procedures that they are required to follow. Before the alert buzzer
sounds a PNF is required to call out 'one thousand to altitude', and after the buzzer a PF
is required to say 'alert for flight level X'. This is exactly what the pilots do here. My
interest is in describing the sequence as talk-in-interaction in terms of the pilots' evolving
understandings and the place of non-talk activity.
The C/PNF makes the required call that the plane is "one thousand to altitude" (line 2).
This call occurs after a period without talk of (50.3) (line 1). The callout introduces a new
task and a new focus of talk for the pilots. Immediately prior talk, before the (50.3)
silence at the start ofthis segment, did not concern the plane's altitude. The C/PNF's
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callout precedes the altitude alert buzzer (line 4), and accompanying light, by 1.4 seconds
(see line 3). The automated alert is activated when the plane is actually one thousand feet
from the target altitude, indicated on the altimeter. Therefore the C/PNF's talk anticipates
the physical event of the plane reaching a particular altitude, a particular point in airspace.
His talk is therefore a claim that he has performed some relevant monitoring activity and
has noticed something which is worthy of talk. Because his talk precedes the alert, he can
only know that the plane is 'one thousand to altitude' ifhe has monitored specific and
relevant cockpit instruments, for example the altimeter, and noted the plane's altitude in
relation to the position of the altitude 'bug' (see Example 4.5 below), and/or the altitude
set in the altitude display window. That is, the C/PNF brings together sources of
displayed information in the cockpit and interprets their relationship to one another, what
it is that together they signal about the progress of the flight. His talk is therefore evidence
that his own visual monitoring activity is independent of the automated technical aids. His
monitoring activity and talk do not respond to the aids, but anticipate them. He is not
passively reliant on the aids, but is active as a pilot monitoring the progress of the flight.
What the C/PNF claims to notice is only that they are 'one thousand to altitude'. He
makes no specific mention of what the altitude actually is. Some (0.8) seconds after the
alert buzzer (see line 3) the FO/PF says ">alert(.) for level<(.) two fi::ve zero." (line 5).
In his turn at talk the FO/PF explicitly acknowledges the "alert" and specifies the altitude
it is for, that is, 'level two five zero'.
So, each pilot has a tum at talk, and these turns occur either side of the alert. The
FO/PF's turn is not a simple repetition of the C/PNF's tum. The C/PNF's talk anticipates
the alert in general terms, it is a generalised noticing of a kind of event, and the FO/PF
confinns and specifically identifies altitude of the alert. In different ways the pilots
demonstrate to each other, make publicly available, their own knowledge of the event,
that is the progress of their flight in reaching 'a thousand to altitude', according to their
respective roles as PF and PNF on this flight. The C/PNF does so by putting on record
before the alert his noticing of certain displays. The FO/PF demonstrates his own
knowledge by giving specific details of the alert, which as for the C/PNF is something he
can only do by reference to relevant cockpit displays. Neither pilot produces talk which
marks the other's talk as problematic.
The C/PNF talks before the automated alert, and so his talk is a claim to have done
relevant monitoring activity independently of the plane's automated systems, that is, that
he has looked at the appropriate displays and interpreted their meaning before being
prompted to do so by the plane's automated systems. The FO/PF 's tum comes after the
automated aural and visual alerts and specifies the nature of the alerts as indicating a
particular altitude being approached. Whereas the C/PNF's monitoring activity anticipates
the plane's automated systems, the FO/PF's monitoring is a response to those systems.
So, an impending kind of event is announced by the C/PNF, the event then occurs, as
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indicated by displays and automated aural and visual alerts, and then the FO/PF shows
his understanding of that event, and the C/PNF's talk, by giving specific detail of the
event in his own turn at talk. From the data we can represent the timing of events in the
task of monitoring the plane's altitude, and how the pilots come to a shared understanding
that the plane is 'one thousand to altitude', by the following simplified sequence:
Monitoring altitude

the C/PNF monitors the altimeter and Altitude Alert Indicator, "one thousand to altitude."

t
the C/PNF talks, makes a general claim about the altitude

t
the automatic aural and visual altitude alerts occur

t
the FO/PF monitors the altimeter and Altitude Alert Indicator

t
the FO/PF talks, makes a specific claim about the altitude, ">alert(.) for level<(.) two
fi::ve zero."
I have discussed the timing of the pilots' talk with respect to their use of relevant cockpit
displays and the cockpit aural and visual alerts. I will now look at the place of other nontalk activity, the movements the C/PNF makes with his hand, relative to the talk in the
performance of the task.

1
2

C/PNF:

2a

C/PNF:

2b

C/PNF:

(50.3)
one thousand to altitude.

i

i
((moves right hand up from lap, then left to right, at
chest height, with index finger extended))

i

i
((holds right hand still, just to the right
of own chest, index finger points to
FO/PF's side of main instrument panel))

i
2c

C/PNF:

3

((moves right hand down and left,
back to right leg))
(3.2) = (0 > 1.4 > 2.4 > 3.2))

i
4

5
6

FOIPF

i

((sound of altitude alert buzzer))
>alert(.) for level<(.) two fi::ve zero.
(27 .5)
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The C/PNF 's turn at talk is accompanied by a hand movement. As he begins to talk he
raises his right hand straight up to about chest height and, with his index finger extended
to point towards the main instrument panel, he moves his hand from left to right (line 2a).
During his saying of"altitude" the C/PNF's hand movement stops, so that his hand is
held still just to the right of his body with his finger pointing to the right side of the main
instrument panel, that is, towards the FO/PF 's side of the panel (line 2b) ( see Figure
4.3). Recall that there are two altimeters, one positioned on each side of the main panel so
that each pilot is easily able to see an altimeter. The two altimeters display identical
information about the plane's altitude.5 There is an 'altitude alert' light located
immediately above each altimeter, and these lights illuminate simultaneously when the
plane is one thousand feet from its target altitude. The illumination of the alert lights is
designed to attract the pilots' gaze and focus the pilots' attention on the plane's altitude.

Figure 4.3

The C/PNF points to the right side of the main panel
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

The effect of the C/PNF 's left to right hand movement, and his pointing to the right side
of the panel, is to link by visual gesture the spaces of the two sides of the cockpit where
displays about altitude are available. His hand movement links two sources of
information where evidence can be found to support the claim which his talk makes, that
is, that the plane is "one thousand to altitude." (line 2). The C/PNF ' s hand movement, by
accompanying his talk, is a physical and visible support to the content of that talk. The
movement makes salient that what the C/PNF is saying is of significance to both pilots,
pilots on both sides of the cockpit, and not just the one who has 'noticed ' a display and
spoken. His talk concerns a physical event, reaching a certain altitude, that can and
5 Providing the pilots have set them appropriately and identically (see Thomas 1991 ).
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should be verified by monitoring activity by both pilots and at displays on both sides of
the cockpit. We could say that the C/PNF's gesture serves as a visible prompt for that
monitoring activity to occur, that is, a prompt for the FO/PF to monitor his own altimeter.
Monitoring the altitude becomes a joint crew activity, and the understanding that arises
from that monitoring activity becomes a shared crew understanding. While the C/PNF's
talk is a claim that he has already performed some monitoring activity (see above), his
accompanying hand gesture may signal to the FO/PF that the C/PNF 's monitoring activity
is ongoing, that is, that the Captain is monitoring the FO/PF's altimeter, checking the
information it displays against the altimeter on his own side of the main panel. So the talk
and the gesture combine to communicate that there is monitoring activity going on, and
make the C/PNF publicly accountable for monitoring the plane's altitude. The FO/PF
shows that he understands and accepts the C/PNF's talk and activity as relevant things for
the C/PNF to be doing by making his own contribution to the task, that is by monitoring
his own altimeter and saying after the alert ">alert(.) for level<(.) two fi::ve zero." (line
5).
The timing of the hand movement presents the movement as closely aligned to the
C/PNF's turn at talk. The hand movement begins simultaneously with the onset of the
C/PNF's tum at talk. The hand, with the index finger extended, is held still during the
saying of "altitude", and begins to move to the left, towards the C/PNF's body,
immediately after the C/PNF finishes saying "altitude", which happens to end his turn at
talk (see lines 2 and 2c). We can think in terms of the C/PNF's hand moving into the
FO/PF's cockpit space, the FO/PF's side of the cockpit, or at least gesturing towards that
space. The end of the C/PNF' s turn at talk marks the very point where his hand begins to
move out of the FO/PF's space, or at least ceases to gesture towards it. Thi~ precise
timing reflects a harmony between talk and hand movement as co-contributors to the
C/PNF's action in the joint task of monitoring the plane's altitude. The C/PNF's hand
movement is timed and presented such that it is to be attended to for as long as his talk
continues. Alongside the talk the C/PNF' s hand gesture plays an integral part in the
pilots' understanding of what they are doing, of what is happening, of what they know
from moment-to-moment during the flight.
The pilots come to a shared understanding of their plane's current altitude, and the
significance of that altitude for the progress of their flight. That the plane is 'a thousand to
altitude' has become part of the crew situation awareness through processes of talk-ininteraction.

Example 4.2

Engaging the autopilot

In the next example the pilots' task is to 'engage' (tum on) the plane's autopilot (AP), the
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plane's automated system for controlling the plane, with particular selections at the Flight
Mode Panel (FMP) (see Figure 4.4). Once engaged, the autopilot will 'fly' the plane in
the sense that it will make the inputs necessary for the plane to fly according to the
selections which the pilots have made at the panel (say for heading, altitude, and speed).
Engaging the autopilot is critical in both practical and symbolic terms because it represents
a transfer of activity and control, perhaps even perceived responsibility, from the pilots to
the plane itself. While the autopilot will do certain things to fly the plane as instructed by
the pilots' mode selections, the pilots monitor the plane's performance. Although the
autopilot is actually engaged by just pressing a button, it is a critical task and numerous
problems with flights have been linked to pilots' confusion about whether or not the
autopilot was engaged, or how the autopilot was working (see Sarter and Woods 1995;
Job 1998:11-30).
Of particular interest in this example is the interactional significance of non-talk activity
which precedes the talk. This non-talk activity, specifically the positioning of a hand and
the movement of individual fingers, occurs towards the end of the 42.0 seconds long
period of no-talk immediately before the FO/PF begins to talk (line I). The effect of the
FO/PF's non-talk activity is to make the task of pressing the AP button maximally visible
to, and inclusive of, the other pilot. First I will look at what happens in the talk alone.

1
2

(42.0)
FO/PF:

3
4

5
6

C/PNF:

okay autopilot's engaged, heading ASEL one zero thousand
indicated airspeed,
(1.5)
that's checked.
(28.1)

Engaging the autopilot is a task a PF would be expected to perform as the plane becomes
established in its climb, but exactly when the autopilot is to be engaged is not known to
the pilots in advance. For example, the timing may be affected by how the climb is
progressing given the prevailing weather conditions (such as turbulence or heavy rain). A
PF decides when to engage the autopilot and is responsible for pressing the AP button.
However, the task involves both pilots in that the PNF must verbally acknowledge that
the autopilot has been engaged by looking at the light beside the button which illuminates
when the button is pressed. So, pressing the button is not sufficient to perform the task of
engaging the autopilot. Both pilots must know that the autopilot is engaged, and each
pilot must know that the other pilot knows it is engaged. To perform the task, as a crew,
the pilots must develop appropriate individual and shared understandings of what is
happening, of who is doing what, of what the situation is now. Engaging the autopilot is
the subject of talk and non-talk activity.
The FO/PF is the first to talk, and she does so after a lapse of forty two seconds. In
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starting to talk, therefore, the FO/PF is not only initiating a new task, but is reinitiating
talk between the two pilots. She begins her talk with "okay" (line 2). According to formal
procedures, which the pilots are required to follow, the standard and prescribed wording
to be used when engaging the autopilot is to say 'autopilot's engaged'. The FO/PF
therefore embellishes the standard wording by prefacing her turn with 'okay'. This
'okay' is a discourse marker (Schiffrin 1987) and does interactional work in that it marks
her talk as separate from prior talk and as initiating something new (see Beach 1990,
1993; Rendle-Short 1998). As Beach (1993) describes it, 'okay' can be used ''pivotally,
the midst of yet at precise moments of transition ... where what is 'at stake' involves
movements from prior to next-positioned matter(s)." (Beach 1993:326, emphasis in
original). In tum-initial position, 'okay' can be used as both responsive to prior talk and
as preparatory to ensuing talk (Beach 1993:338). The wording of the rest of the FO/PF's
turn is according to standard procedures, being "autopilot's engaged" (line 2) and then the
'modes' ·which have been selected at the Flight Mode Panel, and the altitude selected in
the Altitude Alert Indicator (AAI) 'window': "heading ASEL one zero thousand indicated
airspeed" (lines 2-3). The prescribed talk, "autopilot's engaged", amounts to a claim that
the relevant activity has been performed and that this is the way things are, this is the state
of the autopilot now. The immediate control of the plane now resides with the plane's
automated systems. Figure 4.4 shows the Flight Mode Panel with light bars illuminated
on the heading (HDG), ASEL, and indicated airspeed (IAS) buttons, indicating that these
buttons have been pressed.

m

Figure 4.4

The Flight Mode Panel
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)
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The role of the talk, at this point in the performance of the task, is to make the other pilot
aware, and be accountable for knowing, that the task of engaging the autopilot is
underway and that non-talk activity for the task, pressing the Autopilot Engage (AP)
button, has been completed. The task is not complete until the C/PNF confirms, or
checks, that the autopilot has indeed been engaged, and is working as described by the
FO/PF, by looking at the panel and making a required verbal response. After the FO/PF ' s
tum there is a gap of 1.5 seconds (line 4) before the C/PNF responds "that's checked."
(line 5). The C/PNF's talk is a claim that he has done the visual checking of the panel
which entitles him to describe it as 'checked', and that what he sees at the panel is
consistent with what the FO/PF has claimed. With his talk the C/PNF becomes jointly
responsible for a 'crew' understanding that the 'autopilot's engaged' with particular mode
selections, and the task becomes one performed by both pilots, and not only the pilot who
pressed the button. There is a period of no-talk of 28.1 seconds (line 6) after the C/PNF 's
"that's checked.", and this is evidence that both pilots consider the C/PNF 's talk to have
completed and closed the task, and that it would be legitimate to move to some new task.
According to the data, the task of engaging the autopilot can be represented in the
following simplified way.
Engaging the autopilot

the FO/PF 's presses the Autopilot Engage button
j,
the FO/PF talks, "okay autopilot's engaged..."
j,

the C/PNF visually checks light at Autopilot Engage button on Flight Mode Panel, and
the buttons indicating the selections made at the panel
j,
the C/PNF talks, "that's checked."

We can look more closely at the place of non-talk activity in the performance of the task.
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(42.0)

= (O> 40.6

i
la

> 41.3 > 41.5 > 42.0)

i

((moves left hand from yoke to AP button on
FMP, middle finger touches button))

FO/PF:

i
lb

FO/PF:

2

FO/PF:

( (presses AP button, moves
index finger of left hand on the panel to the
right of AP button, moves other three fingers of
left hand down and off the panel))
okay autopilot's engaged, heading ASEL one zero thousand

i
2a

FO/PF:

2b

FO/PF:

i

((holds index finger on panel to the right of AP
button))

i
3
4

5
6

C/PNF:

i

i

((moves left hand away from
panel to control yoke))
indicated airspeed,
(1.5)
that's checked.
(28.1)

Before beginning to talk, 40.6 seconds after prior talk, the FO/PF moves her left hand
from her control yoke to the Autopilot Engage button (line 1a) at the Flight Mode Panel,
located at the centre and top of the main instrument panel. She presses the button (line 1b)
(see Figure 4.5), and a light next to the button immediately illuminates. The FO/PF then
moves her index finger just to the right of the AP button, touching the panel, and moves
the other three fingers of her left hand down and away from the index finger such that
they are off the panel and pointing down from the panel (see Figure 4.6). As her fingers
stop moving the FO/PF begins her turn at talk with "okay" (line 2).
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The FO/PF presses the Autopilot Engage button
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

Figure 4.6

The FO/PF moves her index finger to right of Autopilot Engage button
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

A consequence of the movement of the FO/PF' s fingers is that the Autopilot Engage
button and its indicating light become easier to see for the C/PNF, who is sitting to the
left side of the cockpit (see Figure 4.6). That is, because the C/PNF is seated on the left
of the cockpit, when the FO/PF moves her index finger to the right of the AP button, and
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the other fingers down from the AP button, she actually moves her fingers out of the
C/PNF 's line of view to the button and its associated light. The physical placement of the
FO/PF's fingers, and the timing of the fingers' movement, make the FO/PF's activity of
pressing the AP button, and the outcome of her pressing the button (the illuminated light),
maximally visible and noticeable to the C/PNF. As she begins her turn at talk the FO/PF's
index finger remains beside the AP button and is able to serve as a visible guide for the
C/PNF's attention, and a physical and visible guide to her own attention. The button's
illuminated alert light is the evidence that the button has been pressed and that the plane is
now under autopilot control. The FO/PF's non-talk activity at the button is conducted in
such a way as to increase its ability to direct the C/PNF 's attention to that evidence, and it
is this evidence which makes her talk, as a claim to some completed activity and the status
of the autopilot, verifiable.
The FO/PF's performance of the non-talk activity suggests that she is oriented to the
CIPNF 's need to see and check the AP button. The task of engaging the autopilot is
acceptably accomplished, according to standard procedures, only when the C/PNF
responds to say that he has checked the AP button and the mode selections at the Flight
Mode Pa.llel, and confirms their status. The C/PNF says "that's checked." (line 5), and so
makes himself jointly responsible for a crew understanding that the autopilot is indeed
engaged with the claimed selections. By the placement of her fingers and the timing of
their movement the FO/PF increases the potential visibility to the C/PNF of the outcome
of her activity at the AP button, and demonstrates an orientation to this activity as
something she does not undertake for her benefit alone.
Indeed, the manner of the FO/PF's performance of the non-talk activity orients to the
possibility of including the C/PNF, by seeing the button and its illuminated~light, before
or at least as the FO/PF produces the associated talk. That is, the FO/PF orients to the
possibility of the C/PNF having earlier and greater involvement than just checking the AP
button as a response to the FO/PF's talk after the event, that is, after she has pressed the
button. So, although the FO/PF alone presses the button, the way she does so facilitates
the early involvement of the C/PNF by making it easier for him to see the outcome of her
non-talk activity before or as she alerts him to that outcome in her turn at talk. The FO/PF
orients to the "witnessability" (Harper and Hughes 1993:133) of her action. In this way
the FO/PF conducts the task in a way which reflects her orientation to the task as
involving both the crew members. This interpretation of her non-talk activity means that
the role of her talk can be to confirm her prior and maximally visible non-talk activity,
rather than to introduce or announce her non-talk activity as 'news', and where the part
the C/PNF is to play is to follow the lead of her talk by checking the evidence.
The precise coordination of the FO/PF's talk and non-talk activity is worth further
comment as the timing of her hand movement is closely aligned to the unfolding structure
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of her talk.6 The FO/PF begins her tum only after she has pressed the button and she has
moved her fingers to make the button, and the outcome of her activity, maximally visible.
This means that her talk, "autopilot's engaged" (line 2), is able to be given as, and heard
as, a claim that the activity has been completed, that such a state of affairs exists, and that
therefore her talk is consistent with the plane as it really is. As she begins to talk the
FO/PF continues to hold her hand at the Flight Mode Panel, her index finger touching the
panel just to the right of the AP button (line 2a), and she holds her hand there throughout
her saying of "autopilot's engaged" (line 2). The FO/PF only removes her hand from the
panel, and away from the AP button, after she has finished saying "autopilot's engaged"
(line 2), that is, after she has finished the talk which refers to her activity at the AP button
(line 2b ). Indeed, the FO/PF removes her hand from the panel as she finishes saying
"engaged", and as the focus of her talk moves from the AP button to the other buttons on
the Flight Mode Panel ("heading ASEL one zero thousand indicated airspeed,", lines 23). The FO/PF's hand remains at the AP button until and just as her talk which makes a
claim about the outcome of her activity at the AP button is completed. In the next example
we will see how talk is produced, for example through the lengthening of sounds or the
placement of pauses, to ensure that a non-talk activity is completed when the associated
talk is completed. In this example, a non-talk activity is continued, holding a finger at a
button, until the relevant talk is completed. In this way the FO/PF demonstrates an
orientation to the precise coordination of talk and non-talk activity, and specifically an
orientation to the importance of ensuring talk and/or non-talk activity is completed when it
is claimed to be so.

Example 4.3

Setting a new heading

In this example the pilots' task is to set a new heading (direction) for the plane to fly. The
need for a new heading arises because the plane has reached a planned navigation point.
Setting a new heading is part of the larger task of flying the plane along a route previously
planned and discussed by the pilots. In this instance the pilots do not turn the plane using
the control yoke, but instead use the plane's automated systems. With certain automated
modes selected, the pilots can tum the plane by turning a Heading Select (HDG) knob to
choose, or set, a different heading. The plane will then automatically turn to fly the new
set heading. There are two Heading Select knobs, one for each pilot, positioned on the
left and right side of the upper part of the main panel. Each pilot is responsible for turning
the HDG knob on his own side of the panel. The pilots must set, and know they have set,
an identical heading. In this example we see how the pilots come to a shared
understanding about the task they are performing, to set a new heading.

6 Though this example of talk is different from other examples (eg. 4.5 and 4.6) in that the

FO/PF here removes her hand from the panel although the focus of her talk remains the buttons
on the panel.
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The segment of data occurs during the 'cruise' stage of flight and begins with the Pilotflying (PF), who on this flight is the First Officer (FO), announcing the flight's next
heading.

1
2
3
4
5·
6

FO/PF:
FO/PF
FO/PF

7

8
9

C/PNF:

(35.2)
there we go.
(0.4)
next one,
(0.3)
is going to be::::, (0.6) <two five five>.
(6.8)
five fi::ve (.) s:::et.
(21.2)

The FO/PF's first job is to make the plane's heading, and what the flight crew is to do
about it, the focus of attention, talk, and activity. Before the FO/PF began to talk the
pilots had not been discussing the plane's heading. There had been thirty five seconds of
silence, and in the minutes before this segment the pilots had talked with air traffic
controllers about other matters, and had tried to contact a representative of their airline.
Previous talk about the headings for the flight occurred during planning together much
earlier in the flight. So, the FO/PF must make the heading a relevant next task, and
something separate to their prior activity. The heading must become 'what we are doing
and talking about now'.
The FO/PF begins his tum with "there we go." (line 2). This does not directly follow any
preceding talk, and is not accompanied by any obvious non-talk activity, although at the
time of saying the FO/PF is looking forward to the printed flight details clipped to his
control yoke. In itself the words do not convey any specific information, but they do have
an important interactive function. The FO/PF 's talk amounts to claim that he has noticed
something. Something has happened, or changed, possibly even something that was
anticipated. Furthermore, it is something that is relevant to 'we' as a flight crew,
something 'we' have anticipated. By beginning his talk in this way the FO/PF creates a
context for any following talk or activity. His noticing is a preface to some new task:
what follows arises from, and is justified by, his 'noticing'. His use of 'there we go'
reflects and reinforces the pilots' shared understanding that in the information rich
environment of the cockpit, with its numerous displays, printed materials and so on,
pilots' tasks are frequently initiated by such noticings.
The FO/PF refers to a "next one," (line 4) which "is going to be::::, (0.6) <two five
five>." (line 6). In general terms, a reference to a "next one" clearly implies some prior
something, that what is to happen 'next' is related and subsequent to something that has
happened already. In aviation terms, pilots know that any flight progresses from one
navigation point ( or waypoint) to the next in a strict sequence to form a particular route to
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the destination airport. The route for this flight was discussed by the pilots earlier in the
flight, was entered into the plane's computer, can be seen on a central display, and is
recorded in printed matter which the FO/PF has clipped to his control yoke and appears to
be looking at as he talks. Therefore, in his talk the FO/PF draws on both pilots'
knowledge that any flight is a series of 'next ones', and that to introduce 'next one' into
the talk, to claim a 'next one' as relevant, is to claim that the 'current one', the navigation
point to which they had been flying, is no longer relevant. This can only be so if they
have flown to it, if they have reached it as one of the sequence of navigation points which
constitutes their flight.
Although the FO/PF makes no explicit mention of reaching a navigation point, or the need
to change heading, by beginning his talk with "there we go." and "next one," he creates a
shared sense of relevance for the following "<two five five>." (line 6). Furthermore, by
saying to the C/PNF what he has noticed, the FO/PF commits himself to a claim that he
has done some monitoring activity, that he has noticed by monitoring one or other of the
displays available to him in the cockpit. In this way he is making himself accountable for
his responsibility to monitor the progress of the flight. He is saying that the monitoring is
something he is doing, as the PF, and is responsible for reporting and making known to
the C/PNF.
Both "there we go." and "next one," are followed by silence (lines 3 and 5). The
consequence of the placement of these silences is that both "there we go." and "next one,"
are separated within the FO/PF 's longer message. Such separation may make each
wording identifiable as a piece of talk in itself, and so could potentially enhance the
interactive work that each does. Both pilots treat these pauses as something for the FO/PF
to resolve. The FO/PF does not begin repair work to elicit a response from the C/PNF,
and the C/PNF makes no attempt to talk and so treats the FO/PF's talk as unremarkable
and unproblematic. The C/PNF talks only after the FO/PF has said the numbers
indicating the new heading" <two five five>." (line 6), and after a (6.8) silence (line 7).
At this point the C/PNF also says the numbers for the new heading, "five fi::ve (.) s:: :et."
(line 8), demonstrating his understanding of the FO/PF's prior talk and his acceptance of
that talk as relevant. Following the C/PNF's response there is no talk for 21.2 seconds
(line 9) and there is no further talk about the new heading. This is evidence that the
FO/PF accepts the C/PNF's response as unproblematic, and that both pilots accept the
C/PNF's talk as closing the task. By letting the C/PNF's talk to stand the FO/PF, in
Scheglof-f s (1982:88) terms, passes up an opportunity to initiate repair. The pilots have
come to shared understanding, for which they are jointly accountable, that setting a new
heading is an appropriate thing to do and that the new heading is 'two five five'.
In this segment of data the pilots' talk is closely coordinated with non-talk activity other
than visual monitoring. Indeed it is possible that the FO/PF' s talk is preceded by relevant
non-talk activity. Just before talking, 34.8 seconds since prior talk, the FO/PF moves his
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hand :from a resting place on top of the main instrument panel down to his lap (line la). It
is immediately after this movement that the FO/PF begins to talk.

(35.2) = (0 > 34.8 > 35.2)

i
I

la

FO/PF:

2

FO/PF:

i
((moves left hand from top of main
instrument panel to lap))

there we go.

The movement of the FO/PF's hand can make him noticeable to the other pilot. Such a
movement, a noticeable shift in the orientation of his body, could also work as a kind of
boundary marker, for himself and/or for the other pilot, separating his impending talk and
activity, .the new task, from what has been said and done before. The timing of the
movement, just 0.4 of a second before he begins to talk, may mark the FO/PF's change
in posture as a change in his orientation to what's 'going on' in the cockpit (see Collett
1989; Schegloff 1998a), in this instance from 'rest' to some new work (see Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7

The FO/PF rests his hand on top of the main instrument panel
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

The FO/PF precisely coordinates his talk and non-talk activity, with the timing of his
hand movements and the structure of his unfolding talk being closely tied. Here is more
of the segment with non-talk activities included.
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2

FO/PF:

there we go.

j
2a
3

FO/PF:

3a

FO/PF:

4

FO/PF:

4a

FO/PF:

( (looks forward to control yoke at printed flight route))
(0.4)
>

FO/PF:

6

FO/PF:

6a

FO/PF:

6b

FO/PF:

6c

FO/PF:

6d

FO/PF:

6e

FO/PF:

>

((continues to look forward to control yoke at printed
flight route))
(0.3)
>

Sa

>

((continues to look forward to control yoke at printed
flight route))
next one,
>

5

>7

>

((continues to look forward to control yoke at printed
flight route))
is going to be::::, (0 > 0.3 > 0.6) <two five five>.

i

i

((continues to look forward to control yoke at printed
flight route))

i
((looks up and to left towards top of
panel))

i

i

((lifts left hand towards HDG knob
on right side of panel))

i_i

7

((left hand arrives at HDG
knob))
i >
((turns HDG
knob, then looks to the left, moves hand from HDG
knob and away from panel))
(6.8)

The FO/PF begins to talk as he looks forward to the printed route flight details clipped to
his control yoke (line 2a), and he continues to look at the flight details (lines 3a, 4a, 5a,
6a) until his lengthened saying of''be::::" (line 6). During his lengthened saying of ''be::::"
he looks up and to the left, towards the top of the main panel (line 6b ). Midway through
the (0.6) pause following 'be' (line 6) the FO/PF begins to raise his hand towards the top
of the main panel (line 6c). His hand arrives at the panel as he begins to say the new
heading of 'two five five' (line 6d).
So the orientation of the FO/PF's body shifts from reading the information necessary for
the task, to actually beginning the non-talk activity of the task, at exactly the point in his
talk where he shifts from introducing the task ('next one's going to be') to saying the
specific goal of the task (the new heading 'two five five'). It is only after "be::::", when
the idea of changing the heading is the subject of talk, that he begins to move his left hand
7 This symbol indicates that the non-talk activity continues.
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towards the HDG knob to make the change. The effect of his lengthened saying of 'be'
and the (0.6) pause is that his hand arrives at the HDG knob just as he begins to say the
new heading (line 6d). However, he only begins to tum the HDG knob (see Figure 4.8)
after he has finished saying the numbers of the heading. That is, he does not begin to put
into effect the change to the heading until his announcing of the impending change, his
talk, is complete. The silence, and his slower saying of the new heading, can serve to
isolate this part of his talk and so make it more conspicuous, possibly reflecting its
importance for the task. What is said and understood to be the new heading is what the
pilots will set, and the heading set is the direction to which the plane will tum and fly.

Figure 4.8

FO/PF turns HDG knob
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

When he finishes turning the HDG knob the FO/PF makes a further tum of his head to
the left of the cockpit, in the direction of the C/PNF, who comes into camera view already
turning the HDG knob on his side of the Flight Mode Panel (line 7a) (see Figure 4.9).
When making a change to the plane's heading the pilots each turn a HDG knob. The
C/PNF changes his own heading indicator to ensure the pilots have set identitcal
headings. It is not known from the video when he begins turning, but it is clear that he
does not start before the FO/PF.
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7
7a

C/PNF:

8

C/PNF:

8a

C/PNF:

8b

C/PNF:

(6.8) = (0 > 4.0 > 6.8)
i
>
((right hand comes into view turning HDG
knob on left side of panel))
five fi::ve (.) s:::et.
>
i
((continues turning HDG knob))

i
9

((moves hand from HDG knob and away
from panel))
(21.2)

The C/PNF says what he is setting with his HDG knob (line 8), but does not do so until
he has begun the activity of turning the knob (at line 7a). Therefore the order of the
C/PNF's non-talk activity and talk mirror the non-talk activity and talk of the FO/PF.

Figure 4.9

C/PNF turns HDG knob
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

We have the following simplified sequence for the performance of the task of changing
the plane's heading, and the crew's development of a shared understanding of what they
are doing. The non-talk activity of the pilots overlaps, at one point they are both turning
the HDG knobs.
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Setting a new heading
the FO/PF talks, "there we go." ... "<two five five>."

J,
the FO/PF turns HDG knob

J,
the C/PNF turns HDG knob

l
r activities overlap

J

J,
the C/PNF talks, "five fi::ve (.) s:::et."
The task is not complete with the manual activity of turning the HDG knobs. It is
important to the task that the pilots each know that they have set identical headings, and
this they achieve by each saying aloud what he has set. In this way each pilot makes
public to the other what he understands the new heading to be, and what he claims to
have set with the HDG knob. The talk makes the pilots accountable to one another for
their contributions to the task in setting a new heading. When both pilots say the same
heading the repetition is evidence of their identical activity and settings. However the
C/PNF's reply does not repeat the FO/PF's saying of the heading. The C/PNF says "five
fi::ve (.) s:::et." (line 8)~ omitting the 'two' (of the heading 'two five five'). This wording
may reflect the C/PNF's awareness that the change of heading has been a minor one. The
previous heading was two hundred and thirty eight degrees, or 'two three eight'. The
new heading of 'two five five' is two hundred and fifty five degrees. So it is only the last
two digits that are changing. The C/PNF says only the part of the heading which will be
new. This may reflect his own orientation to what is new in the task, and may also
reinforce such an orientation for the FO/PF.
The completion of the task coincides precisely with the saying of the very word which
claims its completion. The C/PNF finishes his turn by saying "s:::et" (line 8). After this
segment there is no further related talk or activity related to setting the heading, and so we
can know the two pilots understand his talk to close the task. The point of interest here is
that the C/PNF removes his hand from the HDG knob (line 8b ), and away from the
panel, during the saying of "s:::et" (line 8). Given that the task before them is to set a new
heading, the power of the word 'set' is that it can be heard as a claim that the task is
complete, that a new heading has indeed been 'set', and that the crew should understand
it to be so. Evidence of the C/PNF's orientation to this is that he takes his hand from the
HDG knob only once he has begun saying "s:::et". The talk and non-talk activity are in
harmony. This harmony is ensured by the lengthening of the 's', so that the C/PNF' s
claim of 'set' is finished only when his hand leaves the HDG knob and the heading is
indeed 'set'. The talk as produced helps to ensure that the actual state of the plane, the
new heading, is consistent with what has been said, and what the pilots are to understand
it to be. It is of course possible to say 'set' before turning the HDG knob, or before the
turning of the knob is complete, where the talk would be projecting future activity, but
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this is not what the PNF does. Lengthening his production of the 's' means that some of
the word 'set' emerges in the clear, not in overlap with the non-talk activity to make the
heading 'set'.

Example 4.4

A takeoff

In the following longer segment of data a crew performs a takeoff. As the pilots conduct

tasks associated with the takeoff, for example transferring control of the power levers or
'rotating' the plane, their understandings of what is going on, of what they are doing,
develop and are demonstrated through their precise coordination of their talk and taskrelated non-talk activities. The segment begins just before the 'takeoff roll', that is the
aircraft's acceleration down the runway. The segment concludes as the aircraft becomes
airborne and climbs away from the runway. The data begins with an exchange of turns
about the direction of the wind relative to the runway they are using. The First Officer is
the Pilot-flying (FO/PF) and the Captain is the Pilot-not-flying (C/PNF).

1
2
3
4
5

C/PNF:
C/PNF:
FOIPF:

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:
CIPNF

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
CIPNF:

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(14.0)
it's gone from right to left again.
(1.0)
you can't win Chris can you.
no.
(0.5)
your power levers.
(1.0)
okay.
(12.8) ((sound of engines increasing in power))
max power.
(3.7)
(°that's checked.
(1.2)
sixty knots,(.) power's normal your steering.
my steering.
(11.1)
rotate,
(5.5)
gear up,
(6.5)
gear is up,
(4.9)
flaps up,
(4.6)
flaps are up,
(10.3)
climb power,
(4.6)
climb power selected.
(1.1)
yaw damper indicated airspee::d:,
0

)
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33
34
35
36
37

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

yaw damper indicated air speed selected.
and heading thanks.
(0.9)
selected.

(0.5)

To perform the takeoff and initial climb the pilots perform a number tasks, or sub-tasks,
in strict sequence. The tasks, and associated talk, are as follows:

i) Advance the power levers to increase the engine power
6
7
8
9

(0.5)
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

10

your power levers.
(1.0)
okay.
(12.8) ((sound of engines increasing in power))

ii) Monitor and confirm as appropriate the engine power achieved
11
12

FO/PF:

13

C/PNF:

max power.
(3.7)
(°that's checked.
0

)

iii) Monitor the plane's speed, monitor the engine power, confirm responsibility for
steering the plane
14

15
16

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(1.2)
sixty knots,(.) power's normal your steering.
my steering.

iv) Raise the nosewheel of the plane ('rotate' the plane on its central landing gear) to
become airborne
17
18

C/PNF:

(11.1)
rotate,

v) Raise the landing gear
19
20

(5.5)
FO/PF:

21

22

C/PNF:

gear up,
(6.5)
gear 1s up,

vi) Retract the wing flaps to configure the wings for climbing
23
24

25

FO/PF:

(4.9)
flaps up,
(4.6)
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26

C/PNF:

flaps are up,

vii) Select an engine power setting appropriate for the climb stage of the flight

27
28

FO/PF:

29
30

C/PNF:

(10.3)
climb power,
(4.6)
climb power selected.

viii) Make appropriate selections at the Flight Mode Panel
31
32
33
34

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

35
36
37

C/PNF:

(1.1)
yaw damper indicated airspee: :d:,
yaw damper indicated air speed selected.
and heading thanks.
(0.9)
selected.
(0.5)

Isolating the various tasks in this way makes transparent the components of a successful
and professionally acceptable takeoff as a series of tasks which the pilots must perform in
sequence, and where each next task is only relevant if the prior task is completed
appropriately. The presentation above is not an artificial representation, done for the
benefit of the analyst, but reflects the pilots' own sense of the way a takeoff is 'put
together' as a series of related but differentiated tasks. These tasks are performed with
talk that is prescribed as standard calls and responses. The division of the takeoff tasks in
this way, and their associated prescribed talk, reflects the various points where something
might go wrong and threaten the takeoff. Before the plane becomes airborne, these are the
points where the pilots may notice something that will lead them to cancel (abort or reject)
the takeoff. Possible 'threats' to the takeoff include actions or inactions of the flight crew
(eg. failure to extend the wing flaps), inappropriate performance of the plane ( eg. engine
not increasing in power as expected, engine fire, blown tyre), a disturbance in the plane's
cabin ( eg. smoke, an unexpected noises ), an external environmental factor (eg. weather,
runway conditions), or some combination of these.
In this segment the talk consists mostly of prescribed callouts and responses. That is, the
pilots are saying what they are required to say according to their airline's formal operating
procedures for the aircraft, and company policy. I will examine how the pilots' talk is
precisely coordinated with the non-talk activities necessary to perform the tasks, and I
will comment on the significance of this precision for their work as airline pilots, and for
this data as talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit. I will go through the segment in parts
with details of non-talk activities added.
Of first interest in this example are the two points where the 'control' of the power levers
8 Well illustrated in FSF (1996a).
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is transferred from one pilot to another. In the first instance, the C/PNF hands over
control to the FO/PF, and in the second the FO/PF hands control of the levers back to the
CIPNF. It is necessary here to give a brief explanation of the operating procedures for the
use, or 'control', of the power levers, and to clarify what I mean by 'control' . The power
levers, one for each of the two engines, are positioned side by side at roughly lap height
in between the pilots on the central console (see Figure 4.1 earlier). Like an accelerator
pedal in a car, the power levers increase or decrease the power of the engines. Pushing
the levers forward together (advancing them) increases the power of the two engines.
Changes to engine power have critical impacts on the performance of the plane, indeed its
ability to become and remain airborne. The pilot in ' control' of the levers has
responsibility for moving them as appropriate for the stage of flight. From my
observations in the cockpit, the pilot without control is careful never to touch the levers,
or to move too close to the levers. Any movement over the levers, say when the Captain
must reach right and across to the FO 's side of the cockpit to manipulate the landing gear
lever, is made so that the space around the levers is occupied for as little time as possible.
The pilot 'in control' of the levers is the only pilot with a 'right' to touch them. The
allocation of control of the levers is specified by the operations manual although, as we
shall see, this allocation and these 'rights' must be accomplished through processes of
talk-in-interaction between the two pilots. According to operating procedures of this
airline, the allocation of control of the levers during takeoff and climb is as follows :9

Task or stage offlight

Pilot in control ofpower levers

Engine start up and shut down
Taxiing
Initiating takeoff roll
When maximum power is reached
After rotation
During climb

Captain
Captain
Pilot-flying (Captain or First Officer)
Captain
Pilot-flying
Pilot-flying

Other than these allocations, the Captain may choose to take control of the levers at any
stage of a flight when exercising ultimate command of the flight, say during an
emergency or in other non-routine circumstances.
On the flight in which this example occurs the PF is the First Officer (FO/PF). This
means that the Captain (C/PNF) has control of the levers during the engine start and taxi,
and control of the levers must be transferred from the C/PNF to the FO/PF for the takeoff
roll. Control of the levers then needs to be transferred back to the C/PNF once the
engines have reached maximum power ('max power'). I will look at the first transfer of
control and include details of the non-talk activity of the task.
The importance of procedures for control of the power levers, and coordination of the transfer
of control, is discussed by Straud (1990) and is also evident in accidents described by Pope
(1994) and FSF (1996a, 1996f).
9
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7

C/PNF:

( 14.0)
it's gone from right to left again.
(1.0)
you can't win Chris can you.
no.
(0.5)
your power levers.

7a

C/PNF:

((raises right hand from levers))

7b

C/PNF:

1
2

3
4
5
6

C/PNF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

i_i
i_i
((holds right hand still above levers))

i_>
7c

C/PNF:

((moves right hand to leg))

i_>
7d

FO/PF:

8

((moves left hand to power levers))
(1.0) = (0 > 0.7 > 0.8 > 1.0)

i
8a

FO/PF:

8b
9
10

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

( (left hand arrives on power levers))

i
((right hand arrives on leg))
okay.
(12.8) ((sound of engines increasing in power))

The segment begins as the plane finishes taxiing and is positioned on the runway for the
takeoff. The C/PNF has his right hand on the power levers (see Figure 4.10). There is an
exchange of turns about the wind direction and then the C/PNF says "your power
levers." (line 7) and moves his hand off and away from the levers. The FO/PF moves his
hand towards and then places his hand on the levers and responds "okay." (line 9). This
'okay', to verbally acknowledge accepting control of the levers, is a spontaneous change
to the fuller and more explicit 'my power levers' which typically occurs in the data (see
eg. Chapter Three, Example 3.4). The FO/PF interprets the C/PNF's talk and hand
movement as ceding his control of the levers. According to procedures the FO/PF
assumes control of the levers for the takeoff roll as part of his role as PF for this flight,
but the actual exact timing of the transfer of control is up to the Captain who has the
authority to decide when the takeoff proper begins. The FO/PF understands the C/PNF's
saying of "your power levers." to be the signal that the C/PNF intends the takeoff, and
transfer of control of the power levers, to take place now. The talk and non-talk activity
which together constitute this transfer of control are coordinated with great precision.
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C/PNF has his right hand on the power levers
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

As this segment of data begins the C/PNF 's right hand is on the levers. After beginning
his tum at talk (line 7), during "power", the C/PNF removes his hand from the levers
(line 7a). However, rather than move his hand away and back to his leg, he lifts his hand
up and holds it still so that is occupies the space immediately above the levers throughout
his saying of "levers" (line 7b) (see Figure 4.11). By raising his hand from the levers the
C/PNF presents the levers as no longer under his immediate control and now physically,
and visibly, potentially available to the FO/PF. At the very moment he completes his tum
at talk, that is immediately after saying "levers.", the C/PNF moves his hand to the left
away from the levers and towards his own body (lines 7c and 8b). The C/PNF's
precisely timed coordination of talk and hand movement means that his hand is in contact
with the levers, or occupying their surrounding space, until the moment he completes the
very talk that signals his ceding of their control. By continuing to occupy the space of the
levers as he is talking, by holding his hand immediately above them, the C/PNF
postpones the actual transfer of control. The transfer occurs only after his hand actually
moves away from the 'controlling space' of the levers. Only then, as his talk is
completed, do they truly become 'your power levers.' (ie. the FO/PF's). The C/PNF's
talk and hand movement are in harmony: the powers levers become available to the
FO/PF no sooner and no later than the completion of the talk which announces their
availability.
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C/PNF holds his right hand above the power levers
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

For the transfer of control to occur the FO/PF must move his left hand to the levers, but
the FO/PF does not begin to do so until the very point when the C/PNF completes the talk
which makes this non-talk activity legitimate, and the C/PNF moves his hand from the
levers to make this non-talk activity possible. There is some pressure for the FO/PF to
move his hand immediately the levers become available. By moving his hand to the levers
the FO/PF unambiguously demonstrates his understanding of the C/PNF' s talk and nontalk activity and its implications for his own conduct. In so doing the FO/PF also
unambiguously accepts control of the levers and so avoids the possibility of there being a
time when no-one is visibly and physically in control of them. Control must be
continuous and the transfer of control must be smooth, much like the rule of a kingdom at
the death of a reigning monarch. The FO/PF does not begin to move his hand towards the
levers until and exactly as the C/PNF completes his talk (line 7d). As the C/PNF talks the
FO/PF has his left hand grasping the control yoke. The FO/PF moves his left hand off the
control yoke and towards the power levers at exactly the time the Captain completes his
talk and begins to move his right hand to the left away from the levers and towards his
own body. In fact the C/PNF's right hand and the FO/PF's left hand begin to move at
exactly the same time and appear to move at the same speed. The two pilots move their
hands with an extraordinary synchronisation (see Figure 4.12).
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The C/PNF moves right hand away from above the power levers and the
FO/PF moves left hand towards the power levers
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author' s permission)

The timing of the pilots' hand movements suggests that they are both oriented to the end
of the talk as the point where it is possible and acceptable to transfer control of the levers,
that is, when the levers are available to the FO/PF. The end of the talk which announces
the task is the time to begin the activity which will conduct the task. By holding his hand
above the levers the C/PNF makes visible his preparedness to transfer control, but his
hand is still in potentially active space relative to the levers until he finishes the turn at talk
which announces the FO/PF's control. By holding his hand still, immediately above the
levers, the C/PNF ensures that he does not finish his talk with his hand still in contact
with the levers, and nor does his hand leave 'the space' of the levers until his talk is
finished. So, the C/PNF does not make a claim that the levers are available and only then
move his hand, but nor does he move his hand away and only then announce their
availability. In short, his talk, and the reality to which it refers, are consistent, and the
levers are not left uncontrolled. The synchronisation of the pilots' hand movements
reflects and reinforces the pilots' understanding of exactly when the levers are ' available'
to the FO/PF. The timing of the levers' 'availability' is spelled out in formal procedures,
but is oriented to and accomplished through processes of talk-in-interaction. Also, the
FO/PF does not say 'okay', accepting and claiming control of the levers, until 0.3
seconds after his hand has arrived on the levers from the control yoke (lines 8a and 9).
That is, he does not produce talk to claim control of the levers until he actually does have
physical and visibly available control of the levers.
Only seconds later the plane is accelerating down the runway and the engines are
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increasing in power. The FO/PF monitors the engine instruments to ensure the engines
are performing appropriately and calls out when they have reached their maximum power
level. According to the operating procedures which they are required to follow, this
callout signals the point at which the FO/PF must return control of the power levers to the
C/PNF so that the Captain has control of the levers during the rest of the takeoff roll
when circumstances might warrant rejecting the takeoff and immediate action to reduce
engine power. The decision to continue or reject a takeoff is always the Captain's
responsibility and so operating procedures dictate that the Captain has control of the
levers in the latter stages of the takeoff

10
11

FO/PF:

1la

FO/PF:

1 lb
12

C/PNF:

12a

FO/PF:

12b
13

C/PNF:
C/PNF:

(12.8) ((sound of engines increasing in power))
max power.
i __>
((moves left hand from power levers to leg))
i __>
((moves right hand from leg to power levers))
(3.7) = (0 > 0.5 > 0.7 > 0.8 > 3.7)

i
((left hand arrives at leg))

i
14

((right hand arrives at power levers))
(°that's
(1.2)

0
)

checked.

The FO/PF's left hand does not actually leave the levers, moving to the right towards his
leg, until immediately after his saying of "power" (see lines 11 and 1 la). That is, he does
not move his hand off and away from the levers, thereby making them physically
available to the C/PNF, until he finishes his tum at talk. Also, the C/PNF makes no
movement of his right hand towards the levers until after the FO/PF 's talk (see lines 11
and 11 b ), and as the FO/PF moves his left hand away from the levers. Both pilots orient
to the importance of a completed saying of 'max power' to signal the levers' availability
and present a transfer of control of the power levers as a relevant and acceptable next
action. The timing of the talk and non-talk hand activity reflects the pilots' orientation to
beginning the non-talk activity of a task only when the related talk has done its work of
making that activity appropriate, and also reflects the pilots' orientation to their respective
roles and responsibilities in performing the task. This split-second coordination of talk
and non-talk activity makes visible the pilots' dynamic understandings of who is doing
what and when as they conduct this task and accomplish a successful takeoff.
There is further non-talk activity at the power levers at the end of the takeoff roll. After
the C/PNF calls "rotate" (line 18) he immediately moves his hand from the power levers
back to his right leg (line 18a), and the FO/PF moves his left hand from his left leg to the
control yoke and pulls back on the yoke (line 18b).
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17
18
18a

C/PNF:
C/PNF:

(II.I)
rotate,

i __>
((moves right hand from power levers to leg))
i __>

18b
19

FO/PF:

19a

FO/PF:

19b

C/PNF:

((moves left hand from left leg to control yoke))
(5.5) = (0 > 0.2 > 0.5 > 5.5)
i
>
( (left hand arrives at control yoke, FO/PF
pulls back on yoke))

i
((right hand arrives on leg))

The rotation of the plane is the point where the C/PNF relinquishes control of the power
levers. Operating procedures require the call of 'rotate' to be made by a PNF, and the call
is made when the plane has reached the speed required to become airborne. The 'rotate'
call is critical because it marks the point of no return: any delay in rotating the plane could
spell danger because there may not be enough runway left to bring the plane safely to a
stop if the takeoff has to be rejected. Therefore, once 'rotate' is said a PF must pull back
on the control yoke to raise the nose of the plane and lift the plane off the runway. The
'rotate' call marks the actual point of takeoff: the rotation of the plane signifies the end of
the takeoff roll and the beginning of the inital climb stage of the flight. Once airborne the
crew's concern is to ensure a safe climb away from the ground, for which the FO, as the
PF on this flight, is primarily responsible. With the engine power at the desired maximum
level for takeoff and initial climb there is no need for any movement of the power levers
for some time. The next person to control them will be the FO/PF. The need for the
C/PNF to have his hand on the power levers, in case the takeoff has to be rejected, exists
no more, and he removes his right hand from the levers.
The C/PNF removes his right hand from the levers at exactly the end of his call of
"rotate," (see lines 18 and 18a). The C/PNF's hand movement comes not just before, not
during, not part of a second later, but exactly as he completes the talk which makes this
movement a relevant and acceptable activity. Likewise, the FO/PF does not begin to move
his hand from his own leg towards the control yoke, to rotate the plane (see Figure 4.13),
until exactly as the C/PNF's completes saying "rotate," (see lines 18 and 18b). The two
hands, one from the power levers and one from a leg, begin to move to new destinations
at exactly the same time. I explained above that formal procedures dictate that the FO/PF
does not rotate the plane until the 'rotate' call, and must rotate the plane at the 'rotate' call.
Procedures also dictate that the Captain has control of the levers until the 'rotate' call.
This example shows how the FO/PF and C/PNF actually achieve the required timing with
precision.
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The FO/PF pulls back on the control yoke to rotate the plane
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

I commented earlier that control of the power levers is spelled out in formal procedures
and company policy, but this example shows that negotiating rights and responsibilities to
touch and use the power levers, or even to occupy the space around them, is something
which the pilots accomplish through processes of talk-in-interaction. They do this in part
through a precise coordination of the talk and non-talk activities for the task.
The data for this example continues as the plane climbs away from the runway. During
the initial climb the FO/PF first makes standard calls for the landing gear to be raised
("gear up,", line 20) and the flaps to be retracted ("flaps up,", line 24), and for climb
power to be selected ("climb power,", line 28). These are tasks performed for every
flight, immediately after takeoff, to ensure the plane can climb correctly.
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19
20
21

FO/PF:

(5.5)
gear up,
(6.5) = (0 > 0.6 > 2.1 > 6.5)

i
21a

C/PNF:

22
23
24
25

C/PNF:
PO/PF:

25a

C/PNF:

26
27
28

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

28a

C/PNF:

i
((moves right hand from leg to gear lever,
raises lever, returns right hand to leg))

gear 1s up,
(4.9)
flaps up,
(4.6) = (? > 1.9 > 4.6)

i_i

29

((moves right hand from leg to flaps lever,
moves lever, returns right hand to leg))
flaps are up,
(10.3)
climb power,
i __>
((moves right hand from leg to climb power
button, presses climb power button, returns
hand to leg))
(4.6) = (0 > 2.1 > 4.6)

i
29a
30
31

C/PNF:
C/PNF:

((right hand arrives at leg))
climb power selected.
(1.1)

By conducting the relevant non-talk actions to perform the tasks the C/PNF demonstrates
his understanding and acceptance of the FO/PF's calls as requests of him to act, in his
role of PNF on this flight. The C/PNF moves the appropriate levers to raise the gear
(Figure 4.14) and retract the flaps (Figure 4.15), and then presses the button to select
climb power (Figure 4.16). The C/PNF also responds in talk with "gear is up," (line 22),
"flaps are up," (line 26), and "climb power selected." (line 30). The C/PNF's verbal
responses amount to claims that he has completed the relevant non-talk activities and so
responded to the FO/PF's requests. That is, that as a consequence of his talk, both pilots
are now to understand that certain levers have been moved, and that a certain button has
been pressed. Each one of the C/PNF's turns at talk is understood by the two pilots to
close a task, that is, to present a task as performed, and to make another task relevant as a
next action. After each of the C/PNF's turns at talk there is silence, treated as
unproblematic by both pilots, and then the PO/PF initiates talk for the next task.
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The C/PNF moves the gear lever to raise the landing gear
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

Figure 4.15

The C/PNF moves the flaps lever to raise the flaps
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)
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The C/PNF pushes the climb power button
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

Each time the PO/PF calls for activity for a task, the C/PNF waits for the FO/PF's talk to
be complete before making any movement to begin the called-for activity. That is, the
C/PNF waits, with his right hand resting on his leg, until after the FO/PF says "gear up,"
(see line 21a) and "flaps up," (see line 25alO ), and "climb power," (see line 28a). By
waiting the C/PNF allows the FO/PF's talk to emerge in the clear, not in overlap with his
own non-talk activity as he responds to the calls. The C/PNF only begins his own turns
at talk, his responses (to the FO/PF's calls) after he completes the non-talk activity for
each task. That is, only after moving the relevant levers and pressing the relevant button,
and after he has moved his right hand back to his leg, does the C/PNF begin to produce
the talk which will claim to have completed the relevant non-talk activity for the tasks (ie.
"gear is up," line 22, "flaps are up," line 26, and "climb power selected." line 30). So,
the C/PNF's talk does not anticipate his non-talk activity, and nor is it concurrent with
that activity. Rather, the C/PNF's talk occurs only after his non-talk activity and therefore
is presented as a claim about that activity. The timing of the C/PNF's talk means that what
it claims to be so is indeed so, that the talk is consistent with the state of plane after his
non-talk activities. This timing is important because the impact of the C/PNF's talk is to
create a shared understanding of what he has done, and so of how the plane now is. So,
the C/PNF's talk and visible performance of the non-talk activities, his manual contact
with the levers, are consistent and work together to develop the pilots' understanding that
the tasks have been performed.
10 Actually the video does not show exactly when the C/PNF's hand leaves his leg, but the
timing of the movement which is shown strongly suggests the movement began after the
FO/PF's talk.
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I noted that the C/PNF does not begin to talk until after he has moved his right hand away
from the relevant lever or button, and when his hand is back resting on his right leg
(Figure 4.17). In this way his leg serves as his hand's "home position" (see Schegloff
1998a:542, citing Kendon 1980 and Sacks and Schegloff 1975).11 Schegloff
(1998a:542) defines a home position as "the position from which some limb or physical
movement departed, and the return to which marks a possible ending to a spate or unit of
activity." The C/PNF's leg is the place for his hand to be when it is not doing task-related
movement. By moving, or returning, his hand to his right leg the C/PNF physically and
visibly separates himself from the panel, and so can make maximally apparent that his
activity there is ended. In other words, returning his hand to his leg can serve as a
boundary marker to his non-talk activity and the task, that is, as marking the activity and
task as completed. In so doing the C/PNF can make salient his availability to move to the
next task. As Fox (1999:57) notes, "recipients can inspect a gestural movement for where
it might return to a resting place and find that place, if it coincides with other indications
of completion ... as a possible end of the turn."

Figure 4.17

The C/PNF's right hand rests on his right leg, the hand's home position
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author' s permission)

In the next part of the segment for this example the FO/PF calls for a particular
combination of settings to make the plane perform as he intends by flying in certain
automated modes. The FO/PF's calls are in accordance with standard procedures.

11 Fox (1999:52, citing Kendon 1972 and McNeil! 1992) refers to this as "retraction" .
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31
32

FO/PF:

32a

C/PNF:

33

C/PNF:

33a
34

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

34a

C/PNF:
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(1.1)
yaw damper indicated airspee::d:,

i

i

((moves right hand from right leg to central console,
selects yaw damper, then moves right hand to Flight
Mode Panel, presses button for indicated airspeed))
yaw damper indicated airspeed selected.

i

i

((moves hand from Flight Mode Panel to right leg))
and heading thanks.

i_>
35

((raises right hand from right leg, moves
hand towards Flight Mode Panel))
(0.9) = (0 > 0.9)

i_i
35a

C/PNF:

36

C/PNF:

((continues to move hand towards HDG button,
presses button))
selected.

i_i
36a
37

C/PNF:

((moves hand away from HDG button, returns hand to
leg))
(0.5)

As in the segment immediately above, the C/PNF's understanding that the FO/PF's calls
require action from himself is evidenced by his non-talk activity (lines 32a, 34a, 35a,
36a) and then his verbal responses ''yaw damper indicated airspeed selected." (line 33)
and "selected." (line 36). Again, the C/PNF's standard verbal responses amount to claims
that he has responded to the FO/PF's requests, that is, that as a consequence of his talk
both pilots are now to understand that certain buttons have been pressed. Again, each of
the C/PNF 's turns at talk is understood by the two pilots to close a task, that is, to present
a task as performed and make another task relevant as a next action. After each of the
CIPNF 's turns at talk the FO/PF initiates talk for the next task.
When the FO/PF calls for the C/PNF to select the heading mode he embellishes the
standard prescribed wording, which is simply to say 'heading', by saying "and heading
thanks." (line 34). The FO/PF embellishes the prescribed wording in two ways, and each
embellishment does interactional work. The FO/PF prefaces his tum with 'and'.
According to Heritage and Sorjonen (1994:1), 'and-prefacing' "is a commonplace feature
of interactions in 'institutional' settings ... where the parties are occupied with a
restrictive set of tasks, or address one another as incumbents of particular social roles".
By prefacing his talk with 'and' the FO/PF marks his talk as having "a routine or agendabased character" (Heritage and Sorjonen 1994: 1), where the action initiated by this talk is
presented as the next in the sequence of talk and tasks which together constitute the pilots'
conduct of the flight. Heritage and Sorjonen (1994) discuss and-prefaced questions in a
medical setting, and argue that and-prefacing enables participants "to establish and
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maintain an orientation to the course-of-action character of their talk across sequences"
(Heritage and Sorjonen 1994:5), in short, that and-prefacing "achieves the maintenance of
a larger activity" (Heritage and Sorjonen 1994:5).12 By 'and-prefacing' his turn at talk the
FO/PF makes salient that the C/PNF's prior talk and non-talk activity were unproblematic
and that it is appropriate to move to a next task. In this tum the 'thanks' is also an
embellishment of standard wording but makes salient that the job of pressing the relevant
button is the responsibility of the Captain in his role of PNF on this flight, that while the
FO/PF is the pilot responsible for calling for the 'heading' setting it is the C/PNF who is
responsible for doing the non-talk activity to bring this setting about. After the C/PNF's
claim of "selected." (line 36) there is no further talk by either pilots about the flight mode
selections.
We see here again that the FO/PF does not make his second call, "and heading thanks."
(line 34), until after the C/PNF's non-talk activity (line 32a), and then talk (line 33), to
respond to the FO/PF's first call (ie. "yaw damper indicated airspee::d:,", line 32). Again,
the C/PNF only begins his turns at talk, his standard responses (to the FO/PF's calls)
after he completes the non-talk activity for each task (see lines 32a and 33, and lines 35a
and 36). That is, the C/PNF begins to produce the talk which will claim to have done
some non-talk activity only when that activity is indeed completed. Also, we see again
that after completing the non-talk activity for each called-for task the C/PNF moves his
hand away from the instrument panel and back to his left leg, his hand's 'home position',
physically and visibly marking the task as complete and himself as ready for the next
action (lines 33a and 36a).
By timing their talk and non-talk activities as they do, the two pilots ensure that both talk
and non-talk contributions generally emerge in the clear, not in overlap. The _one
exception is an instance when the C/PNF does not wait for the FO/PF 's talk to be
complete before making a movement to begin the called-for activity (see lines 32 and
32a). The C/PNF begins to move his right hand to the yaw damper selector as the FO/PF
says 'yaw' in "yaw damper indicated airspee::d:," (line 32).
So, we can summarise the performance of each task:
FO/PF talks to initiate task

t
C/PNF performs non-talk activity for task

t
C/PNF talks to close task, claims task to be completed

12 See also Schiffrin (1986, 1987:128-152), Skories (1998), and related discussions in van Dijk
(1979) and Szymanski (1999). Writing on talk in judicial settings, Atkinson and Drew (1979:195)
refer to 'and', at the start of turns and as the first part of an adjacency pair, as a "continuation
marker''.
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An approach briefing

In the next segment of data we see how one pilot's talk is precisely coordinated with his
relevant reading and writing activity, and his hand contact with two cockpit displays, as
he conducts an approach briefing.13 The segment occurs at the end of the cruise stage of
the flight as the plane approaches the 'descent point' , that is, the point in the flight at
which the descent to the destination airport is begun. The task for the pilots is to conduct
an 'approach briefing' as part of their routine preparation for the approach and landing.14
The approach briefing allows the pilots to develop a shared understanding of how the
descent, approach and landing will proceed. The segment of data here is the beginning of
the briefing and includes information on turns the plane will make, speeds for different
points in the approach, important altitudes, settings for the wing flaps, as well as details
of the destination airport, runway and surrounding terrain. Earlier in the flight the Pilotflying, on this flight the First Officer (FO/PF), had written this information on a small
pad, the 'landing data pad'. The pad rests on the low central instrument console, between
the two pilots and just forward of the FO/PF's left knee (see Figure 4.18). According to
standard operating procedures for this airline, the FO/PF leads the briefing by reading out
the information, the landing data, on the pad. He also checks some of this information
against relevant instrument displays, an altimeter (displaying altitude) and an airspeed
indicator, on his side of the cockpit. As the FO/PF reads, the other pilot (C/PNF) listens
and checks the corresponding displays on his side of the cockpit. The pilots check that the
settings each has made on these two displays (explained below) are identical to the
settings made by the other pilot.

13 An earlier discussion of this example is given in Nevile (Forthcoming a).

14 Failure to conduct an approach briefing appropriately has been a factor in a number of
accidents (eg. FSF 1995a).
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approach chart clipp~ to control yoke

landiiig data pad
Figure 4.18

The FO/PF leads the approach briefing
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

As for earlier examples, my interest is in how this segment of talk occurs as part of the
two pilots' ongoing interaction on this flight. How is it that the pilots come to share an
understanding about what is happening? What makes the FO/PF's talk recognisable as the
'approach briefing'? In short, how is the briefing interactionally accomplished? This
segment is perhaps more difficult than others to grasp at first, because of its specialist and
technical language, and so I give line-by-line explanations immediately below the
transcription of the talk.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

FO/PF:

(13.4)
okay we need to plan hh- so the plan shall be:::, (3.4) go downhill
at (0.2) f::orty: (0.3) eight (0.4) mi::les:: er::: (0.4) south of
Smalltown (0.3) on DME on the GPS, (1.6) we'll expect to be
visual within twentyfive miles make a visual approach:, (1.7) to
join left downwind for left circuit landing runway one ei::ght::.
(0.3) the airfield elevation is eighteen(.) circuit height a thousand
feet is bugged on the altimeter. (0.9) visual procedures left circuit:.
(1.9) we'll be landing flap twentyfi::ve with a:: ah
(2.2) Vref of ninety:ni:ne and (0.2) seventeen point seven (ton),
(1.2) carry ten for a hundred and ni::ne (0.9) and Vfr Vcl's a
hundred and nine and fourtee:n. (1.3) <and they're all se:t:.>

(0.8)
C/PNF:

0

0

set (°crosschecked

0
).

(0.8)

Explanations

* 'go downhill at fortyeight miles south of Smalltown' - means to begin the descent when
the plane is fortyeight miles south of the destination Smalltown.
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* 'on DME on the GPS' - refers to the navigation aids to be used. DME stands for
'Distance Measuring Equipment', and 'GPS' stands for 'Global Positioning System', a
form of navigation using satellites.
* 'be visual within twentyfive miles make a visual approach' - means to fly and approach
the airport under 'visual flight rules', a procedure for navigating visually rather than by
reference to cockpit instruments alone, within twentyfive miles of the destination.
* 'to join left downwind for left circuit landing runway one eight' - the plane will
approach the airport and runway by making turns to the left. The runway for the landing
is runway 'one eight'.

* 'the airfield elevation is eighteen circuit height a thousand feet is bugged on the
altimeter' - the altitude of the airfield is eighteen feet, the 'circuit height' is the altitude at
which the plane will approach the airfield, and this altitude is indicated by a 'bug' (a small
marker) placed on the rim of the altimeter.
* 'we'll be landing flap twentyfive' - for the landing the wing flaps will be set at the
twentyfive degrees position. Wing flaps are moveable surfaces on the wing and are
extended to increase the size of the wing to allow the plane to fly at slower speeds.

* 'Vref of ninetynine and seventeen point seven (ton) carry ten for a hundred and nine
and V fr V cl' s a hundred and nine and fourteen' - here the PO/PF says the critical speeds
to be used and referred to at different points of the approach and landing. 'Vref, 'Vfr'
and 'Vcl' all refer to speeds.

The PO/PF first establishes how this talk fits into the pilots' ongoing interaction to
conduct this flight. The approach briefing will be a new task for the crew and the PO/PF
begins to talk after a 13 .4 second period without talk (line 1). The PO/PF must make clear
that this talk and task is to be distinguished from prior talk and tasks, and make the
approach briefing into 'what we're doing now' as a new task involving both pilots. The
PO/PF begins his tum with "okay" (line 2), marking his talk as initiating something new
after the silence, and something separate from prior and unrelated tasks. The PO/PF could
then continue by explicitly labelling or identifying his talk with something like 'approach
briefing', or 'Now it's time to conduct the approach briefing'. What we see however is
that the FO/PF makes no direct mention of an official 'approach briefing' at all, but refers
instead to the pilots' "need to plan" (line 2). He draws upon the pilots' shared
understanding that a plan 'needed' at this late point in the flight will be for the descent,
approach and landing. The talk he is initiating is therefore the approach briefing. By
continuing with "so the plan shall be:::," (line 2) he begins to actually present 'the plan'
and so can be heard to be claiming an extended tum at talk to which he is entitled in his
role as the PF, the pilot who is responsible for leading the approach briefing. The
FO/PF 's talk to announce his impending approach briefing uses spontaneous and nonstandard wording. That is, "okay we need to plan hh- so the plan shall be:::, (3.4)"
appears instead of the more formal 'approach briefing'. Nevertheless this talk does the
work required for this task, and to incorporate this task into the pilots' ongoing
interaction on this flight.
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One of the things which participants do in talk-in-interaction is to invoke and maintain
relevant roles for themselves or for others, and the First Officer and Captain enact the
relevant roles of PF and PNF in their respective contributions to the development of the
FOIPF 's tum at talk.15 The roles are not just official labels, but are made real and

relevant by the talk of these pilots at this point on this flight. The FO/PF delays the
presentation of 'the plan' for 3.4 seconds (line 2) after saying "the plan shall be:::,". In
terms of content, his talk is noticeably incomplete, but the other pilot, the C/PNF, makes
no-attempt to repair the situation, for example by prompting, seeking clarification, or
starting to talk himself. This is evidence of the C/PNF 's orientation to the pause as
unproblematic and of the C/PNF's understanding that the FO/PF is in the middle of an
activity. Although 3.4 seconds would be a long and noticeable period of silence in
ordinary conversation (Wilson and Zimmerman 1986; Jefferson 1989), for the C/PNF at
this point in their interaction the silence is unremarkable and unproblematic. We should
note too that the FO/PF seems to herald this silence by prolonging his saying of 'be' and
using rising intonation ("be:::,"). By so doing he highlights both the incompleteness of
his talk and his intention of completing it. In fact there are many periods of silence within
the FO/PF's tum, some less than a second and some considerably longer. Each time, the
C/PNF does not treat the silence as an opportunity to talk himself, and it is for this reason
that we can interpret these silences as 'within' one extended tum by the FO/PF. The
CIPNF 's own silence is his ongoing acknowledgement and acceptance of the
incompleteness of the FO/PF 's tum. In this way the C/PNF contributes by allowing the
FO/PF's talk to develop as an extended tum. If we think in terms of talk-in-interaction,
the C/PNF is not just a passive listener but is a participant jointly constructing the
FO/PF's tum. We can assume that the C/PNF is very familiar with the content of
approach briefings and how they are conducted. The C/PNF 's treatment of these silences
as unproblematic demonstrates this familiarity and his competence as a participant in this
setting. His role, as the PNF, is to listen as the PF leads the briefing.
In the briefing the talk and non-talk activity are coordinated with precision and the
briefing emerges as they are accomplished together. We will see that this coordination is
important in understanding the approach briefing as talk-in-interaction. The FO/PF
coordinates his talk first with his reading and writing activity involving the landing data
pad, and then with touching particular displays with his hands. I will look first at the
beginning of his tum at talk and his non-talk activity with the landing data pad. As I
mentioned above, earlier in the flight the FO/PF wrote on this pad important information
for this particular landing, and the pad rests on the low central instrument console
between the two pilots, just to the left of the FO/PF's left knee.

15 The previous chapter focussed on talk-in-interaction and cockpit roles.
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2

PO/PF:

okay we need to plan hh- so the plan shall be:::, (3.4) go downhill

t
2a

t

((reaches for landing data pad))

PO/PF:

t
2b

( (places pad on left leg))

PO/PF:

t
2c

PO/PF:

2d

PO/PF:

3

PO/PF:

3a

PO/PF:

3b

PO/PF:

t

((writes on pad))
t
>
((returns pad to
central console))
at (0.2) f::orty: (0.3) eight (0.4) mi::les:: er::: (0.4) south of
>_ _t
((returns pad to central console))

t

t

((hand moves back to leg))

The PO/PF begins his tum at talk announcing the crew's 'need to plan', but before he
says anything specific of 'the plan' itself, the actual plan he will present, he reaches for
the landing data pad. The pad is located on the central console, the low instrument panel
between the two pilots (see again Figure 4.1 ). He writes something on the pad and then
returns it to the central console. He begins to reach for the pad as he says "the plan" in
"the plan shall be:::," (see line 2a). He places the pad on his leg at the beginning of
"be:::," (line 2b), and begins to write something on the pad during his prolonged saying
of"be:::," (line 2c) and in the following 3.4 seconds of silence (line 2c) (Figure 4.19).
The PO/PF resumes talking with "go downhill" (line 2) immediately after he stops writing
and as he reaches forward to return the pad to its resting place on the central console (line
2d). This timing of talk and activity with the pad suggests that the PO/PF needs to
accomplish something else before beginning to say 'the plan'. As discussed above, to
lead the approach briefing the PO/PF reads aloud details for the landing which he had
previously written on the landing data pad. The PO/PF' s action to stop the briefing to
write something on the pad suggests that there was some inconsistency between the two,
that the details on the pad were incomplete or needed changing. We can at least be sure
that he chooses to write something on the pad and that he stops talking as he does so. His
coordination of talk and activity with the pad is evidence of his orientation to the link
between the information recorded on the pad and his talk which presents or realises this
information as the approach briefing.
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The FO/PF writes on the landing data pad
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

If we look more closely at the timing of the FO/PF's talk and activity we see that his use
of the pad corresponds closely to· the emerging structure of his talk. We have seen that he
begins to reach for the pad at exactly the point in his talk when he begins to introduce 'the
plan' ("the plan shall be:::,"). He begins to write on the pad, which is on his leg at the
beginning of "be:::,", during his lengthening of "be:::," and throughout the 3.4 seconds
of silence after he stops talking. So, he begins to write at the precise pointin his turn
when the next talk would have been an item of the plan. He resumes talk, with the first
item of the plan ("go downhill...", line 2), at the very moment he finishes writing and
reaches forward to return the pad to its resting place on the central console. What we see
is that his talk about actual detail of 'the plan' begins precisely as he completes the writing
activity which would make that talk possible, and a legitimate action in the approach
briefing task.16
The timing of the FO/PF's movement to replace the landing data pad is of further interest.
It would be possible for him keep the pad on his leg, or maybe replace it later in the
briefing, but instead he replaces the pad on the central console and reads it from there. By
beginning to return it just when he does, as he begins to say the first item in the briefing,
he is organising the tools of his setting. The pad is returned to its home position.
16 For other discussions of the construction or manipulation of texts through processes of talk-

in-interaction see Heath and Nicholls (1997), who examine how journalists in a newsroom
coordinate their activities in the production of news stories, Ford's (1999) study of "literacy in
action" (Ford 1999:371) in a high-school physics laboratory, Goodwin and Goodwin (1996) on
the 'complex sheet' used by airport baggage loaders, or Zimmerman (1992b) and Whalen
(1995) on the use of data forms by call-takers for emergency services.
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Replacing the pad, after changing its details by writing something, marks a tangible and
visible (for the C/PNF) separation of the preparatory writing activity of the briefing from
the reading and non-talk activity of the briefing. Replacing the pad signifies that the
FO/PF is ready to continue with the detail of the briefing, and is also a visible cue to the
CIPNF to be ready to hear it. Indeed, before continuing with the specific detail of the first
item, which is the descent point ('fortyeight miles ... '), he stops talking for 0.2 of a
second as he places the pad on the console (line 3a). Only as he releases his grip on the
pad does he resume talking (see lines 3, 3a, 3b). That is, the FO/PF pauses his talk in the
middle of the first item, before saying any information particular to this flight, to complete
his non-talk activity. The FO/PF's coordination of his non-talk activity with the pad, and
the timing and delivery of his talk, suggests that his readiness to lead the briefing
develops over the course of his turn. If we keep in mind that this briefing occurs as part
of an ongoing interaction with the C/PNF, the FO/PF 's developing readiness is apparant
to the C/PNF and contributes to the C/PNF 's understanding of what is going on. As
Psathas ( 1990c) points out, using video data from medical interviews, the silence which
accompanies one participant's practical activity of writing "does not necessarily mean that
no actions of interactional significance are being produced or monitored auditorally,
visually, or even tactually by the parties." (Psathas 1990c:224, emphasis in original). The
C/PNF's lack of talk is evidence of his understanding of the interactional significance of
the FO/PF's non-talk activities.
It is also worth remembering that the FO/PF began his turn by announcing his impending
approach briefing with non-standard wording. The FO/PF says "okay we need to plan
hh- so the plan shall be:::, (3.4)", rather than calling out simply ' approach briefing' . The
FO/PF's talk, although non-standard, nevertheless accompanies non-talk activity
associated with performing the task. We have seen that the FO/PF 's 'oka~ we need ... . '
is coordinated with his manipulation of the landing data pad and his writing activity, these
being preparatory activities for the briefing itself. The FO/PF begins the actual details of
the briefing with "go downhill" (line 2) (an informal way of saying 'begin descent') only
after the preparatory non-talk activities are completed. So even spontaneous and nonstandard talk becomes part of the pilots' precise coordination of talk and non-talk activity
to accomplish tasks. In this way, spontaneous and non-standard talk, like prescribed
wordings, is made accountable for the way it contributes to the pilots' emerging sense of
what they are doing, of what is going on.
As the FO/PF continues with the briefing he specifies various altitudes and speeds which
are important for the descent, approach and landing. He also manually 'sets' these
altitudes and speeds on the appropriate instrument panel displays by moving markers, or
'bugs', around the rim of the displays until the markers point to the required numbers.
For example, one altitude bug indicates the elevation of the airport, and one of the speed
bugs marks the target speed for the landing. These bugs have no direct impact on the
plane's performance. They are visual reminders to the pilots of altitudes and speeds
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which are relevant for this flight. These displays are monitored by the pilots as a source
of visual numeric information, and so form a part of the memory system of the cockpit
(Hutchins 1995).
I'll first discuss the FO/PF's talk and non-talk activity concerned with altitudes.
6

FO/PF:

join left downwind for left circuit landing runway one ei::ght::.

6a

FO/PF:

7

FO/PF:

( (looks down to control
yoke))
(0.3) the airfield elevation is eighteen(.) circuit height a thousand

7a

FO/PF:

((continues looking down to control yoke))

7b

FO/PF:

((reads from chart on control yoke))

7c

FO/PF:

8

FO/PF:

8a

FO/PF:

i_>
>_i
i

i

i

i

((reaches for bug on
altimeter))
feet is bugged on the altimeter. (0.9) visual procedures left circuit:.

i

>

((moves hand away from
altimeter, leans back in seat))

The FO/PF has an approach chart clipped to his control yoke (see again Figure 4.18).
This is a published chart displaying standard information for an approach to the
destination airport ( eg. orientation of the runways, descent path, navigation points, or
local obstacles I 7). He looks down to this chart just prior to saying "the airfield elevation
is eighteen" (see lines 6 and 6a). The airfield elevation is shown on the chart so it is
probable that he looks at the chart to read aloud the elevation. Certainly this talk occurs
while he is looking at the chart. If we examine the timing of his looking we see that he
looks down to the chart just as he finishes saying the runway number ("runway one
ei::ght::.", lines 6 and 6a), which was the previous item of the briefing. He lengthens his
saying-of 'eight' ("ei::ght::.", line 6), which is also said with falling intonation, signalling
completeness. The FO/PF then stops talking for 0.3 of a second (line 7). It is at the end
of' eight' and the onset of the pause that he looks down to the chart. The pause gives him
an opportunity to incorporate his looking within his tum at talk. The looking activity is,
17 In the world of commercial aviation obstacles are anything the pilots do not wish to collide
with. Obstacles include high terrain, buildings, even tall antenae. While the passengers may
think of a town as their destination, in terms of the pilots' work to plan an approach and
eventually land on a runway a town is just another obstacle, as in the following segment from
: another briefing:
(1.1)
FO/PF:
okay (.) and obstacl:es oh it's just the (0.5) the small town to the south,
(6.5)
C/PNF:
ye:p (.) that's fine.
(0.8)
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therefore, preparation for the talk to follow, the next item in the briefing. The FO/PF 's
use of the chart affects the organisation and flow of his talk. In short, he precisely
coordinates his talk with his use of the chart.
The FO/PF leans forward and reaches with his right hand for the altimeter, where he will
set the bugs, after a micro pause at the end of "eighteen" and just as he begins to say
"circuit height" (lines 7 and 7c). This means that the timing of his movement to set the
altitude bug for the circuit height begins simultaneously with his talk for this activity. He
removes his hand from the altimeter, ending his activity to set the bug, immediately after
saying "is bugged on the altimeter." (lines 8 and 8a). As he removes his hand he also
leans back into his seat. The completion of his non-talk activity is therefore exactly timed
with the ending of the talk which claims that activity to be complete. His talk and activity
are synchronised and work together to develop the approach briefing as his contribution
to an ongoing interaction with the C/PNF to fly the plane.
To the C/PNF, the FO/PF's movements, and in particular his manual activity to set the
bugs, are visible evidence of the FO/PF's progress in the briefing. When the FO/PF
removes his hand from the altitude display, and leans back into his seat, the C/PNF can
see that the FO/PF's current activity at the panel is completed. The FO/PF's next talk is
"(0.9) visual procedures left circuit:. (1.9) we'll be landing flap twentyfi::ve with a:: ah
(2.2)" (lines 8-9). The content of this talk does not involve any immediate activity at a
display on the instrument panel. This talk gives information about how the approach and
landing will proceed (''visual procedures left circuit:.", line 8) and activity to be conducted
later ("landing flap twentyfi::ve", line 9). So, the FO/PF breaks physical contact with the
instrument panel, and leans away from the panel, at just the point in his briefing when his
talk ceases to concern any activity there. Again, his non-talk activity is clos_ely linked to
the emerging structure and content of his talk as he leads the briefing. Together, talk and
non-talk activity are available to the C/PNF who interprets what is going on in real-time
interaction.
The FO/PF concludes this part of the briefing by saying the speeds to be used and by
setting these speeds with the bugs on the airspeed display.
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(2.2) Vref of ninety:ni:ne and (0.2) seventeen point seven (ton),

10

i
10a

i

((leans forward, reaches for bugs on
airspeed display))

FO/PF:

i
10b
11

FO/PF:

((left hand arrives at bug))
(1.2) carry ten for a hundred and ni::ne (0.9) and Vfr Vcl's a

i
l la

i

((moves left hand left and away from airspeed
display))

FO/PF:

i
l lb

FO/PF:

12

i

( (returns hand to
airspeed display, index finger on bug for '109'))
hundred and nine and fourtee:n. (1.3) <and they're all se:t:.>

i_i
12a

FO/PF:

12b

FO/PF:

13
14
15

C/PNF:

((moves finger to bug for
'114'))

i

>
((removes hand from
airspeed display and returns hand to leg))
(0.8)
set° (° crosschecked
(0.8)
0

O

.)

We can view the FO/PF's leaning and reaching movements as a kind of visual
punctuation for his talk. Having leant back into his seat after completing the activity of
setting the altitude bugs, the FO/PF leans forward again to the main instrument panel and
reaches for the airspeed display. He begins to lean forward as he says a speed which he is
to set on the display ("ninety:ni:ne", line 10). As we saw above, his leaning movement is
linked to the emerging structure of his talk. His earlier leaning forward, to the altimeter,
occurred at exactly the point in his talk when he began to say the altitude to be set ("circuit
height...", lines 7 and 7c). He leant back into his seat as he finished his activity at the
altimeter and his talk concerned matters which did not involve any activity at the panel.
He leans forward now as his talk again concerns activity at the instrument panel, this time
the speeds to be used for the approach and landing which must be set with bugs on the
airspeed display. The FO/PF could easily have leant forward at the beginning of his
briefing and then leant back into his seat only when he had completed the briefing. After
all, the briefing involves substantial activity at the panel. However, this is not what the
FO/PF does. His talk does not refer only to activity at the panel, and so his leaning
forward and backward, and making and breaking physical contact with the panel, are
bodily (to himself) and visibly available (to the C/PNF) markers for those parts of his talk
which do refer to activity at the panel.
By leaning forwards and backwards as he performs tasks the FO/PF moves from and
back to his body's "home position" (Schegloff 1998a:542). In Example 4.4 above we
saw that a pilot moved his hand from and back to his leg as he performed different tasks.
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His leg was a home position for his hand in that it was the place for his hand to be when
it was not doing task-related movement. In the same way, leaning back in the seat is the
home position for the FO/PF here. Leaning back in the seat is the bodily posture which
the FO/PF assumes when he is not doing task-related hand activity at the panel. By
moving forwards and backwards from this bodily home position the FO/PF physically
and visibly separates himself from the panel, and so can make maximally apparent that his
non-talk activity there is ended. Leaning back in his seat serves as a boundary marker to
_his non-talk activity and that task, that is, as marking the activity and task as completed.
As part of his approach briefing the FO/PF sets the speed bugs (Figures 4.20 and 4.21 ).
He stops talking for 2.2 seconds (line 10) before he begins to say the speeds (ie. "Vref of
ninety:ni:ne", line 10), and he leans forward to the panel and reaches with his left hand
for the airspeed display as he says the first speed (the 'Vref). So in this instance the nontalk activity, his leaning forward to set the bugs, begins during and not before his relevant
talk. That is, he begins to move forward after saying "Vref of' and only as he says the
actual speed to be set (ie. during "ninety:ni:ne"). He moves his hand left and away from
the display briefly. His talk concerning the other two speeds to be set, the 'Vfr' and the
'Vcl', begins only when his hand is back at the airspeed display and his index finger is on
the bug placed at' 109' knots ("and Vfr V cl's a hundred and nine", lines 11 and 11 b ). So
the timing of his talk and hand movement is such that the two work together, and confirm
one another as sources of information about the speeds being set.

Figure 4.20

The FO/PF sets the speed bugs
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)
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The FO/PF sets the speed bugs
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

The FO/PF moves his index finger from the bug at '109' knots to the bug for ' 114' knots
after saying "and Vfr Vcl's a hundred and nine and fourtee:n" (lines 11-12). The
movement of his finger, from one bug to the next, is in the order in which he says the
speeds. His finger is in position at the ' 109' bug as his talk begins, but does not move to
the '114' bug until his talk concludes, that is, during the (1.3) pause at the end of
"fourtee:n." (lines 12 and 12a). In this instance, his hand movement forms a kind of
boundary around his talk. His talk amounts to a claim about the bug settings, and the
speeds display is where visible evidence of these settings can be found. By placing and
leaving his finger on the display he focuses his own attention on this evidence, and can
also direct the C/PNF 's attention to it. By doing this the FO/PF maximizes his
accountability for appropriately setting the bugs.
Talk and non-talk activity are also closely coordinated to complete setting the speed bugs.
When the FO/PF says "<and they're all se:t:.>" (line 12) he makes a claim that some
particular non-talk activity is completed, and that now both crew members can understand
this activity to be completed. In itself this is not striking. Immediately after saying 'set'
the FO/PF moves his hand off the airspeed display and away from the main panel. This
precise timing involves a noticeably slower delivery of this talk, and his lengthening of
'set' as "se:t:.". The effect of this timing is that his activity, touching the bugs on the
airspeed display, is visibly completed simultaneously with the talk which claims its
completion. If the FO/PF had left his hand at the display after saying "set" there would be
an apparent mismatch of his talk and activity. That is, his talk would claim an activity to
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be finished but the presence of his hand at the display would be visible evidence
suggesting that the activity may be still in progress. His talk, claiming the bugs to be
'set', makes the FO/PF accountable to the C/PNF for completing the activity, so when the
FO/PF says 'set' he is indeed ready and able to remove his hand from the bugs. By
moving his hand from the display the FO/PF offers the C/PNF visible evidence that the
bugs are indeed 'set' as he has claimed.
So, the information flow of the FO/PF's talk is precisely coordinated with his physical
movements and his use of textual materials as the necessary 'tools' associated with
performing relevant activities to lead the approach briefing task. The talk and non-talk
activities occur together as sources of information about what is happening, what is
known to the pilots moment-to-moment as they build their understanding of where they
are up to, and what it is they have done or are yet to do. Despite the apparent monologic
nature of the briefing, and the prevalence of specialist language, I have shown that that
the briefing is accomplished as talk-in-interaction through the contributions and of both
pilots, and the FO/PF's orientation to the task as involving both pilots.

Example 4.6

Preparing for takeoff

The next segment occurs as a crew is preparing their plane for takeoff. As part of this
preparation the crew must be sure that appropriate instrument settings have been made so
that the plane will perform, or be ready to perform, as required during the flight. The
segment ends as the C/PNF initiates a checklist.

1
2

C/PNF:

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(0.7)
course bar's two five four heading two five four it's your sector.
(1.5)
okay(.) it's go around one zero thousand(.) ASEL right
command and ( ) (briefing discussed).
(0.7)
(next) taxi pre-takoff checklist.
(0.3)
taxi pre-takeoff checks, (.) flight instruments,
(1.2)

The segment begins with the C/PNF calling out settings for navigating the plane's flight
route ("course bar's two five four heading two five four", line 2). The data of most
interest here begins with the end of the C/PNF's turn as he says "it's your sector" (line
2). The FO/PF understands that the C/PNF's "it's your sector" is her cue to check and
say aloud certain key settings. The first of these settings is the engine power which is set
at "go around" (line 4). To 'go around' is to abort a landing attempt and make another try
at the landing. This procedure requires maximum power from the engines. Here, the 'go
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around' power is set for takeoff so that in the event of a problem during the initial climb
the pilots are able to quickly draw on maximum power. The FO/PF then says the target
altitude, "one zero thousand" (line 4), which has been selected in the 'Altitude Alert
Indicator' (AAI), the 'window' as pilots typically refer to it, a display to the right of the
Flight Mode Panel. The FO/PF then confirms that 'Altitude Select' ("ASEL", line 4) has
been set on the Flight Mode Panel to ensure that the plane will automatically climb to the
target altitude when the autopilot is activated. The FO/PF also confirms that the plane is
set to accept 'inputs' from the pilot on the right - which is her ("right command", lines 45). That is, that the PF, the pilot making direct inputs to control the plane, will be the pilot
on the right of the cockpit where she, as the First Officer, is seated. The end of her turn is
transcribed with doubt, but appears not to be concerned with settings on the instrument
panel.18 The pilots then move on to perform a checklist.

I'll look at the segment again including details of the pilots' non-talk activity.

(0.7)

1
2

C/PNF:

course bar's two five four heading two five fou~ it's your sector.

2a

C/PNF:

3
4

FO/PF:

((turns head
right towards FO/PF, turns head left to face forwards))
(1.5)
okay(.) it's go around one zero thousand(.) ASEL right

4a

FO/PF:

4b

FO/PF:

4c

FO/PF:

4d

FO/PF:

4e

FO/PF:

5

FO/PF:

command and (

Sa

FO/PF:

i >
((moves hand away from panel towards left leg))

i

i

i

i
((lifts left hand towards Flight Mode Panel))

i

i

((finger touches knob under AAI
'window'))

i

i
((moves finger to and
presses ASEL button))

i

i

((moves finger to
command indicator))

i_i

6
7
8
9
10

((touches
command indicator))
) (briefing discussed).

(0.7)
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
(1.2)

(next) taxi pre-takoff checklist.
(0.3)
taxi pre-takeoff checks,(.) flight instruments,

18 If indeed the FO/PF says 'briefing discussed' this would be a reference to an earlier briefing
about procedures to be followed if there is a problem in the takeoff (eg. engine fire).
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The C/PNF turns his head right towards the FO/PF, and then back again to face forwards
out the front window, during his saying of"it's your sector" (see lines 2 and 2a). Indeed,
he begins to tum his head exactly as he begins to say "it's", and his head is again facing
forwards before he finishes saying "sector". This means that his activity of turning his
head towards the FO/PF, and then back again, occurs entirely within his saying of "it's
your sector". The C/PNF began his turn at talk by specifying some heading settings for
the flight. He begins to tum his head towards the FO/PF at exactly the point in his tum at
talk when the subject of his talk shifts from these settings to call for the FO/PF to begin
the next task. His head and gaze movement effectively select her as next speaker (see
Lerner 1996a) and this action is precisely tied to the emerging structure of his talk.
The FO/PF begins to raise her left hand towards the Flight Mode Panel during her saying
of "go around" (lines 4 and 4a). It is important to note that the cluster of buttons for
engine power is at the bottom of the main instrument panel, and that at this point she does
not need to press a button for engine power. The role of her talk is to report which button
is illuminated, indicating that it has been pressed already. The go around button was
pressed earlier. Her talk is therefore most immediately a claim about the outcome of her
own looking activity, checking the button is pressed. So, the beginning of her hand's
movement towards the Flight Mode Panel occurs during the part of her tum at talk for
which where there is no hand activity required at the Flight Mode Panel. A consequence
of the timing of this hand movement is that the FO/PF 's hand arrives at the Flight Mode
Panel, where hand activity will actually be required, just at the point in her talk which
concerns the flight modes to be selected or confirmed at that panel.
The FO/PF's finger arrives at the Flight Mode Panel, at the knob directly b~low the
Altitude Alert Indicator, precisely as she begins to say "one" in "one zero thousand" (lines
4 and 4b) (Figure 4.22), where 'one zero thousand' is the target altitude previously
selected there. Her saying of the altitude is a claim that 'one zero thousand' is the altitude
which has been set and which is on display. By placing her finger just below the window
she is making contact with the area of the instrument panel where visible evidence for that
selection can be found (see Example 4.2). Her finger can therefore provide a visual focus
of attention for both pilots to confirm the altitude is indeed selected as the FO/PF claims.
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FO/PF's finger arrives at Flight Mode Panel below Altitude Alert
Indicator
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

As the FO/PF says ''thousand" (line 4) she moves her finger from the Altitude Alert
Indicator knob to the Altitude Select (ASEL) button, which she then presses before
saying "ASEL" (lines 4 and 4c). Her saying of "ASEL" is understood by both pilots to be
a claim that ASEL mode has been selected, and so occurs only after the button has been
pressed and the ASEL mode is indeed selected. By moving her finger to, and then
pressing the ASEL button during her saying of "thousand", she is able to time her saying
of "ASEL" with only a micro-pause between these two parts of her turn. In the same
way, her finger then moves right across the Flight Mode Panel, during her saying of
"ASEL", to the 'pilot-in-command' indicator. Her finger arrives at the indicator, and
touches the button, just as she begins to say "right command" (lines 4 and 4e). So, her
action to touch the button is concurrent with her saying of one of the two possible options
for this button, that is whether it is left or right command which is selected.
The FO/PF begins to remove her hand from the panel, and towards her left leg, during
her saying of "command" (lines 5 and Sa). Her remaining talk is unclear, but appears to
be unrelated to her activity at the panel. This means that as her talk concerning activity at
the panel comes to end she immediately finishes her physical and visible contact with the
panel. Her hand movement away from the panel is a signal that her activity is completed
and she is ready to move to some other task. Again, a critical point to note here is that the
FO/PF does not make the accountable talk, that is talk which makes a claim that some
non-talk activity has been completed, until or exactly as the non-talk activity is actually
completed. The C/PNF's acceptance of the claims made in the FO/PF's talk, and
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interpretation of the visible evidence of the progress of her non-talk activity, is that he
then moves to the next task (the taxi pre-takoff checklist).
As we have seen for earlier examples, the FO/PF's non-talk activity is closely coordinated
with the emerging structure of her talk. The pilots' understanding of their own activities,
and the changing 'state' of the plane as it progresses through the various stages of flight,
is accomplished by a precise coordination of talk and non-talk activity. In the airline
cockpit talk is consistent with the reality of the pilots' ongoing completed activity, and the
state of the plane as the outcome of that activity.

Example 4.7

After takeoff

The last example for this chapter analyses a segment of data occurring moments after
takeoff. In the segment the pilots perform two main tasks which are separated by a (3.2)
period without talk. I will discuss the tasks separately. The first task is to receive and then
act upon an air traffic controller's clearance to climb to a new altitude (lines 2-18). The
second task is to engage the autopilot with particular selections at the Flight Mode Panel
(lines 20-23) .
This is the segment in full.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

FOIPNF:

Dep.:
FOIPNF:

C/PF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(9.5)
departures goodday >bravojuliet tango<, (1.2) runway
heading visual, (0. 8) climbing six thousand passing one thousand.
(1.6)
>bravo Juliet tango< ah goodday departures identified, (0.3)
climb to flight level one three zero.
(1.6)
flight level <one three zero>. () > bravo juliet tango<.
(1.0)
o:ne (.) three zero:.
(0.6)
okay:,
(1.4)
tha:t's: set,
(0.5)
>in the window with< ASEL.
(0.3)
che:cked:.
(3.2)
I'll tak:::e autopilot's in: (0.9) heading indicated airspeed ASEL
one three zero (
).
(0.6)
check.
(2.9)
0

0
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In the first task, the pilots respond to the controller's altitude clearance by setting the new
altitude with the plane's automated systems. To do this the altitude is chosen in the
Altitude Alert Indicator (AAI) window, and ASEL (Altitude Select) mode is selected, or
confirmed as selected, so that when the autopilot is switched on it will fly the plane to the
set altitude. It is important to note that the FO/PNF is the pilot primarily responsible, as
the official talker/addressee, for radio communication with participants external to the
cockpit, such as air traffic controllers. It is possible for the C/PF to hear this external
radio talk, through his headset. I 9 So one thing the pilots must do, as part of this task, is
determine who has heard what and show that they agree about what they are supposed to
now do.20
The segment begins with the FO/PNF making a required call to the 'departures' air traffic
controller to inform him that the flight is airborne. After identifying his flight as ">bravo
juliet tango<," the FO/PNF gives the controller information about their departure,
including that the flight is climbing to an initial target altitude of six thousand feet and is
currently passing one thousand feet ("climbing six thousand passing one thousand.", line
3). The controller calls the flight in reply to say that the flight is "identified" on his radar
(line 5), and he then instructs the flight to "climb to flight level one three zero." (ie. 13
000 feet) (line 6). Following standard procedures the FO/PNF then repeats, or reads
back, this altitude to the controller to acknowledge hearing it and to allow the controller to
verify what the FO/PNF heard (line 8).
The C/PF then says "o:ne (.) three zero:." (line 10) to which the FO/PNF responds
"okay:" (line 12). Note that the FO/PNF engaged in talk with the controller but it is the
C/PF who initiates talk between the pilots arising from that exchange. The FO/PNF was
the controller's official addressee, but the C/PF demonstrates that he also was a hearer.
Although the C/PF says just the three numbers, 'one three zero', the FO/PNF's response
accepts this talk as unproblematic. The FO/PNF appears to accept the C/PF 's talk as a
claim indeed to have heard one or both of the turns in the exchange with the controller in
which the new altitude was mentioned. By saying 'one three zero' the C/PF makes
explicitly available to the FO/PNF what he claims to have heard. The FO/PNF's 'okay'
accepts the C/PF's talk, and so his prior hearing, as consistent with his own. Both pilots
have now produced talk which makes available their hearing of the altitude, the FO/PNF
in talk to the controller (and potentially to the C/PF), and then the C/PF to the FO/PNF.
With no correction from the controller, and no correction from either pilot, the pilots
develop a shared understanding that the altitude they have heard, and the altitude they
must set, is flight level 'one three zero'.
0

0

As the FO/PNF stops turning the relevant knob (see discussion below) he says " tha:t's:
~" (line 14), and then ">in the window with< ASEL." (line 16). This talk presents the
19 Chapter Five gives an extended discussion of the arrangements for talk between pilots and
air traffic controllers.
20 Chapter Five focusses on how pilots do this.
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altitude 'one three zero' as now not just something the two pilots have heard, and each
said, but as the subject of activity, something now 'done' and for which evidence is
visually available. The altitude is displayed in the AAI window, and the ASEL button is
depressed and its indicating light is illuminated. The C/PF responds with "che:cked:."
(line 18) and we can know that both pilots treat this talk as concluding the task because
there is no further talk about setting the altitude. By saying 'checked' the C/PF accepts the
FO/PNF's activity, setting an altitude 'in the window', as a relevant thing for the
FO/PNF to have done. The C/PF's 'checked' also commits the C/PF to accept that the
altitude set and now displayed there is the appropriate one, the altitude which the two
pilots agreed to have heard. The C/PF can therefore be heard to claim to have looked at
the relevant display. The altitude as 'set' is now something for which the pilots are jointly
accountable.
On the following page is the first part of the data segment (lines 1-19) including details of
non-talk activity.
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1
2

FOIPNF:

3
4
5
6
7

Dep.:

7a

FO/PNF:

8

FOIPNF:

9
10

10a

C/PF:
FO/PNF:

11

lla
12

FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:

12a
13

FO/PNF:

13a
14

FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:

14a

FO/PNF:

15

(9.5)
departures goodday > bravo Juliet tango<, (1.2) runway
heading visual, (0. 8) climbing six thousand passing one thousand.
(1.6)
> bravo Juliet tango< ah goodday departures identified, (0. 3)
climb to flight level one three zero.
(1.6) = (0 > 0.6 > 1.6)
i
>
((right hand comes into camera view moving
towards the AAI knob, hand arrives at AAI
knob, begins turning AAI knob))
flight level <one three zero>. () >bravo Juliet tango<.
(1.0)
o:ne (.) three zero:.
i
>
((removes right hand from AAI knob, moves left hand
to AAI knob, resumes turning AAI knob))
(0.6)
>
>
((continues turning AAI knob))
Okf!y:,
>
>

((continues turning AAI knob))
(1.4)
>
>
((continues turning AAI knob))
tha:t's: set,
i
>
((removes left hand from AAI knob, moves left
hand left across the FMP))
(0.5) = (0 > 0.2 > 0.5)
>_ _i
((continues to move left hand across FMP))
0

0

15a

FO/PNF:

15b

FO/PNF:

((touches and holds finger at ASEL
button which is already pressed - ASEL light is
illuminated))

16

FO/PNF:

>in the window with< ASEL.

16a
17
18
19

FO/PNF:

i_i

i
C/PF:

i

((moves left hand from FMP to left leg))
(0.3)
che:cked:.
(3.2)

The FO/PNF begins non-talk activity while the relevant talk is still in progress. During
the (1.6) silence after the controller's altitude instruction (line 7), and before the FO/PNF
reads back the altitude to the controller (line 8), the FO/PNF 's right hand comes into
camera view moving towards the AAI knob (line 7a). The FO/PNF's hand reaches and
then begins to tum the AAI knob (line 7a) (Figure 4.23). As the C/PF begins to say "o:ne
(.) three zero:." (line 10) the FO/PNF removes his right hand from the AA.I knob and
away from the panel, and moves his left hand to the AAI knob and resumes turning (line
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10a). The FO/PNF continues to tum the AAI knob as the C/PF says "o:ne (.) three
zero:." (lines 10 and 10a), during the following (0.6) silence (lines 11 and l la), his own
saying of "ok_~y:," (lines 12 and 12a), and the following ( 1.4) period of no-talk (lines 13
and 13a).

Figure 4.23

The FO/PNF turns the AAI knob
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

The FO/PNF stops turning and removes his hand from the knob during his saying of
tha:t's: in " tha:t's: ~t," (lines 14 and 14a). The effect of the FO/PNF:_'s timing of
talk and hand movement is that he does not say the word which claims the setting activity
to be completed, 'set', until, and just as, this activity is in fact completed. Given that the
task is to set a new altitude, the power of the word 'set' is that it can be heard as a claim
that the task is complete, that a new altitude has indeed been 'set', and that both pilots
should now understand it to be so. The FO/PNF's completion of the task is precisely
coordinated with the talk which claims its completion. This timing helps to ensure that an
aspect of the actual state of the plane, the new set altitude, is consistent with what the
FO/PNF has said about it, and what the pilots can now legitimately understand it to be. It
is of course possible to say 'that's set' before the turning of the knob is complete, where
the talk would project future activity and a future state of affairs, or some seconds after
turning the knob, but the FO/PNF does neither of these things. The effect of the
FO/PNF's precise coordination of talk and activity is to make their connection maximally
salient.
0

"

0

0

0

"

The FO/PNF moves his hand left from the altitude knob and across the buttons of the
Flight Mode Panel as he says "set," (lines 14 and 14a) and for 0.2 seconds of the
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following (0.5) second silence (lines 15 and 15a). The FO/PNF touches the ASEL button
(Figure 4.24) and holds his finger there for the remaining 0.3 seconds of the (0.5) silence
(lines 15 and 15b) before saying ">in the window with< ASEL" (line 16). His hand
begins to move away from the ASEL button, and the panel itself, and back to his leg as
he says "in the" (lines 16 and 16a). The FO/PNF does not actually need to press the
ASEL button, its illuminated indicator light signals that it is already depressed. However,
by touching the ASEL button the FO/PNF can make that button the subject of his physical
and visual attention, and not just the subject of talk. The button's light is evidence for the
FO/PNF's impending claim that the altitude is 'in the window 'with ASEL'. The C/PF is
not in view so we cannot know just where he is looking, but the ASEL button is on the
C/PF's side of the main panel and so the FO/PNF's hand is in the C/PF's forward field
of vision. Certainly the FO/PNF's hand movement is potentially visible to the C/PF, and
the C/PF later claims to have 'checked' the button's status (line 18).

Figure 4.24

The FO/PNF touches the ASEL button
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author' s permission)

Again the timing of the FO/PNF's talk and non-talk activity is significant. The FO/PNF
does not begin to talk until he has first reached for and touched the ASEL button. So, his
talk which will make a claim about the status of the ASEL button begins only after his
related non-talk activity of touching the button. If touching the button can serve to direct
attention to the button's status, then we can say that the talk which makes a claim about
this status occurs after non-talk activity which may help to verify and legitimate that
claim. The FO/PNF removes his hand from the ASEL button and away from the panel to
his leg, his hand's home position during his saying of ' the window ' . So, the FO/PNF
produces his final talk for the task just as his hand movement marks an ending to his non-
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talk activities, associated with the task, at the panel.
As a final word, the two-part structure of the FO/PNF's talk reflects the two-part
structure of the non-talk activity required to perform the task. The task of setting an
altitude with ASEL mode involves two cockpit instruments, the Altitude Alert Indicator
('the window') and the ASEL button. By timing his talk and non-talk activity as he does
the FO/PNF produces two turns at talk, one tum at talk for activity associated with each
instrument. He says 'that's set' to accompany his activity at the knob for the Altitude
Alert Indicator, and 'in the window with ASEL' to accompany his activity at the ASEL
button. Indeed the FO/PNF says 'set' with rising pitch, marking the talk and task as
hearably incomplete. Both pilots treat this incompleteness as something for which the
FO/PNF is responsible for resolving. There is a following (0.5) silence (line 15) in which
the C/PF continues to fly the plane and the FO/PNF continues non-talk activity as he
moves his hand to the ASEL button. Evidence of the C/PF's understanding and
acceptance of the two-part structure, and that the FO/PNF is continuing with the task, is
that the C/PF says "che:cked:." (line 18) only after the FO/PNF's activity at the ASEL
button and the FO/PNF's second tum at talk, and after the FO/PNF's hand is removed
from the instrument panel. The timing of the C/PF's talk treats the FO/PNF's contribution
to the task as over, and the PNF's talk to claim it to be so, only after non-talk activity and
talk at the two places on the instrument panel.
Now I tum to the second task in this segment, beginning at line 19. Recall that the task
before the pilots here is to engage the autopilot (AP) with particular selections on the
Flight Mode Panel (FMP). The discussion here develops and strengthens my earlier
analysis of tasks involving the Flight Mode Panel.

19
20
21

22
23
24

(3.2)
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

I'll tak:::e autopilot's in: (0.9) heading indicated airspeed ASEL
one three zero (
).
(0.6)
check.
(2.9)

The C/PF announces that he is engaging the autopilot ("I'll tak:::e autopilot's in:", line 20)
and then calls out the Flight Mode Panel selections which he is selecting or confirming as
selected ("heading indicated airpeed ASEL", line 20) and the altitude which has been set
in the Altitude Alert Indicator ("one three zero", line 21 ). Actually, the official or
prescribed talk for the C/PF is to say 'autopilot's engaged', and then to call out the
selections, but note that what the C/PF actually says is "I'll tak:::e autopilot's in:". The
C/PF's use of 'I' makes salient his individual role as the PF on this flight21 , while 'take'
makes explicit that engaging the autopliot is not just a change to an instrument setting but
21 Chapter Three focusses on pilots' pronominal choices and cockpit roles.
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is something the C/PF is actively doing and will be using as the PF on this flight. The
C/PF presents the autopilot as not just on, but as something he 'takes', as PF, to fly the
plane. The C/PF's talk amounts to a claim that the autopilot is indeed on, and that certain
modes have indeed been selected. The FO/PNF makes available his understanding and
acceptance that this is so with his response, "check." (line 23). This commits the FO/PNF
to a claim to have visually checked the Flight Mode Panel and to agree with the C/PF that
things there are indeed as the C/PF says. Through their turns at talk the two pilots
develop an awareness that the plane is now flying in autopilot mode with particular flight
mode selections.
I will look further at non-talk activity accompanying this talk as the C/PF presses and
touches buttons on the Flight Mode Panel.

19
20

C/PF:

20a

C/PF:

((turns head right towards top of panel, moves right
hand from control yoke towards top of panel, touches
AP button with two fingers of right hand))

20b

C/PF:

((presses AP button, holds two fingers on
AP button))

20c

C/PF:

20d

C/PF:

((touches IAS button))

20e

C/PF:

((touches ASEL
button))

21

C/PF:

21a

C/PF:

21b
22
23
24

C/PF:

(3.2)
I'll tak:::e autopilot's in: (0.9) heading indicated airspeed ASEL

i

i

i

i

i_i
((moves right hand left across
Flight Mode Panel, touches HOG button))

i

i
i

one three zero (

i

).

i_i

FO/PNF:

((with right hand points to Altitude Alert
Indicator))
i
>
((moves right hand away from panel))
(0.6)
check.
(2.9)

Pressing the Autopilot Engage (AP) button, to tum on the autopilot, is something the
C/PF achieves through a precise coordination of his talk and non-talk activity. The C/PF
begins to talk as he simultaneously turns his head to the right of the cockpit towards the
top and centre of the main instrument panel, where the Flight Mode Panel is located, and
also begins to move his right hand from his control yoke to the Flight Mode Panel (lines
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20 and 20a). The timing of the talk and non-talk activities, potentially visible to the
FO/PNF, presents the two as closely aligned, indeed that they are to be understood as
working together. As the C/PF 's hand approaches the Flight Mode Panel the first stop is
the AP button to tum on the plane's autopilot. The C/PF lengthens his saying of the 'k' in
'take', saying the word as "tak:::e" (line 20). As the C/PF begins to say 'take' his right
hand is approaching the button, but two fingers of this hand only arrive at the button just
as he finishes saying "tak:::e" (see line 20b). So, a consequence of the lengthening of
''tak:::e" is that the C/PF does not begin to say "autopilot's", in "autopilot's in:" (line 20)
until his fingers are actually touching the AP button (lines 20 and 20b). That is, the
lengthening of 'take' ensures that the C/PF's saying of 'autopilot' is madewith his
fingers actually on the autopilot button. The C/PF presses the button simultaneously with
his saying of "auto" (in "autopilot's") (lines 20 and 20b). So, the talk which will make a
claim about the status of the autopilot does not begin until the C/PF has his fingers
touching the relevant button, and occurs just as the C/PF presses that button.
Recall that the C/PF's "I'll tak:::e" is actually non-standard wording. The standard talk is
simply to say 'autopilot's engaged'. Yet it is during the non-standard talk, "I'll tak:::e",
that the C/PF moves his hand towards the AP button. Indeed, the prolonged saying of
'take' meant that the C/PF's fingers arrived at the AP button just as he finished saying
'take' and began to say "autopilot's". The timing of the C/PF's non-standard "I'll tak:::e"
was such that it was complete just as the C/PF's fingers arrived in a relevant position, on
the AP button, in time for the standard talk which was to accompany the pressing of the
button. So although the C/PF's 'I'll take' is non-standard talk, its timing and production
are coordinated with the standard talk and the non-talk activity for the task. We could also
suggest that by saying 'I'll take', while his hand is moving towards the AP button, the
C/PF is better able to draw early attention to his non-talk activity of pressing the button to
engage the autopilot. Such a coordination may orient to including the FO/PNF in the
process of conducting the task itself, that is as a witness to the C/PF's pressing the
button, rather than merely confirming the status of the button, as 'pressed', only after the
event.
After pressing the AP button, during his saying of"auto", the C/PF holds his two fingers
on the button until the end of his saying of"autopilot's in:" (lines 20 and 20b) (Figure
4.25). At the end of"in:" the C/PF moves his hand away from the AP button and left
towards the heading button (lines 20 and 20c). So, the C/PF maintains physical contact
with the AP button, with two fingers, until he completes his saying of the talk which
concerns his activity at the button, and makes a claim that the button is 'in'. The talk,
"autopilot's in:", and non-talk activity, the C/PF's physical contact with the AP button,
begin and end together, so making their association maximally salient (recall Example
4.2).
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The C/PF holds two fingers of right hand on AP button
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

Talk and non-talk activity are precisely coordinated as the C/PF continues his turn at talk
and refers to other buttons on the Flight Mode Panel. The C/PF moves his right hand to
the Heading (HDG) button the left of the Flight Mode Panel (line 20c), and then across
the Flight Mode Panel to touch the Indicated Airspeed (IAS) (line 20d) and Altitude Select
(ASEL) (line 20e) buttons. The C/PF refers to each of these buttons in his talk. The light
for each button is illuminated, indicating that each button has already been_pressed,
sometime earlier in the flight. Therefore, the C/PF does need to press them, but by
touching them the C/PF can make each button the focus of his own attention and the
FO/PNF's attention.
After the C/PF presses the AP button there is a (0.9) silence as the C/PF moves his right
hand to the left towards the HDG button. The C/PF touches the HDG button with his
index finger then moves his hand across the panel and touches the IAS button, and then
the ASEL button. For each button, the C/PF produces the talk for the button as or after he
touches it. He says "heading" after touching the HDG button (line 20c), he says
"indicated" as he touches the Indicated Airspeed Button (line 20d), and he says "ASEL"
with his finger touching the panel below the ASEL button (line 20e) (Figure 4.26). So the
timing of the talk is such that it comes as or after the C/PF's does non-talk activity at each
button. That is, the talk comes as or after the C/PF establishes a physical and visible
presence at the focus of his talk where evidence can be found for what his talk claims to
be the case, that each button is pressed and so the crew are now to understand that each
flight mode has been selected. The C/PF's precise timing presents the talk and non-talk
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activity as closely aligned, and that together they make available to the FO/PNF the
CIPF 's contribution to the task of engaging the autopilot with particular selections at the
Flight Mode Panel.

Figure 4.26

C/PF touches Flight Mode Panel below the ASEL button
(video stills must not be reproduced or used without author's permission)

The C/PF then says "one three zero" (line 21) which is the altitude their flight was given
by air traffic control. His saying occurs after he says "ASEL" (line 20) and so is a claim
that the altitude 'one three zero' is not just one that has been given to their flight by a
controller, but is an altitude which is relevant to their selection of the ASEL mode. That
is, 'one three zero' is the altitude to which the plane will climb with the selection of the
ASEL mode. This claim can only be true if the altitude has been set in the Altitude Alert
Indicator, 'the window' (Figure 4.27). Recall that the C/PF's talk in this part of the
segment occurs 3 .2 seconds after the earlier sequence (discussed above) in which the
FO/PNF set the altitude in the window. The C/PF's talk "one three zero" (line 21) now
brings together the earlier non-talk activity of turning the knob to set the altitude in the
window, with the current selection of the ASEL mode as one selection among others
being made at the Flight Mode Panel. The set and displayed altitude now has a new
relevance as something that is used by the autopilot with other selections at the Flight
Mode Panel to fly the plane. In Saussure's (1983/1916) terms (and see discussion in Butt
1985:11-29), we could say that what is new is that the 'value' of the altitude 'one three
zero' has changed. The altitude is not just set as a clearance from an air traffic controller,
but is now placed alongside selections at the Flight Mode Panel which are to be used by
the autopilot to fly the plane. The set altitude 'one three zero' occurs now as a part of a
different task of engaging the autopilot.
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Flight level 'one three zero' (13 000 feet) is displayed in the AAI
'window'

During his saying of ''three" the C/PF points with the index finger of his right hand to the
AAI window (lines 21 and 21 a) (Figure 4.28). So, each saying is accompanied by a
physical and visible hand movement which can focus attention. The C/PF establishes a
physical and visible presence at the source of evidence which can support what his talk
claims to be the case, in this case that the 'one three zero' is on view, and so has been set,
in the display window.

Figure 4.28

The C/PF points to the AAI window
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It is only at this point that the C/PF moves his hand away from the panel (line 21 b ). That
is, the C/PF becomes physically and visibly separate from the space of the Flight Mode
Panel only as his talk concerning his activities at the panel, and the new state of the panel,
is concluded. The talk does not finish before the activity which ensures that what the talk
claims is in fact the case, that is, that such and such activity, a selection, has been made,
and that therefore the plane is in the particular state to which the talk refers.
It is important for the pilots' performance of the task that they each see and then know the
selections which have been made, that is, that the autopilot has been engaged and what
selections have been made at the Flight Mode Panel. For the task to be successfully and
acceptably performed the two pilots, not the C/PF alone, must come to a shared
understanding of what is shown on the Flight Mode Panel, for the selections here will
determine how the plane is being flown, in short, what the plane will do. This segment
shows that this 'seeing' is facilitated by non-talk activities, that is, by the C/PF's contact
with the buttons on the panel and his pointing gesture. What is most interesting,
however, is that the focus and timing of this 'seeing' developed moment-to-moment
through a delicate coordination of talk and non-talk activity. The C/PF's talk and hand
activity were in precise harmony as the C/PF moved from button to button, and then to
the AAI window, to establish the pilots' awareness of the selections made at the Flight
Mode Panel.

4. 3

Conclusion

By using detailed transcriptions of video data of talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit
during regular scheduled airline flights, this chapter has been able to show _how pilots
coordinate their talk and non-talk activities with split-second precision as they perform
routine tasks. This chapter therefore supports previous research, particularly microstudies of interaction in the EM/CA tradition, which has explored how participants
accomplish interaction by coordinating talk with numerous other available resources, in
both mundane conversational interactions (eg. Goodwin 1979, 1981, 1986b; Kendon
1990; Heath 1992a; Lerner 1996a; Schegloff 1998a) and in institutional and workplace
settings, and particularly in institutional settings where participants work together as a
team and perform tasks (eg. Goodwin 1995; Goodwin 1996; Goodwin and Goodwin
1996; Heath and Luff 1996). These resources have included gaze direction, gesture and
placement and movement of parts of the body (eg. head, arm, hand, leg, eye brows),
manipulation of objects (or workplace tools of some sort), and body location and
orientation within the physical constraints of the setting. In short, this chapter adds to a
view of language use and social interaction as embodied practice. Talk is just one of the
resources participants use, and orient to, as they construct their contributions to
interaction and interpret the contributions of others.
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The examples in this chapter show that precisely coordinating talk and non-talk activities
is one way airline pilots develop shared understandings, on a moment-to-moment basis,
of what they are doing both together and individually, and what is going on around them
as they perform routine tasks. As Goodwin ( 1996:73) puts it, talk and non-talk activity
"mutually inform each other" in that each contributes to the sense and interpretability of
the other. Precise coordination of talk and non-talk activities contributes to what the pilots
can 'know' about the progress of their flight and their conduct of it. In this sense, a
precise coordination of talk and non-talk activities is an important part of the pilots' crew
situation awareness, as this awareness develops and is demonstrated moment-to-moment
through processes of talk-in-interaction. In particular, examples in this chapter have
shown how pilots' talk is precisely coordinated with the placement and movement of the
pilots' hands as the pilots use various cockpit controls and displays. This chapter
develops Goodwin's (1997: 128) comments that gestures "reveal a way of knowing", and
shows how, in the setting of the airline cockpit, the hand is "an agent of experience in its
own right, encountering specific phenomena in the world within which it is working."
(Goodwin 1997:128). Situation awareness is not in the head of individual pilots, but is
something pilots jointly accomplish and make visibly available by, in part at least,
precisely coordinating talk and non-talk activities.
The examples here have shown pilots at work performing a range of tasks including
setting a new heading, setting a new altitude, assuming and transferring control of the
engine power levers, conducting an approach briefing, monitoring altitude, engaging the
autopilot, and making and confirming selections at the Flight Mode Panel. To perform
these tasks the pilots pressed buttons, moved levers, turned knobs, looked at and touched
displays, produced and handled written materials, and so on, as they interpreted and
responded to information from their cockpit instruments and the external environment
about their plane's performance and the evolving circumstances in which the flight was
progressing. Pilots precisely coordinated their talk with their conduct of these non-talk
and task-driven activities, involving especially the placement and movement of hands and
fingers, head movement, looking activity, and bodily orientation. This chapter has shown
how such apparently simple actions to perform routine tasks, such as pressing a button,
are actually accomplished in the course of the pilots' ongoing interaction as a crew as they
fly their plane. Although these are tasks a pilot performs thousands of times in the course
of a working life, each and every task must be accomplished, as Anderson et al. (1989)
put it, as ''yet another one, first time through" (Anderson et al. 1989: 143). Anderson et
al. ( 1989) describe of instances of routine negotiating in an entrepreneurial firm. Like the
business negotiations they describe, this chapter shows that each cockpit task "has to be
gone through, here and now, for the first and only time." (Anderson et al. 1989:143).
Precisely coordinating talk and non-talk activity was seen to involve the moment-tomoment management of the timing and aspects of the production of both talk and non-talk
activity. For example, until certain talk was completed a finger was held at a particular
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button, or a hand was held over the power levers. In other examples talk was suspended
until writing activity was completed, or a finger reached a certain button. Or, the uttering
of a sound was prolonged which ensured that the completed saying of a key word
coincided with the completion of activity to turn a knob. This management of talk and
non-talk activities occurs as pilots develop and demonstrate to one another their evolving
understandings of who is doing what, who knows what, and what is going on as they
conduct their flight.
the coordination of talk and non-talk activity with split-second precision may be
particularly germane in the sequentially task-oriented setting of the airline cockpit. Airline
pilots understand and conduct every flight as a progression through a series of tasks,
linked to particular stages of flight (push-back, taxi, takeoff etc.), which must be
performed in strict sequential order. One task or stage of flight must be completed for the
next task or stage to be relevant, or even possible. A plane cannot climb until after the
takeoff, and a plane that is not correctly prepared ('configured') for takeoff may well
crash. Also, for each task there are specific actions, talk and non-talk activities, which
must be conducted in sequential order. Doing things in the wrong order can be interpreted
as a professional lapse, and at the very worst can lead to catastrophe. Once each action
within a task is completed it is possible and legitimate for pilots to continue to the next
action in the task. Once each task is completed, it is possible and legitimate for pilots to
continue to subsequent tasks. Once each stage of the flight is completed it is possible and
legitimate to continue to the next stage of the flight. Therefore, it is critical that pilots
come to a shared understanding, as a crew, when part of a task, or task, or stage of a
flight is complete. The pilots treat such an understanding as an agreement that they, their
plan_e, and the circumstances of their flight (eg. the weather and other air traffic), are
ready to progress to something else, to some possible and legitimate next tbing.
In the work of airline pilots the outcome of a precise coordination of talk and non-talk
activity is a synchronisation of the pilots' conduct of a task, and the progress of the flight,
as these are represented in talk and as they really are. For example, the shared
understanding that a particular altitude had been ' set' was accomplished, in part, through
a precise timing of talk (" tha:t' s: set,") and the manual turning of the knob to ' set' that
altitude in the display which provides evidence of the altitude claimed to be ' set'. The
power of talk in the cockpit, and in particular words like ' set', ' selected ', ' completed ', is
that it has the potential to allow an understanding that it is acceptable to move to
something next. That is, if an altitude is said to be ' set' it will be understood by both
pilots to be ' set'. So the altitude, or whatever, must really be ' set' at the time of saying. If
the saying begins while the activity of 'setting' ( eg. turning the knob) is still in progress,
then the saying of 'set' may be timed or produced so that it is completed with or after the
completion of the activity.
0

0

The examples in this chapter show that pilots demonstrate an orientation to the
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sequentially task-oriented nature of their work through a precise coordination of talk and
non-talk activity as they perform tasks. The content and timing of much of what pilots say
to one another in the cockpit, including words like 'set', is officially prescribed, scripted,
for the pilots in manuals of formal procedures. However, the precise coordination of talk
and non-talk activity, as shown in the examples in this chapter, cannot be scripted and is
not intentionally and consciously achieved. This coordination arises as scripted talk is
actually realised as naturally occurring talk-in-interaction as pilots perform their routine
duties. This chapter has shown that the importance of performing and completing tasks,
and stages of flight, by particular professionally acceptable orderings of talk and non-talk
activities, is something which is not just stipulated in training and in official manuals of
formal operating procedures, which pilots are obliged to follow, but is something to
which airline pilots orient to moment-to-moment through processes of talk-in-interaction
as they perform routine tasks. That is, pilots orient to the significance of talk which can
be heard to claim part of a task, or a task, or a stage of flight to be completed. A precise
coordination of talk and non-talk activity is one way pilots make themselves accountable
to one another for what they say and do, and exactly when, as members of a flight crew
jointly responsible for conducting the flight. The examples in this chapter show that this
coordination is part of what it is to be, recognisably and acceptably, an airline pilot. Even
prescribed talk must be accomplished through processes of talk-in-interaction as real
pilots coordinate their talk and non-talk activities in real time on real flights.
The examples in this chapter add to descriptions, and further understandings, of cognition
as embodied, situated and socially shared. With its focus on the detailed transcription and
analysis of processes of pilots' talk-in-interaction, during actual regular scheduled
passenger flights, this chapter develops earlier work by others, for example Hutchins
(1995), Hutchins and Klausen (1996) and Hutchins and Palen (1997), which specifically
explores cognition in the airline cockpit, though the latter two studies use data from
simulator sessions. This chapter shows that in the airline cockpit cognitive
understandings are not limited to individual pilots' technical knowledge or stored
experience, but are jointly constructed, demonstrated, and interpreted, moment-tomoment, in the immediate and evolving contexts of the pilots' talk and non-talk activities.
This chapter has shown how pilots' understandings of the progress of their flight and
their conduct of it, that is, what they are doing and where they are up to, the state of their
plane and what is going on around them, and so on, arise in part through the pilots' splitsecond coordination of talk and non-talk activities as they perform necessary tasks to fly
their plane.
This chapter reminds us of what we can miss if we use transcripts of audio data only, and
this reminder alone has particular implications for the commercial aviation industry and
probably other high technology industries. The investigation of airline incidents and
accidents has to date relied primarily on transcripts from cockpit voice recorders,
therefore audio data only, to investigate the significance of talk between the pilots in the
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sequence of events associated with an incident or accident. Pilots' activities and inputs
can also be inferred from the other 'black box', the flight data recorder, which provides
information on numerous parameters of a plane's performance. However, difficulties in
determining the factors leading to some accidents ( eg. see Job 1994:88-97), and in
particular two recent accidents in which it is possible that pilots may have deliberately
taken action to bring their plane down, have led some in the commercial aviation industry
to advocate the use of cockpit video cameras. This chapter gives a very detailed picture of
how such video data might be transcribed and analysed, and just what might be learned
from such analysis.
As a final word, in some of the examples presented in this chapter I noted that as they
perform routine tasks the pilots often use wording other than the standard wordings
which are officially prescribed for them in manuals of procedures, or the pilots
embellished the officially prescribed wordings in some way. In the previous chapter I
noted, for example, the pilots' use of what I called 'impromptu pronouns'. These are
pronouns that are not included in prescribed wordings but were found to do important
interactional work in that they allowed pilots to make salient relevant cockpit roles. In this
chapter I commented on some other changes to prescribed wordings. To recall just one
example, a FO/PF called for the heading mode to be selected by saying "and heading
thanks.", rather than the standard callout of 'heading' (Example 4.4). I remarked that the
'and-preface' and the 'thanks' did interactional work. The 'and' marked the talk, and the
task, as the next in a sequence of talk and tasks which constitutes the flight. The andpreface marks the talk as having "a routine or agenda-based character'' (Heritage and
Sorjonen 1994: 1), as maintaining across sequences the pilots' orientation to some larger
activity (Heritage and Sorjonen 1994:5). The 'thanks' made salient that the job of
pressing the relevant button was the responsibility of the other pilot, the C~ptain in his
role of PNF on that flight. So, although much of what pilots say to one another in the
course of their routine duties is officially prescribed for them, pilots change such
prescribed talk when they actually produce it moment-to-moment in real-time as naturally
occurring talk-in-interaction. Through these local changes to the officially prescribed
wordings the pilots are able to meet the contingencies of their ongoing interaction with
one another. That is, the 'script' is varied as it is occasioned, as it becomes something
that particular pilots say on particular occasions, as it is said then and there by those two
pilots, in that cockpit, performing that task, at that moment, on that flight.

It was also found that as they performed routine tasks the pilots sometimes precisely
coordinated non-standard talk, or embellishments of standard wordings, with their nontalk activities, just as they precisely coordinated standard wordings with their non-talk
activities. That is, non-standard talk, like standard and prescribed talk, becomes part of
routine embodied talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit. In Example 4.7, when
performing the task of engaging the autopilot, the C/PF said "I'll tak:::e autopilot's in:
(0.9)", where "I'll tak:::e" is non-standard wording. The standard talk is simply to say
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'autopilot's engaged'. Yet it was found that it was during the non-standard talk, "I'll
talc:: e", that the C/PF moved his hand towards the 'Autopilot Engage' button. His fingers
arrived on the button just as he finished saying 'take' and began to say "autopilot's", the
standard wording, and pressed the button. In Example 4.5 the FO/PF began his approach
briefing by saying "okay we need to plan hh- so the plan shall be:::, (3.4)", rather than
simply calling out 'approach briefing'. The non-standard wording was seen to
accompany the FO/PF's manipulation of the landing data pad and his writing activity,
these being preparatory activities for the briefing itself. The FO/PF began the actual
details of the briefing with "go downhill" (an informal way of saying 'begin descent')
only after that preparatory non-talk activity, accompanying the non-standard talk, was
completed. These examples show that changes to standard prescribed wordings play an
important part in pilots' precise coordination or talk and non-talk activity as they routinely
accomplish cockpit tasks. Spontaneous and non-standard talk, like prescribed wordings,
is made accountable for the way it contributes to the pilots' emerging sense of what they
are doing, of what is going on.
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"he said final approach speed".
Integrating talk within and beyond
the cockpit
5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

Preamble

My interest in this last data analysis chapter remains talk-in-interaction in the airline
cockpit, but is widened to explore how cockpit talk-in-interaction is integrated with pilots'
talk to participants beyond the cockpit. A quick glance at airline pilots at work in the
cramped space of the cockpit would show them talking to one another and completing
various non-talk activities to perform tasks, as we saw in Chapter Four. However, a
quick glance gives the misleading impression that pilots work alone. In reality, and as we
have seen in some examples in the previous data analysis chapters, pilots do not work
alone, but must interact with a number of people outside the cockpit in order to fly their
plane. The interest of this chapter concerns such interactions as part of airline pilots'
routine work. How is that pilots develop and demonstrate to one another their evolving
and situated understandings as they integrate talk within and beyond the cockpit? How is
it that pilots fit talk around talk?
This chapter discusses examples of pilots' talk to air traffic controllers. For any typical
flight airline pilots must talk to numerous participants outside the cockpit. Pilots talk with
cabin crew members (eg. to learn if the cabin is ready, 'secure', before takeoff and
landing), representatives of their airline ('company') on the ground (eg. to give an
estimated arrival time), passengers (eg. to make routine announcements), ground
handlers (eg. as the plane is prepared for departure), pilots of other planes (eg. to ensure
adequate 'separation'), and air traffic controllers. However, most of pilots' verbal
exchanges with participants outside the cockpit are with air traffic controllers (ATC).
Controllers are responsible for managing the shared use of airspace and groundspace (eg.
taxiways, runways). Pilots must talk with controllers to ensure, at least, that the
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movements of their own flight are coordinated with the movements of other flights.
My primary focus in this chapter will not actually be the exchanges of turns at talk
between pilots and controllers, but in how pilot-controller talk, pilots' talk beyond the
cockpit, is fitted into pilot-pilot talk, pilots' talk within the cockpit. I That is, I am
interested in how talking to participants beyond the cockpit is a task in itself which pilots
integrate with talk and activities associated with other tasks within the cockpit as they fly
their plane. I look at how the substance of an individual pilot's talk beyond the cockpit,
with a controller, is shared and accepted as understood by the pilots, and acted upon. In
short, I look at how pilots' talk to controllers becomes part of pilots' shared
understandings, their evolving crew situation awareness, of what is going on, what they
have done, what they are doing and what they are to do next.

5.1.2

Talking to air traffic controllers

5.1.2.1

Why pilots talk to controllers

The skies are crowded and pilots must talk with air traffic controllers so the progress of
their own flight can be coordinated with other flights, on the ground or in the air. Pilots
typically talk with controllers to gain permission (clearance) for numerous actions, or to
receive relevant information for the conduct of the flight (eg. details of weather, other air
traffic). Pilots might also need to ask or inform controllers about some aspect of the
progress of the flight (eg. weather, preferred flight route, technical difficulties with the
plane). Talk may be initiated either by pilots or controllers, depending on the nature and
purpose of the talk. For example, pilots will initiate talk to seek permission-(clearance) to
'pushback' from the airport terminal building or to begin taxiing, controllers will initiate
talk to issue a speed restriction, but a clearance to change altitude or heading may be
initiated either by pilots or controllers.
Pilots and controllers share responsibility for safely and effectively coordinating air
traffic, and work together to achieve it. Their priorities and responsibilities, however, are
not identical. Pilots' priority is the conduct of their own flight, the safety and comfort of
the passengers, and meeting airline expectations for efficiency and published arrival and
departure times. Controllers' priority is to coordinate numerous flights within a defined
space, for example the airspace of a large geographical region or the narrow approach
path to an airport and runway. Controllers have authority to give or withhold clearance,
or to give instructions, for pilots to conduct numerous flight actions, like taking off and
landing, climbing or descending to a new altitude, turning to a new heading, or entering
and leaving a runway or taxiway. Controllers can also have some say in how the pilots
conduct flight actions. For a particular flight controllers might specify, for example, a
1 Harper and Hughes (1993) discuss the work of air traffic controllers.
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certain speed or rate of climb or descent, or might require the pilots to place their plane in
a holding pattern, or to delay or expedite a takeoff or entering or leaving a runway. In
general, pilots must comply with controllers' instructions unless the safety of their flight
is jeopardised, and pilots are responsible for telling controllers if an instruction is
somehow unacceptable.
Inevitably, pilots and controllers have different perspectives of any flight because of their
differing priorities and the types of information each has. Pilots have direct information of
their conduct and the progress of the flight, including the capabilities and current
performance of the plane (Arri 1991a), and knowledge of crew and passengers and the
weather the plane is flying through (Arri 1991 b ). The pilots know better than a controller
ever can what is actually happening on the flight. Controllers are focussed on what is
happening around the flight in the airspace under their control at the time, and have a
more limited knowledge of the actualities of any individual flight. Controllers will
typically be concerned with the flight's location and identifying callsign, the type of
aircraft it is, its altitude, speed, and movements. Controllers may gain information
visually, as from an airport control tower, from documentation, or from equipment such
as radar displays.
Pilots and controllers are therefore mutually dependent. Pilots and controllers need each
other to know what information should be shared, and when, to allow the other to do
their part in the working of the system, and there are numerous airline accidents and
incidents where this sharing between pilots and controllers did not happen. For example,
in the sequence of events for one accident a controller saw on his radar screen that a flight
was gradually descending, instead of maintaining altitude, he called the crew and asked
'how are things coming along out there?'. The crew had turned on their autopilot in
'altitude hold' mode as they tried to rectify a minor fault. They had no idea the plane was
slowly descending. By the time one of the pilots noticed the altitude problem it was too
late (see Job 1994:98-111). Another accident occurred when one air traffic controller
became confused about the callsigns and locations of flights approaching his airport and
inadvertently instructed an incoming flight to turn towards a mountain. The crew of that
flight were unsure if it was safe to turn as instructed, whether they would remain clear of
terrain, but ultimately followed the controller's instruction and the plane crashed into the
mountain killing all on board. The crew of another flight did not spell out clearly to a
controller that their plane was critically low on fuel as it approached the airport, and the
controller did not ask them to elaborate on their fuel situation. The crew failed to declare
an emergency and accepted a number of instructions from the controller which delayed
their landing. The airliner ran out of fuel and crashed (see Cushing 1994; Duke 1994;
Helmreich 1994; Job 1994).
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How and when pilots talk to controllers

For the most part pilots communicate with controllers verbally via radio, though some
communication is through computer links and this mode may become more dominant in
the future2. This chapter considers verbal radio communication only. Pilots talk to more
than one controller over the duration of a flight, and may talk to many. At the airport
pilots might talk to a ground controller and a controller in the control tower. Once
airborne pilots might talk to a departures controller and then numerous other controllers as
the flight passes through airspaces corresponding to geographical regions (eg. 'Perth
Centre', 'Rhein radar'), and then as the landing nears pilots might talk to an
approach/arrivals controller, and then tower and ground controllers at the destination
airport. At all times a flight's progress is monitored and managed by a controller. As a
flight leaves one controller's area of responsibility it is 'handed over' to the next
controller. The pilots are instructed to contact the next controller and are given that
controller's radio frequency.
Pilots talk to controllers over radio using either a handheld microphone or a microphone
attached to the headset which each pilot wears. When they are wearing their headsets the
pilots also talk to each other through them. Exactly when the pilots wear the headsets is
determined by company policy, regulation, and pilots' personal preference. For example,
headsets might not be worn before the engines are started, when the cockpit is quiet, or
during the cruise stage of flight, when there is generally less talk to be done. For pilots to
talk to a controller the relevant cockpit radio must first be tuned to the controller's
frequency, and then one of the pilots must flick a small switch on the lower instrument
console to 'key' the microphone and talk on that frequency. There is a switch on each
side of the console, one for each pilot. Flicking the switch opens and closes. the radio
channel and so only one person can talk at a time on the frequency. That is, either of the
pilots on the flight deck may talk, or the controller may talk, or a pilot of another plane
also tuned to that frequency may talk, but talk of these participants can not overlap.
Keying the microphone constrains tumtaking by ensuring that only one speaker ever
speaks at time. A pilot on the flight deck can hear not only the controller talking to the
pilot's own flight, but also any exchange of talk between the controller and pilots of other
planes tuned to that controller's frequency. Any talk over a controller's frequency is
potentially hearable to anyone else tuned in. The pilot hears this radio talk through either
the headsets or, when not wearing a headset, through a cockpit speaker.
Figure 5.1 shows the arrangement for talk between pilots and air traffic controllers, that
is, who talks to whom and who can hear this talk.

2 Logsdon et al. (1995), Montalvo (1995), Gormley (1998). See especially the discussion in

Cushing (1994).
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Pilot-flying is potentially able to hear talk
over radio

Pilot-flying
(non-addressed
recipient)

........

Talk beyond cockpit
(talk over radio)

Pilot-not-flying
(addressed recipient)

Talk within cockpit
Figure 5.1 Arrangement for talk between pilots and air traffic controllers.

Figure 5.1 shows that on any flight only one pilot, the PNF, is primarily responsible for
talking with air traffic controllers.3 From the controllers' perspective, the PNF speaks on
behalf of both pilots as the voice of the flight, the flight's "spokesman" (Levinson
1988: 172). The PNF may be either the First Officer or the Captain. The PNF talks to
controllers and is the controllers' addressed recipient. However the other pilot, the PF,
can potentially hear, through his/her headset or the cockpit speaker, anything the PNF
3 For the sake of simplicity, in general discussions in this chapter I will assume that the pilot
talking to a controller is the PNF. We will see in some examples, however, that the PF also talks
to controllers. This is because some pilot-controller communications are the responsibility of the
First Officer, regardless of the First Officer's role as the PF or PNF on a particular flight.
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and controllers say to one another. By 'potentially' I mean that talk between the PNF and
controllers is also audible, physically available, to the PF. The PF can be a non-addressed
recipient of controllers' talk. So, for the purposes of this chapter it is critical to note that
any talk over the radio, either to or from the cockpit, is potentially bearable by both
pilots, not just the pilot talking to the controller. Whether or not both pilots, the PNF and
the PF, have actually heard any particular radio talk is something which the two pilots
must determine through moment-to-moment processes of talk-in-interaction. Just how
they do so is the focus of this chapter. Also, while both pilots are potential hearers of any
talk within the cockpit, controllers can not hear what the pilots say to each other.
This chapter considers how pilots establish local understandings, through talk and nontalk activity, of who has heard what, and who knows what, in terms of the significance
of particular radio talk for the progress and the pilots' joint conduct of the flight. While
only one pilot talks to controllers, and is the addressed recipient for controllers, talk to
and from controllers is relevant to both pilots because the pilots together conduct the
flight. Recall from the discussion above that such talk concerns information and/or flight
actions of which both pilots need to be aware, at the very least because the pilot talking to
the controllers is not the PF, that is, not the pilot making the immediate handling inputs
and routine decisions for the flight. But more than this, talk to and from controllers
contributes to the pilots' shared understanding as a crew, their crew situation awareness,
of what is going on and what they are doing as they together conduct the flight. Failure to
develop such crew understandings has contributed to numerous airline accidents and
incidents.4 In fact, I noted in Chapter One that the world's worst airline accident, in
terms of loss of life, was a 1977 runway collision of two Boeing 747 'jumbo' jets in
which confusion arising from misheard and misunderstood talk with a controller
contributed to the crew of one jumbo beginning to takeoff despite the presence of the
other jumbo taxiing on the same runway (Cushing 1994).
In this chapter I give examples of naturally occurring talk-in-interaction in the cockpit to
show how crew understandings of pilot-controller talk are developed. In short, I show
how talk beyond the cockpit, to or from air traffic controllers, is integrated with talk and
non-activity within the cockpit between the pilots. I look at how pilots accomplish
relevant understandings about talk with a controller, and the implications of that talk for
the pilots' joint conduct of their flight.

5. 2

Studies of multiparty interaction

Because pilots do not just talk to each other, but also talk to others outside the cockpit, it

4 See descriptions in Cushing (1994), Faith (1996), MacPherson (1998), and Job (1996, 1998).

See also Smiley (1991 ).
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is appropriate to view each flight as the outcome of multiparty interaction.5 Some
analysts have claimed that in the literature there is a tendency to identify communication
with interaction between two parties, and that there is little research on multiparty
interactions (Edelsky 1981; and more recently Berrier 1997 and Kerbrat-Orecchioni
1997). This might still be true for basic texts in communication studies ( eg. Rosenfeld
and Berka 1990), but Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson ( 197 4) explicitly account for more
than two participants in their model for tum-taking organisation for conversation, and for
Goffman "a social situation arises whenever two or more individuals" (Goffman
1972 :63, my emphasis) are present. Even Saussure said that "the individual act of speech
... requires at least two individuals" (de Saussure 1983/1916: 11 ), although his famous
figure of''the speech circuit" (1983/1916:11) depicts just two heads. There are, in fact,
countless studies of interactions with more than two participants, both within the EM/CA
tradition6, and outside it (Tannen 1984; Dorval 1990).

5.2.1

Multiparty interaction in institutional settings

There are numerous studies of interactions in workplace or institutional settings which
involve more than two participants, and indeed where the participation of more than two
participants may be a constituent feature of interactions in that setting, for example in
meetings7, in businesses and organisationss, in the classroom9 , in the courtroomIO or
other legal settings I I , or settings where there is an overhearing audience of some kind
which may or may not be physically co-present but which has a demonstrable effect on
the nature and unfolding of the interaction. 12
So, what is interesting about talk-in-interaction in the cockpit is not that it can involve
more than two participants, but how the participants are situated with respect to each other
and the implications of that arrangement for the unfolding of the interaction. The pilots are
physically co-present, sitting next to each other in the cockpit and talking 'face-to-face'
(though they only occasionally actually face each other), but controllers are located
5 The term 'multiparty' is used, for example by Atkinson and Drew (1979), and Atkinson (1984,

1985), Goodwin and Goodwin (1990), and Lerner (1996a).
6 Goodwin (1979, 1981, 1984, 1986a, 1987, 1992); Goodwin and Goodwin (1990); Jefferson

(1978); Lerner (1993, 1996a); Schegloff (1995); Malone (1997).
7 See for example Atkinson et al. (1978), Barker (1986), Beach (1990), Jones (1992), Boden
(1994, 1995), Nickerson and Bargiela-Chiappini (1996), or Middleton (1997).
8 See for example Anderson et al. (1989), Luff and Heath (1993), or Boden (1994).
9 See for example Wortham (1994, 1996).
1O See for example Atkinson and Drew (1979), Drew (1985), Wilson (1991 ), Atkinson (1992),
Drew (1992), or Goodwin and Goodwin (1997).
11 See for example Uehara and Candlin (1989) or Watson (1990).
12 See for example Atkinson (1984, 1985), Dopke et al. (1994), Heritage (1985), Clayman
(1988, 1993), Heritage and Greatbatch (1991 ), Zupnik (1994), Haviland (1986), Mcilvenny
(1996), or Agha (1997).
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elsewhere and are spoken to over radio. Both pilots are potential hearers of any talk in the
cockpit (over the radio or not), but the controller can not hear what the pilots say to each
other. The pilots talk to each other for the duration of the flight, but each controller talks
to just one of the pilots (usually the PNF) and for only part of the flight. Both the pilots
and the controllers are responsible for the safety and progress of the flight, but while
controllers monitor the flight and provide instructions, clearances, and information, only
the pilots are actually flying the plane and talking to one another to perform the tasks
necessary to do so. Controllers are therefore important but physically and visually
removed, and only occasional participants in cockpit talk-in-interaction.

5.2.2

Mediated multiparty interaction in institutional
settings

There are number ofrecent studies of talk-in-interaction in settings similar to the airline
cockpit in that the participants talk to share information and develop understandings as
they perform tasks, _but the relevant particip,m.ts are not all physically co-present or
physically oriented to one another (they may be seated back-to-back or in different parts
of a room), or at least not all the time, and some or all the participants must communicate
via some technology (eg. radio, telephone). That is, participants' interaction is
"technologically mediated" (Heath and Luff 1993) in some way. Some of these studies
were initially discussed in Chapter One (section 1.5.2).
A number ofresearchers have analysed talk-in-interaction in an airline operations (ops)
room where workers control airport ground operations (Goodwin 1996; M.Goodwin
1995, 1996; Goodwin and Goodwin 1996; Suchman 1993, 1996, 1997). To perform
their tasks, ops room personnel work together and with other workers located outside the
ops room, for example at airport ramps and gates. Ops personnel communicate beyond
the room with a range of tools, telephone, radio, and computer links, and video monitors
in the room display what is going on at the locations the ops room personnel are required
to monitor. Ops personnel have what Goodwin (1996:377) calls "simultaneous perceptual
access to events" at these locations. Goodwin ( 1996) describes how ops room personnel
come to a shared interpretation of a problem with an embarkation 'jet bridge' when they
receive an incoming radio message from a gate worker and also view the video monitor
for that gate which shows the canopy of the jet bridge up against a plane parked there.
Goodwin's (1996) interest is in how ops room personnel together come to 'see' the
problem with the jet bridge as transparent, and Goodwin shows how their 'seeing' is
''thoroughly social" (Goodwin 1996:383) and "a distributed, collaborative process"
(Goodwin 1996:387). Talk, by participants within and beyond the ops room, helps ops
room personnel to make sense of what they view on the monitors, and simultaneously the
monitors help them to make sense of the talk. Talk from participants beyond the room is
one resource for ops room personnel to come to a shared understanding of what they
'see' going on around them.
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Suchman (1993, 1996, 1997) looks at how ops room personnel coordinate their talk with
one another and their talk to others in different locations, such as 'ramp crew' or
representatives of another airline, as they "actually inhabit ... spaces as local
environments for their work" (Suchman 1996:36). As they solve routine problems, for
example when some stairs cannot be aligned with the aircraft door for the passengers to
disembark, ops personnel are also always producing and inhabiting the shared
workspaces of the operations room. Suchman ( 1996) describes how talk within and
beyond the operations room is coordinated with individual workers' physical and
attentional orientation to each other, relevant technological artefacts (eg. video monitors,
communications tools such as radio, telephone), and their orientation to and use of space.
This is how ops personnel maintain the ops room "both as coherent and as a center vis a
vis other sites with which ops room personnel interact and whose activities they are
charged to coordinate." (Suchman 1996:36). The ops room is an example of a worksite
which Suchman (1997:41) calls a "center of coordination", and Suchman (1997:42)
describes the "phenomenon of coordinated work activity as the practical reasoning of
action involved in maintaining an institutionally accountable spatio/temporal order."
M.Goodwin (1996) considers the flow of messages from 'flight trackers' to 'ramp
planners', and then from the ramp planners to the 'crew chiefs' out on the ramp,
concerning planes which are arriving and needing attention. As messages are relayed
utterances become "parts of action chains which set in motion a set of next actions that
mobilize people" (M.Goodwin 1996:437). According to M.Goodwin, to produce a next
action "participants must be closely attending talk, even though it is not specifically
addressed to them, for its relevance to their activity" (M.Goodwin 1996:438-9), and so
"listening is equally as important in the sequence of activity as talk itself" (M.Goodwin
1996:438). For example, M.Goodwin (1996) describes how the flight tracker listens in to
a call from the ramp planner to the ramp chief to be sure the ramp planner heard his
original message and relayed it appropriately. The ramp planner's call is therefore "a
single action relevant simultaneously within two participation frameworks" (M.Goodwin
1996:439). In a room that is noisy with talk, participants use a variety of resources
including prosody, for example placing accent to give prominence to the flight number, to
ensure their messages are heard and used "to formulate appropriate next moves"
(M.Goodwin 1996:456).
Similarly, Goodwin and Goodwin ( 1996) show how talk with participants outside the
ops room allows workers to "accomplish relevant seeing within specific tasks in local
environments" (Goodwin and Goodwin 1996:61), to accomplish "seeing as a situated
activity" (Goodwin and Goodwin 1996:61). For example, a phone call to the ops room,
asking whether or not a particular flight is being fuelled, initiates workers' use of tools to
be able to respond. Workers manipulate camera controls and then look at a video monitor
for the relevant gate. Goodwin and Goodwin's ( 1996) point is that the call contributes to
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the way the ops room workers understand what is displayed on the monitor: "[they] are
both able to see something that is quite literally not present, the absent fuel truck ... [they]
use the fact that they see nothing there to see something relevant, i.e., that the plane is not
being fuelled." (Goodwin and Goodwin 1996:78).
Of sites other than the airline ops room, Goodwin ( 1995) shows how scientists and
ship's crew, in different locations on an oceanographic research vessel, are able to work
together to position an underwater probe. By talking over the ship's intercom and
monitoring relevant displays the participants are able to integrate their alternative
perspectives on what is going on as they perform the task. For example, as the scientists
monitor a winch operator's actions via displays in the ship's lab, the winch operator's
talk over the intercom (' Eleven metres') does not just share information but "provide[ s] a
representation of an event ... that is relevant to the activity in progress" (Goodwin
1995 :261) which the scientists hear as "an appropriate sequential move" (Goodwin
1995:261) in their joint performance of the task.
Heath and Luff ( 1996) look at interaction in a control room for the London Underground,
where workers are responsible for controlling the lines and providing information to the
travelling public. They describe how workers coordinate their actions with the actions of
fellow workers in the room to maintain a sequence of activities and tasks, in particular
''how seemingly individual and specialized work tasks are produced with respect to the
actions of colleagues and rely upon individual's ability to participate, simultaneously, in
multiple activities." (Heath and Luff 1996:97). That is, workers may engage in one
activity but simultaneously monitor or participate in the activities of other workers,
including talk with participants outside the control room. A worker may overhear
another's call and understand the implications of that call for his own activities to produce
"sequentially appropriate conduct" (Heath and Luff 1996: 107) in a "developing trajectory
of conduct" (Heath and Luff 1996: 124 13 ). For example, Heath and Luff (1996: 103-7)
describe how one worker makes a PA announcement to passengers after overhearing
another worker's radio conversation with a train driver. Attending to calls, either as
principle recipient or not, is one way by which workers gather information and know
what's going on. It allows workers to "produce and preserve the mutual intelligibility of
emergent events and activities and [be] able to recognize and make sense of each other's
actions" (Heath and Luff 1996: 108). As a result, "potentially 'private' actions are
rendered visible" (Heath and Luff 1996:125).
Finally, and closest to my interests, is research by Hutchins and Klausen (1996) on
pilots' interaction in an airline cockpit simulator (and see also Hutchins and Palen 1997).
As I discussed earlier (see Chapter One, section 1.6.1), Hutchins and Klausen (1996) are
primarily interested in the cockpit as a 'cognitive system', and so how cognition is
distributed across the system. Hutchins and Klausen ( 1996) include discussion of a
13 See also Hopper (1995).
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simulated interaction between the Captain and an air traffic controller, and the impact of
this interaction on the pilots' performance of related tasks. However, the authors'
emphasis is on cognitive processes, rather than processes of interaction. That is, they
discuss how "cognitive labor is socially distributed" (Hutchins and Klausen 1996: 19),
and the "distribution of information storage" (Hutchins and Klausen 1996:25) in the
cockpit. This emphasis leads them to impute mental states to the participants. For
example, we are told that ''we can attribute to the Captain the goal of climbing to the filed
cruise altitude" (Hutchins and Klausen 1996:20), and that after the Captain calls the
controller "all members of the crew have the expectation that ATC will answer back with
something like 'Climb and maintain flight level three three zero." (Hutchins and Klausen
1996:28). While I am interested in what Hutchins and Klausen (1996:21) describe as
"trajectories of information", I will not discuss pilots' mental goals and expectations but
will focus instead on how pilots actually achieve, and demonstrate to one another, their
shared understandings through processes of talk-in-interaction. Nor will I assume, as
Hutchins and Klausen (1996:25) do, that "[u]nder ideal conditions, both the Captain and
the First Officer ... will hear all ATC clearances.". Instead, I will look at the data to see
how the pilots establish, as their ongoing interaction unfolds, what each has and has not
heard. Further, the data I discuss is from actual scheduled flights and not flight
simulators, therefore real interactions between pilots and air traffic controllers.

5. 3

Cockpit talk-in-interaction and pilots'
radio talk with air traffic controllers

I now tum to discuss examples from airline cockpit talk-in-interaction. As they talk with
air traffic controllers beyond the cockpit, how do pilots interact to work as a crew to
establish within the cockpit who has heard and understands what as they jointly conduct
their flight?

5.3.1

When one pilot is not a potential hearer of radio
talk

Before I discuss examples of pilots' talk with controllers I will show how pilots deal with
occasions when one of the crew is not a potential hearer of radio talk. Earlier in this
chapter I emphasised that the PF is a potential hearer of any talk over the radio. I said that
although the PF does not talk to the controller, and is not the controller's addressed
recipient, the PF can hear any exchange between the PNF and a controller, or other talk
over the radio, through a headset or the cockpit speakers. However, there are times when
the PF is not a potential hearer of the PNF's exchanges with a controller, or other talk
over one or both radios, and it is important for both pilots to be aware when this is the
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case.14 These times include when the PF talks via the intercom to cabin crew members,
uses the secondary radio to talk to representatives of the airline ('company'), or makes
PA announcements to passengers. Perhaps the longest periods the PF is unable to hear
the primary radio, and so is 'off the air', is when making announcements to passengers.
These announcements may be as short as a few seconds, or as long as a few minutes,
especially if they must be made in more than one language.
Pilots' orientation to the importance of each member of the crew being a potential hearer
is evidenced in the interactional work undertaken when one pilot goes 'off the air' . An
understanding of who can and can not hear radio talk is itself a part of the pilots '
awareness, and so the pilots must establish when a pilot is 'off air' , and when that pilot is
back 'on air'.
The following segments from two flights are typical. In each case it is the PF who goes
'off air' to talk to passengers.

Example 5.1
1
2

3
4

5

C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

6

7

C/PF:

8
9

FO/PNF:

10

(50.3)
okay just on the PA your radios::.=
yep.
(11.6)
[[makes PA announcement to passengers, omitted]]
(3.0)
and back on the air.
(0.4)
no messages.
(2.51.4)

Example 5.2
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

(1.6)
quick chat to the: (0.2) pax.
(1.2)
okay.
[[makes PA announcement to passengers, omitted]]
back with you.
(2.4)
nothing heard
(8.3)

In each segment, before going off the air to talk to passengers, the PF tells the PNF what
he is doing. In the first example the PF explicitly refers to the PNF' s temporary sole
14 There also times when the PNF may not be a potential hearer of radio talk.
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responsibility for hearing and responding to talk over the radios ("your radios::.", line 2).
In each example the PNF makes a minimal acknowledging response to the PF, ''yep."
(Example 5.1, line 3) and "okay." (Example 5.2, line 4). In each segment the PF then
goes off air to make the announcement, evidence that the PF understands the PNF to have
accepted sole responsibility for the radios. The end of the PF's talk to passengers and
return on air is also accomplished by talk. The PF declares his return with "and back on
the air." (Example 5.1, line 7) and "back with you." (Example 5.2, line 6). The PNF
acknowledges this return by reporting on any talk over the radio while the PF was off air,
or here the lack of such talk ("no messages." Example 5.1, line 9; "nothing heard."
Example 5.2, line 8). The PNF's acknowledgement therefore makes salient his brief
status as sole hearer of radio talk, as well as the need for both pilots to have a shared
understanding of any radio talk which is relevant for their joint conduct of the flight.

5.3.2

PNF initiates pilot-pilot talk about talk with
controller

Occasionally the PNF, as the pilot actually talking with the controller and the controller's
addressed recipient, will initiate talk with the PF about an exchange with a controller.
This pilot-pilot talk, initiated by the PNF, may occur before or after the PNF's talk with a
controller.

Example 5.3
Here the C/PNF telis the FO!PF of his intention to call a controller to receive an 'airways
clearance' an approved route to their destination (line 6).

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FOIPNF:

Centre:

FOIPNF:

(2.6) = (0 > [2.1 > 2.6)
[((sound of altitude alert buzzer))= ((0 > [0.5 > 1.0))
[alert for
flight level two hundred.
(1.0)
and I'll (0.4) ( ) one three three seven get an airways clearance.
good idea.
(2.0)
City centre (0.2) goo:d afternoon bravo Juliet tango request
airways clearance.
(2.5)
bravo Juliet tango City centre () good afternoon. (0.4) cleared to
City via Waypoint planned route, (0. 5) climb to flight level two
two zero, (0.5) squawk two zero four three.
(4.3)
cleared to City via Waypoint planned route() to flight level()
two two zero, (0. 6) code () two zero () four three () bravo Juliet
tango.
(6.6)
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The FO/PNF first tells the C/PF what he is about to do, "get an airways clearance" (line
6) and the C/PF acknowledges and approves of this action with "good idea" (line 7). The
FO/PNF then talks to the controller (line 9) and receives the clearance (lines 12-14) which
the FO/PNF 'reads back' (lines 16-18).
In his talk to initiate this task, talking to the controller to get an airways clearance, the
FO/PNF uses the first person singular 'I' ("and I'll ... get...", line 6). As I discussed in
detail in Chapter Three, this use of' I' invokes and makes salient his individual role as
PNF, the pilot responsible for calling the controller. The FO/PNF also prefaces his talk
with 'and' which presents this task as a new task occurring as one within the series of
tasks which the pilots perform to fly the plane (see Heritage and Sorjonen 1994; also
Schiffrin 1986, 1987: 128-152; and Skories 1998).

Example 5.4
Alternatively, the PNF may talk to the controller first and subsequently make that
exchange the subject of talk between the pilots.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

FOIPNF:
Perth centre:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

(1.8)
Perth foxtrot november quebec () Fokker fifty !FR () taxiing
Leona- (0.2) Leonora runway two two for Perth.
(2.4)
foxtrot no:ve:mber quebec.
(1.4)
okay no traffic,
(0.6)
thank you:.
(0.2)

Here the FO/PNF calls the Perth controller to declare that the plane is taxiing. This call to
Perth is necessary because there is no control tower at the remote town's airfield. The
controller's role is to report any known air traffic in the area. The controller replies only
with the identifying callsign of the flight ("foxtrot no:ve:mber quebec.", line 5), that is,
the controller does not mention any traffic.15 In the absence of any report of traffic from
the controller (line 6) the FO/PNF says to the C/PF "okay no traffic," (line 7). The
FO/PNF understands the controller's no mention of traffic to mean that there is 'no
traffic': in the turn at talk in which the controller has the opportunity, indeed
15 When a controller, or a pilot, says nothing more than a flight's callsign this is conventionally
accepted as meaning that a prior message has been received and uriderstood and that there is
nothing further to add. This example and others show this convention being enacted.
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responsibility, to mention other air traffic, he does not do so. The FO/PNF treats the
controller's talk as a claim by the controller that there is no traffic, and reports as much to
the C/PF. The FO/PNF 'hears' absent talk from the controller much like the airport
operations room workers, described by Goodwin and Goodwin ( 1996) and discussed
above, who 'see' an absent fuel truck. To adopt Goodwin and Goodwin's (1996:78)
wording, the FO/PNF uses the fact that he hears nothing to hear something relevant i.e.
that there is no traffic.
The FO/PNF prefaces his talk to the C/PF with "okay" (line 7). As I have discussed in
previous chapters, 'okay' can work as a boundary marker indicating that new talk is
somehow separate to prior talk. Here the FO/PNF's prior talk had been directed not to the
C/PF but to a controller. So the FO/PNF's 'okay' acts simultaneously to mark the prior
talk with the controller as closed and to mark the current tum as initiating something new,
here a report to the C/PF about the exchange with the controller. The 'okay' selects the
C/PF as a new recipient for the FO/PF's talk. Ifwe think of the 'okay' as a 'sequence
closing third' to the FO/PNF's talk with the controller (see Beach 1993), the 'okay' is
interesting because _it is not directed to the controller and the controller can not hear it. The
FO/PNF's 'okay' closes the sequence with the controller, but for a participant who was a
potential non-addressed recipient of that sequence, and who is a relevant next recipient for
talk arising from that sequence. Indeed, we could say that the FO/PNF's 'okay' presents
the C/PF as accountable for understanding 'okay' to what, what it is that is being closed.
The FO/PNF's 'okay' therefore presents the tum 'okay no traffic' as if made to an actual
hearer, and not just potential hearer, of the sequence with the controller.
The FO/PNF's talk does not explicitly declare that he has called Perth, but "no traffic," is
something he would be entitled to say only ifhe has called. The FO/PNF's talk is
therefore both a claim to have called the controller and a claim about the outcome of that
call. The C/PF's "thank you:." (line 9) accepts the FO/PNF's talk as unproblematic and
puts the C/PF on record as joining the FO/PNF in an understanding that there is 'no
traffic' to consider as the pilots conduct the takeoff. There is now a shared crew
understanding that there is 'no traffic'. The C/PF hears the FO/PNF's 'no traffic' as a
warrant to continue with the takeoff and planned climb with an understanding that the
skies are clear of known traffic.

Example 5.5
Here again it is the PNF who initiates talk between the pilots about his exchange with a
controller. The C/PNF makes a routine call to the City Centre controller to report that their
plane has reached and is now maintaining a target altitude of nine thousand feet (line 2).
The City Centre controller acknowledges hearing this (line 4) and then the C/PNF says to
the FO/PF "okay: he's done." (line 6).
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1
2

CIPNF:

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

City centre:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

(16.9)
City () bravo Juliet tango 's maintaining nine thousand.
(2.5)
bravo Juliet tango.
(2.7)
okay: he's done.
(2.6)
ye~p.
(7.0)

The C/PNF says nothing explicitly about the nature of the exchange, but only "okay: he's
done." (line 6). The C/PNF prefaces his talk to the FO/PF with 'okay', just as the
FO/PNF had done in the previous example. Here also this 'okay' closes the sequence
with the controller but is directed to a participant who is a potential non-addressed
recipient of that sequence and is accountable for that role of non-addressed recipient. The
C/PNF's talk, 'okay he's done', presents his exchange with the controller as recoverable
to the FO/PF, that is, that the FO/PF will be able to recover the referent for 'he' and can
determine what has been 'done'. The FO/PF's reply, ''ye~p." (line 8), accepts the PNF's
talk as recoverable and so makes a claim to have heard the exchange. The FO/PF goes on
record as joining the C/PNF in understanding that 'he's done', that is, that the call to the
controller has been made and received. Also, by accepting the C/PNF's talk as
unproblematic the FO/PF commits himself to its appropriateness at this point in the flight.
Indeed, the inexplicit nature of the C/PNF's talk about the exchange ("he's done"),
accepted by the FO/PF, is evidence of both pilots' understanding of the call to the
controller as something the C/PNF would be expected to do. The pilots' talk both makes
available and reinforces their expectations of the call as part of what is supposed to
happen when the flight reaches its target altitude.

5.3.3

PF initiates pilot-pilot talk about talk with
controller

Typically airline standard procedures require that the PF, not the PNF, initiates pilot-pilot
talk about an exchange of talk between the PNF and a controller. That is, the requirement
is that pilot-pilot talk is initiated by the pilot who did not actually talk to the controller and
was not the controller's addressed recipient.
Frequently the outcome of an exchange with a controller is that the pilots must make a
change to some instrument setting, for example a change in altitude or heading. In the
following example the C/PF demonstrates to the FO/PNF his hearing of a new target
altitude which a controller has given to the flight. The example occurs soon after takeoff.
The FO/PNF makes a required call to the 'departures' air traffic controller to inform him
that the flight is airborne (line 2). The controller acknowledges hearing this and gives the
flight an instruction to "climb to flight level one three zero." (lines 5-6). The pilots must
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then ensure that this new target altitude is set with the plane's automated systems.

Example 5.6
1
2
3
4

s-

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

FOIPNF:

Dep.:
FO/PNF:

C/PF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

(9.5)
departures goodday >bravo Juliet tango<, (1.2) runway heading
visual, (0. 8) climbing six thousand passing one thousand.
(1.6)
>bravo Juliet tango< ah goodday departures identified, (0.3) climb
to flight level one three zero.
(1.6)
flight level <one three zero>. () >bravo Juliet tango<.
(1.0)
o:ne (.) three zero:.
(0.6)
okay:,
(1.4)
tha:t's: set,
(0.5)
>in the window with< ASEL.
(0.3)
che:cked:.
(3.2)
0

0

Following standard procedures the FO/PNF repeats, or reads back, this altitude to the
controller to acknowledge hearing it and to allow the controller to verify what the
FO/PNF heard (line 8). The C/PF then says "o:ne (.) three zero:." (line 10) to which the
FO/PNF responds "okay:" (line 12). Note that the FO/PNF engaged in talk with the
controller but it is the C/PF who initiates talk between the pilots arising fro111 that
exchange. The FO/PNF was the controller's official addressed recipient, but the C/PF
demonstrates that he also was a hearer. Although the C/PF says just the three numbers,
'one three zero', the FO/PNF's response accepts this talk as unproblematic. The FO/PNF
accepts the C/PF's talk as a claim indeed to have heard one or both of the turns in the
exchange with the controller in which the new altitude was mentioned. By saying "o :ne
(.) three zero:." the C/PF makes explicitly available to the FO/PNF what he claims to have
heard. The FO/PNF's 'okay' acknowledges hearing the C/PF's talk and accepts it, and so
the C/PF's prior hearing of the numbers 'one three zero', as consistent with his own.
Both pilots have now produced talk which makes available their hearing of the altitude,
the FO/PNF in talk to the controller (and potentially to the C/PF), and then the C/PF to
the FO/PNF. As the FO/PNF dials a new altitude at the Altitude Alert Indicator he says
tha:t' s: set," (line 14), where 'that' presents the altitude he is dialling as recoverable to
the C/PF, that is, as consistent with the 'one three zero' which the C/PF said and which
the FO/PNF accepted with 'okay'. The C/PF accepts this with "che:cked:." (line 18).
With no correction from the controller, and no correction from either pilot, the pilots
develop a shared understanding that the altitude they have heard, and the altitude they
0

0

"
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must set, is flight level 'one three zero'.

Example 5.7
This example occurs as the plane taxis after landing. The FO/PNF calls the controller
responsible for ground movements and tells him their plane is heading "for [parking] bay
twentyseven" (line 2). The controller replies and instructs the flight to ''taxi initially to
holding point alpha one runway zero six." (lines 4-5), that is, to stop and wait at a
specific holding point ("alpha one") before reaching "runway zero six". The FO/PNF
reads back this instruction to the controller (line 7). The next talk is from the C/PF, some
3.6 seconds later, who says "holding point alpha one." (line 9).

1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

FOIPNF:

Ground:
FOIPNF:

C/PF:

(20.5)
City ground (0. 2) bravo ()ju:: liet tango: for bay twentyseven.
(1.3)
>bravo<juliet tango() ground and good afternoon() taxi initially
to holding point alpha one runway zero six.
(1.7)
ho:lding point alpha one. () bravo Juliet tango.
(3.6)
holding point alpha one.
(16.6)

The C/PF is the pilot to initiate cockpit talk about the controller's taxi instruction. In so
doing he demonstrates that he was hearing, and makes what he claims to have heard
explicitly available to the FO/PNF. The C/PF can understand his own talk,-and so his
hearing, to be acceptable because the FO/PNF does not say anything in reply, and there is
a subsequent 16.6 second period without talk (line 10) and no further talk about the taxi
instruction. The FO/PNF's own hearing of the controller's instruction is potentially
available to the C/PF in his readback (line 7), so with the C/PF's talk (line 9) each pilot
has produced talk which makes him potentially accountable to the other pilot for what he
claims to have heard. The FO/PNF is also accountable, via his readback, to the controller,
and in the absence of any correction from the controller the FO/PNF can understand his
hearing and readback to be correct.

Example 5.8
The following segment occurs as the plane approaches the airport for landing, and again it
is the PF who initiates pilot-pilot talk about a radio exchange between the PNF and a
controller. The C/PNF contacts the tower controller (line 2) to announce the presence of
the flight, and the controller says the flight is "cleared to land" (line 5). The C/PNF reads
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back this clearance, ">clear to land<," (line 7). The next talk is from the FO/PF who says
"okay" (line 9) and then "cleared to land" (line 11 ).

1
2

CIPNF:

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Tower:
CIPNF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:

(3.0)
City tower good afternoon () bravo Juliet tango.
(2.1)
bravo Juliet tango City tower gooday () crosswind gusting to:
(0.3) two two knots, (0.6) runway two one cleared to land.
(1.0)
>clear to land<, () bravo Juliet tango.
(0.9)
okay,
(0.2)
cleared to land,
(6.8)
and the checklist thanks.
(0.6)

Here the FO/PF initiates pilot-pilot talk about an exchange with a controller by saying
"okay," (line 9) and then "cleared to land," (line 11 ). In earlier examples I discussed
pilots' use of' okay' as a boundary marker, or sequence closing third tum, separating talk
from some prior talk, and specifically marking a sequence with a controller as closed and
initiating talk arising from that sequence. Here the FO/PF does these actions as the pilot
who did not participate in the sequence with the controller, that is, the FO/PF produces
talk which closes a sequence in which he did not participate.
The FO/PF's saying of "okay, ... cleared to land" demonstrates his hearing of the radio
exchange and makes what he has heard explicitly available to the other pilot. The FO/PF
can understand this talk, and so his hearing, to be acceptable because the C/PNF does not
say anything in reply to correct him. There is a subsequent period of 6.8 seconds with no
talk (line 12) and no further talk about the landing clearance. After the (6.8) no-talk the
FO/PF moves to a next relevant activity with "and the checklist thanks." (line 13). In
Schegloffs (1982:88) terms, the C/PNF has passed up a possible opportunity for repair
and so indicates an absence of problems of understanding, or of acceptance, of the
FO/PF's talk. The C/PNF's own hearing of the 'landing clearance' is potentially available
to the FO/PF in his readback (line 7), so with the FO/PF's talk "cleared to land" each pilot
has produced talk which makes him potentially accountable to the other pilot for what he
claims to have heard. The C/PNF is also accountable, via his readback, to the controller,
and in the absence of any correction from the controller the C/PNF can understand his
readback to be unproblematic. His hearing, that the plane is 'cleared to land', can be taken
as what the controller said and what the pilots should act upon.
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Example 5.9
Sometimes the PF may also say 'copy' or 'copied', which is conventionalised radio talk
to claim that something has been heard and understood. Saying 'copy' therefore explicitly
marks some talk as subsequent to other talk, and also indicates how the talk is connected
to prior talk. Saying 'copy' is to claim to have heard and understood some prior talk,
whereas repeating that prior talk demonstrates that hearing and understanding. The
following example occurs as a flight nears the destination airport. The approach controller
tells the FO/PNF to contact the control tower (line 2), and when the FO/PNF does this
(lines 8-9) the tower controller clears the flight to "continue approach" (lines 11-12).

I
App.:

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

FOIPNF:
C/PF:
App.:

FOIPNF:
Tower:

FOIPNF:
C/PF:

( 16.6)
> bravo Juliet tango< () contact tower.
(1.1)
contact tower () bravo Juliet tango goodday.
copy the tower =
=(>gooday. <)
(2.3)
City tower (0. 9) good afternoon bravo .m.liet tango () runway two
four.
(1.3)
bravo Juliet tango goodday runway ah () two four () continue
approach.
(0.6)
continue approach bravo Juliet tango.
(0.2)
copy continue approach.
(0.8)
0

0

Twice in this segment the C/PF initiates pilot-pilot talk concerning the FO/PNF's
exchanges with the controllers, each time beginning his turn with "copy". The FO/PNF
reads back the instruction to 'contact tower' (line 4) and the C/PF says " copy the
tower =" (line 5). The FO/PNF then contacts the tower controller and reads back the
clearance to 'continue approach' (line 14), and the C/PF says "copy continue approach."
(line 16). Each time the FO/PNF makes a readback to the controller the C/PF produces
talk which claims and also demonstrates his own hearing of the exchange. The C/PF says
'copy' and then further talk which makes available to the FO/PNF what he claims to have
heard and understood (ie. 'the tower', 'continue approach'). So the C/PF makes available
to the FO/PNF his understanding, as the pilot in control of the plane, of what is going on.
The C/PF's talk confirms, and makes him jointly accountable for, the FO/PNF's
readbacks to the controllers. Each pilot has a tum at talk which makes potentially available
to the other pilot what he claims to have heard. In the absence of a correction from a
controller, the two pilots develop a shared understanding of what the controller has said,
what the pilots should now know, and so what it is appropriate for them to do next as
they conduct the flight. The pilots continue with the flight's approach to the airport.
0

0
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Example 5.10
At other times the PF may be less explicit about what is claimed to have been heard. In
the following segment the C/PF says just "copy that" (line 9) as his claim to have heard
an exchange between the tower controller and the FO/PNF.

1

2.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

FOIPNF:
Tower:

FOIPNF:
C/PF:

(1.6)
City tower gidday bravo Juliet tango >we 're ready<.
(0.6)
>>bravo Juliet<< tango:() from victor be a runway ah (1.8) two
one() hold.
(1.4)
hold short oftwo one bravo Juliet tango.
(0.4)
copy that.
(1.1)

The plane has taxied almost to the runway and the FO/PNF calls the tower controller and
says ">we're ready<." (line 2), that is, ready to enter the runway in preparation for the
takeoff. The controller replies and instructs the flight to "hold" (lines 4-5), to stop and
wait at the runway 'holding point' and not enter the runway. The FO/PNF reads back
this instruction (line 7) and the C/PF then says "copy that." (line 9). By saying "copy
that" the C/PF claims but does not demonstrate and make explicitly available his hearing
and understanding.
We can assume the C/PF's talk is unproblematic for the FO/PNF because there is no
further talk about the 'hold' instruction and the pilots continue to taxi the plane to the
holding point as cleared by the controller. The C/PF's 'copy that' is presented, and
accepted by the PNF, as sufficient for the pilots to share an understanding of what the
controller has instructed them to do. The FO/PNF passes up the opportunity to initiate
repair of the C/PF's talk (Schegloff 1982:88), either by prompting the C/PF to state
explicitly what he has heard, what it is he 'copies', or by saying the controller's
instruction to the C/PF as an exposed correction ('that instruction was to hold short ... ' )
or as an embedded correction ('hold short... '). By passing up an opportunity for repair
the FO/PNF accepts the C/PF's talk as sufficient evidence the C/PF's hearing is
consistent with his own and the pilots have a shared understanding about where to taxi.

5.3.4

Initiating a next task

Often the PF will demonstrate hearing a radio exchange between the PNF and a controller
by saying something, and/or doing some non-talk activity, which initiates a new task.
That is, the PF initiates a task which would only be appropriate, a relevant next thing to
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do, if the exchange between the PNF and controller had occurred. By initiating a new
task the PF makes a claim to have heard and understood the prior radio talk between the
PNF and a controller. Initiating a new task also demonstrates the PF' s understanding of
the implications of the radio exchange for the pilots' ongoing conduct of the flight, and in
particular its relevance for the PF's individual responsibility, as pilot in control, for
initiating and ordering certain tasks. Initiating some next task is another way the PF can
demonstrate his active monitoring of his colleague's actions (Heath and Luff 1996).

Example 5 .11
Here the FO/PF shows he has heard a radio exchange by beginning non-talk activity,
changing an autopilot setting, and then saying what he has done.

1
2
3

App.:

4
5

C/PNF:

6
7

FO/PF:

(1.10.0)
Juliet tango descend to two thousand five hundred feet.
(3.4)
two thousand () fi:ve hundred feet () bravo °juliet tango
(2.3)
>two thousand< five hundred set with ASEL ( and) ( ).
(34.0)

0
•

The approach controller calls the flight to instruct it to "descend to two thousand five
hundred feet." (line 2), and the C/PNF reads back this instruction to the controller (line
4). The plane is being flown on autopilot with 'Altitude Select' mode (ASEL), and so to
comply with the controller's instruction the new altitude must be dialled (set) at the
Altitude Alert Indicator.
The FO/PF demonstrates his hearing of the radio exchange by dialling in the new altitude
and then saying the altitude he has set (">two thousand< five hundred set with ASEL",
line 6). There is a period of 34.0 seconds without talk (line 7) and no further talk about
the new altitude, evidence to the FO/PF that the C/PNF accepts his activity and talk as
unproblematic. The C/PNF passes up an opportunity to repair what the FO/PF has done
and said. That is, the FO/PF can understand that the C/PNF accepts his hearing of the
radio talk, and accepts his setting of a new altitude, and that altitude in particular, as an
appropriate thing for the FO/PF to have done after the C/PNF's exchange with the
controller. With no correction of the C/PNF's readback from the controller, the two pilots
develop a shared understanding of the task and how they have performed it.
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Example 5.12

In this example a PF again demonstrates his hearing of a radio exchange by initiating a
new task, this time looking out the window as preparation for crossing an active runway.

1
2
3
4
5

FOIPNF:

Ground:

6

FO/PNF:

7
8

C/PF:

9
IO
11

FO/PNF:

(20.7)
City ground, (0.2) >bravo Juliet tango< bay tvvo five,
(1.0)
bravo Juliet tango ground, cross: runway: ah () <tvvo four> () for
bay twentyfive.
cross two four for bay twentyfive. () > bravo Juliet tango<.
(0.3)
clear left,
(0.4)
okay clear right.
(0.3)

The FO/PNF calls the ground controller (line 2) as the plane taxis after landing. The
FO/PNF tells the controller that the plane is taxiing to parking "bay two five,", and in his
reply the controller includes a clearance to cross a runway ("cross: runway: ah(.) <two
four>", line 4). The plane can not be taxiied across a runway without a clearance from
the controller. The FO/PNF reads back this clearance to the controller (line 6) and then the
CIPF, seated on the left of the cockpit, looks out the left side cockpit window towards the
runway they are cleared to cross and says "clear left," (line 8). The FO/PNF, seated on
the right of the cockpit, then looks towards the runway out the right side cockpit window
and says "okay clear right." (line 10).
Following the controller's clearance the next task for the pilots is to taxi the plane across
runway 'two four'. This involves the pilots first looking out the windows to confirm for
themselves that the runway is clear. There is no talk between the pilots about the
controller's clearance, but the C/PF demonstrates that he has heard the clearance by
looking out his window and saying "clear left" (line 8), that is, that the runway is clear on
his side of the plane, the side for which he is responsible. The FO/PNF's response,
"okay clear right" (line 10) shows that he understands and accepts as appropriate the
C/PF's looking activity and talk, and is evidence that the FO/PNF understands the C/PF
to be initiating the task of crossing the runway. The 'okay' here is not part of any
standard response, and this time does not itself close a sequence but acknowledges and
ratifies the C/PF's prior talk. The FO/PNF performs his part of the new task, initiated by
the C/PF, by responding with non-talk activity (he looks out his own window) and then
talk.
So, following the radio exchange between the FO/PNF and the controller, the C/PF
makes available his understanding of what the pilots should be doing by initiating a next
task with non-talk activity and then talk, and the FO/PNF shows that he shares this
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understanding by joining in this task with the non-talk activity and talk required of him.
The pilots have, through their talk and non-talk activities, established and demonstrated a
crew understanding that taxiing the plane across the runway is an appropriate thing to do.
Without further talk this is what they then do. To perform this routine task looking
becomes relevant if and only if the plane is cleared to cross the runway, and crossing the
runway becomes relevant if and only if the pilots have looked out their respective
windows and declared the runway to be clear. This example shows how the pilots orient
to and accomplish this order as they integrate talk from beyond the cockpit with their talk
and non-talk activity within the cockpit.

Example 5.13
In this example the FO/PF talks with the controller and the C/PNF demonstrates his
hearing of the radio talk by initiating a next task, this time calling for the FO/PF to resume
a checklist which the pilots must complete together. The example occurs just before
takeoff as the plane taxis onto the runway and the pilots work through items on the
'takeoff checklist' (lines 2-6).

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

Tower:

FOIPF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:

( 1.1)
transponder's on, the flight contrQ::ls,
checked,
checked,
(0.3)
waiting for takeoff clearance.
thank you
(2.2)
bravo Juliet tango contact departures airborne (.) clearedfor
takeoff.
( 1.1)
departures airborne (.) cleared for takeoff bravo Juliet tango.
continue checklist,
takeoff clearance,
received.=
=received, taxi pretakeoff checklist' s complete.
thank you
(1.0)
0

0

•

0

O •

When the FO/PF gets to the item 'takeoff clearance' he suspends the checklist by saying
''waiting for takeoff clearance." (line 6) and the C/PNF appears to acknowledge this (line
7). The flight is not permitted to takeoff without a takeoff clearance from the controller
and this flight has not yet received its clearance. Some 2.2 seconds later the tower
controller calls the flight and gives it clearance to takeoff ("cleared for takeoff', lines 910), and the FO/PF then reads back this clearance to the controller (line 12). Without any
talk between the pilots about this radio exchange the C/PNF says "continue checklist,"
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(line 13) and the FO/PF resumes the checklist by replying "takeoff clearance" (line 14).
By saying "continue checklist," (line 13) the C/PNF demonstrates his hearing of the radio
exchange between the FO/PF and the controller. This talk is a call to the FO/PF to resume
reading out items of the checklist, and so is a claim that continuing the checklist is a
relevant thing to do. Given that the checklist was suspended because the pilots were
waiting for the takeoff clearance, continuing the checklist can be relevant only if a
controller has given the clearance. By responding with the next item in the checklist
('~takeoff clearance,", line 14) the FO/PF accepts the C/PNF's claim and so confirms the
CIPNF 's hearing of the radio exchange. The pilots demonstrate to one another their
shared understanding that continuing the checklist is something they should be doing.

Example 5 .14
In the next example the tower controller tells a FO/PNF of a German airline that his flight
is cleared to takeoff (lines 1-2) and the C/PF demonstrates his hearing of this talk, and his
understanding of the flight's new status as cleared for takeoff, by producing talk to
initiate the task of taking off.

1

Tower:

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

FOIPNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:
PF:

Lufthansa three four three zero wind is two two zero four knots ()
cleared for takeoff runway one eight () tchuss.
(0.5)
clear takeoff runway one eight Lufthansa three four three zero.
(1.3)
~ach ein rolling takeoff ja?=
9a
(5.0)
takeoff
(14.2)

The C/PF first confirms with the FO/PNF that they will do a 'rolling takeoff', in which
the plane taxis from the taxiway onto the runway and takes off without first stopping
(lines 6-7). The C/PF then says "takeoff' (line 9), the standard wording for that airline to
announce the beginning of the takeoff itself, and the plane begins its acceleration down
the runway.
The examples in this section have shown that a pilot, and it is typically the PF, can claim
to have heard a radio exchange between the other pilot and a controller by producing talk
and/or doing some non-talk activity which initiates a next task. The PNF can accept the
PF' s hearing, and the relevance of the next task which the PF initiates, by responding
with talk and/or non-talk activity which is the required contribution from the PNF to
progress the task. These examples are further evidence of the pilots' orientation to the
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nature of their work as a sequence of tasks, something I explored in detail in Chapter
Four. That is, the pilots are oriented to the potential for talk or non-talk activity to make a
task relevant, indeed to claim the relevance of a task as a 'next' task which the pilots
should do now.

Example 5 .15
In the following example this orientation to a flight as a sequence of tasks can be seen in
another way, as a PF demonstrates his hearing of a radio exchange by not initiating but
delaying a new task. The segment occurs at the beginning of the cruise stage of the flight
as the C/PF calls for the FO/PNF to select the engine power required ("I '11 have cruise
power", line 2), which the FO/PNF does (line 4). The controller then calls to provide a
STAR clearance (line 5), the 'STandard Arrival Route' to be used by the pilots for this
flight. If the FO/PNF accepts the clearance the C/PF would then be required to program
details into the plane's computer. From the video it is clear that the C/PF is busy with
some other activity, and before the FO/PNF responds to the controller to accept the
clearance the C/PF says "oh could you hang on." (line 7), and then "just tell him (to)
wait." (line 9).

1
2

C/PF:

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

FO/PNF:
Centre:
C/PF:
C/PF:

10

11
12
13

C/PF:
FOIPNF:

14

?:

15

?:

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

FOIPNF:

Centre:

FOIPNF:

26

C/PF:

27
28

FO/PNF:

29

(12.8)
I'll have cruise power ( ) (thanks).
(3.2)
cruise power selected.
bravo Juliet tango STAR clearance available.
(0.8)
oh could you hang on.
(0.2)
just tell him (to) wait.
(0.4)
(he'll wait.)
standby (one) bravo Juliet tango.
(6.3)
(
)
(right.)
(1.7)
go ahead STAR clearance bravo Juliet tango.
(2.3)
bravo Juliet tango, (0.8) Waypoint: one arrival(.) at Town
transition (0. 7) runway zero three, (0.2) maintain flight level two
one zero.
(4.9)
Waypoint one arrival(.) Town transition runway zero three(.)
flight level two one zero (.) bravo Juliet tango.
(15.8)
Waypoint one arrival(.) transition is Town runway zero three.
(0.5)
that's checked.
(24.0)
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The C/PF's request to the FO/PNF to "hang on" reflects his understanding that receiving
the STAR clearance will initiate another task for both pilots, and at the moment he is
busy. The FO/PNF calls the controller to acknowledge hearing the controller's call, but
· asks the controller to "standby" (line 12), that is, to wait for the FO/PNF to let him know
when to provide the STAR clearance. A few seconds later, and after some turns which
could not be transcribed confidently (lines 14-15), the FO/PNF calls the controller telling
him to "go ahead STAR clearance" (line 17). The controller responds with the clearance
(lines 19-21) and the FO/PNF reads it back (lines 23-24). The clearance then becomes the
subject of talk between the pilots (lines 26-28) as the C/PF demonstrates his hearing of
the clearance by saying its details after entering them into the computer during 15.8
seconds without talk (line 25). The FO/PNF accepts these details with "that's checked."
(line 28).
The FO/PNF can only recover the sense and relevance of the C/PF's talk at lines 7 and 9
ifhe understands the C/PF to have heard the controller's initial call, and accepts the
sequence of actions which the C/PF 's talk implies. That is, the FO/PNF understands that
the C/PF's "could you hang on (0.2)" (line 7) and "just tell him (to) wait." (line 9) refer
to possible relevant actions subsequent to the controller's initial call. These actions would
be the FO/PNF's response to the controller to ask him to 'go ahead' and give the
clearance, hence the C/PF's "hang on", and that the controller would then reply with this
clearance, hence the C/PF 's "tell him to wait" (ie. before giving the clearance). The C/PF
draws on the pilots' shared understanding of how the radio exchange will progress, and
its implications for tasks for the pilots. According to the standard procedure which the
pilots are required to follow, receipt of a STAR clearance requires the FO/PNF to read
back the clearance to the controller, the pilots to write down details of the clearance (the
video shows both pilots writing during the 4.9 seconds of no-talk at line 22), enter details
of the clearance into the plane's computer (which the C/PF does during the -15.8 seconds
at line 25) and confirm these details verbally (lines 26-28). By delaying receipt of the
clearance the C/PF demonstrates his awareness of what the crew, and he as the PF on this
flight, would be called on to do. By talking when he does, and as the pilot who was not
the addressed recipient of the controller, the C/PF coordinates the demands of the new
task with whatever is occupying him as he controls the plane.

Example 5 .16
At other times the radio talk between the PNF and a controller does not concern an
immediate task for the pilots, but does have implications for the circumstances of the
flight and how the PF is to conduct it. The PF can initiate pilot-pilot talk to demonstrate
an awareness of these implications. In this example the FO/PNF calls the controller
during the flight's descent to ask if a speed restriction, given to the flight some time
earlier, still applies (lines 2-3). The C/PF must fly the plane at a speed within the
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restriction, so any information about the restriction is relevant to him. The controller calls
back to say that the restriction does still apply ("affirm", line 5), and the FO/PNF
acknowledges hearing this to the controller (line 7). The C/PF then says "that's a nice
easy thing to do isn't it." (line 9).

1

2

FOIPNF:

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Centre:

FOIPNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(7.2)
bravo Juliet tango are we- () are we still restricted to:: (0.3) two
five zero knots:() ground speed on descent?
(2.3)
bravo Juliet tango affirm.
(2.1)
bravo Juliet tango.
(0.9)
that's a nice easy thing to do isn't it.
(0.8)
yeah.
(1.9)

Here there is no new task for the pilots to perform, and no action for the C/PF to take as
he controls the plane. The relevant thing for the C/PF to do would be to continue doing
what he was doing, adhering to the speed restriction, before the FO/PNF called the
controller. Nevertheless, the C/PF 's talk is evidence to the FO/PNF that he has heard the
radio exchange and is aware of its implications for the flight, where the 'that' which is 'a
nice easy thing to do' refers to continuing to fly according to the speed restriction. Prior
to this segment there had been no cockpit talk about calling the controller to ask about the
speed restriction, and nor would such a call be a routine or expected action for the
FOIPNF to take. For the C/PF, therefore, the exchange occurs without warning and the
FO/PNF does not immediately say anything to him about it. There is a 0.9 s-econd period
of no-talk (line 8) before the C/PF begins his tum. Because the radio exchange was not a
predictable one, evidence of the C/PF's hearing may be of extra value in contributing to
the pilots' shared understanding of what each pilot knows about the circumstances of the
flight and how it is to be conducted. The C/PF's talk also offers his understanding of the
significance of the controller's reply for the flight. The pilots understand that the required
speed is not an ideal one for descent, and that the C/PF's ''that's a nice easy thing to do
isn't it." is therefore sarcastic.

Example 5 .1 7
Similarly, in this example the Vienna Centre controller ("Wien") gives the FO/PNF of a
German airliner information for his flight's arrival, including the runway to be used ("and
>runway three< four.", lines 5-6). The C/PF demonstrates his hearing of the runway
some seconds later with "three four(.) ah gut." (line 13).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

():

FOIPNF:
Wien:

FOIPNF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:
C/PF:

(
)
Wien guten morgen Lufthansa three four three zero with papa~
(0. 6) passing level one five zero descending level one three zero.
(0.7)
>Lufthansa< three four three zero~ (0.2) guten tag (0.2) (
)
information: () romeo (0.5) and >runway three<four.
runway three four wind check romeo Lufthansa three four three
zero.
(0.9)
fifteen hundred to go
check
(6.7)
three four(.) ah gut.
(3.0)

Each pilot produces talk which makes available his hearing and understanding of the
runway to be used, the FO/PNF in his talk to the controller and the C/PF in talk to the
FO/PNF. As we have seen in earlier examples, there is no further talk about the runway
number (line 14) and so the FO/PNF passes up an opportunity to repair the C/PF's talk
and so accepts it as unproblematic. The FO/PNF therefore ratifies the C/PF's
understanding that runway 'three four' is the runway to be used, and the pilots develop a
shared understanding that this is so. Such an awareness is no minor thing, and planes
have landed on the wrong runway (indeed the wrong airport, even the wrong country).
Examples of talk like this are evidence of pilots' orientation to ensuring, and making
public, that information relevant to the flight is verbalised and shared among the flight
crew members.

Example 5 .18
At other times the pilots' develop a shared understanding in the course of completing the
radio exchange itself. The following example occurs as the plane taxis to the runway for
takeoff. The pilots develop a shared understanding about what point on the runway the
takeoff will begin, and so where they must taxi the plane.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

(0.6)
C/PF:
C/PF:
Ground:
C/PF:
C/PF:

FOIPNF:

[[giving takeoff briefing, several lines omitted]]
(1.6)
reference to City VOR::: (1.8) identifi:::ed on Nav o::ne.
bravo Juliet tango (you just) () for the full length [or Juliet?
[yeah.
(0.2)
the full length.
ah: the full length thanks.

(0.6)
Ground:

roger.
(1.9)
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The ground controller calls the flight to ask if its takeoff will use the full runway or begin
from the point where the taxiway ('juliet') joins the runway ("the full length [or juliet?",
line 5). This decision is the C/PF's (as Captain), but before the FO/PNF can ask him the
C/PF gives his answer ("yeah. (0.2) the full length.", lines 6-8). Indeed the C/PF begins
his talk to the FO/PNF in overlap with the end of the controller's call. By talking when he
does, before the end of the controller's tum and before the FO/PNF asks him for a
decision, the C/PF demonstrates that he is actively attending to the radio as a legitimate
recipient, and is interpreting what he hears. The C/PF demonstrates his understanding of
the implications of the controller's query for himself, as the Captain on this flight who
must make such decisions, and for the FO/PNF who must respond to the controller with
this decision. So the C/PF can be seen to facilitate the FO/PNF's response to the
controller. By talking when he does the C/PF shows himself to be monitoring and
responding to the demands the controller's talk places on both himself and the FO/PNF,
and to be oriented to doing what is required to meet those demands.
The FO/PNF does not reply to the C/PF, but instead says to the controller "ah: the full
length thanks." (line 9). The FO/PNF's talk to the controller, therefore, is evidence to the
C/PF of his hearing and understanding of the C/PF's talk, and thus the C/PF's decision
about this aspect of the takeoff. That is, the C/PF's answer, 'the full length' , appears in
the FO/PNF 's reply to the controller. So the C/PF 's talk occurs between the first and
second pair parts of the question (line 5) answer (line 9) sequence of the radio exchange
between the controller and the FO/PNF. The FO/PNF's reply to the controller is jointly
constructed, in Goffman's (1981) terms, by the C/PF as the principal and the FO/PNF as
the animator.16 In the absence of correction from the C/PF, the FO/PNF can understand
his reply to the controller to be correct and the pilots have developed a shared
understanding about an aspect of the takeoff.
I will comment further on the C/PF 's 'yeah' as an instance of non-standard talk doing
interactional work. This 'yeah' signals the C/PF's tum as tied to other talk, and as
affirming that other talk. It is said in overlap with the controller's saying of 'or juliet?',
immediately after the controller's saying of 'full length'. This timing places 'yeah' in a
possible transition relevance place of the controller's turn, that is, a place where the
controller's tum might be ending, and so presents 'yeah' as possibly a response to the
controller's tum, as affirming what the controller says. The C/PF's 'yeah' is said in
overlap with the controller's talk, but the C/PF then redoes the affirmation explicitly by
saying 'the full length' in the clear, after the controller stops talking.

16 For discussions of various types of participants see also, for example, Hymes (1972),
Goodwin (1981 ), Clark and Carlson (1982), Levinson (1988), Goodwin and Goodwin (1990),
Clark (1992, 1996), and Mccawley (1999).
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Example 5 .19
Occasionally the PNF talks with a controller about surrounding air traffic, and the pilots
demonstrate their understandings of other traffic as part of their ongoing understanding of
the circumstances of the flight. Despite the available high technology, there is always a
danger of a mid-air collision if pilots fail to develop a crew awareness of surrounding air
traffic, or to communicate their awareness unambiguously to a controller. Job (1996 :233 5) describes one such collision involving an airliner close to landing, like the flight in the
example below. Collisions and near misses are not common, but nor are they rare in
commercial aviation.17 This example occurs as a flight approaches the runway for
landing.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

(5.0)
App.:

CIPNF:

App.:
FO/PF:

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

CIYNF:
JJP:

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

0

0

•

(0.5)
JJP:
(?):

21

22
23
24
25

>bravo Juliet tango< can you ah slow down to not above one four
zero knots it (0.3) following as-heavy Singapore two two three A
three forty er (0.4) seven miles ahead on runway centreline.
(1.4)
bravo Juliet tango okay we 've got traffic in sight.
(0.8)
>>bravo Juliet tango roger<< redu;_ce to not above one four zero
knots, descend to ah (0.2) two thousand visual.
(0.6)
check
(0.6)
>not above one<four: zero() two thousand visual() bravo Juliet
tango.
(1.4)
departure Juliet Juliet papa 's left nine hundred on a climb (to) six
thousand,

FO/PF:
App::
FO/PF:

[runway heading.
[( )]
(1.2)
and flap [s ten.
[>Juliet Juliet papa< approach() good afternoon i;_den[tified,
[oh actually
no:
)(that)°=
=on reaching two thousand five hundred tum right heading ()
<two eight zero>.
(1.2)
down to five hundred right heading two eight zero, () Juliet Juliet
papa.
(6.5)
oh yeah there he is.
(18.6)
0

(

App.:
JJP:

FO/PF:

17 Indeed at the time of writing two large airliners, both full of passengers, nearly collided over a
populated area in Japan (apparently due to an error by an inexperienced controller). The planes
came within tens of metres of one another. It would have been the worst aviation disaster in
history but the planes missed one another and the incident received little attention in the
Australian media.
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The controller asks the C/PNF if his flight is able to reduce speed, to "slow down to not
above one four zero knots" (lines 2-3) because their plane is following a large airliner
("Singapore two two three A three forty", lines 3-4) which is approaching the same
runway. The C/PNF accepts this speed and tells the controller that the other plane is in
view ("okay we've got the traffic in sight.", line 6). The controller then formally instructs
the flight to reduce speed ("redu:ce to knot above one four zero knots," lines 8-9) and the
C/PNF reads back this instruction to the controller (lines 13-14).18 Between the
instruction and readback the FO/PF acknowledges also hearing the speed restriction
check
line 11 ). Some seconds later, and with no talk between the pilots about the
other plane in front of them, the FO/PF says "oh yeah there he is." (line 33).
0

("

0

.",

The effect of the C/PNF's claim to the controller that ''we've got traffic in sight." (line 6)
is that the controller then understands the 'flight' to have seen the other plane, and the
controller will manage air traffic with this understanding. That is, the controller accepts
the C/PNF as the flight's "spokesman" (Levinson 1988:172), speaking for both the
pilots. Despite the C/PNF's use of 'we', the controller cannot know, and is not
concerned with whether both pilots have really seen the other plane. That is a matter for
the crew. The controller speaks to a 'flight' as an entity of two people. In his reply to the
controller the C/PNF makes available to the FO/PF his claim to have seen the other plane.
The FO/PF does not speak to the controller, but makes available his own seeing of the
other plane with talk to the C/PNF ("oh yeah there he is.", line 33). With no prior talk
between the pilots about the other plane, the FO/PF 's tum is evidence of his hearing and
understanding of the C/PNF's exchange with the controller. The FO/PF's tum is also a
claim to have done some activity made relevant by that exchange, looking for the other
plane, and to have a new awareness as a result 19 , an awareness of the loca!ion of the
other plane. Although the C/PNF has spoken to the controller on behalf of both pilots, the
FO/PF's "oh yeah there he is." (line 33) makes available to the C/PNF that he too, as the
pilot actually in control of the flight, has seen the other plane. There can be a 'crew'
awareness of the location of the other plane as the C/PNF's talk to the controller has
previously claimed (''we've got traffic in sight.", line 6).
The FO/PF does not say something formal and explicit like 'I have the plane in sight', but
18 The controller's turn at lines 8-9 is not a redoing of his talk at lines 2-4. At lines 2-4 the
controller asks if it is possible for the pilots to slow down, given the presence of the other plane,
and if the pilots are willing to do so. The controller's wording is 'can you', and it is only after the
C/PNF answers "okay'' (line 6) that the controller issues the formal instruction to the flight to slow
down (lines 8-9). This kind of sequence is not rare. In some circumstances controllers will check
with the pilots before issuing an instruction to their flight. When the instruction is made at lines 89 it is understood and responded to unproblematically by the C/PNF who reads it back (lines 1314). In his discussion of factors leading to airline accidents, Cushing (1994:28) discusses
"erroneous inferences" where pilots have inferred 'Do X' from a controller's 'Can you do X? ', that
is where pilots erroneously inferred a clearance from a query.
19 Heritage (1984a:299) writes that 'oh' proposes that "its producer has undergone some sort of
change in his or her locally current state of knowledge, information, orientation or awareness."
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says "oh yeah there he is.". The 'oh' presents this talk as heralding a change in his state
of knowledge (Heritage 1984a), and the 'yeah' presents this change as connected to
something prior, as a second to something, and as connected in a way which affirms that
prior something. In this instance the FO/PF's 'oh yeah' prefaces a claim to a change in
his state of knowledge of the other plane, and one which agrees with the C/PNF's prior
seeing and consequent state of knowledge of the other plane. The 'he' is presented as
recoverable for the C/PNF, that the C/PNF will understand who 'he' is. The C/PNF says
nothing to indicate that the FO/PF's talk is surprising or problematic, passing up an
opportunity to repair, and so accepts the FO/PF's talk, and the activity and knowledge it
claims, as relevant and legitimate.

PF initiates PNF's talk with controller

5.3.5

Sometimes a PF initiates talk between a PNF and a controller. The PF says something to
the PNF, to which the PNF responds by calling the controller. That is, the PNF
understands the PF's talk to be a request or instruction to call the controller. The PF's talk
to the PNF contains some wording which points to the purpose of the call the PNF is to
make, and which then appears in the PNF's call. In this way the PF's talk presents an
anticipated understanding of the nature of the call.

Example 5.20
Here the flight is on descent and 'approaching' the altitude to which it has been cleared by
the controller. To continue its descent, without first levelling, the flight willneed a
clearance from the controller for a new lower altitude. The C/PF says "and (if) you could
let him know we're approaching." (line 2) which the FO/PNF understands as a request
for him to call the controller to say his flight is 'approaching'. The FO/PNF calls the
controller and says ''bravo juliet tango is approaching seven thousand." (line 4 ).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C/PF:
FO/PNF:

App.:

8

FOIPNF:

9
10

C/PF:

lI
12

13

FO/PNF:

(4.3)
and (if) you could let him know we're approaching.
(1.3)
bravo Juliet tango is approaching seven thousand
(0.8)
bravo Juliet tango descend to five thousand.
(0.9)
five thousand, () bravo Juliet tango.
(0.6)
five thousand is checked.
(0.4)
check.
(4.9)
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The C/PF's instruction is a claim to have monitored the appropriate displays. The request
demonstrates both the C/PF 's awareness of the plane's changing altitude and his
understanding of the significance of its current altitude for a task the pilots must perform,
and most immediately for a call the FO/PNF needs to make. By making the call the
FO/PNF accepts and confirms the situation as presented by the C/PF 's request. The
FO/PNF dials in the new altitude during the (0.9) period of no-talk (line 7) after the
controller's clearance and his own readback (line 8), and the two pilots claim to have
visually confirmed the newly dialled altitude (lines 10 and 12).
Recalling the discussions in Chapter Three, The C/PF 's choice of the second person form
'you' invokes the FO/PNF's individual role as the pilot responsible for calling the
controller, though the choice of 'we' presents 'approaching' as something applicable to
both pilots as the crew of the flight. The C/PF also prefaces his turn with 'and',
presenting his talk as initiating some new task in the series of tasks required to fly the
plane. That is, his request to the FO/PNF to call the controller is separate from the pilots'
prior talk and tasks and is some new next thing to be done.

Example 5 .21
Similarly, in this example the C/PF produces talk which the FO/PNF understands to be
an instruction to call the tower controller to announce that the flight is ready to 'lineup' on
the runway for takeoff ("and you can tell him we're ready.", line 2), where 'readiness' is
presented as a precondition for calling the controller to receive clearance to lineup. The
plane can not be taxied onto the runway without clearance from the controller to do so.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

C/PF:
FOIPNF:

Tower:
FOIPNF:

FO/PNF:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

(0.6)
and you can tell him we're ready.
(4.4)
City tower (.) bravo juliet:: tango 's ready.
(1.5)
>bravo<juliet tango runway two one lineup.
(1.2)
lining up (.) bravo juliet: tango.
(0.5)
it's a lineup only.
(1.1)
yeah it's clear on finals:::.=
=clear on the(.) right.
(1.3)

The C/PF 's instruction is a claim that the tasks which were necessary to ready the flight
for takeoff have been performed, and so lining up is a relevant next thing to do. By
calling the controller (line 4) the FO/PNF accepts the C/PF's assessment of the flight's
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readiness, and that assessment becomes jointly held by the pilots as a crew. As in the
example immediately above, the C/PF's choice of 'you' invokes the FO/PNF's individual
role as the pilot responsible for calling the controller, though 'we' presents 'readiness' as
something applicable to both pilots in their shared role of crew member. Again the C/PF
prefaces his turn with 'and', presenting his talk as initiating some new task, separate but
subsequent and connected to the pilots' prior talk and tasks in the series of tasks required
to fly the plane.
The tower controller gives a clearance to the FO/PNF for the plane to "lineup" (line 6), to
position on the runway but not takeoff, and the FO/PNF reads back this instruction to the
controller (line 8). As for earlier examples, the FO/PNF then initiates pilot-pilot talk about
the tower controller's instruction by saying "it's a lineup only." (line 10). The FO/PNF's
'it' presents the occurrence of the exchange itself, and that the controller has given them
some specific clearance, as recoverable for the C/PF. That is, the FO/PNF presents as
given that the C/PF is aware of the radio exchange as the pilot who initiated it and who is
a potential hearer of it. However, the FO/PNF does not present as given the actual content
of the controller's clearance. The FO/PNF's talk spells out exactly what the 'it' is, "a
lineup only." (line 10). The C/PF's reply acknowledges and accepts this with "yeah" (line
12) and initiates a new task of looking out the windows to check that the runway is clear
for them to enter ("it's clear on finals:::.=", line 12). As I discussed in Example 5.12
earlier, this looking activity is only a relevant next thing to do if the flight has received a
clearance to 'lineup'.

Example 5.22
In this example the flight is also 'ready' to lineup on the runway for takeoff.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

C/PNF:
FO/PF:
FOIPF:

Tower:

(51.1)
cabin is ready(.) we're ready.
(0.7)
okay:.
(2.5)
City tower bravo Juliet tango 's ready.
(1.0)
bravo Juliet tango.
(3.4)

The C/PNF does not instruct the FO/PF to call the controller, but merely presents his
assessment of the flight's readiness with "cabin is ready(.) we're ready." (line 2). The
FO/PF acknowledges the C/PNF 's talk, and accepts his assessment, with talk to the
C/PNF ("okay:.", line 4). So, unlike the previous two examples, the FO/PF does not
respond to the C/PNF by immediately calling the controller, but responds first with talk to
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the C/PNF. However, this talk ('okay') is inexplicit with respect to the C/PNF's talk.
The FO/PF makes explicitly available his understanding of the C/PNF's talk, and his
acceptance of the C/PNF's claim about the flight's readiness, when he calls the controller
with "City tower bravo juliet tango's ready." (line 6). So, the FO/PF's call to the
controller demonstrates his awareness of the relevance for his own duties of the C/PNF 's
assessment of the flight's readiness. In terms of the sequence of tasks to be performed to
conduct the flight, calling the controller is what the FO/PF is to do when the C/PNF
declares the flight to be 'ready'.

5.3.6

No pilot-pilot talk about radio talk

5.3.6.1

Radio talk as only PNF's concern

Sometimes a pilot's talk with a controller does not become the subject of talk between the
pilots. Also, there may be no evidence in the pilots' talk and non-talk activities to perform
a next relevant task-of an orientation for both pilots to have and demonstrate their
understanding of the radio exchange. This may be the case when the PNF 's talk with a
controller has no immediate impact on the PF's conduct of the flight. In the following
three examples, respectively, the PNF makes a general radio broadcast, shifts from
talking to one controller to another, and makes a routine and expected call associated with
some prior activity. The PF's understanding and activities to conduct the flight are not
immediately affected by the PNF's radio exchange with the controller20, and the pilots
take no action to ensure they have a shared understanding of that exchange. In this way
the pilots present these exchanges, through processes of talk-in-interaction, as the PNF ' s
tasks, as the PNF 's concern alone.

Example 5 .23

In this example the C/PNF calls a controller and then makes a general radio broadcast on
a particular frequency. This example occurs as the plane approaches a small airport with
no control tower. In such a situation the responsibility for 'separation' of flights rests
with the pilots. Pilots of different planes must make each other aware of their planes'
respective locations and movements to ensure their planes remain separated from one
another by regulation distances.

20 This is not to say setting the radio is not important for the safe conduct of the flight. Drew et al.

(1993) note the dangers of tuning an incorrect radio frequency and consequently losing contact
with the appropriate controllers.
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2

CIPNF:

3
4

5

Centre:

6

7
8

CIPNF:

9
10
11
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(1.30.7)
Perth (0.2) foxtrot november zulu is changing to Town CTAF ()
one two six decimal seven.
(1.6)
foxtrot november zulu.
(8.3)
all stations in the: Town CTAF foxtrot november zulu is: (0.2)
four miles to the: () east (0.2) passing three thousand five
hundred on descent inbound, (0. 6) we'll be joining upwind for
runway: () two two.
( 16.6)

The C/PNF calls the Perth Centre controller, responsible for the flight up to this point, to
say that he is now changing to the radio frequency of the local area (lines 2-3). The Perth
controller acknowledges hearing this (line 5). The C/PNF then retunes his radio to the
new frequency and makes a general broadcast (lines 7-10) to announce his plane's
location ("four miles to the: (.) east...", line 8) and movement ("passing three thousand
five hundred on descent inbound,", lines 8-9). Neither the C/PNF's exchange with the
Perth centre controller, nor his general broadcast, become the subject of talk between the
two pilots, and there is no next task to be initiated arising from these exchanges.

Example 5.24
Similarly, the pilots may not demonstrate a shared understanding about a radio exchange
when the PNF shifts from talking to one controller to another, that is, as part of the
routine process of responsibility for the flight passing from one controller to the next.
This example occurs soon after the flight's departure.

I
2
3
4

FOIPNF:

5
6

Dep.:

7
8
9
10
11

FOIPNF:

12
13
14

C/PF:
Dep.:

(26.0)
City() bravo Juliet tango departed Town: (0.3) zero one, (0.6)
tracking two three zero () climbing flight level () two two zero,
(0.8) Waypoint () five zero.
(1.9)
bravo Juliet tango roger contact City centre on one three (0. 5) three
decimal seven, (0.3) approaching (0.2) flight level two zero zero
for a clearance.
(2.2)
one three three decimal seven. () bravo Juliet tango goodday.
(1.4)
heading [(thanks)
[goodday
(5.4) ((FO/PNF presses heading (HDG) button))

The FO/PNF contacts the controller responsible for departures to announce that the flight
has departed and to give details of the flight (lines 2-4). The controller acknowledges
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receiving this message and instructs the FO/PNF to contact City Centre on a specific
frequency as their flight nears a specific altitude ("approaching (0.2) flight level two zero
zero", lines 6-8). The FO/PNF reads back the new frequency to the controller (line 10).
After a (1.4) second period of no-talk (line 11) the C/PF calls for the FO/PNF to a select
'heading' mode ("heading [(thanks)", line 12) and the FO/PNF presses the heading
button during the following 5.4 seconds of no-talk (line 14). Calling for heading to be
selected initiates a task whose timing is unconnected to the FO/PNF's talk with the
controller. That is, selecting 'heading' is not a next action relative to the FO/PNF's talk
with the controller.

Example 5.25
Pilots may not develop and demonstrate a shared understanding of a radio exchange when
a PNF's call to a controller is related to and made subsequent to some recent and related
task which involved talk and activity of both the pilots. In the next segment the C/PNF
calls the controller to tell him the flight is maintaining its target cruise altitude. The C/PNF
is required to call the controller when the plane reaches this altitude, and reaching the
altitude was the subject of earlier talk between the pilots as they performed related
activities.

1
2

C/PNF:

3
4

FO/PF:

5
6
7

FO/PF:
C/PNF:

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

(2.2)
and we're at altitude.
(1.3)
one zero thousand,

(0.2)
once twice three times.=
=that' s checked.

(0.2)
C/PNF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
C/PNF:
C/PNF:
CIPNF:
Centre:

after takeoff (.) checklist.
(0.9)
transition,
(0.7)
i:s (
) >one zero one two is set<.
that's checked.
(0.4)
after takeoff checklist completed.
(2.6)
City bravo Juliet tango 's maintaining one z ero thousand.
(1.7)
bravo Juliet tango.
(6.4)

As the plane completes its climb and arrives at its target altitude the C/PNF calls out "and
we 're at altitude." (line 2), to which the FO/PF responds ("one zero thousand", line 4; ie.
10 000 feet) and then "once twice three times.=" (line 6) as he looks at the three relevant
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displays to confirm this altitude. The C/PNF says "=that's checked." (line 7) to claim also
to have checked relevant displays and so confirm the altitude specified by the FO/PF.
Each pilot's talk reports and makes available to the other an understanding of the altitude
claimed to be shown on relevant displays. The pilots then work through the 'after takeoff
checklist' (lines 9-16) before the C/PNF makes the 'maintaining call' to the City Centre
controller (line 18). The C/PNF's call and the controller's acknowledgement (line 20) do
not become the subject of talk between the pilots, and there is no next relevant task to be
initiated as evidence of an understanding of the the radio exchange. Indeed, the radio
exchange is a next relevant task after the pilots have established that their flight is 'at
altitude'.
These last three examples show that pilots do not always work to develop and
demonstrate a shared understanding of a radio exchange between one pilot and a
controller. I suggested that in this way the pilots treat, through processes of talk-ininteraction, certain radio exchanges as the PNF's task alone. However, when there is
some kind of problem with the radio exchange, and things do not go smoothly, the PF
may make the radio talk his or her business also, and make it the subject of talk between
the pilots.
In each of the next two examples the PF becomes involved in radio talk which, as we saw
in the three examples immediately above, the pilots could otherwise treat as concerning
the PNF alone. In each case the PF shows that as an non-addressed recipient of radio talk
a PF can identify and help resolve problems in 'the PNF's' radio exchanges.

Example 5 .26
Here the City Centre controller calls the flight to initiate a routine change of frequency
(lines 1-2). The FO/PNF does not respond to the controller for 3.1 seconds and the C/PF
treats this as sufficient time to indicate a lapse on the FO/PNF's part, that the FO/PNF
possibly did not hear the controller's call. The C/PF says to the FO/PNF "I think that was
us." (line 4).
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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14
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16
17
18
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C/PF:

EWT:
?.-

?.·
Centre:
C/PF:
FO/PNF:

Centre:

FOIPNF:
EWT:
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> bravo juliet tango< () contact me now on one two three decimal
seven.
(3.1)
I think that was us.
(0.8)
City centre on one two two dec[imal seven echo whiskey tango.
[( )
(0.8)
whiskey [(
)}
[echo whiskey tango] negative (0.2) remain on one three
three decimal eight [ (0.2) break()] bravo iuliet tango=
[(it was for us)]
=yeah it was for us
(0.4)
contact the centre now on one two three decimal seven.
(0.6)
one two three decimal seven () > bravo juliet tango<.
(tango) copy that.
(3.1)

The pilot of another flight, identified as 'echo whiskey tango' mistakenly responds to the
controller's call instead (line 6) and the controller calls that flight to correct the mistake
("[ echo whiskey tango] negative ... ", line 10). The controller then directs talk to the focus
flight to redo the instruction to use a new frequency (''break(.)] bravo juliet tango= ...
contact the centre now ... ", lines 11 and 15).21 Both the C/PF (in overlap with the
controller's talk) and the FO/PNF comment that the controller's initial call (lines 1-2)
'was for us' (lines 12 and 13), that is, that the instruction to change frequency was
directed to their own flight. The FO/PNF then talks to the controller to respond to the
instruction (line 17). The pilots do not use any kind of official wording to resolve this
problem, but the design of their talk does the necessary work. Both the C/PF's ' ... that
was us' and the FO/PNF's ' .. .it was for us' present the controller's initial turn as
recoverable, as something 'heard' (ie. 'that', 'it') and for which both pilots are
accountable for hearing. Also, both the C/PF and the FO/PNF use the first person plural
pronoun 'us', making maximally salient the relevance of that heard talk for both crew
members as category members of the flight (see Chapter Three).

Example 5.27
Here again a controller instructs a FO/PNF to use a particular frequency to talk to another
controller to obtain an 'airways clearance' (lines 2-4). When the C/PF identifies a
problem with the FO/PNF's readback of this frequency to the controller, and therefore the
FO/PNF's hearing of the frequency, the C/PF involves himself and makes the radio
exchange the subject of talk between the pilots.

21 Controllers use the term 'break' to indicate that they are directing further talk to a new
recipient.
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(3.2)
bravo Juliet tango () contact City centre one one eight decimal
(two/three) approaching >flight level< two hundred >for your
alrways < clearance.
(2.3)
one one eight decimal two: bravo ju:liet tango.
(3.7)
(ah) one one eight decimal three.
(0.7)
three yeah. (°that's right°).
(12.6)

The FO/PNF reads back the frequency to the controller ("one one eight decimal two:",
line 6). After a 3.7 second period of no-talk (line 7) the C/PF initiates an exposed repair
of the FO/PNF's talk, saying a frequency different to the one the FO/PNF has read back,
correcting the last numeral ("one one eight decimal three.", line 8). The FO/PNF accepts
the C/PF's repaired version ("three yeah. (°that's right
line 10).
0

).",

In repairing the FO/PNF's talk the C/PF makes a claim to have heard the radio exchange,
and by accepting the C/PF's correction the FO/PNF accepts as legitimate the C/PF's
participation as a hearer with a stake in what is going on. Actually it is unclear from the
recording, after repeated listenings, whether the controller says 'two' or 'three', but the
FO/PNF accepts the C/PF's correction without challenge (it turns out later, when the
FO/PNF makes the call, that the C/PF was right). The controller does not call back to
correct the FO/PNF's readback, so the FO/PNF's talk to the controller is repaired by
someone other than its primary addressed recipient. Nor does the FO/PNF call the
controller to read back the 'corrected' frequency. So, the FO/PNF's talk is not repaired as
'readback talk' to a controller, but as talk which forms a crew understanding of the
frequency to be set and which is available to an overhearing pilot colleague. -What pilots
can treat as simply a PNF's task can also become something which involves both the
PNF and the PF.
I have looked at some examples where pilots do not work to develop and demonstrate a
shared understanding of a radio exchange between the PNF (usually) and a controller, but
treat certain radio exchanges as the PNF's task alone. I then looked at examples of such
radio exchanges where the PF identified some problem and chose to become involved. I
suggested that such radio exchanges were treated by the pilots as only the PNF 's concern
because they did not immediately impact upon the PF's conduct of the flight as the pilot in
control. That is, when the PNF makes a general radio broadcast, or shifts from one
controller to the next, or makes a routine and expected call associated with a prior task
involving both pilots' activity, the PF's actions to fly the plane are not immediately
affected. This is not the case in the following examples.
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Continuing with some current action

In the following examples the pilots do not appear to do interactional work to develop
and demonstrate a shared understanding of a radio exchange between the PNF and a
controller where the substance of that exchange does concern the PF's immediate
conduct of the flight. The radio exchange does not become the subject of talk between the
pilots, and nor does either pilot initiate a new and next activity subsequent to the
exchange. What does occur, however, is that the PNF does nothing to stop the PF doing
what he is currently doing, where one possible outcome of the radio exchange is that the
PNF might do something to stop the PF's current action. That is, the PNF does not
correct, or repair, the activities the PF is currently undertaking to control the plane. By
allowing the PF to continue as is, the PNF passes up an opportunity to repair and so
presents the PF's actions as unproblematic. We could say that it is by continuing with
what they are doing that the pilots in the following examples do develop and demonstrate
a shared understanding of the radio exchange. The PF hears the absence of talk from the
PNF, to stop his current actions, as confirming those actions as acceptable.

Example 5 .28
The following example occurs during the approach to the airport and the FO/PNF has two
exchanges with the controller. In the first the controller tells the FO/PNF the flight is
cleared to "continue approach" (line 3), that is to continue the approach to the airport for
the landing. In the second exchange, about a minute later, the controller tells the FO/PNF
the flight is "cleared to land" (line 15). The FO/PNF calls the controller to acknowledge
hearing each of these clearances (lines 5 and 17). Neither exchange becomes the subject
of talk between the two pilots or is followed by a next relevant task.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

FOIPNF:

Tower:

City tower gidday bravo Juliet tango.
(1.3)
> bravo juliet tango< continue approach.
(0.8)

FOIPNF:

bravo Juliet tango

C/PF:
FO/PNF:
C/PF:

12

13

FO/PNF:

14

15
16
17

18

Tower:
FOIPNF:

0

(0.6)
flaps ten °thanks
(6.2)
flaps ten.
(36.2)
gear down°.

0
•

0
•

0

(14.3 )
gear' s down.
(0.5)
bravo Juliet tango cleared to land.
(1. 3)
landing clearance bravo ju: liet tango.
(3.0)
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19

C/PF:

20

21

FO/PNF:

22

flaps twentyfive.
(7.6)
twentyfive set.
(1.3)

It is possible for a controller to tell a flight to discontinue its approach, or to deny landing
clearance, for example if there is a problem with the runway or unacceptable weather
conditions at the airport. In the data for other flights these clearances are typically talked
about by the pilots (see Chapter Three, Examples 3 .14 or 3 .15), but neither member of
this crew, on this flight, makes the clearances subject of talk to develop a shared
understanding that the clearances have been received.
After the FO/PNF's exchange with the controller about the 'continue approach clearance',
the C/PF calls for the flaps to be extended (line 7) and for the landing gear to be lowered
(line 11). After the FO/PNF's exchange with the controller about the 'landing clearance'
the C/PF calls for flaps to be extended further (line 19). Although the timing of these
tasks is not directly _subject to receipt of the clearances, and so they are not next relevant
tasks to the clearances, it would not be appropriate to perform these tasks if clearance to
approach or land had been denied. After each of the C/PF's calls for action with the flaps
or landing gear the FO/PNF passes up the opportunity to repair the C/PF 's call by telling
the C/PF that the call was inappropriate. In this way, and by contributing himself to those
tasks by moving the relevant levers and saying "flaps ten" (line 9), "gear's down" (line
13), and "twentyfive set." (line 21), the FO/PNF allows the C/PF to continue what he is
doing, approaching the airport to land. The two pilots act with an understanding that
continuing the approach and landing is the right thing to be doing.

Example 5 .29
In this example from another flight, occurring soon after landing, the pilots taxi their
plane towards an 'active' runway which they must cross to reach a parking bay at the
terminal. The pilots can not cross the runway without clearance from the appropriate
controller and the PNF contacts the controller to get this clearance (lines 2-3). The
controller gives the clearance (lines 5-6) and asks the PNF to "expedite" crossing the
runway because there is a plane about to land ("expedite traffic on a three mile final.",
lines 5-6). Neither the controller's clearance nor the request to 'expedite' are the subject
of talk between the two pilots, and the plane crosses the runway in the absence of this
talk.
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1
2
3
4

FOIPNF:

5

Ground:

6

7

FOIPNF:

8

9
10
11

Ground:
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(3.5)
City ground bravo Juliet (0.2) tango: we 're ah () ready to cross ah
(immediately°).
(1.9)
bravo Juliet tango () taxiway right () cross two four expedite
traffic on a three mile final.
many thanks () clear to cross runway two four for bay
twentyseven () bravo Juliet tango.
(1.5)
bravo Juliet tango.
(4.6)

As in the previous example, the FO/PNF passes up an opportunity to repair the C/PF's
action to taxi the plane across the runway and so allows the C/PF to act with an
understanding that crossing the runway is an acceptable thing to do. The shared
understanding of the FO/PNF's exchange with the controller is not developed and
demonstrated through explicit talk, or by initiating some differentiated next task, but
rather by continuing with what the pilots are doing. The FO/PNF, as the pilot who spoke
to the controller, is in a position to say something to stop the C/PF, but does not do so.

Example 5.30
This final example stands in contrast to others in this chapter in that it shows what can
happen if the pilots do not develop and demonstrate sh.ared understandings about a PNF' s
talk with a controller. In this example the C/PNF's talk with the controller does not
immediately become the subject of talk between the pilots, or initiate some next relevant
task, but unlike the previous two examples this causes problems for the pil~ts'
understandings and their conduct of the flight. The two pilots do repair work some time
after the C/PNF's exchange with the controller to ensure that the FO/PF understands and
complies with the controller's instruction, and understands the controller's clearance.
The segment occurs as the flight approaches the destination airport. The approach
controller begins by identifying the flight (">bravo juliet tango< ah(.) two miles east
centreline and closing,", line 2). The controller then gives the flight a speed restriction
("reduce to final approach speed", line 3), gives a clearance to approach the airport under
visual flight rules ("cleared a visual approach", line 3 ), offers a caution about possible
turbulence from a larger plane ahead of them ("caution: wake turbulence", line 4) and then
instructs the C/PNF to contact another controller ("contact tower on final", line 4). The
C/PNF reads back to the controller the speed restriction and the hand over to the tower
controller (line 6), but says nothing to the FO/PF about the exchange with the controller.
The FO/PF says nothing to indicate that he heard the C/PNF's exchange, but continues to
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fly the plane for the approach.22

(2.6)

1
2

App.:

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

CIPNF:

(0.9)
App.:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

JJP:
FO/PF:

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

26
27

0

C/PNF:
FO/PF:

check,

C/PNF:
(FO/PF):

belt sign' s on,
(° checked
(8.9)
speed's checked.
(5.2)
oh: he said final approach speed Mal (°so
yeah
(0.2)
come back to final
(1.8)
are we cleared to,
oyeaho
mike zulu quebec 's leaving controlled airspace radar and control
service is terminated.
(2.1)
mike zulu quebec.

)

(0.6)
(5.6)

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

FO/PF:

3"6
37

():
ATC:

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:
FO/PF:

38
39

40

M2:Q:

41
42

C/PNF:

0

)

(

)

0

).

0

O

•

(5.9)

43

44

0

(° alright°) (°
(1.0)
spee::d,

24

25

>JulietJuliet<papa () cli:mb to[:flight level two hundred}
[o::kay::
J speeds,
ok[ ay I might (0.3) decrease: ah: (0. 7) to:: one hundred and eight,
[two hundredJuliet Juliet papa
(0.3)
for the approach,
(1.8)
cause of the:: ah[: tur-turbulence
] and the ah: : (0.2) crosswind
[yeah (yeah)( )°.]
there.

(0.9)
C/PNF:

22
23

> bravo Juliet tango< ah () two miles east centreline and closing,
reduce to final approach speed er (1.4) cleared a visual approach
caution: wake turbulence, () contact tower on final.
(1.5)
reduce to () final approach, tower on final, () bravo Juliet tango.

(

)

(2.4)
C/PNF:

45

spee::d,

(0.4)

46
47

FO/PF:

48
49
50

FO/PF:
C/PNF:
FO/PF:

check.
(1.1)
we're cleared for a visual approach?=
=ye:s [we're] cleared.
[okay]

22 The FO/PF's reference to turbulence at line 15 most likely refers to an earlier report of
weather at the airport, and not to the controller's mention of 'wake turbulence' from a plane
ahead of them.
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The controller has told the C/PNF that the flight has a speed restriction, but the FO/PF
does not immediately do anything to comply with this instruction. Instead, in the seconds
after his readback to the controller the PNF, as Captain, calls for the FO/PF to tell him the
speeds he plans to use ("o::kay:: speeds", line 9), and the FO/PF replies with the speed he
plans for the approach ("I might (0.3) decrease: ah: (0.7) to:: one hundred and eight" ie
108 knots, line 10). The FO/PF's plan for the approach speed makes no reference to the
controller's speed restriction, to 'reduce to final approach'. Only after some talk unrelated
to planned speeds, at least thirty seconds later, does the C/PNF say something to the
-pofPF about the controller's speed restriction ("oh: he said final approach speed Mal
0

(°so
line 30), appearing to recall it.23 The C/PNF presents the controller's talk as
possibly heard and recoverable for the FO/PF ("he said", line 30), and the FO/PF's reply
accepts it as such ("yeah", line 31, "come back to final°.", line 33). Both pilots make
explicit the speed specified by the controller ('final') in contrast to the speed planned by
the FO/PF.
).",

0

Like the speed restriction with which the pilots did not immediately comply, and appeared
to have forgotten, the clearance for a visual approach becomes the subject of talk later. At
least fifteen seconds after the repair talk about the speed, and after an overheard radio
exchange (lines 37-40) and a sequence of turns checking the current speed (lines 44-46),
the FO/PF asks the C/PNF "we're cleared for a visual approach?=" (line 48), to which
the C/PNF replies "=ye:s [we're] cleared." (line 49).24 The controller had included a
clearance to make a visual approach in his earlier message (line 3), but that message had
not then become the subject of talk between the pilots. The FO/PF, as the pilot in control
of flying the plane, needs to understand what clearances the flight has. Some time after
the clearance was given he initiates talk with the C/PNF to be sure of his understanding of
the clearance. Although the FO/PF is a potential hearer of all talk between_ the C/PNF and
controllers, as always the pilots must somehow establish locally, there and then, if the
FO/PF is an actual hearer of any particular talk. In this example this was accomplished by
sequences of talk some time after the initial radio exchange between the C/PNF and the
controller.

5. 4

Conclusion

My interest in this chapter has been to explore the routine work of airline pilots as
something they do not accomplish alone, but with the compulsory involvement of
participants beyond the cockpit. While my interest has remained talk-in-interaction in the
airline cockpit, I have considered how pilots integrate their talk to one another, and their
non-talk activities, with their talk to participants outside the cockpit. I focussed on pilots'
23 See Heritage (1984a) on 'oh' as a change-of-state token.
24 The FO/PF may have begun to ask about the clearance earlier, at line 35.
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radio talk to air traffic controllers because most of pilots' talk to participants beyond the
cockpit is with controllers, and because exchanges with controllers typically have direct
and immediate significance for the pilots' conduct of their flight, and their understanding
of their flight's changing circumstances. I looked at how pilot-controller talk, pilots' talk
beyond the cockpit, is fitted into pilot-pilot talk and non-talk activities within the cockpit
as pilots perform the necessary tasks to fly their plane.
The examples in this chapter show how pilots develop and demonstrate to one another,
moment-to-moment, their evolving and situated understandings as they integrate their
interactions with participants beyond the cockpit with their ongoing interaction with each
other. At any one time only one pilot talks with a controller, usually the PNF, but talk to
and from controllers is potentially relevant to both pilots. Talk to and from controllers
contributes to the pilots' shared understanding as a crew of what is going on and what
they are doing as together they conduct the flight. While one pilot talks with a controller,
and is the controller's addressed recipient, both pilots are potential hearers of any talk
between the cockpit and air traffic control. Pilots must therefore establish who is a
relevant actual hearer of that talk. This chapter has shown how airline pilots establish
local understandings, through talk and non-talk activity, of who has heard what, who
knows what, and who does what, in terms of the significance of particular radio talk for
the pilots' joint conduct of the flight. The examples in this chapter show how pilots
initiate contact with controllers, and respond to calls from controllers, to exchange
information and to issue and receive instructions and clearances. These actions, which
allow any flight to progress as just one among others in the air traffic system, are
accomplished through processes of talk-in-interaction.
In the examples we have seen how understandings about talk beyond the cockpit may
develop and be demonstrated through talk alone, through talk or non-talk activity which
initiates some next relevant task, or by an absence of talk and the continuation of some
current action. We have also seen that sometimes there is no interactional work to develop
and demonstrate understandings about pilot-controller talk, and that this is treated as
unproblematic by the pilots. A radio exchange between a pilot and a controller may
become the subject of pilot-pilot talk before or after that exchange occurs. Either the pilot
involved in the exchange with the controller or the pilot not involved in the exchange can
initiate pilot-pilot talk about that exchange, or initiate some next relevant task subsequent
to the exchange. Just who does what, and when, emerges in the course of ongoing
cockpit talk-in-interaction. For example, we saw how a pilot otherwise not involved in
talk with the controller can become involved if that pilot identifies some kind of problem.

As in previous chapters, in this chapter I have noted numerous instances of talk which is
not prescribed in any manual of standard operating procedures. That is, in the examples
here the pilots regularly produce wordings which are not in any script which the pilots are
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required to follow. These wordings are variations or embellishments of formally
prescribed or at least conventional wordings. For example, I noted the use of' okay' to
preface a turn at talk and act as a boundary marker, separating talk within the cockpit from
talk with a controller (Example 5.4). That is, 'okay' can close one sequence and open
another, can mark some talk as separate to prior talk and as directed to a new recipient.
Pilots were also found to preface turns at talk with 'and'. This 'and-prefacing' (Heritage
and Sorjonen 1994) makes salient the status of an exchange with the controller as a new
"task in a series of tasks required to fly the plane, as separate to prior talk and non-talk
activity. For example, before calling a controller to get an airways clearance one FO/PNF
said to the C/PF 'and I'll ... get an airways clearance.' (Example 5.3). One C/PF initiated
a FO/PNF's call to a controller by saying 'and you can tell him we're ready.' (Example
5.21 ). These last two examples, and a number of others in this chapter, also include
personal pronouns which invoke particular cockpit roles as relevant to engaging in or
understanding talk with a controller. Such use of personal pronouns was the focus of
Chapter Three.
Sometimes the pilots' chosen wording is not instead of some prescribed wording, but is
just an informal or non-institutional way of presenting a formal and institutional event.
For example, when one FO/PF sighted a plane ahead of his own, which had been the
subject of earlier talk between the other pilot (C/PNF) and the controller, he said 'oh yeah
there he is', rather than something like 'I have the traffic in sight' (Example 5.19). When
one FOIPNF is told by a controller that an earlier speed restriction still applies the
overhearing C/PF says 'that's a nice easy thing to do isn't it' (Example 5.16), rather than
something like 'speed restriction still applies' or 'maintain two five zero knots'. When
one CIPF hears the FO/PNF and controller talk of the runway to be used for the landing
he says 'three four oh good', rather than something like 'runway three four' (Example
5.17).
As I noted for each of these examples in this chapter, and as I have discussed in previous
chapters, these variations and embellishments of prescribed and conventional wordings
do important interactional work. That is, they allow pilots to incorporate the prescribed
wordings into their ongoing interaction to conduct the flight. Prescribed and conventional
wordings are adapted to meet the demands of' our conduct of this flight right now'.
In terms of previous work, this chapter adds to the descriptions and findings of studies
which have looked at workplace and institutional interactions where participants talk to
share information and develop understandings as they perform tasks, but may not be
physically co-present or physically oriented to one another (Goodwin 1995; Goodwin
1996; M.Goodwin 1995, 1996; Goodwin and Goodwin 1996; Heath and Luff 1996;
Suchman 1993, 1996, 1997). Participants' contributions to such interactions are often
mediated by some technology, as in the cockpit pilots talk to controllers via radio. In
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particular, this chapter furthers previous micro studies of airline pilots' work, for example
by Hutchins and Klausen (1996) and Hutchins and Palen (1997). The chapter has further
explored what Hutchins and Klausen (1996:21) describe as "trajectories of information"
in the cockpit, but has used as data interactions from actual scheduled airline flights,
rather than from sessions in flight simulators. The data here is of pilots on real flights
talking to real controllers. Also, in drawing on the methods of ethnomethodology and
conversation analysis, this chapter has given more attention than previous studies to
cockpit understandings as accomplished through processes of talk-in-interaction. That is,
rather than assume that a pilot has heard something, or knows something, I have shown
how pilots themselves come to understand who has heard what, and who knows what,
through their talk to one another or to controllers, or through their non-talk activities.
After M.Goodwin (1996), we have seen here how messages are relayed as "parts of
action chains which set in motion a set of next actions that mobilize people" (M.Goodwin
1996:437), where "listening is equally as important in the sequence of activity as talk
itself." (M.Goodwin 1996:438). We have seen how, after Heath and Luff (1996), pilots
may engage in one activity but simultaneously monitor or participate in others' activities,
including talk outside the cockpit. Like the workers in the control room for the London
Underground (Heath and Luff 1996), a pilot may overhear another pilot talk on the radio
and understand the implications of that talk for his own activities to produce "sequentially
appropriate conduct" (Heath and Luff 1996: 107) in a "developing trajectory of conduct"
(Heath and Luff 1996:124). Goodwin and Goodwin (1996) and Goodwin (1996)25
explore "seeing as a situated activity" (Goodwin and Goodwin 1996:61), as the product
of processes of talk-in-interaction. To adopt Goodwin and Goodwin's (1996:61) words,
in this chapter we have seen examples of hearing as a situated activity. That is, like the
seeing that Goodwin and Goodwin ( 1996) and Goodwin ( 1996) discuss, what pilots
hear, and understand of what they hear, is also thoroughly social and emerges through
processes of talk-in-interaction.
The examples here further develop notions of cognition and situation awareness in the
airline cockpit as not residing in the heads of individual pilots, but as developed and
demonstrated moment-to-moment through processes of talk-in-interaction as pilots
perform tasks to fly their plane. Shared understandings of the substance and significance
of pilot-controller radio exchanges are a crucial part of pilots' situation awareness.
Inadequate understandings can lead to misunderstandings and errors, by pilots or
controllers, and possibly to an incident or accident. This chapter has examined these
understandings as airline pilots talk to air traffic controllers as a compulsory part of their
work. I have considered pilots' understandings of these exchanges, this part of their
situation awareness, as inseparable from the processes of talk-in-interaction by which
pilots routinely accomplish this aspect of their work. Situation awareness of pilotcontroller exchanges develops and is demonstrated in pilots' talk to controllers, in pilots'
25 See also Goodwin (1995), Goodwin (1997), Goodwin and Goodwin (1997), and Saljo and

Bergqvist (1997).
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talk about their talk to controllers, and in pilots' non-talk activities associated with their
talk to controllers. The pilots' situation awareness is right there in the pilots' talk-ininteraction.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion
6 .1

Introduction

This thesis has researched routine talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit using
transcriptions from video data of pilots at work during actual scheduled airline flights. By
drawing on insights and practices of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis the
thesis examined pilots' talk and non-talk activities as they performed the routine tasks
necessary to fly their plane. I have investigated how, through processes of talk-ininteraction, airline pilots develop and demonstrate to one another relevant situated and
moment-to-moment understandings in the course of their work. That is, the thesis
considered the place of talk-in-interaction as airline pilots routinely establish what is going
on around them, who knows what, who is doing what, and what they are to do next, as
their flight progresses, what Anderson et al. (1989: 165) refer to as "[t]he inter-actional
construction of a division oflabour". To recall the words with which I began this thesis,
the thesis has considered how processes of talk-in-interaction enable pilots to achieve
their goal of getting passengers from A to B without killing them.
For most of us, what goes on in an airline cockpit, what pilots say and do as they fly their
plane, remains hidden behind the closed cockpit door. Pilots' conduct may particularly
engage our interest and attention, and the interest and attention of the media, the
commercial aviation industry, government departments and official investigative bodies,
only after an airline accident or serious incident. It is then that transcriptions from the
cockpit voice recorder, one of the so-called 'black boxes', allow pilots' conduct to be
analysed in close detail. This thesis set out to explore talk-in-interaction in the airline
cockpit 'beyond the black box' in that it focussed on routine cockpit talk-in-interaction,
rather than talk-in-interaction at times of crisis. By looking in detail at talk-in-interaction
in the airline cockpit, as it occurs moment-to-moment as pilots go about their ordinary
day-to-day work duties, this thesis has thrown light on the work of airline pilots as
routinised activity, that is, on what is involved, moment-to-moment, in talking,
understanding, seeing, and acting as an airline pilot. In short, this thesis throws light on
what it is to be, accountably and recognisably, an airline pilot.
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This thesis joins recent studies of interaction in workplace or institutional settings. I
These studies have shown how institutional talk differs in systematic ways from ordinary
conversation, and how participants collaborate such that actions relevant for the work of
the institution are acceptably done, and understood to be done. That is, these studies
show how institutional actions are interactionally accomplished. More specifically, the
thesis joins studies of task-oriented interaction in sociotechnical settings, for example
studies of the work of personnel in an airline opertations room.2 These settings typically
.have multiple participants who interact in order to work together in groups or teams and
to coordinate their talk and non-talk activities to perform tasks and complete goals.
Participants have to develop and continually update their understandings of what it is that
they 'know' with respect to their tasks and goals, and how their work is proceeding, and
interact as they manipulate and respond to some form of complex technical system.
Furthermore, participants may or may not be in the same physical location, or may have
to orient to "problems of space and time" (Suchman 1997:41) where interaction is
mediated by tools or technologies (eg. radio, video monitor).
Research on teams working in sociotechnical settings has emphasised the value of
understanding human cognition as embodied, situated (Suchman 1987) and socially
shared (eg. Lave 1988; Resnick et al.1991; Resnick et al. 1997). Rather than consider
cognition as something residing in the head of an individual, studied by formal and
decontextualised tests, these studies consider cognition as social and contextualised in the
meaningful practices of real people in real settings. This is cognition or 'knowing' as it
arises and is used locally, dynamically, in temporally unfolding naturally occurring
interaction, what Goodwin (1996:399) refers to as "the interactive organization of
knowledge". As Suchman (1987:179) puts it, the aim is "to explore the relation of
knowledge and action to the particular circumstances in which knowing and acting
invariably occur." In particular, this thesis was able to contribute to research by Hutchins
and others (Hutchins 1995; Hutchins and Klausen 1996; Hutchins and Palen 1997) on
cognition in the airline cockpit as a 'unified cognitive system' . By drawing on the insights
and practices of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis this thesis was able to give
more attention than these cockpit studies to cognition as social understandings which are
continuously evolving and demonstrated through processes of talk-in-interaction.
This thesis was also written in the context of a 'real world problem' in the commercial
aviation industry. Over time, the industry has come to recognise that pilot performance is
a contributing factor in around two thirds of all accidents. The industry is concerned to
better understand and develop pilots' ability to communicate and coordinate their actions
to work as a team to perform tasks, assess situations, make decisions, and identify and
resolve problems. This concern has increased as the work of flying modem airliners
1 Drew and Heritage (1992b); Button (1993a); Firth (1995); Engestrom and Middleton (1996a);
Sarangi and Roberts (1999a); McHoul and Rapley (Forthcoming).
2 Goodwin (1996); Goodwin and Goodwin (1996); Suchman (1993, 1996, 1997).
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consists more and more of monitoring and managing automated aircraft systems.
Typically, the industry's response has been to conduct large scale quantitative studies of
pilots in cockpit simulator sessions. These studies involve coding and counting this or
that type of utterance or action, isolated from its context of occurrence, and then making
comparisons across aircraft models, situation categories or pilot roles, in order to answer
analysts' pre-determined research questions. The result is that 'communication' is
frequently mentioned in the relevant aviation literature, but it is not exactly clear how
airline pilots routinely talk in their ongoing interactions with one another in the cockpit as
they develop, demonstrate and act upon relevant understandings to perform the tasks
necessary to fly their plane. The approach taken in this thesis, a detailed study of routine
cockpit talk-in-interaction, allows a richer understanding of pilots' talk and performance,
occurring moment-to-moment in context, than can be achieved by merely coding and
counting.
In particular, research and training in commercial aviation has tried to improve pilots'
situation awareness (SA), the pilots' understanding of the circumstances of their flight
and how they are conducting it. However, there has been a tendency to favour
conceptualisations of SA as an individual and mental phenomenon, and to associate
pilots' SA with the information available to them, for example through the nature and
number of cockpit displays. This thesis can be seen to respond to Flach' s ( 1995: 155) call
for researchers to treat SA as "an invitation to take a new look at human performance".
By looking in detail at talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit this thesis has highlighted
the value of understanding just how pilots routinely and accountably use the information
available to them as they perform tasks, assess situations, and so on. This thesis has
shown that one way 'team SA' is developed, displayed and understood is through
processes of talk-in-interaction. Team SA can be seen as understandings which are
continuously arising, demonstrated, oriented to and acted upon in the pilots' routine talk
and non-talk activities. Team SA is interactionally accomplished.
Routine talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit was explored through transcription
examples in three data analysis chapters. In the next section I summarise the findings of
these three chapters. In particular, I point out what these chapters reveal about cockpit
talk-in-interaction as a form of institutional talk, and how cognition in the airline cockpit
and team SA can be seen as understandings accomplished locally through processes of
talk-in-interaction.

6.2

Summary of findings

6.2.1

Understanding who's who

Chapter Three showed how pilots' pronominal choices allowed them to invoke and make
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salient relevant cockpit roles. As part of their routine work to fly a plane, airline pilots
must work together to successfully perform the activities of numerous tasks, and develop
necessary shared and individual understandings about what is going on and who is doing
what. To this end pilots occupy and act according to a limited range of recognised
professional roles, each role aligned to certain duties and responsibilities. Through their
pronominal choices pilots make available their continuously evolving understandings of
the distribution of these cockpit roles. That is, by choosing this or that personal pronoun
pilots can talk in this or that role, and so present their understandings of who's who in the
cockpit as they perform tasks. Some pronouns are scripted in officially prescribed
wordings, others occur in talk not connected to prescribed wordings, and still others
occur as embellishments of prescribed wordings ('impromptu pronouns'). Chapter Three
showed how cockpit roles, even those associated with a formal rank (ie. Captain and
First Officer), are not merely taken by the pilots as given, as labels which are officially
assigned and understood at the beginning of every flight. Instead, cockpit roles are
actively oriented to moment-to-moment through processes of talk-in-interaction, and so
are created and reinforced locally in the course of pilots' routine work. By choosing
singular first person forms ('Ume/my'), or second person forms ('you/your'), pilots
invoke and make salient an individual role (eg. Captain, Pilot-flying) and present some
action, circumstance or understanding as it is experienced by one pilot alone. By
choosing plural first person forms ('we/us') pilots invoke and make salient a shared role
of crew member, and present some action, circumstance or understanding as experienced
by both pilots together. So in the setting of the modem airline cockpit, personal pronouns
are a socially deployable resource for pilots to invoke relevant roles as they work together
to fly a plane. By shifting moment-to-moment between pronoun forms pilots are able to
shift between the available cockpit roles as their flight progresses, and so make salient
who they are 'talking and listening as' (see Watson 1987:271). Pronominzj choices allow
pilots to present who they relevantly are and who others should understand them to be. In
ethnomethodological and conversation analytical terms, pronominal choices are one way
in which cockpit roles are locally accomplished and made accountable.

6.2.2

Coordinating talk and non-talk activity

In Chapter Four I took advantage of the video data to see how pilots coordinate talk and
non-talk activities as they perform the routine tasks necessary to fly their plane. Non-talk
activities include moving a lever, turning a knob, pressing a button, writing and
manipulating printed materials, or looking at a display. Examples in Chapter Four
showed that one way in which pilots develop and demonstrate to one another, momentto-moment, their situated and shared understandings of what is going on, and of who is
doing what and when, is by coordinating their talk and non-talk activities with splitsecond precision. In their performance of a task, precise coordination of talk and non-talk
activities allows pilots to recognise certain actions as relevant and timely contributions to
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the performance of that task. As Goodwin (1996:73) puts it, talk and non-talk activity
"mutually inform each other'' in that each contributes to the sense and interpretability of
the other. Precise coordination of talk and non-talk activities contributes to what the pilots
'know' about the progress of their flight and their conduct of it.
An orientation to precisely coordinating talk and non-talk activities may be particularly
germane in the sequentially task-oriented setting of the airline cockpit, and indeed may be
a constituent feature of the work of airline pilots (and others who work as members of a
team to perform tasks in a sociotechnical setting). That is, an orientation to precisely
coordinating talk and non-talk activity may be part of what it is to be, accountably and
recognisably, an airline pilot. Pilots perform tasks in strict sequence, and a particular
action or task is appropriate and relevant, perhaps even possible, only when another
action or task ( or series of tasks) has been completed, and is known to be so by both
pilots. Similarly, only when each stage of the flight is completed (eg. pushback, taxi,
takeoff) is it legitimate or possible to continue to the next stage of the flight. Therefore, it
is critical that pilots come to a shared understanding, as a crew, when part of a task, or
task, or stage of the flight is complete. Pilots were found to develop and demonstrate
such a shared understanding by managing the moment-to-moment timing and aspects of
the production of both talk and non-talk activity. The power of talk in the cockpit, and in
particular words like 'set', 'selected', 'completed', is that it has the potential to allow an
understanding that it is acceptable to move to some next action. The outcome of a precise
coordination of talk and non-talk activity is a synchronisation of the pilots' conduct of a
task, and the progress of the flight, as they are presented in talk and as they really are. By
precisely coordinating talk and non-talk activities pilots develop and demonstrate their
moment-to-moment awareness of where they are up to with respect to the tasks which
they must perform. In short, the examples in Chapter Four showed how apparently
simple activities to perform routine tasks, such as pressing a button, are actually
accomplished in the course of the pilots' ongoing interaction as a crew to fly their plane.

6.2.3

Integrating talk within and beyond the cockpit

In Chapter Five I explored the routine work of airline pilots as something they do not
accomplish alone, but with the compulsory involvement of participants beyond the
cockpit. While my interest remained talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit, I considered
how pilots develop and demonstrate to one another, moment-to-moment, their evolving
and situated understandings as they integrate their talk to one another, and their non-talk
activities, with their talk to participants outside the cockpit. I focussed on pilots' talk to air
traffic controllers because most of pilots' talk to participants beyond the cockpit is with
controllers, and because exchanges with controllers typically have direct and immediate
significance for the pilots' conduct of their flight and their understanding of their flight's
changing circumstances. I looked at how pilot-controller talk, pilots' radio talk beyond
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the cockpit, is fitted with pilot-pilot talk and non-talk activities within the cockpit as pilots
perform the necessary tasks to fly their plane. In short, Chapter Five showed how airline
pilots establish local understandings, through talk and non-talk activity, of who has heard
what, who knows what, and who does what, in terms of the significance of particular
radio talk for the pilots' joint conduct of the flight. Examples in Chapter Five showed
how understandings about talk beyond the cockpit may develop and be demonstrated
through talk alone, through talk or non-talk activity which initiates some next relevant
task, or by an absence of talk and the continuation of some current action. We also saw
that sometimes there is no interactional work by the pilots to develop and demonstrate
understandings about pilot-controller talk, and that this is treated as unproblematic by the
pilots. By so doing, the pilots together present the radio talk as the concern only of the
one pilot actually doing that talk. We saw also that a pilot otherwise not involved in talk
with the controller can become involved if that pilot identifies some kind of problem.

6.2.4

Changing prescribed wordings

One thing I noted in all three data analysis chapters was that pilots occasionally
substituted spontaneous wording for prescribed wordings, and very frequently
embellished officially prescribed wordings. In the analysis chapters I showed how these
changes to prescribed wordings do important interactional work. Much of what airline
pilots say to one another in the course of their duties is officially prescribed for them, or
scripted, in manuals of operating procedures, checklists and so on, which pilots are
legally required to follow as a condition of their professional employment as airline pilots.
For example, when calling for the landing gear to be raised after the takeoff the Pilotflying is required to call out 'gear up', and after moving the lever to raise the gear and
then noting that the gear is raised the Pilot-not-flying is required to call out' gear up'.
When dialling in a new altitude for the plane's automated systems the required talk is to
say 'set in the window with ASEL'. When working through a checklist the required talk
to indicate a controller's clearance has been received is simply to say 'received'.
However, in the data analysis chapters I noted numerous instances where pilots did not
produce the prescribed wordings, but instead produced a substitute for or variant of that
wording.
Such changes occur as prescribed wordings are realised as naturally occurring talk-ininteraction. That is, the changes occur as the printed script is said by real pilots faced with
the demands of establishing and maintaining an ongoing interaction with one another as
they perform a series of real tasks in real time. For example, examples in Chapter Three
showed that pilots chose to use personal pronouns when there were none in the
prescribed wordings. I argued that such pronouns were interactionally important because
they allowed pilots to invoke and make salient relevant cockpit roles where the prescribed
wordings left these implicit. For example, by choosing a pronoun a pilot can present
some action as not just what any Pilot-flying would do at a certain point in any flight, but
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what J do as the Pilot-flying on this flight here and now. I also noted that pilots often
prefaced some talk with 'and'. This 'and-prefacing' (Heritage and Sorjonen 1994)
presents some new talk and task as the next in the series of tasks which constitute the
flight. I noted the use of 'okay' to mark some talk as separate to prior talk, and the task
which 'okay' initiates as separate to prior tasks.
These changes may have implications for cockpit procedures. For example, I noted the
occurrence of 'thank you' as making explicit that an action by one pilot is understood to
have been done for the other pilot. Like pronominal choices, the use of 'thank you' can
make salient the roles in which the pilots are talking and acting. Furthermore, expressing
gratitude may also be important for developing camaraderie between the pilots, for
developing a sense of team.3 Saying 'thank you' can also do more than this however.
The pilot leading a crew's performance of a checklist claims the task to be over by calling
'checklist complete', which is prescribed wording. There is no prescribed reply to this
'complete' call, but if the other pilot replies 'thank you' that pilot explicitly acknowledges
hearing the 'complete' call and goes on record for having understood and accepted the
checklist as complete. Such a 'thank you' can therefore be thought of as a locally
developed strategy for completing a checklist, for achieving a shared understanding that a
checklist has been completed. It may be that such a local strategy could inform the design
of checklists such that when the 'checklist completed' call is made the other pilot is
required to say something to acknowledge hearing it.
By changing prescribed wordings in some way the pilots incorporate these wordings into
the continuous stream of talk and non-talk activities as the flight progresses. Changes to
prescribed wordings allow pilots to present as connected the many talk and non-talk
actions, the events and the cockpit roles that constitute the circumstances and their
conduct of the flight. These changes to prescribed wordings play a part as pilots develop
and demonstrate to one another their understandings over time of what is going on, and
who is doing what. Examples in Chapter Four even showed that embellishments of
prescribed wordings were precisely coordinated with non-talk activities in the
performance of tasks, just as prescribed wordings were.
In the process of collecting data for this thesis a number of the pilots I flew with were
somewhat puzzled by my interest in recording their talk. These pilots assured me that
everything they said was 'in the manual'. From the examples presented in this thesis it is
clear that pilots do not just automatically reproduce what is 'in the manual ' and say what
they are officially supposed to say. In the highly automated and procedure driven setting
of the airline cockpit pilots change prescribed wordings, even in the strictly economical
wording of a checklist. The examples in this thesis show that producing and
understanding even such prescribed talk is something participants must accomplish
3The use of plural pronoun forms (we/us) to invoke the shared role of crew member could also
do this.
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locally, moment-to-moment, through processes of talk-in-interaction. In his discussion of
'activity types'4, Levinson (1992) writes that types can vary according to whether talk is
scripted or unscripted (Levinson 1992:69). Drew and Sorjonen (1997), among others
who write about institutional talk, note that the order of activities in many institutional
settings is prescribed, but that "[t]he order, and hence the overall shape of certain
institutional interactions, may also be the product oflocally managed routines." (Drew
and Sorjonen 1997: 110). Clark (1996) refers to "prescriptive settings [where] the words
actually spoken are completely, or largely, fixed beforehand" (Clark 1996:5). Lee
(1987:32) points out that in ordinary conversation "conversationalists have no script" and
have to work it all out as they go. This thesis suggests that we should be cautious in
making too strict a distinction between 'scripted and unscnpted', or 'prescribed and
unprescribed'. To use Drew and Sorjonen's (1997:110) words, even scripted and
prescribed talk is "the product of locally managed routines". Though airline pilots may
have a script, they too have to work it all out as they go.

It may be that changing prescribed wordings is an important part of pilots continually
creating and presenting their work, in this high technology automated setting, as human
work. Changing prescribed wordings may allow pilots to create and present themselves
as more than just the facilitators of technological events, as more than mere adjuncts to
cockpit technologies. Pilots are able to maintain their identity as actively interacting
human participants, albeit surrounded by seemingly countless buttons, switches, lights,
dials, levers, displays, and so on.
The commercial aviation industry should not necessarily treat such local changes to
'what's in the book' as a matter of concern. It is probably inevitable that, as they go about
their work as airline pilots, flight after flight, day after day, pilots will change prescribed
wordings. If such changes help pilots to interact with one another and develop
understandings as they fly their plane, and this is why the changes appear in the first
place, then there would seem to be little point in trying to stop pilots making such
changes. It may even be that retaining scope to improvise in this and other ways is an
important resource for pilots in not only routine situations but also unusual or crisis
situations where prescribed wording is inadequate, inappropriate, or simply unavailable.5
Changes to prescribed wordings are produced and accepted locally as part of the routine
work of airline pilots, and it may be that such local adaptations are positive ones for the
work of the institution. For example, Baccus ( 1986) writes about multipiece truck wheel
accidents and their regulations, and notes the irony that certain regulated safe operating
4 Activity types are defined as "any culturally recognized activity'' (Levinson 1992:69).
5 The pilots of a plane which encountered extraordinary mechanical problems were later praised
for the way they reacted to the crisis. In the industry much of the pilots' success as a crew on that
flight has been attributed to the relaxed and informal nature of the pilots' interaction as they
identified problems and worked through candidate solutions. There were no formal procedures
for the problems which the pilots faced and they had to improvise to make the most of the
situation (Faith 1996; Job 1996:186-202; MacPherson 1998:152-176).
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procedures actually prevent mechanics from addressing some of the possible sources of
accidents. Mechanics developed their own "situated logics" (Baccus 1986:43) for safely
servicing truck tyres. We can think of prescribed wordings as 'rules of talk', and as
Harper and Hughes (1993) comment of rules in air traffic control, "[a]ction in accordance
with a rule is situatedly accomplished by actors and done 'in light of the particularities of
the setting (Harper and Hughes 1993: 128, citing and adapting Coulter 1983). This thesis
supports this comment by showing how airline pilots routinely and acceptably change the
prescribed wordings of formal procedures during the course of naturally occurring
cockpit talk-in-interaction.

6.3

Implications

-6.3.1

Implications for the commercial aviation industry
and accident investigation

There are a number of implications of this thesis, or at least possible points of interest, for
the commercial aviation industry and for accident investigation.
In terms of transcription methods alone, this thesis shows the commercial aviation
industry, and accident investigative bodies, what can be gained by making detailed
transcriptions after ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. Accident investigative
bodies, such as the aviation arm of the Australian Transport Safety Bureau, formerly the
Bureau of Air Safety Investigation, and the American National Transportation Safety
Board, have in the past relied on transcriptions from cockpit voice recordings which
included very little detail, compared to transcriptions produced by conversation analysts.
For example, typically these transcriptions do not indicate the precise lengths of periods
without talk, do not show when and how the talk of two or more participants overlaps, or
show how pilots' talk overlaps with cockpit and aircraft noises, and include no or
minimal prosodic details of talk (eg. loudness, pitch, speed) or of voice quality (eg.
breathiness, creaky voice). Casual conversation in the cockpit may not be transcribed at
all, and may be indicated only by wording such as 'non-pertinent conversation'. This
thesis shows what can be revealed by more detailed transcription of pilots' talk.
Often, in investigating the sequence of events which led to an accident, much hinges on
investigators' interpretation of what a pilot said, or what was meant by what was said, or
how a pilot's talk was interpreted, or how the mood or 'atmosphere' in the cockpit or
between pilots and controllers could best be described. Accident investigators have had,
to date, few tools confidently and systematically to make such interpretations.
Investigators have relied on industry practices to code and count utterances, and/or rely
on their own analysts' interpretations. The approach used here, drawing on transcription
and analytic methods arising from ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, has
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eschewed attempts to get into people's heads and guess what they are thinking and
feeling. However, the approach taken here does show how the pilots' themselves,
moment-to-moment, develop and demonstrate to each other their understandings and
interpretations of what was said, what was meant, and what is going on.
Chapter Four, especially, also shows what can be missed if transcriptions of pilots'
interaction includes audio data only. Difficulties in determining the factors leading to
some accidents (eg. see Job 1994:88-97), and in particular two recent accidents in which
it is possible that pilots may have deliberately taken action to bring their own plane down,
have led some in the commercial aviation industry to advocate the use of cockpit video
cameras. This thesis shows how video data might be transcribed and analysed, and gives
an idea of what might be learned from such analysis.
By showing how airline pilots actually use the tools of their trade, their cockpit
instruments, as coordinated moment-to-moment with their talk, this thesis may have
implications for cockpit design and procedures. The thesis (see especially Chapter Four)
has described and analysed in close detail how and when pilots move and position their
bodies within the spaces of the cockpit made relevant by particular non-talk activities, and
touch and handle particular cockpit instruments. The thesis has shown how pilots orient
to the "witnessability" (Harper and Hughes 1993:133) of their actions, and the
significance of this for establishing shared understandings of these actions. The findings
reported here may be relevant for decisions about the design, placement and operation of
particular knobs, switches, buttons, displays etc.
This thesis has argued for the value of an alternative approach to the overwhelmingly
dominant approach in the commercial aviation industry towards researchin_g
'communication in the cockpit'. This thesis has shown how 'communication in the
cockpit' might be studied as talk-in-interaction. It may be that examining how pilots'
understandings are developed in context, locally, through processes of talk-in-interaction,
can be an appropriate and successful approach to issues of flight crew team-work and
decision-making, error management (Helmreich and Merritt 2000), leadership in the
cockpit, and situation awareness (SA). As I have commented earlier, improving pilots'
SA, and how their SA informs their actions, may involve more than improving displays:
it will involve a better understanding of how pilots interact with one another, and what
pilots actually do to fly their plane. This thesis has begun to build such an understanding.
This thesis has made the skills of airline pilots visible, not just to those of us outside the
industry, but also to those within it. Harper and Hughes (1993:142) note that
ethnomethodological studies of work have explored the skills of work ''which are largely
'invisible', because routinely familiar, even to the parties to the work ... [and which] ...
workers find hard to articulate." Indeed, one airline Captain wrote to me to explain the
procedures for making settings for his aircraft's automated systems, and said "[e]ven
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though the procedures are fairly straightforward to accomplish on a daily basis, it is
difficult to put so simply into words." By researching talk-in-interaction in the airline
cockpit this thesis has made visible just what is involved in the daily straightforward
accomplishment of cockpit tasks.
This thesis has thrown light on how the routine work of airline pilots gets done, as
routine work. That is, the thesis has presented a picture of what the pilots themselves
present and accept as the routine, ordinary, normal ways they go about flying airliners.
Such a picture may ultimately be of use to airlines in their training and ongoing
assessment of pilots. Psathas ( 1990b) writes of the value of identifying in particular
"interaction systems" (Psathas 1990b:20) the "interactional competencies [which] are
requisite to participation in those systems" (Psathas 1990b:21 ), for later teaching such
competencies. 6 I will not make a strong claim about a range of specific competencies
which might be taught as a result of the findings here, that is best done by those within
the industry. One possibility, however, could be to develop more explicit and consistent
procedures for establishing shared crew understandings about talk beyond the cockpit.
For example, while formal procedures might exist and typically be followed for receiving
clearances from air traffic controllers?, that is for establishing shared crew understandings
of what has been said and its significance for the pilots' conduct of the flight, the data
here suggest that for other talk with controllers pilots may be reliant on spontaneous and
local strategies. A clearer picture of what counts, for the pilots themselves, as acceptably
routine talk-in-interaction may also be valuable for the work of airline accident
investigators. Investigators could be able better to determine or argue for the non-routine
nature of particular instances of talk or action.

6.3.2

Implications for understandings of
talk-in-interaction

In this section I widen the scope of the conclusion to consider three areas which are
significant for understanding of talk-in-interaction. In each case I point to what this thesis
has contributed in terms of talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit.

6.3.2.1

Interaction and grammar

This thesis begins what can be called a 'grammar' of the airline cockpit. The study of
naturally occurring talk-in-interaction, has led Schegloff and others to reconsider
'grammar' itself as more than a 'linguistic' organisation of words (see especially papers
6 See also Sarangi and Roberts (1999b).
· 7 Some examples in Chapter Five showed that pilots did not always follow formal procedures for

receiving clearances.
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in Ochs, Schegloff and Thompson 1996; also Lerner 1996a, Fox 1999). For example,
Schegloff, Ochs and Thompson (1996:2) describe grammar as "part of a broader range of
resources - organizations of practices ... - which underlie the organization of social life,
and in particular the way in which language figures in everyday interaction and
cognition." Rather than to integrate their observations of interaction into traditional
linguistic descriptions, their goal is to put grammar in what they see to be its rightful
place.
... interactional and pragmatic organizations play a primary and
formative role, rather than a residual one, in the organization of conduct,
including talk ... grammar and syntax are, if not subordinate, then not
more than co-ordinate with them. (Schegloff, Ochs and Thompson
1996:26, emphasis in original)
... the meaning of any single grammatical construction is interactionally
contingent, built over interactional time in accordance with interactional
actualities ... Meaning lies not within the speaker nor the addressee nor
the utterance alone ... but rather the interactional past, current, and
projected next moment ... grammatical structures are revisualized as
interactional structures t.liat have their own interactional morphology and
syntax within and across turns ... (Schegloff, Ochs and Thompson
1996:40)
Such a reconsideration is probably inevitable for those who have made a commitment to
encountering language as 'talk', as something locally determined and interpreted by real
people in natural settings, in "historically situated social encounters" (Schegloff, Ochs
and Thompson 1996:40). Talk, as the focus for analysts of conversation and talk-ininteraction, occurs not because people want to produce words and sentences, but because
people want to interact, to maintain relationships, to get things done. Similarly, Schegloff
( 1996), writing in the same volume, shifts the focus for grammar from sentences to
turns-at-talk. For Schegloff, turns are ''the key proximate organizational niche into which
bursts oflanguage are introduced" (Schegloff 1996:53) and "grammar is one of the types
of organization shaping these bursts" (Schegloff 1996:53). Grammar must take its place
as only one of the features of interest for those more generally concerned to study the
action of participants in naturally occurring interaction.
Claims by Schegloff, Ochs and Thompson ( 1996:40) that "grammatical construction is
interactionally contingent", and especially that "categories of grammatical description need
to be made responsive to the categories appropriate to describing communicative
interaction" (Schegloff, Ochs and Thompson 1996: 11 ), could be heard to echo the
concerns of those who work with systemic functional grammar (after Halliday 1973,
1978, 1985; also Halliday and Hasan 1985):
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a discourse grammar needs to be functional and semantic in its
orientation, with the grammatical categories explained as the realization
ofsemantic patterns ... [it is] a study of wording, but one that interprets
the wording by reference to what it means.
(Halliday 1985:xvii, emphasis added)
The 'semantic patterns' to which Halliday refers above are socially motivated in that
Halliday and his followers assume a notion of 'language as social semiotic', that is, that
language is first and foremost a 'resource for meaning' for its users. Most relevant to the
current discussion is the argument in systemic functional grammar that features of the
'context of situation', in which the language occurs, can be systematically linked to
aspects of grammar through a limited number of semantic functions, or kinds of meaning
(Halliday 1985; Halliday and Hasan 1985) .
Adherents to systemic functional grammar would share Schegloff s ( 1996: 111) view that
Austin (1962) was too conservative in remaining focussed on single sentences. They
work with 'texts', spoken or written exchanges, and the notion of 'context of situation'
has its origins in Malinowski's (1949/1923, 1935) early descriptions oflanguage use by
Trobriand Islanders, and has evolved through prior attempts by Firth (see Firth 1959) and
others to characterise the environments in which language occurs. Malinowski found that
to make his texts (in Kiriwinian) intelligible in English he needed to provide descriptions
of what was going on, where the speakers were and what they were doing, for example
as they worked together in a fishing expedition. Language had to be understood in its
context of situation, as concurrent with action. In words recalling the discussion of
Goodwin, Kendon and others in Chapter One (section 1.2.4), Malinowski decides that
"[u]ltimately all the meaning of all words is derived from bodily experience."
(Malinowski 1935:58, Volume 2).
Despite the appearance of some shared ground, that is an acknowledgement that
understanding language requires an interest in the setting and circumstances of its use,
proponents of systemic functional grammar are not primarily interested in analysing the
temporally unfolding processes of interaction as such, as opposed to the way speakers
relate to one another through the 'meanings' they express and encode through choices in
grammar. The 'texts' they use typically lack the detail provided by conversation analysts
and researchers of talk-in-interaction, either in the representation of the language of
participants, that is the detail in the transcription (eg. timing of overlapped talk, length and
placement of silence, prosodic characteristics), or in the integration into the transcription
of non-talk activities. Despite the prominent place given to 'context of situation', the
study of naturally occurring talk has generally not been a central concern of systemic
functional grammar, and Halliday' s major outline of the grammar (Halliday 1985) uses
decontextualised literary and constructed examples. A strength of talk-in-interaction
research, therefore, is its concern to integrate as significant contributors to interaction all
that is around or with the participants' talk. Indeed, talk-in-interaction can acknowledge
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that non-talk features of an interaction may at times have a greater impact than talk on how
an interaction unfolds. As Fox (1999) argues, prosody, gesture, grammar, semantics and
sequential location "mutually create or constitute one another'' (Fox 1999:57) making it
possible that "grammar itself may be an embodied practice" (Fox 1999:57). This thesis
has begun to outline the "interactional morphology and syntax" (Schegloff, Ochs and
Thompson 1996:40) of processes of talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit by showing
how talk (and the emerging structure of turns) was precisely coordinated with non-talk
activity, by showing how pronominal choices allowed pilots to make salient relevant
cockpit roles, and by showing how pilots' talk beyond the cockpit was integrated with the
pilots' talk and non-talk activities within the cockpit.

6.3.2.2

Interaction as a 'natural system'

Studying talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit can reveal something about the cockpit
as an example of a 'natural system'. This thesis has understood talk within a broader
examination of what is occurring in an interaction as a whole, that is, how the talk works
with other features of the interaction, such as bodily movement, the manipulation of
objects etc., for participants jointly to accomplish the interaction. Participants use more
than talk to make their own contributions, and those of their co participants, interpretable.
Naturally occurring interaction is always situated, locally accomplished, and temporally
unfolding. Such a view of interaction, and of talk as 'in-interaction' , is broadly
compatible with views of 'natural systems' as complex, chaotic, self-organising, dynamic
and nonlinear (Killeen 1989; Lewin 1993; Barton 1994; Kelso 1995). For example,
Lewin (1993:J 73) claims that "[e]mergence ... is the central feature of the new science of
complexity", and Kelso (1995:xi-xii) argues that ''human behavior - frompeurons to
mind - is governed by the generic processes of self-organization." Self-organisation is
said to denote "a process by which a structure or pattern emerges in an open system
without specifications from the outside environment" (Barton 1994:7), and ''the
fundamental goal of modelling or analyzing a self-organizing system is to understand a
pattern of dynamic behavior" (Barton 1994:12, emphasis in original). Also, in a chaotic
system, "general patterns of future behavior may be predictable but specific behaviors
over the long range will not" (Barton 1994: 6). Interaction could therefore be thought of
as a 'natural system ' .
One characteristic of the dynamic nature of complex natural systems is that they are
frequently "poised at the critical state" (Lewin 1993:61) where just a small change in one
part of the system may produce a substantial response from the system as a whole. For
example, one balancing rock may topple and begin a major rock fall, a tiny spark may
lead to a huge forest fire, and one word may be enough to start a fight (see Killeen 1989).
Complexity is, as Lewin (1993) words it in the title of his book, ' life at the edge of
chaos'. This characteristic is thought to be advantageous to some natural systems, and at
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the moment we can think of a naturally occurring interaction, specifically for how
systems can put things together and come to 'know' things in order to function. In short,
"[b ]eing at the transition point between order and chaos ... buys you the possibility that
information processing can become part of the dynamics of the system" (Lewin 1993 :51 ).
Different examples have been used to exemplify this. Lewin ( 1993: 175) refers to the
various forms of communication used by ants by which the colony as a whole processes
more information than any individual ant and works as a single organism. By exchanging
the contents of their stomachs "the nutritional needs of the colony are 'known' by the
whole colony" (Lewin 1993: 175). As Kelso (1995:288) comments, "[t]he real solution
to the mind-brain-body problem rests in how information is to be conceived in living
things, in general, and the brain in particular".
If we think of processes of naturally occurring interaction and how things come to be
'known' in an interaction, that is how the participants achieve both individual and shared
understandings of what is going on, how their talk and activities are to be interpreted and
coordinated, then research on natural systems is also relevant to the study of interaction.
In this sense too, research on natural systems echoes work on cognition as embodied,
situated, and socially shared. In particular, this thesis has said something about 'how
information is to be conceived in living tilings', specifically how pilots develop
understandings as they perform their tasks to fly a plane. We have seen, however, that
Kelso's (1995) phrasing above of a 'mind-brain-body' problem is too narrow for
interaction in the cockpit because it does not explicitly allow for a contribution from the
physical features of the setting, that is the pilots' use of, or better their interaction with,
the numerous displays, switches, buttons, dials and so on. Larsen-Freeman (1997) is one
applied linguist who has argued for the value of chaos/complexity theory because it
''underscores the necessity oflooking at the whole, because of the interconnectedness of
all the parts. It is a process-oriented perspective - a theory of becoming, rather than being.
It suggests that the complex behavior of a system is emergent - it is not encoded in any
specific part of the whole." (Larsen-Freeman 1997:90-91). This thesis has shown how
'information' in the cockpit, an information rich and tool saturated sociotechnical
workplace setting, emerges and exists through processes of pilots' talk-in-interaction.

6.3.2.3

Vygotsky and activity theory

The approach I have taken in this thesis, together with other studies of talk-in-interaction,
may be one way to advance Vygotsky' s general concern with "the relation between
human beings and their environment, both physical and social" (Vygotsky 1978:19).8
Vygotsky, who wrote in the 1920s and 1930s, proposed the notion that practical activity,
mediated by 'tools' of some sort (Vygotsky 1987/1934; Wertsch 1991a, 1991b;
8 This link is occasionally made by researchers of talk-in-interaction (eg. Goodwin 1995:273;

Goodwin and Goodwin 1996:61; Engestrom and Middleton 1996b:3). See also Mercer (2000)
who draws on the work of Vygotsky in his discussion of collective thinking, or what he refers to
as 'interthinking'.
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Zinchenko 1985), was fundamental in the development of consciousness and higher
psychological processes, and should be a central explanatory principle for psychology
(Davydov and Radzikhovski 1985). That is, in humans "there occurs a complex
functional connection between speech, the use of tools and the natural visual field, and
without the analysis of this link, the psychology of ... practical activities would remain
forever incomprehensible." (Vygotsky and Luria 1994:113). Vygotsky's primary interest
was in children's learning and development. For example, when discussing laboratory
experiments with children Vygotsky commented that ''their speech and action are part of
one and the same complex psychological function, directed toward the solution of the
problem at hand" (Vygotsky 1978 :25), in short, a "unity of perception, speech, and
action" (Vygotsky 1978:25).
Vygotsky's interest in children's language, learning and psychological development may
seem very distant from the study of airline pilots' talk in the high technology setting of the
airline cockpit, however the analysis in this thesis sheds some light on how 'perception,
speech, and action' may indeed be unified as naturally occurring talk-in-interaction. The
notion of 'activity' was developed as 'activity theory', or t.lie 'theory of activity' after
Vygotsky's death (see Ratner 1991; Wertsch 1981, 1985), most notably by Soviet
psychologists such as Leont' ev (1981 ). Psychological phenomena, such as memory,
perception, attention, thinking and speech, were investigated from the perspective of
activity theory (Zinchenko and Gordon 1981:76). For example, Luria (1971:266) argued
that "[ c]ognitive processes ... are not independent and unchanging 'abilities' or
'functions' of human consciousness; they are processes occurring in concrete, practical
activities and are formed within the limits of this activity." Activity theory has, however,
been criticised for misunderstanding Vygotsky's original notion and focussing on the
scene or setting of activity, rather than activity itself (Kozulin 1990; Newman and
Holzman 1993). As Wertsch (199lb:15) argues, to understand how humans, and their
actions, are "situated in cultural, historical, and institutional settings" we cannot isolate
and focus on just the setting, the action, the person, or the talk. One way to keep activity
itself at the centre is to draw on insights and methods from ethnomethodology and
conversation analysis to study the coordination of talk and non-talk activities as they
emerge moment-to-moment in processes of talk-in-interaction. We may better understand
how talk, cognitive and sensory processes, and practical activity are integrated as
"seamless, continuous performance" (Newman and Holzman 1993:74). This thesis has
shown how talk and non-talk activities are coordinated as 'seamless, continuous
performance' in the work of airline pilots.
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A final comment

Sacks ( 1984a:24) says that "[i]t is possible that detailed study of small phenomena may
give an enormous understanding of the way humans do things and the kinds of objects
they use to construct and order their affairs." This thesis has looked at how airline pilots
'do things' and 'use objects' to 'construct and order their affairs', routinely, to fly their
plane from A to B. At the beginning of this thesis I adapted the words of Heritage
(l 984b:299) to ask 'How is an accountably adequate airline flight produced and
recognised?'. In responding to this question this thesis has shown how the airline cockpit
is both the epitome of the high technology workplace, and fundamentally a setting for
human interaction. The thesis has shown how every airline flight is not just a
technological triumph but also a triumph of human performance: every airline flight is an
interactional accomplishment. Modem airliners are highly automated and computerised
technical systems, but whether it comforts us or not they do not fly all by themselves.
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Appendix 1
Transcription notation
The transcription notation used here is adapted from the system originally developed by
Gail Jefferson and used by conversation analysts. Recent variations of this system can be
found, for example, in Atkinson and Heritage (1984), Silverman (1993), Gardner
(1994b), Psathas (1995), van Dijk (1997), Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998), and ten Have
(1999).
C

Captain

FO

First Officer

PF

Pilot-flying

PNF

Pilot-not-flying

0

talk which is quieter than surrounding talk

set

0

set

talk which is louder than surrounding talk

<set>

talk which is noticeably slower than surrounding talk

>set<

talk which is noticeably faster than surrounding talk

se:::t

lengthening of a sound

set.

falling intonation

set?

rising intonation

set,

flat or slightly rising intonation, talk which sounds incomplete

bravo Juliet tango

talk said over the radio

hh-

outbreath

.hh

inbreath

we-

talk which is cut off abruptly

(3.4), (0.3)

silence measured in seconds and tenths of seconds

(.)

silence of less than a fifth of a second ie. less than (0.2)
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(set)(

)

transcriber doubt about word
talk which overlaps other talk

((alert sound))

description of contextual feature eg. sounds other than talk

((moves hand))

non-talk activity

t_t

beginning, duration and end of non-talk activity. Arrows point
upwards to the precise point in talk or silence where non-talk
activity begins or ends

>_i

non-talk activity is continued

i_>

non-talk activity continues

>

non-talk activity is continued, and continues

>

?_i

not clear from video when non-talk activity begins
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Appendix 2
Glossary of aviation terms
This glossary includes some commonly used aviation terms. Most of the descriptions are
taken and/or adapted from Job (1994:181-182), Job (1996:9-10), and Job (1998:8-10).

AAI (Altitude Alert Indicator): displays selected altitude for aircraft automated
systems (ASEL mode on Flight Mode Panel), 'the window'.
ADF (Automatic Direction Finder): is used for navigation and was previously
known as radio compass.
ATC (Air Traffic Control): is a system of directing all aircraft operating within
designated airspace by radio. ATC is divided into sectors such as Tower (airport or
aerodrome control for takeoffs and landings), Depaitures (for departing aircraft),
Control or Centre (for en route aircraft), and Approach (for arriving aircraft).
Altimeter: is a cockpit display showing the aircraft's altitude.
Altitude: is the height of the aircraft as shown on the altimeter adjusted to local
barometric pressure.
AP:

is short for 'autopilot'.

ASEL (Altitude Select): is a mode at the Flight Mode Panel. ASEL mode is used to
select an altitude for the plane to climb or to maintain (hold) using the plane's
automated systems.
ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information Service): is a continuous recorded radio
transmission of meteorological conditions at an airport.
Attitude: is the lateral and longitudinal relationship of the aircraft to the horizon.
Black boxes: the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) and Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR). In
reality they are orange or red to make them easier to find after an accident.
Captain: is a formal rank held by a pilot. The Captain is the member of the flight crew
who has the ultimate authority and responsibility for the conduct of the flight.
'Clean' aircraft: is an aircraft in normal cruising configuration ie. with high lift devices
(flaps and slats) and landing gear retracted.
Clearance (air traffic clearance): is approval by air traffic control for aircraft to
perform certain actions, such as to taxi, takeoff, climb, enter controlled airspace,
descend or to land.
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Control yoke: is used by the pilots to control some of the external moving surfaces of
the aircraft to make immediate impacts on the performance of the plane. On some
aircraft types the control yoke has been replaced by a 'sidestick'.
CRM (Crew or Cockpit Resource Management): is a part of pilots' training
which seeks to develop pilots' ability to work together as a team and effectively use
all the resources available to them to, for example, perform tasks, assess
situations, make decisions, and identify and resolve problems.
CVR (Cockpit Voice Recorder): is tape recording equipment designed to be 'crash
proof and is fitted to an aircraft to record conversations of the flight crew and
radio transmissions, as well as some cockpit noises (eg. aural alerts, movement of
levers). The tape is at least a 30 minute closed loop which is continuously recycled,
providing a complete audio record of the last 30 (or more) minutes of any flight.
DME (Distance Measuring Equipment): is a radio navigation aid providing a
constant readout of the aircraft's distance from a selected radio beacon.
Elevation: refers to the height of terrain 'above mean sea level' (AMSL)
FDR (Flight Data Recorder): is an instrument designed to be 'crash proof' and is
fitted to an aircraft to continuously record certain operating parameters during
flight, such as airspeed, altitude, heading, vertical acceleration, instrument
readings, flight control movements and engine performance.
First Officer: is a formal rank held by a pilot. The First Officer is the member of the
flight crew with the Captain. Usually the First Officer is the junior and less
experienced member of the flight crew.
Flaps: are adjustable surfaces on an aircraft's wing. When lowered, flaps increase the lift
of the wing, thereby reducing the stalling speed, and increase 'drag' steepening the
aircraft's glide angle.
Flight Director: is a computer controlled flying instrument combining inputs of other
flying and other radio navigation instruments in a single large display located
directly in front of each pilot.
Flight Level (FL): is an expression of height in hundreds of feet, based on standard
barometric altimeter setting of 1013.2 millibars eg. 12 000 feet on standard
altimeter setting would be FL 120. FL differs from altitude in that the latter is based
on actual barometric altimeter setting for a particular area or airport.
FMC (Flight Management Computer): part of an aircraft's automated systems.
FMP (Flight Mode Panel): is where the pilots can make selections for the aircraft' s
automated systems to use to fly the plane.
FMS (Flight Management System): part of an aircraft's automated systems.
Heading (HDG): is a direction described in compass degrees.
Gear: is short for 'landing gear'.
Glideslope: is part of an ILS and is a radio beacon providing vertical guidance.
GPS (Global Positioning System): is a satellite-based navigation aid.
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GPWS (Ground Proximity Warning System): alerts the pilots that the aircraft is
too close to terrain or that its current flight path will take the aircraft too close to
terrain.
IFR (Instrument Flight Rules): are stipulated procedures for navigating aircraft by
reference to cockpit instruments and radio navigation aids alone to enable flight
regardless of visibility. This is the normal operating procedure for airline flights.
ILS (Instrument Landing System): is an electronic approach aid which enables a
pilot to carry out an approach for landing when weather conditions preclude visual
contact with the ground.
IMC (Instrument Meteorological Conditions): are weather conditions in which
visibility is less than specified for visual flying (see VFR), and in which flight is
legally possible only under IFR.
Indicated Airspeed (IAS): is the speed of an aircraft through air, expressed in knots.
Knot: is one nautical mile per hour and is equivalent to 1.853 km/h.
Landing gear: is the aircraft's wheels and associated assemblies.
Localiser: is part of an ILS and is a radio beacon providing horizontal guidance.
LSA (Lowest Safe Altitude): A designated minimum altitude for a particular air
route, providing a minimum of 1 000 feet clearance above underlying terrain.
MSA (Minimum Safe Altitude): is the altitude below which aircraft flying under IFR
may not descend unless specifically authorised to do so by A TC. The MSA takes
into account high terrain underlying an air route.
Nautical mile (nm): a measure of distance used for navigation in the air and at sea. A
nm is equal to one minute of an arc of latitude on the earth's surface. A nm is 800
feet longer than a statute mile and is equivalent to 1.853 km.
NDB (Non Directional Beacon): is a ground based radio transmitter sending
continuous signals in all directions for use by aircraft fitted with ADF (radio
compass).
PF (Pilot-flying): is the pilot in control of the aircraft and generally responsible for
making most routine decisions about the conduct of the flight. Sometimes also
referred to as 'Pl' or 'Pilot-in-command' (PIC).
PFD (Primary Flight Display): is a cockpit display which can show critical details
of the aircraft's location and operating parameters.
PNF (Pilot-not-flying): assists the PF, and is responsible for most radio
communications. Sometimes also referred to as 'P2'.
Power levers: are used by the pilots to control the power (thrust) of the engines.
QNH: is a code expression designating an altimeter setting in millibars - when set on
subscale of the aircraft's altimeter the instrument reads the aircraft's height above
mean sea level.
Radial: is a bearing to or from a VOR radio range navigation beacon.
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Rotate: is to raise the aircraft's nosewheel off the runway for the aircraft to become
airborne. The aircraft is 'rotated' on its main landing gear.
SA (Situation Awareness): generally refers to the pilots' understanding of important
aspects of the progress of their flight, including the state of the plane, their own
actions, and the environmental and other circumstances of the flight.
SARWATCH (Search and Rescue Watch): is a service available to flights.
Separation: refers to designated minimum vertical and horizontal distance between
aircraft.
SID (Standard Instrument Departure): is a standard and published departure route
from an airport ie. specifying runway, headings, navigation points and altitudes to
be used during the departure, and other critical information.
Slats: are aerodynamic devices fitted to the leading edge of wings to delay the onset of
stalling speed.
Spoilers: surfaces on an aircraft's wings designed to 'spoil' the airflow over the wings
and so reduce lift (eg. during descent or after touchdown during the landing).
Stalling speed: is a low airspeed at which the aircraft wings suddenly lose lift. This is
the absolute minimum airspeed at which the aircraft can maintain flight.
STAR (STandard Arrival Route): is a standard published arrival route to an airport
ie. specifying runway, headings, navigation points and altitudes to be used during
the approach, and other critical information.
Transponder: is a radio device fitted to aircraft which, when triggered off by certain
radar wavelengths, emits a signal visible on ground radar screens. The signal
usually includes additional information such as the altitude of the aircraft.
Undercarriage: is another term for landing gear.
Vl:

is the decision speed during takeoff. At this speed the aircraft is committed to fly
ie. the pilots must continue with the takeoff.

V2:

is the takeoff safety speed. This is the minimum control speed plus a safety margin
to allow for engine failure and other contingencies.

Vr:

is the rotation speed. This is the speed at which the aircraft is 'rotated' into liftoff
attitude by raising the nosewheel off the runway.

Vref: is the flap reference speed. This is the landing speed for stipulated number of
degrees of flap extension.
Vertical Speed (VS): is the rate of climb or descent expressed in feet per minute.
VFR (Visual Flight Rules): are stipulated flight procedures for navigating aircraft
visually, clear of cloud, in Visual Meteorological conditions.
VMC (Visual Meteorological Conditions): are weather conditions providing a
specified range of visibility, making it possible for pilots to use visual means to
avoid terrain and other aircraft.
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VOR (Very High Frequency Omni directional Radio Range): is a radio range
navigation beacon.
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Appendix 3
Publications and presentations
of work in progress
Work in progress from this research has been published or presented in the following.

Publications
Nevile, M. (Forthcoming) Understanding who's who in the airline cockpit: pilots'
pronominal choices and cockpit roles. In A. McHoul and M. Rapley (eds), How to
analyse talk in institutional settings: a casebook ofmethods. Continuum International:
London.
Nevile, M. (Forthcoming) Talk, text and task in the airline cockpit. In R. Horowitz (Ed.)
Talking texts: knowing the world through the evolution ofinstructional discourse.
International Reading Association.
Nevile, M. (2000) Cockpit talk and what it means for flight safety. Campus Review,
10,38:11. 4-10 October 2000.
Nevile, M. (1999) Communication and socially shared cognition in the airline cockpit.
Proceedings of The 2nd International Conference on Cognitive Science, and the 16th
Annual Meeting of the Japanese Cognitive Science Society Joint Conference, Waseda
University, Tokyo.

Presentations
'Talk-in-interaction and the development of situation awareness in the airline cockpit.'
Seminar, School of Language Studies, Australian National University, October 2000
'Talk, thought, and task in the airline cockpit', paper presented at the 7th International
Pragmatics Conference, Budapest, Hungary, 9-14 July 2000. Panel on Cognition-inaction: Ethnomethodology, convenor Paul ten Have.
'Invoking roles in the airline cockpit', presentation at the Summer School on Institutional
Interaction, Suitia, Finland, 25 June-2 July 2000.
Data session, University of Southern Denmark, Main Campus Odense University,
Denmark, 15 June 2000.
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'Look who's listening in the airline cockpit', data session, National Conversation
Analysis Symposium, Macquarie University, Sydney, 27-28 November 1999.
'Talking with technology: a view from the airline cockpit', paper presented at the 24th
Annual Congress of the Applied Linguistics Association of Australia, University of
Western Australia, Perth, 26-29 September 1999.
'Talk-in-interaction in the airline cockpit', data session, The Murdoch Symposium on
Talk-In-Interaction, Murdoch University, Perth, 23-24 September 1999.
'"You're getting a little bit high": pilots' pronominal choices in the crash of flight 554',
paper presented at the 12th World Congress of Applied Linguistics, Waseda University,
Tokyo, August 1-6 1999.
'Communication and socially shared cognition in the airline cockpit', paper presented at
the Second International Conference on Cognitive Science and The 16th Annual Meeting
of the Japanese Cognitive Science Society, Waseda University, Tokyo, July 27-30,
1999.
'Institutional talk: the airline cockpit'. Lecture for the course 'Discourse Analysis',
Department of Linguistics, Australian National University, Canberra, 10 June 1999.
'Talk and task in the airline cockpit', workshop, National Symposium on Conversation
Analysis, Australian National University, Canberra, 7-8 November 1998.
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